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Georgia Rate Reimbursement Task Force  Final Report 

Executive Summary 

 

In May 2009 the Georgia Division of Family and Children Services (DFCS) contracted 

with the University of Georgia’s Carl Vinson Institute of Government (CVIOG) to staff a 

foster care Rate Reimbursement Task Force. The Task Force members met four times 

between June and December 2009, as well as meeting by conference call and exchanging 

information over email, and developed a set of recommendations for restructuring the 

Georgia child welfare financing system in accordance with a set of outcomes and 

principles that are consistent with national policy and practice direction. 

 

The Rate Reimbursement Task Force was mandated by the Kenny A Consent Decree, 

entered into by the state in October 2005. In accordance with the Consent Decree, the 

Task Force was given the responsibility for making recommendations for rate 

reimbursements for out of home care based on the reasonable cost of achieving 

measurable outcomes for all children in foster care (excluding base foster care rates). 

Two issues the Task Force needed to consider were: (1) to develop a rate structure 

consistent with an “unbundled” system, which requires DFCS to pay for placement costs 

using state, IV-E, and TANF dollars while the Medicaid system directly reimburses 

providers for behavioral health care; and, (2) to recommend a rate structure that complies 

with funding requirements related to Title IV-E and TANF funding so that DHS/DFCS 

can draw down such funds. 

 

On November 18, 2009, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) 

announced that it is withdrawing the proposed rule, “Medicaid Program; Coverage for 

Rehabilitative Services” (72 FR 45201). As a result of this rule, Georgia (and Colorado) 

was asked, beginning July 1, 2007, to unbundle Medicaid services that were provided 

through private community based therapeutic foster care and group homes. The 

announcement provides an opportunity to return to a more integrated financing system 

that is consistent with the recommendations in this report. As the Division moves forward 

with these recommendations, the Task Force strongly encourages the State as well to 

assess the fiscal, policy, and practice impacts that may result from this announcement. 
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Guided by the scope of work, the Task Force was provided the following charge per 

Mark Washington, Assistant Commissioner of the Georgia Department of Human 

Services: 

 

The Task Force is charged with looking at the rate reimbursement structure within the 

foster care system. Several approaches are possible:  

• Review the existing rates and create a new set of rates. 

• Review the existing rates and make recommendations based on appropriate rates 

linked to overall performance within safety, permanency and well-being – CFSR 

indicators – and consider approaches of performance-based contracting that 

support these indicators and overall child well-being. 

 

The Task Force elected to pursue the second of these two approaches for two reasons. 

First, the state had reexamined and restructured per diem rates as recently as two years 

ago (going into effect in July 2007). Second, the Task Force felt strongly that any per 

diem rates established would provide an incentive to move children to permanency, 

which was not a stated priority when rates had previously been restructured. Recognizing 

that the second option was more complex and far-reaching, it was necessary to consider 

an extensive amount of information in a short amount of time, including: 

 

• National financing structures, including Title IV-E and TANF funding and the 

implications of recommendations for use of these funding sources 

• Federal law, including the newly-enacted Fostering Connections to Success and 

Increasing Adoptions Act of 2008 

• Trends in system delivery, including Systems of Care, Family Centered Practice, 

and Performance-Based Contracting 

• Other state models and structures, particularly those in Georgia’s Administration 

for Children and Families Region IV 

• Georgia’s shift from a Level of Care system to Room, Board and Watchful 

Oversight system and the unbundling of behavioral health services 
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• The development of a system consistent with the movement toward Performance-

Based Contracting in Georgia 

• Georgia data and Georgia data capabilities 

 

Recommendations 

The Task Force has reviewed the current RBWO per diem rates, which were 

established as of July 1, 2007 (and which can be found on pages 24-25 of this 

report), and determined that they represent a reasonable reimbursement for the 

services identified on provider contracts. However, the Task Force believes that 

DFCS needs to broaden the array of purchased services and link performance with 

payments in order to accomplish the mandates of the Kenny A Consent Decree and 

CFSR standards and to establish joint accountability for outcomes. 

 

First, the Task Force recommends that the Georgia child welfare system aligns its work 

with nationally recognized and agreed upon child welfare outcomes, based on the 

outcomes measured by the Child and Family Services Reviews and those Georgia hopes 

to achieve for each child and family served, including: 

 

1. Safety – the child is safe from recurrence of maltreatment 

2. Maintenance of Family Connections – with parents, siblings, extended family, and 

others who are important in the child’s life 

3. Permanency – expedient achievement of most appropriate permanency outcome 

4. Stability – any placement changes are to further stability and permanency 

5. Well-being – addressing the needs of the child related to primary health, mental 

health, dental health, and education 

 

Second, the Task Force recommends that the work of the Georgia child welfare system 

be based on a set of principles, including: 

 

1. Instill a level of consistency of care based on a set of standards 

2. Bring a level of predictability and accountability 
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3. Make appropriate modifications that support equity for all children and families 

served by the system 

4. Give consideration to tying performance to reimbursements received 

5. Create partnerships based on transparency, mutuality of goals, and changing roles 

6. Provide a comprehensive individualized response to children based on an 

objective assessment of a child in the context of his/her family and community 

 

Third, in order to accomplish these outcomes in accordance with these principles for each 

child and family served, the Task Force has developed a set of recommendations for 

restructuring the Georgia financing system in order to align the existing rate structure 

with outcomes achievement. Utilizing the current per diem rate structure, the Task Force 

provides the following recommendations: 

 

I. Recommendation: Expand Partnerships with Behavioral/Mental Health 

In order to accomplish this recommendation the Division should: 

a. Assess the fiscal, policy, and practice impacts that may result from the 

withdrawal of the proposed rule, “Medicaid Program; Coverage for 

Rehabilitative Services” (72 FR 45201) by the Centers for Medicare & 

Medicaid Services (CMS) 

b. Make appropriate modifications, including developing a uniform child/family 

assessment protocol, to ensure that providers anywhere in the state receive 

similar payment for children/families with similar behavior problems and 

service needs 

c. Develop a comprehensive assessment that is common across DFCS/DBH that 

looks at the individualized needs of a child in the context of his/her family and 

community and promotes the outcomes of most family-like and least 

restrictive setting possible 

d. Ensure that the assessment follows the child throughout the life of the case 

and through every placement change 

e. Provide a common DFCS/DBH assessment team for each child at risk of 

foster care 
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f. Provide a common DFCS/DBH plan of care for each child/family with DFCS, 

DBH, and family roles and responsibilities clearly spelled out 

g. Ensure that a common set of providers meet both DFCS and DBH 

licensure/certification requirements 

h. Provide common contract monitoring teams issuing joint reports to 

DFCS/DBH and providers  

i. Coordinate DFCS/DBH rate-setting based on common annual cost report, 

taking into account success in achieving common DFCS/DBH outcomes and 

performance measures 

j. Where appropriate, share fiscal resources in an effort to establish a more 

integrated system of care thereby increasing the necessary coordination of 

oversight and clinical services 

k. Develop family teams across systems that engage families as full participants 

in decisions that impact their children 

 

II. Recommendation: Maximize and Reinvest Resources to Achieve Child Welfare 

Outcomes 

In order to accomplish this recommendation the Division should: 

a. Tie performance in achieving the goals of safety, maintaining family 

connections, permanency, stability, and well-being to reimbursements 

received 

b. Modify policies, procedures, and contracts to reflect expansion of the role of 

the private provider to be held accountable for outcomes  

c. Incentivize providers for shortened length of stay and reduced use of high- 

end residential treatment/psychiatric hospital stays with the understanding that 

providers can reinvest such savings into activities that are proven to further 

the achievement of child welfare goals, including strengthening front-end 

family support and after care services  

d. Adequately fund case management so that providers can assist children placed 

with them to attain the permanency and well-being goals spelled out in the 

child’s/family service plan 
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e. Increase federal revenue with improved IV-E claiming of foster care related 

costs while encouraging DBH to maximize Medicaid reimbursement for its 

treatment related services 

f. Further explore the potential to take up the federal subsidized guardianship 

option so that more children – particularly those living with relatives – have 

the opportunity to achieve permanency 

 

III. Recommendation: Acknowledge and Support Implications of Shifting 

Responsibility for Outcomes from Public Agency to Private Providers 

In order to accomplish this recommendation the Division should: 

a. Instill a level of consistency of care based on a set of agreed-upon standards 

that encompass: Kenny A Consent Decree Standards, CFSR Standards, and 

licensure rules and regulations 

b. Create partnerships based on transparent decision-making, mutual goal-

setting, and clear articulation of changing expectations 

c. Adequately fund the providers’ need for case management and family 

support/after care services to meet case plan goals 

d. Establish a structure for quickly resolving differences between DFCS and the 

provider when such differences arise; lack of resolution can jeopardize 

positive case outcomes 

e. Invest time, resources, and expertise to assist providers with making the shift 

to a performance-based system 

 

IV. Recommendation: Make Financial Decisions Based on Data 

In order to accomplish this recommendation the Division should: 

a. Adequately fund and develop information systems that allow both the private 

provider and DFCS/DBH case monitors to know what is happening with each 

child receiving foster care and related services 

b. Develop periodic reports that assist both the private and public sectors to 

better manage the complex foster care program 
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c. Provide data that is necessary in order to base rates paid to private providers 

on success in achieving prescribed child/family outcomes  
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Introduction 

 

In May 2009 the Georgia Division of Family and Children Services (DFCS) contracted 

with the University of Georgia’s Carl Vinson Institute of Government (CVIOG) to staff a 

foster care Rate Reimbursement Task Force. The Task Force members met four times 

between June and December 2009. They also met by conference call and exchanged 

information over email. During these meetings Task Force members studied the Georgia 

system including a review of Georgia data capabilities, examined national models and 

best practices, discussed trends and new directions in child welfare financing, and 

developed a set of principles and recommendations for restructuring the Georgia child 

welfare financing system in accordance with achievement of the following outcomes for 

each child and family that enters the system. These outcomes are measured by the federal 

Child and Family Services Reviews and are consistent with national policy and practice 

direction: 

 

1. Safety – the child is safe from recurrence of maltreatment 

2. Maintenance of Family Connections – with parents, siblings, extended family, and 

others who are important in the child’s life 

3. Permanency – expedient achievement of most appropriate permanency outcome 

4. Stability – any placement changes are to further stability and permanency 

5. Well-being – addressing the needs of the child related to primary health, mental 

health, dental health, and education 

 

What follows is a brief summary of the extensive research that was reviewed by the Task 

Force and that informed the development of the principles and recommendations, which 

can be found at the end of this report. A full account of meeting notes, agendas, and 

information reviewed can be found in the Appendixes. 

 

The Task Force 

Four individuals agreed to serve as Task Force members: Jennifer Miller, previously with 

Cornerstone Consulting, where she developed a focus on child welfare innovation, and 
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currently principal with ChildFocus; Abel Ortiz, former deputy director of Utah DFCS, 

health policy advisor for Georgia’s governor, and currently employed with the Annie E. 

Casey Foundation; Jay Pruett, previously Regional Director for Youth Villages and 

currently an independent consultant; and Carl Valentine, previously a senior project 

manager for the Institute for Human Services Management and currently president of 

F.C. Valentine and Associates, a consulting firm with extensive experience and expertise 

in the design and financing of children and family services.  

 

The University of Georgia’s Carl Vinson Institute of Government provided staff support 

to the Task Force. CVIOG, a public service and outreach unit of the University, works to 

help improve the quality of life in Georgia by bringing the resources and expertise of the 

University to bear on the issues and challenges facing the state. CVIOG staff included 

Juanita Blount-Clark, Virginia Dick, Allison McWilliams, and Melinda Moore.  

 

Full biographies of the Rate Reimbursement Task Force members and staff can be found 

in Appendix A. 

 

The Task Force was guided in its process by the following scope of work: 

 

In accordance with the Kenny A Consent Decree, the Georgia Division of Family and 

Children Services (DFCS) has agreed to establish reimbursement rates to adequately 

compensate providers for caring for foster children. In order to help determine these 

rates, DFCS has agreed to establish an independent Rate Reimbursement Task Force 

with responsibility for making recommendations for rate reimbursements for out of 

home care based on the reasonable cost of achieving measurable outcomes for all 

children in foster care (excluding base foster care rates). The Rate Reimbursement 

Task Force will examine rates in the “unbundled” current environment, i.e. DFCS is 

responsible for paying for placement costs using state, IV-E, and TANF dollars while 

the Medicaid system is responsible for directly reimbursing providers for behavioral 

health care. The Rate Reimbursement Task Force will consider various pilot 

programs being carried out across the state. The rate structure recommended by the 
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Rate Reimbursement Task Force must comply with funding requirements related to 

Title IV-E and TANF funding so that DHR/DFCS can draw down such funds. 

 

Task Force members will include national experts in health policy, child welfare, and 

adolescent behavioral and mental health. Faculty from the University of Georgia’s 

Carl Vinson Institute of Government (CVIOG) will serve as staff to the task force and 

assist with convening the meetings, gathering research, and writing and distributing 

the final report. 

 

The Task Force will convene in June 2009 and will complete its work by December 

2009. It is expected that two additional in-person meetings will be needed in 

September and October 2009. In between these meetings extensive work is expected 

to occur, including: analysis of current Georgia data provided by DFCS; analysis of 

data provided by other states; research on best practices; and, the development of a 

final report with recommendations for implementation. 

 

 

Methodology 

 

The Rate Reimbursement Task Force met four times between June and December 2009 

to address the following topics: 

 

June 18, 2009: Setting the Charge; Introduction of Georgia’s System 

September 18, 2009: National/State-Level Expertise 

October 16, 2009: Second Look at Georgia’s System 

November 20, 2009: Draft of Recommendations 

 

Each of these meetings was open to the public and was posted on both the DFCS and the 

CVIOG websites. Relevant DFCS staff were invited to the four meetings and participated 

as needed. As well, Chris Wright of the Georgia Governor’s Office of Planning and 

Budget was invited to each of the Task Force meetings. Additionally, the Task Force met 
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over five conference calls held on May 18, May 19, July 27, October 5, and December 

14. CVIOG staff facilitated two focus groups with providers on November 6. The final 

report was delivered in January 2010. 

 

In between these in-person meetings and conference calls, data, research, and best 

practice information was gathered and disseminated to the Task Force members by the 

CVIOG staff on a regular basis. The agendas and notes from the meetings and conference 

calls and the supporting material can be found in the Appendixes. 

 

Rates vs. Rate Structure 

The Child Welfare League of America and National Organization of State Associations 

for Children, through a monograph produced for the Residential Reimbursement Project, 

recommend direct and indirect costs which should be taken into consideration in any 

reimbursement rate structure. However, they note the difficulty of arriving at such a rate 

structure by examining other states’ rates or even their methods for comparison: “the 

nuances of terminology differences, of local values and historic relationships, and even of 

varying rules within a given state among its own departments soon showed that this 

would be a complicated and difficult analysis, making the prospect of arriving at a clear 

picture dim” (Adams et al., 2004, p. vi). Indeed, the current unbundled nature of rate 

reimbursements in Georgia makes such a comparison with other states’ structures nearly 

impossible. 

 

In 2007, following a mandated unbundling of DFCS reimbursements from Medicaid, the 

Division reexamined the rate reimbursement structure in-depth and in collaboration with 

the providers to establish new per diem rates for the system’s new Room, Board and 

Watchful Oversight (RBWO) structure. These rates were established as a pure cost model 

intended to cover the costs of safety and well-being. No consideration was given to 

achieving permanency in this cost structure. To arrive at these new per diem rates, the 

Division set minimum staffing standards for each level of oversight and added the salary 

information to the median of historical data from cost reports plus a 15% overhead cost. 
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More information on the current RBWO structure and the per diem rates can be found 

later in this report. 

 

During the first meeting on June 18, 2009, Mark Washington, Assistant Commissioner of 

the Georgia Department of Human Services, met with the Task Force and established the 

charge: 

 

The Task Force is charged with looking at the rate reimbursement structure within the 

foster care system. Several approaches are possible:  

• Review the existing rates and create a new set of rates. 

• Review the existing rates and make recommendations based on appropriate rates 

linked to overall performance within safety, permanency and well-being – CFSR 

indicators – and consider approaches of performance-based contracting that 

support these indicators and overall child well-being. 

 

The Task Force elected to pursue the second of these two approaches for two reasons. 

First, the state had reexamined and restructured per diem rates as recently as two years 

ago (going into effect in July 2007). Second, the Task Force felt strongly that any per 

diem rates established would provide an incentive to move children to permanency, 

which was not a stated priority when rates had previously been restructured. 

 

Concurrent to the Task Force’s work, the Division is pursuing or considering several 

other structural changes in line with national trends, including implementing models of 

Family Centered Practice, Systems of Care, and Performance-Based Contracting. These 

organizational moves had a direct impact on the recommendations of the Task Force and 

will be discussed later in this report. However, these moves and other organizational 

issues, such as the unbundling of behavioral health, also required the setting of certain 

boundary issues that, while discussed by the Task Force and may have played some part 

in the final recommendations, were outside of the scope of work of this Task Force. 

These include: 

1. Crossover youth with the Department of Juvenile Justice. 
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2. Payment for public family foster care versus private in consideration of RBWO 

needs. 

3. Payment level for unlicensed versus licensed relative homes and funding sources. 

 

 

National Context 

 

While examining the specifics of the current Georgia system and structure, the Task 

Force felt it was important to place it in the context of national financing structures and 

federal law, and trends in system delivery, including Systems of Care, Family Centered 

Practice, and Performance-Based Contracting. 

 

Financing Structures and Federal Law 

Child welfare systems in the United States are funded through a mixture of federal, state, 

and local dollars. The proportions of those dollars vary by state, and even sometimes by 

county. The principal federal sources of dedicated child welfare funding are Title IV-B 

and Title IV-E of the Social Security Act. The principal federal sources of non-dedicated 

child welfare funding are Medicaid, Temporary Assistance for Needy Children (TANF), 

and the Social Service Block Grant. State and local dollars “match” federal dollars to 

help fund child welfare services and cover those services that federal money does not 

cover or does not cover sufficiently. A child is Title IV-E eligible “if his or her family 

would have been income-eligible for the now-defunct Aid to Families with Dependent 

Children (AFDC) program. At least half of the children who enter foster care are Title 

IV-E eligible. The rate of reimbursement can range from 50 percent to 83 percent, 

depending on the state’s per-capita income” (Peters, et. al, 2009). 

 

Federal law governing child welfare systems has placed significant emphasis on safety 

and permanency as overriding goals. In 2008 the Fostering Connections to Success and 

Increasing Adoptions Act (FCSIAA) was passed, and placed increased emphasis on both 

permanency and well-being. The law, for instance, requires states to ensure education 

stability and coordination of health care for children in foster care. It also requires the 
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following: that states make reasonable efforts to place siblings together or to have 

frequent contact; the development of transition plans for youth aging out of foster care; 

and notice to relatives within 30 days of removing them from the custody of their parents. 

The law also has two options: one allows states to extend the age of eligibility for Title 

IV-E funds from 18 to 21. The other permits states to provide Title IV-E guardianship 

subsidies for children living with relatives who cannot return home or be adopted. 

Finally, the FCSIAA expands the range of partners who can be trained through the Title 

IV-E training program and de-links a child’s eligibility for Title IV-E adoption assistance 

program from the old AFDC eligibility requirements. The agency is introducing a bill in 

the 2010 Session with all of these components in it and will continue to explore the fiscal 

impact in light of decreased state revenues for Georgia of taking up the state options of 

subsidized guardianship and extension of foster care benefits to age 21. 

 

On November 18, 2009, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) 

announced that it is withdrawing the proposed rule, “Medicaid Program; Coverage for 

Rehabilitative Services” (72 FR 45201). The rule required that Rehabilitative Services be 

provided as part of a Medicaid plan for medical services based on medical necessity. The 

rule prohibited federal matching funds for rehabilitative services funded through non-

medical programs such as foster care, adoption services, education, juvenile justice, and 

residential facilities. As a result of this rule, Georgia (and Colorado) was asked, 

beginning July 1, 2007, to unbundle Medicaid services that were provided through 

private community based therapeutic foster care and group homes. The announcement 

provides an opportunity to return to a more integrated financing system that is consistent 

with the recommendations in this report. As the Division moves forward with these 

recommendations, the Task Force strongly encourages the State as well to assess the 

fiscal, policy, and practice impacts that may result from this announcement. 

 

Systems of Care and Family Centered Practice 

In recent years child welfare systems have begun to adopt organizational structures and 

processes from other fields based on research and evidence-based practice of what works 

for children and families. Systems of Care is an approach that was developed within the 
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mental health field, “that recognizes the importance of family, school and community, 

and seeks to promote the full potential of every child and youth by addressing their 

physical, emotional, intellectual, cultural and social needs.” In a System of Care, 

“families and youth work in partnership with public and private organizations to design 

mental health services and supports that are effective, that build on the strengths of 

individuals, and that address each person’s cultural and linguistic needs” (SAMHSA, 

2009). 

 

Systems of Care is a process for building partnerships to meet families’ multiple needs, 

and is based on the following principles: “interagency collaboration; individualized, 

strengths-based care practices; cultural competence; community-based services; and full 

participation of families at all levels of the system. A centralized focus of systems of care 

is building the infrastructure needed to result in positive outcomes for children, youth, 

and families” (Systems of Care, 2009). In Systems of Care, agencies work in partnership 

with families and other supports to address the child’s individual needs. Importantly, the 

partners: 

• Agree on common goals, values, and principles to guide their work 

• Develop a shared infrastructure to coordinate efforts toward the common goals of 

safety, permanency, and well-being 

• Within that infrastructure, work to ensure the availability of a high quality array 

of evidence-based and promising practices and supports designed to support 

families and protect children from maltreatment, while promoting their well-being 

and stability in a permanent home (Systems of Care, 2009). 

 

Related to the framework of Systems of Care, some child welfare systems are also 

adopting a model of Family Centered Practice, which is “a way of working with families, 

both formally and informally, across service systems to enhance their capacity to care for 

and protect their children. It focuses on the needs and welfare of children within the 

context of their families and communities. Family-centered practice recognizes the 

strengths of family relationships and builds on these strengths to achieve optimal 
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outcomes. Family is defined broadly to include birth, blended, kinship, and foster and 

adoptive families” (Family Centered Practice, 2009). 

 

Family Centered Practice is based upon the following core values: 

• The best place for children to grow up is in families. 

• Providing services that engage, involve, strengthen, and support families is the 

most effective approach to ensuring children’s safety, permanency, and well-

being. 

 

Additionally, key components of Family Centered Practice include: 

• Working with the family unit to ensure the safety and well-being of all family 

members 

• Strengthening the capacity of families to function effectively 

• Engaging, empowering, and partnering with families throughout the decision- and 

goal-making processes 

• Providing individualized, culturally responsive, flexible, and relevant services for 

each family 

• Linking families with collaborative, comprehensive, culturally relevant, 

community-based networks of supports and services (Family Centered Practice, 

2009). 

 

Performance-Based Contracting 

Another recent move within human service delivery generally, and child welfare systems 

specifically, is towards a model of performance-based, or outcomes-based contracting. 

One of the early, and often-cited, systems to move to this model was Illinois. Jess 

McDonald, the former Illinois state DFCS director, notes that  

First, there is no perfect system for reimbursement. . . . each state is unique. There is a 

current movement, actually for over a decade or so, to move reimbursement systems 

from cost related systems to performance based systems. Illinois pursued this in the 

1990’s and it continues to this day. . . . There are several lessons from the 

performance based contracting that can be generalized but the most important is that 
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it pays to contract for client based outcomes such as permanencies. . . . However 

Georgia constructs its reimbursement methodology it should consider making it a 

performance based approach (J. McDonald, personal communication, June 26, 2009). 

 

In general, Performance-Based Contracting: 

• Emphasizes results related to output, quality, and outcomes rather than how the 

work is performed 

• Has an outcome orientation and clearly defined objectives and timeframes 

• Uses measurable performance standards and quality assurance plans 

• Provides performance incentives and ties payment to outcome (Myslewicz, 2008). 

 

Models of Performance-Based Contracting include: 

Model 1: contracts include both performance measures and standards contractors 

must meet to re-compete for contracts. 

 

Model 2: performance-based contracts that directly reward or penalize performance 

on select measures. 

 

Model 3: hybrid that promotes target outcomes by managing provider caseloads. 

 

There are challenges associated with moving to a Performance-Based Contracting 

system, not the least of which is how to increase flexibility of service within the 

restrictions of federal and state laws regarding funding. Achieving better outcomes for 

children may actually produce higher costs for states, as it results in fewer claims for 

Title IV-E foster care, which does not reimburse for in-home, therapeutic, or preventative 

services. Some states have tried to address this by blending funds from child welfare, 

Medicaid, and behavioral health care. However, there are challenges to this as well, 

including differing eligibility requirements, program restrictions, and when there is lack 

of coordination, the potential for duplication of services, gaps, cost-shifting, and 

disagreements about responsibilities. It is important to note, however, that states that have 
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moved to performance-based contracting have taken savings generated by moving 

children to permanency more quickly and reinvested those savings into the system. 

 

Managing cash flow can also pose problems, for the agency when it pays providers 

prospectively but can only claim federal reimbursement after services are delivered, and 

for the provider if they are not paid prospectively but must reimburse subcontractors 

before receiving state payments: “The question facing both public purchasers and 

providers is how the benefits of prospective payment – the best option for front-end 

flexibility – can be achieved with the retroactive cost reimbursement methodology 

required by Title IV-E and often by state statutes as well” (Topical Paper #2, 2007). 

 

These organizational moves towards Systems of Care, Family Centered Practice, and 

Performance-Based Contracting are ones either under consideration or already in the 

process of implementation in Georgia, moves which will need to be undertaken within 

the confines of Federal law governing financing of child welfare. 

 

 

Georgia Context 

 

Georgia is in Administration for Children and Families Region IV, along with Florida, 

North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, and Kentucky. These 

states’ systems, along with other national best practice models, were examined by the 

Task Force along with Georgia-specific data and structural information to inform the 

Task Force’s recommendations. A summary of other states’ systems can be found in 

Appendix B. What follows is a brief summary of pertinent Georgia information: the 

Kenny A Consent Decree that established the Task Force; the 2007 move from a Level of 

Care system to Room, Board and Watchful Oversight along with the unbundling of 

behavioral health services; a description of recent internal structural reorganization; a 

description of Systems of Care and Family Centered Practice in Georgia and the move 

towards Performance-Based Contracting; an examination of Georgia data capabilities, 

and an assessment of the relation of the Task Force’s work to Title IV-E and TANF 
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funding. Finally, the Task Force’s recommendations for restructuring the Georgia child 

welfare financing system are presented. 

 

Kenny A v. Perdue 

Kenny A v. Perdue is a class action lawsuit originally filed on June 6, 2002, on behalf of 

children in foster care in Fulton and DeKalb Counties in Georgia (Overview of Kenny A, 

2009). The Plaintiffs assert three main allegations: 1) defendants have been operating an 

illegal and dangerous foster care system for years; 2) defendants have known about the 

pervasive and systemic problems for years; 3) defendants have failed to take actions to 

ensure that children in foster care are protected and cared for as required by law, despite 

repeated identification of the problems and recommendations for improvements. On 

October 27, 2005, the DFCS defendants and plaintiffs entered into a consent decree, 

which will remain in effect until the DFCS defendants are in substantial compliance with 

the requirements of the consent decree for three consecutive six-month reporting periods 

and the Court approves a motion to terminate jurisdiction over the consent decree. 

 

The consent decree requires DFCS defendants to make system changes and to comply 

with thirty-one specific outcome measures. The system improvements are divided into 

eleven areas: (1) planning for permanency; (2) placement of children; (3) health services; 

(4) Statewide Automated Child Welfare Information System (SACWIS); (5) caseloads; 

(6) supervision of contract agencies; (7) training; (8) foster parent screening, licensing 

and training; (9) investigations of allegations of abuse in care; (10) corrective actions that 

must be taken immediately; (11) maximization of federal funding. In addition to 

complying with the thirty-one outcome measures, state defendants must meet other goals 

such as having a fully implemented single statewide automated child welfare information 

system, case load limits for case managers, and training requirements for case managers.  

 

Unbundling and the Move to Room, Board and Watchful Oversight 

At the June 18, 2009 meeting of the Task Force, Marva Reed, manager, DFCS Provider 

Relations Unit (PRU), gave a presentation on the new care designations and provider 

requirements since the state moved to Room, Board, and Watchful Oversight (RBWO) 
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from the Level of Care (LOC) structure. The following is a summary of that presentation; 

supporting documentation including the Provider Requirements Matrix, Provider Relations 

Internal Waiver Process, and RBWO Flow Chart can be found in Appendix B. (Note: PRU 

is now the Office of Provider Utilization and Outcome Management, or OPUOM) 

 

The Georgia Department of Human Resources was instructed by the federal government, 

through their Centers for Medical and Medicaid Services, to unbundle the behavioral and 

mental health services paid through the DFCS LOC system. The new process, which 

began on July 1, 2007, offers private child placing agencies (CPA) or child caring 

institutions (CCI) who accept the placement of state children to be paid a per diem based 

only on the level of RBWO required. Any behavioral or mental health services to the 

child would be provided by a Medicaid Provider of these services. 

 

The focus is on program designation around the behavioral characteristics and associated 

watchful oversight needs of the child. DFCS will no longer diagnose children or level 

them, but simply ensure they have the services needed to thrive. 

 

There is no straightforward “one-for-one” mapping from LOC to RBWO. Children are 

placed in the best oversight environment given their behaviors and characteristics. A 

Program Matrix was developed around Difficulty of Care Factors. Program rates increase 

based on the amount of oversight required to provide a stable environment. 

 

Child Characteristics/Difficulty of Care Factors: 

• School Adjustment 

• Performance in Home Environment 

• Social and Community Activities 

• Health and Developmental Factors 

 

Out-of-Home Care 

The PRU is charged with ensuring prevention, protection, and placement of children and 

adolescents in out-of-home care in the state of Georgia. It is PRU’s goal to ensure that all 
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children in state care have the services they need in order to thrive (State of Georgia, 

2009). (Note: PRU is now the Office of Provider Utilization and Outcome Management,  

or OPUOM) 

 

With that mission and goal in mind, the PRU is responsible for the administration of the 

Out-of-Home Care Program which includes:  

• Room, Board and Watchful Oversight (RBWO) of placements 

• Specialized Foster Care (SFC)  

• Intensive Community Support Program (ICSP)  

• Provider Enrollment for RBWO and ICSP 

• KidSTAR data system 

 

During the year-long transition process from the LOC program to RBWO, the PRU, in 

conjunction with the provider community, established a new program matrix for CCIs 

and CPAs which includes the following new program designations for children in care: 

 

CCI Program Designations: 

• Base 

• Maternity 

• Emergency Placement 

• Teen Development 

• Additional Watchful Oversight (AWO) 

• 2nd Chance 

• Camp 

• Maximum Watchful Oversight (MWO) 

 

CPA Program Designations: 

• Traditional  

• Base Watchful Oversight (BWO)  

• Maximum Watchful Oversight (MWO)  

• Specialty Base Watchful Oversight (SBWO)  
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• Specialty Maximum Watchful Oversight (SMWO)  

• Specialty Medically Fragile Watchful Oversight (SMFWO) 

 

Current RBWO Rates (R. O’Neill, personal communication, March 16, March 17, and 

June 10, 2009) 

Concurrent with unbundling effective July 1, 2007, MHDDAD became responsible for 

payment of treatment services and DFCS became responsible for reimbursement of 

RBWO. The state plan was rewritten to establish psychological residential treatment 

facilities (PRTF) under the state’s Medicaid plan. The PRTFs were designed for short 

term interventions and typically admit those clients historically who were Level of Care 

level 6 needs clients. Also, treatment services for C&A went to a fee for service structure 

on July 1, 2007. An external review organization working under contract with MHDDAD 

is responsible for PRTF and fee for service authorizations. The latter is related to services 

provided by a Medicaid Rehab Option (MRO) entity (Core and/or IFI provider). 

 

The basic per diem rate is reimbursed to foster parents who care for children with basic 

parenting needs. This is the lowest per diem rate paid. Additional amounts may be paid 

based on the severity of the child’s needs. The child’s case manager will provide 

information on the current per diem rate as it is periodically changed through legislation. 

The following service provisions are included in this rate: 

 

Room and board 

Clothing replacement 

Medicine chest items: aspirin, first aid, etc. 

Tooth paste 

Dry cleaning 

Tooth brushes 

Hair brushes/combs 

Haircuts 

Food 
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The per diem is all-inclusive. That is, individual costs are not assigned to each component 

(room and board vs. clothing) of the per diem. Costs for physician prescribed across the 

counter medications are reimbursable. 

 

The current rates, listed below, were the result of an exhaustive collaborative effort 

between DFCS and the provider community. In previously reviewing rates from other 

states, it became apparent that program definitions and structures differed significantly 

from Georgia’s. Consequently, the rates were constructed based on defined staffing 

ratios, market based salaries/benefits, and provider cost reports.  

 

Adoption and kinship care/relative care categories are not considered in the rate 

provided. The rates listed relate solely to purchased out-of-home care from private 

provider CCIs and CPAs. Adoption, kinship and relative care are outside the scope of 

RBWO, excepting that a child may be placed in an RBWO program pending 

permanency. During this time, the appropriate per diem would be afforded the RBWO 

provider. 

 

A RBWO residential Maximum Watchful Oversight program would be for those clients 

stepping down from a Psychiatric Residential Treatment Facility (PRTF) and who 

continue to require a high level of oversight along with significant therapeutic 

intervention following the step down. 

   

Residential Per Diems 

Base Watchful Oversight $101.82 

Additional Watchful Oversight $128.98 

Maximum Watchful Oversight $181.84 

Second Chance $101.82 plus $61.09 per child/baby 

Maternity Homes $101.82 

Teen Development $108.21 

Outdoor Camp $173.84 
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Foster Care (Three Tiered Rate Structure) 

  

(Agency Per Diem) 

Traditional $21.44 (eff 4/1/09) 

Base Watchful Oversight $29.02 (eff 4/1/09) 

Maximum Watchful Oversight $40.07 (eff 4/1/09) 

Specialty Base Watchful Oversight $45.00 

Specialty Maximum Watchful Oversight $69.00 

Specialty Medically Fragile Watchful Oversight $81.00 

Professional Foster Care Model $89.50 

  

(Age Based Per Diem Payable to Foster Parent) -  ALL Programs Except 

Professional Foster Care Model 

Ages 0 - 5 @ $14.60 

Ages 6 - 12 @ $16.50 

Ages 13+ @ $18.80 

  

(Waiver Based Per Diem Payable to Foster Parent) - ALL Programs Except 

Traditional and Professional Foster Care Model 

An Additional/Supplemental per diem payment to the foster parent may be requested 

by the provider based on the individualized needs of the client. No fixed and/or caps 

have been established for waiver amounts. Clients with similar needs drive similar 

waiver per diem approvals from the DFCS PRU, which has the responsibility for 

reviewing and approving (if appropriate) all waiver requests. 

 

2009 DHR and DFCS Reorganization 

In addition to the move from the LOC system to RBWO and the unbundling of 

behavioral and mental health services, in 2009 both the Department of Human Resources 

(DHR) and DFCS went through structural reorganizations. DHR had been responsible for 

human service programming, including: Aging Services; Public Health; Mental Health, 

Developmental Disabilities and Addictive Diseases; Family and Children Services; the 
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Office of Regulatory Services; the Office of Adoptions; and the Office of Child Support 

Services. House Bill 228 amended the Georgia Code as of July 1, 2009, and, among other 

things, established the Department of Human Services (DHS) and the Department of 

Behavioral Health and Developmental Disabilities (DBHDD). The former Division of 

Mental Health, Developmental Disabilities, and Addictive Diseases is now DBHDD. The 

new DHS is the agency with oversight for the Division of Family and Children Services. 

 

In 2009 DFCS also redesigned its Social Services Section, with the goal of aligning work 

with family-centered practice and performance-based measures that are themselves 

aligned with the outcomes of the Child and Family Services Review. This realignment 

restructured work into six functional areas – Family and Child Safety, Family and Child 

Well-Being, Permanency, Practice and Policy, Social Services Administration, and 

Strategic Planning. Additionally, the former Provider Relations Unit (PRU) was 

restructured to fit the expanded infrastructure and vision for provider and outcomes 

management, and renamed the Office of Provider Utilization and Outcome Management, 

or OPUOM. The goal of this restructuring was that the work of these units will be based 

on best practice research, decisions will be informed by data, Evaluation and Reporting 

(ER)/Quality Assurance (QA) and field operations, and that unit members will operate as 

part of collaborative, cross-functional teams. 

 

Systems of Care and Family Centered Practice 

Systems of Care in Georgia is largely administered through two entities: KidsNet Georgia 

and the Governor’s Office for Children and Families. KidsNet Georgia seeks to facilitate 

and support the process of a coordinated and integrated comprehensive System of 

Care. In October 2004, Georgia was one of seven states awarded the Child and 

Adolescent State Infrastructure Grant (CASIG) by the Substance Abuse Mental Health 

Services Administration (SAMHSA) to strengthen the system of service delivery for 

children and adolescents with Serious Emotional Disturbance (SED), substance abuse 

(SA) and/or co-occurring disorders (COD) and their families. The CASIG grant is funded 

over a 5-year period. In October 2005, Georgia was one of 16 states awarded the CASIG 

and the State Adolescent Coordination (SAC) grant from SAMHSA to enhance capacity 
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to provide effective, accessible, and affordable services to youth with SED, SA, and COD 

and their families. The SAC grant is funded over a 3-year period. In April 2006, the 

Division of Mental Health, Developmental Disabilities and Addictive Diseases 

(DMHDDAD) was granted permission to combine the two grants to improve 

mechanisms that support behavioral health services delivery system. Georgia is one of 

three states to be awarded both CASIG and SAC grants. KidsNet Georgia was adopted in 

May 2007 as the name of the combined CASIG/SAC Grant Project (KidsNet, 2009). 

  

In addition to KidsNet, the Governor’s Office for Children and Families funds Systems of 

Care initiatives in the state. In January 2008 Governor Perdue united the Children’s Trust 

Fund Commission (CTFC) with the Children and Youth Coordinating Council (CYCC), 

creating the newly organized Governor’s Office for Children and Families (GOCF), 

which funds a spectrum of prevention, intervention, and treatment services for all 

children. Their Caring Communities System of Care approach is applied to any 

population of children, youth, and families that requires an array of services and supports 

from multiple entities. Grants are awarded to initiatives that aim to improve the welfare 

of children by influencing their health, education, safety, and growth. In September 2009, 

GOCF announced the 2009 Caring Communities System of Care grants; Georgia DFCS 

was one of the awardees. 

 

Two other initiatives in Georgia support engagement with families and communities. 

CBAY, or Community Based Alternatives for Youth, is a five-year demonstration project 

operating in Georgia, with the goal of implementing a high fidelity wraparound approach 

with families with an array of non-Medicaid services. CBAY is a community alternative 

to Psychiatric Residential Treatment Facilities (PRTFs). It is not a Systems of Care, but 

an approach to service delivery that should be supported by a System of Care. The 

desired outcomes for the demonstration project are to: reduce the length of stay in out-of-

home placements, increase the number of youth receiving community-based services 

transitioned or diverted from PRTFs, and, demonstrate cost neutrality. 
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The Division is working to implement a Family Centered Practice model within the state 

of Georgia. The model is being rolled out, as of December 1, 2009, in six “innovation 

zones.” As part of the roll-out of this model, the Division has mandated family team 

meetings at any point that a member of the team requests it and also within 72 hours of a 

child’s out-of-home placement. 

 

More information on KidsNet Georgia, the Governor’s Office for Children and Families, 

and CBAY can be found in Appendix B. 

 

Behavioral Health 

Even though the state of Georgia currently exists in an unbundled environment, Task 

Force members are well aware that children in the system do not operate in an unbundled 

way, and they requested information on the Behavioral Health system and financing, 

including two recent studies of the system. The former Division of MHDDAD contracted 

with the Human Service Collaborative to analyze state spending on behavioral health 

services for Georgia children and adolescents and their families across funding streams 

and child-serving systems. The study analyzed FY05 and FY06 expenditures across 

DFCS, MHDDAD, DCH, and DJJ. The findings are, of course, pre-unbundling of 

behavioral health services and prior to this year’s DHR reorganization. (A new study of 

behavioral health spending currently is underway and results of that analysis should be 

available in 2010.) 

 

Among the findings and recommendations, the 2007 study found that the majority of 

expenditures were through DFCS and DJJ, largely through LOC spending, and that 

DFCS, DJJ, MHDDAD and DCH need to move to implementing a “family-centered 

practice model” across systems, individualizing services and supports with a bias toward 

using home and community services and assigning one accountable care manager 

(accountable across systems) for children at risk for using the most restrictive and 

expensive service types. The assessment and service planning process could be supported 

by use of a strengths-based standardized decision support tool, such as the Child and 

Adolescent Needs and Strengths (CANS) tools (Report on Behavioral Health, 2007). 
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In August 2007, Governor Sonny Perdue established the Governor’s Mental Health 

Services Delivery Commission (the Commission) through Executive Order. The 

Commission was created after concerns regarding the public mental health system were 

brought to light. The Commission remained in existence from August 2007 to December 

2008, and during that time identified areas of concern and best practices for the state of 

Georgia. As a result of this process, the Commission developed recommendations for the 

state of Georgia’s public mental health system, including recommendations for a Single 

Continuum of Care: 

 

To ensure continuity of care for children who need public mental health services, 

Georgia should establish a single benefit package that allows children to receive the 

same service options from the same providers regardless of which state agency 

provides or funds the service. These services should be community- and family-based 

and include appropriate and coordinated levels of care for all children who need 

public support. Currently, how children navigate the state’s public mental health 

system is completely determined by the funding eligibility category that covers their 

benefits.  

 

There are three eligibility categories in Georgia:  

• Medicaid managed care  

• Medicaid fee for services  

• State-funded services  

 

When a child moves from one managed-care organization to another, or from foster care 

to a permanent home, among residential providers, or from home to state custody, the 

child’s services and providers change even if the child’s symptoms remain the same. 

These changes result in different service and support options, different providers and 

possibly even different medications. The child is exposed to a potentially upsetting 

pattern of change that can lead to crisis situations involving institutional care, as well as 

the possible involvement of child welfare or juvenile justice systems (Governor, 2008). 
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Provider Engagement and the Move To Performance-Based Contracting 

On September 25, 2009, DFCS convened a Provider Summit in Peachtree City, Georgia, 

to introduce the Division’s anticipated moved towards Performance-Based Contracting in 

2010 and the strategy for engaging providers in the discussion and roll-out of this model 

over the next fiscal year. 

 

On October 19 and 20, 2009, the Provider G Meetings were kicked-off in Atlanta. The 

purpose of these meetings, modeled after the Divisional G Process that has been in place 

since 2004, is to engage providers in a facilitated, open dialog regarding practice patterns 

as evidenced through trend data, and to yield hypotheses regarding root causes that then 

can be tested. To start, the 15 providers with the greatest number of children in care are 

the focus of the Provider G Meetings, and separate G Meetings will be held for CPAs and 

CCIs. Eventually, these meetings will be expanded to include other providers. These 

Provider G Meetings will be ongoing and should provide valuable input into the 

Performance-Based Contracting rollout. 

 

Finally, on November 6, 2009, faculty from the Carl Vinson Institute of Government 

facilitated two focus groups, one with CPAs and one with CCIs. The focus group 

participants were assembled by Normer Adams, Executive Director, Georgia Association 

of Homes and Services for Children, and the meetings were held for two hours each at 

the Association’s offices in Atlanta. The purpose of these meetings was to review the 

Task Force’s recommended outcomes and principles and to hear from the providers 

regarding what they are already doing in each of these areas and their reactions to future 

implementation. Notes from the focus groups can be found in Appendix B. 

 

Georgia Data 

The Task Force examined data provided by DFCS to gain an understanding of the current 

foster care environment in the state. In addition, through in-depth discussions (in person 

and via email) with DFCS staff, the data capacity of the agency was reviewed. All of this 

information was used by the Task Force to identify data gaps and needs that should be 

addressed by the Division.  
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The Task Force reviewed data on children in care (characteristics, permanency outcomes, 

etc.), costs for providers, and reimbursement. In addition to reviewing actual data, the 

Task Force also reviewed the data elements that are central to the Program Improvement 

Plan, the Child and Family Services Plan (FFY 2010-2014), the Annual Progress and 

Services Report (FY2009), and in-depth interviews were conducted with SHINES (the 

current SACWIS system in Georgia) staff to gather additional information about data 

availability and limitations. These staff indicated that all of the data measures identified 

by the Task Force as necessary would be possible to calculate based on current SHINES 

data elements; however, not all of these data measures currently are calculated, and some 

would require the creation of entirely new data queries within the SHINES database. The 

staff also indicated that the calculation of all of the measures on a regular basis would 

require significant additional resources, both human capital and financial. More 

information on Georgia Data Capabilities can be found in Appendix B. 

 

Relationship to Title IV-E and TANF Funding 

Title IV-E and TANF are federal fund sources for the DFCS foster care program. TANF 

funds come to the state in the form of a block grant primarily intended to provide income 

for families without other means of support. To the extent that TANF funds are available 

to meet child foster care costs, it is a preferred source of federal funding because it 

provides federal funds without required non-federal matching funds, once the 

maintenance of effort provision has been met by the state. TANF is sufficiently flexible 

to cover all aspects of the child foster care program. But as a block grant, TANF only 

provides a fixed amount of federal funding to the state each year to meet multiple 

purposes only one of which is foster care. 

 

Title IV-E of the Social Security Act becomes a desirable secondary source of federal 

funding because it offers open-ended federal entitlement funding for the state’s foster 

care program. There are several types of entitlement funding within Title IV-E, 

maintenance (room, board and care), administration (program administration including 

case management provided to children in foster care and children at risk of foster care) 

and training (for all types of persons associated with the child foster care program). The 
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federal share of Title IV-E eligible maintenance costs varies from state to state depending 

on a state’s poverty index. It ranges from a 50 percent financial participation rate in the 

wealthy states to 83 percent in poorer states (IV-E uses the same FFP rate as Medicaid). 

Title IV-E maintenance includes the cost of Room, Board and Watchful oversight but 

does not cover related costs such as counseling, therapy, medical, educational, or family 

income maintenance costs. Title IV-E maintenance is paid to foster parents and providers 

of various types of foster care.  

 

For Georgia the Title IV-E federal financial participation (FFP) rate for maintenance is 

currently 70 percent. The federal government reimburses the state at the FFP rate for the 

cost of those children in its foster care program that are Title IV-E eligible. The percent 

of IV-E eligible children in foster care in Georgia is currently 32 percent for an effective 

federal return on foster care expenditures of 22 percent (70% x 32% = 22%). Title IV-E 

administrative costs are reimbursed at 50 percent FFP and IV-E training costs are 

reimbursed at 75 percent FFP. Both rates are discounted by the proportion of children 

found to be IV-E eligible in the quarter for which the expenditures were made.  

 

The current per diem structure in Georgia has been built around the principles of keeping 

a child safe and having adequate staff available to care for a child. Instead of being a 

barrier, as it has typically been portrayed, IV-E funding is in fact much more flexible than 

its current use and can provide for the per diem, maintenance, and after care directed by 

DFCS or by contract with a private agency. More details on the relationship to Title IV-E 

and TANF funding can be found in Appendix B. 
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Task Force Recommendations 

 

Based on best practice research, Georgia data capabilities, the relationship to Title IV-E 

and TANF funding, and other systems and models reviewed, the Task Force developed 

the following outcomes, principles, and recommendations for restructuring the Georgia 

child welfare financing system.  

 

The Task Force has reviewed the current RBWO per diem rates, which were 

established as of July 1, 2007 (and which can be found on pages 24-25 of this 

report), and determined that they represent a reasonable reimbursement for the 

services identified on provider contracts. However, the Task Force believes that 

DFCS needs to broaden the array of purchased services and link performance with 

payments in order to accomplish the mandates of the Kenny A Consent Decree and 

CFSR standards and to establish joint accountability for outcomes. 

 

First, the Task Force recommends that the Georgia child welfare system aligns its work 

with nationally recognized and agreed upon child welfare outcomes, based on the 

outcomes measured by the Child and Family Services Reviews and those Georgia hopes 

to achieve for each child and family served, including: 

 

1. Safety – the child is safe from recurrence of maltreatment 

2. Maintenance of Family Connections – with parents, siblings, extended family, 

and others who are important in the child’s life 

3. Permanency – expedient achievement of most appropriate permanency 

outcome 

4. Stability – any placement changes are to further stability and permanency 

5. Well-being – addressing the needs of the child related to primary health, 

mental health, dental health, and education 

 

Second, the Task Force recommends that the work of the Georgia child welfare system 

be based on a set of principles, including: 
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1. Instill a level of consistency of care based on a set of standards 

Over the years the stated goals and outcomes for the child welfare system and its 

providers have shifted based on multiple factors, including legal mandates, federal 

law, state policy changes, and leadership changes that result in shifts in agency 

policy and practice. Most recently the system has shifted in philosophy from 

placement to permanency, has undertaken a restructuring of both DHR and 

DFCS, and is focused on achieving outcomes as outlined in the Kenny A Consent 

Decree and the CFSR. In the coming year the state will move towards a model of 

performance-based contracting, which will shift responsibility for achievement of 

outcomes from the public agency (both DFCS and DBH) to shared accountability 

with private providers. Given all of this change, it is critically important to 

provide a coherent understanding and direction for practice including definitions 

of outcome measures and expectations for accountability. 

 

2. Bring a level of predictability and accountability 

The Georgia system has an acute need to increase the level of predictability and 

accountability of both the agency and of the providers with which it contracts. 

There should be clarity around the changing expectations so that the response to 

those changes can be developed through transparent, collaborative partnerships. 

As the agency moves towards a model of performance-based contracting, it is 

critical that providers have access to the pertinent data and information needed to 

manage their business processes and meet the performance goals. For families, 

predictability and accountability means that the services received should not be 

dependent upon which system they enter or the challenges they face. 

 

3. Make appropriate modifications that support equity for all children and 

families served by the system 

Currently there is disparity in the capacities of both the public agency and private 

providers to achieve the desired outcomes – safety, maintaining family 

connections, permanency, stability, and well-being – for all children and families 

served across the state. A system that is moving towards models of Systems of 
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Care and Family Centered Practice must provide the resources to ensure the 

necessary supports for those models are available, whether a child is in metro 

Atlanta or in south Georgia, to develop an integrated, interconnected, 

comprehensive system of support for children and families. Equity should allow 

families to have opportunities to achieve all permanency options, regardless of 

race, culture, or ethnicity. Additionally, the system must address the individual 

needs of children in its care and acknowledge that, despite the unbundled 

environment, children do not have unbundled needs. 

 

4. Give consideration to tying performance to reimbursements received 

Currently, Georgia operates from a pure cost model intended to cover the costs of 

safety and well-being. Georgia is taking a giant step forward in making a move 

towards Performance-Based Contracting, which will create incentives for 

achieving permanency outcomes. This shift will expand the role of the private 

provider into territory that was previously largely, if not totally, the responsibility 

of the public child welfare agency, and will require joint responsibility for 

building capacity to operate in a performance-based world in both systems and the 

ability to sustain those operations. 

 

5. Create partnerships based on transparency, mutuality of goals, and changing 

roles 

One of the shifts that the state of Georgia must undertake as it expands the 

accountability of providers is to strengthen the collaborations between partners 

working on behalf of children in foster care. It must engage the provider 

community in developing a common understanding of expectations and joint 

accountability for how those expectations will be achieved. Providers have 

emphasized the need for common standards and definitions in order to develop a 

stronger partnership between the Division and the provider groups. Wherever 

possible, the Division must also help providers build capacity to operate in this 

new performance-based environment. 
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6. Provide a comprehensive individualized response to children based on an 

objective assessment of a child in the context of his/her family and 

community 

Both Family Centered Practice and Systems of Care emphasize the importance of 

an individualized response to children and their families’ needs. As well, 

providers have voiced their concerns for the need to treat children and their 

families as individuals. Each child brings an individual set of needs into care, and 

the assessments and resources provided should reflect those individual needs, as 

well as the availability of resources in the child’s community. This is a practice 

that should be supported throughout the family’s engagement with the Division 

and its providers. 

 

Third, in order to accomplish these outcomes in accordance with these principles for each 

child and family served, the Task Force developed a set of overarching recommendations 

for restructuring the Georgia financing system in order to align the existing rate structure 

with outcomes achievement. Utilizing the current per diem rate structure, the Task Force 

provides the following recommendations: 

 

I. Recommendation: Expand Partnerships with Behavioral/Mental Health 

In order to accomplish this recommendation the Division should: 

a. Assess the fiscal, policy, and practice impacts that may result from the 

withdrawal of the proposed rule, “Medicaid Program; Coverage for 

Rehabilitative Services” (72 FR 45201) by the Centers for Medicare & 

Medicaid Services (CMS) 

b. Make appropriate modifications, including developing a uniform child/family 

assessment protocol, to ensure that providers anywhere in the state receive 

similar payment for children/families with similar behavior problems and 

service needs 

c. Develop a comprehensive assessment that is common across DFCS/DBH that 

looks at the individualized needs of a child in the context of his/her family and 
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community and promotes the outcomes of most family-like and least 

restrictive setting possible 

d. Ensure that the assessment follows the child throughout the life of the case 

and through every placement change 

e. Provide a common DFCS/DBH assessment team for each child at risk of 

foster care 

f. Provide a common DFCS/DBH plan of care for each child/family with DFCS, 

DBH, and family roles and responsibilities clearly spelled out 

g. Ensure that a common set of providers meet both DFCS and DBH 

licensure/certification requirements 

h. Provide common contract monitoring teams issuing joint reports to 

DFCS/DBH and providers  

i. Coordinate DFCS/DBH rate-setting based on common annual cost report, 

taking into account success in achieving common DFCS/DBH outcomes and 

performance measures 

j. Where appropriate, share fiscal resources in an effort to establish a more 

integrated system of care thereby increasing the necessary coordination of 

oversight and clinical services 

k. Develop family teams across systems that engage families as full participants 

in decisions that impact their children 

 

II. Recommendation: Maximize and Reinvest Resources to Achieve Child Welfare 

Outcomes 

In order to accomplish this recommendation the Division should: 

a. Tie performance in achieving the goals of safety, maintaining family 

connections, permanency, stability, and well-being to reimbursements 

received 

b. Modify policies, procedures, and contracts to reflect expansion of the role of 

the private provider to be held accountable for outcomes  

c. Incentivize providers for shortened length of stay and reduced use of high- 

end residential treatment/psychiatric hospital stays with the understanding that 
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providers can reinvest such savings into activities that are proven to further 

the achievement of child welfare goals, including strengthening front-end 

family support and after care services  

d. Adequately fund case management so that providers can assist children placed 

with them to attain the permanency and well-being goals spelled out in the 

child’s/family service plan 

e. Increase federal revenue with improved IV-E claiming of foster care related 

costs while encouraging DBH to maximize Medicaid reimbursement for its 

treatment related services 

f. Further explore the potential to take up the federal subsidized guardianship 

option so that more children – particularly those living with relatives – have 

the opportunity to achieve permanency 

 

III. Recommendation: Acknowledge and Support Implications of Shifting 

Responsibility for Outcomes from Public Agency to Private Providers 

In order to accomplish this recommendation the Division should: 

a. Instill a level of consistency of care based on a set of agreed-upon standards 

that encompass: Kenny A Consent Decree Standards, CFSR Standards, and 

licensure rules and regulations 

b. Create partnerships based on transparent decision-making, mutual goal-

setting, and clear articulation of changing expectations 

c. Adequately fund the providers’ need for case management and family 

support/after care services to meet case plan goals 

d. Establish a structure for quickly resolving differences between DFCS and the 

provider when such differences arise; lack of resolution can jeopardize 

positive case outcomes 

e. Invest time, resources, and expertise to assist providers with making the shift 

to a performance-based system 
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IV. Recommendation: Make Financial Decisions Based on Data 

In order to accomplish this recommendation the Division should: 

a. Adequately fund and develop information systems that allow both the private 

provider and DFCS/DBH case monitors to know what is happening with each 

child receiving foster care and related services 

b. Develop periodic reports that assist both the private and public sectors to 

better manage the complex foster care program 

c. Provide data that is necessary in order to base rates paid to private providers 

on success in achieving prescribed child/family outcomes  
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Georgia Division of Family & Children Services 
Rate Reimbursement Task Force 

 
Task Force Members 

 
 
Jennifer Miller 
 
Jennifer Miller, a social worker and child advocate, has more than 20 years of experience 
analyzing and advocating for improved policies and programs for children, youth and 
families. At ChildFocus, Jennifer consults with agencies that want to improve services 
and supports grandparents and other relatives caring for children, strengthen the child 
welfare workforce to improve child welfare outcomes, and advocate for state and federal 
legislation to better meet the needs of child welfare constituents. 
 
Prior to starting ChildFocus with Mary Bissell, Jennifer spent the last 10 years at 
Cornerstone Consulting, where she was responsible for a growing focus on innovations in 
child welfare policy and practice. At Cornerstone, she developed and led the National 
Collaboration for Permanency through Subsidized Guardianship, a multi-year project 
aimed at promoting subsidized guardianship as a valued permanency option for children.  
She also led the child welfare workforce agenda for Cornerstones for Kids, developed 
training materials on permanency decision making, and analyzed federal child welfare 
waivers. 
 
Prior to joining Cornerstone, Miller worked with the Annie E. Casey Foundation on a 
broad range of children’s issues. She also worked at the American Public Welfare 
Association (now the American Public Human Services Association) where she helped 
develop, analyze and implement federal legislation and regulations on child welfare 
issues. She was also project manager for the National Association of Child Welfare 
Administrators (NAPCWA). 
 
Jennifer has a B.A. in Political Science from St. Lawrence University and an MSW from 
the University of Pennsylvania.  She currently lives in Warwick, Rhode Island with her 
husband and their two daughters. 
 
 
Abel Ortiz 
 
Abel Ortiz currently works for the Annie E. Casey Foundation. Prior to his work at the 
foundation, he served as health policy advisor for Governor Perdue. Before his work at 
the Governor’s office, Ortiz was general counsel and director of operations for a 
behavioral health organization in Utah and served on a commission to examine DFCS in 
Georgia. He also worked as a supervisor, regional director, and deputy director for Utah’s 
DFCS. Ortiz earned a bachelor’s degree from Weber State University, a master’s degree 
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in social work from the University of Utah, and a law degree from Drake University Law 
School. 
 
Jay Pruett 
 
Jay Pruett has worked for the past 13 years in the private, non-profit child welfare 
industry. For the duration of that time Pruett served in various capacities for industry 
leader Youth Villages in Memphis, TN.  Most recently Pruett served as Regional Director 
overseeing administrative and clinical operations for Youth Villages programs in 
Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi and Texas. These programs provided services to more 
than 400 youth per day through home-based counseling and therapeutic foster care.  
Pruett oversaw more than 150 staff with an annual operating budget of $13.5 million.  
During this time he was responsible for the maintenance of current contracts and 
development of new business in the Gulf States Region including the development of 
four new sites in Mississippi, Alabama and Georgia.   
 
An expert at analyzing industry trends and state budgets, Pruett spent a considerable 
amount of time targeting locations that were ripe for development.  This analysis and 
subsequent execution of a targeted sales strategy resulted in $3.5 million in new business 
between 2006 and 2008.  Pruett oversaw the development of new home-based counseling 
program in Dallas, TX.  Additionally, he directed the development of new home-based 
counseling and therapeutic foster care programs in three Alabama locations. 
 
Pruett has spoken extensively across the country on the implementation of evidence-
based practices and the development of performance-based continuums of care.  He holds 
a bachelor’s Degree in Psychology and an MBA from Union University. 
 
 
Carl Valentine 
 
Carl Valentine is currently president of F.C. Valentine and Associates, a consulting firm 
with extensive experience and expertise in the design and financing of children and 
family services. Current clients include: the Georgia Family Connection Partnership, 
providing technical assistance and training for the Finance Team in the areas of service 
system design and finance; the New York City Administration for Children’s Services, 
assisting the agency to improve physical and mental health services for children in foster 
care through an expanded use of Medicaid; the state of Vermont, a collaborative effort to 
obtain increased funding through Title IV-E for Local Community Justice Centers to 
expand efforts on behalf of children at risk of foster care involving the Department of 
Corrections, the Department of Children and Family Services and the University of 
Vermont; and the Kentucky Cabinet for Families and Children, providing technical 
assistance in their creative use of Medicaid to support their child welfare and juvenile 
services programs, and consulting services to assist the state address federal policy 
changes and audit issues. Previously, he was senior project manager for the Institute for 
Human Services management in Bethesda, Maryland. Valentine has a bachelor’s degree 
from Union College, and a master’s from the Columbia University School of Social 
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Work, and was a doctoral student in the Rockefeller College of Public Affairs and Policy, 
SUNY at Albany. 
 

Task Force Staff 
 
 
Juanita Blount-Clark 
 
Prior to joining the Carl Vinson Institute of Government as adjunct faculty, Ms. Blount-
Clark spent 23 years as a public servant in state government. She served as an agency 
administrator, health and human services program development consultant, and 
coordinator for strategic planning and collaborative development for comprehensive 
community building initiatives. 
 
She received her educational training at Spelman College and The University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Public Health. Upon completion of her studies, she 
joined the staff of the Georgia Department of Human Resources where she served as a 
public health education consultant, director of the Offices of Human Resource 
Development and Personnel and Minority Health within the Division of Public Health. 
She provided strategic planning direction to Governor Zell Miller’s Initiative for Children 
and Families, The Family Connection, and The Georgia Policy Council for Children and 
Families. In December of 1999 she was appointed director, Division of Family and 
Children Services. During her tenure as Division Director, she completed a seven-month 
assignment as Acting Deputy Commissioner for the Department of Human Resources. 
 
Her fields of interest include public policy, poverty as an issue of justice, community 
capacity building, community and organization strategic planning, community and not-
for-profit leadership development and child serving systems reform. 
 
 
Virginia Dick 
 
Virginia Dick, Public Service Assistant at the Carl Vinson Institute of Government, has 
eight years of experience in program and strategy evaluation.  Dr. Dick is currently public 
outreach evaluation faculty at UGA, serving state and local agencies throughout Georgia. 
She has served as the primary evaluator for private businesses, non-profit organizations, 
and state and local agencies including Cooperative Extension. As a graduate student 
research assistant, Dr. Dick was involved with evaluating the USDA Extension Cares 
Initiative, a national effort to improve the availability, quality, and sustainability of child 
care, school-age care, and teen out-of-school programs. Prior to joining CVIOG, she was 
the data analyst working with the Georgia Division of Family and Children Services as 
part of the Child and Family Services Review – the federal evaluation of child welfare 
services.  Mixed methods projects are one of her areas of expertise.  She has extensive 
expertise designing and implementing qualitative and quantitative studies including data 
collection design and analysis.  Dr. Dick has experience designing a wide range of data 
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collection tools including interview/focus group protocols, surveys, pre/post instruments, 
observational tools, and databases for consolidation of demographic data.  
 
 
Allison McWilliams 
 
Allison McWilliams helps coordinate the programs and the research agenda of the 
University of Georgia’s multidisciplinary Child and Family Policy Initiative, with a 
particular focus on leveraging university resources to further those programs and the 
research agenda. As a faculty member for the Carl Vinson Institute of Government’s 
Governmental Services and Research Division, she also works on policy analysis and 
research projects for various state and local government clients. Previously, she helped to 
develop and administer the Public Service and Outreach Leadership Academy for the 
Office of the Vice President for Public Service and Outreach. She also spent six years 
with the Carl Vinson Institute of Government’s Governmental Training, Education, and 
Development division, delivering and administering statewide leadership programs for 
agencies including the Office of Child Support Services, the Division of Family and 
Children Services, and the Department of Human Resources. Allison has a bachelor’s 
degree in English and Spanish from Wake Forest University, a master’s in public 
relations from the University of Georgia, and a Ph.D. in higher education administration 
from the University of Georgia. 
 
 
Melinda Moore 
 
Melinda Moore, program coordinator for the Governmental Services and Research 
Division of the Carl Vinson Institute of Government, has implemented a statewide survey 
of Georgia Bureau of Investigation Drug Task Forces for the Georgia Alliance of Drug 
Endangered Children and provided assistance on the Kenny A Consent Decrees in 
DeKalb and Fulton Counties, in addition to other coordinating duties at the Institute. In 
2008, she was awarded an International Scholarship of Engagement grant from the Office 
of the Vice President for Public Service and Outreach to explore collaborative 
opportunities in post-war Liberia. Prior to joining the Institute, Ms. Moore worked with 
the Georgia Bureau of Investigation and the Gwinnett County Police Department, in 
social service provision through Prevent Child Abuse Rockdale, the Division of Family 
and Children Services in the state of Georgia, and for the YWCA Rape Crisis Center and 
the Bill Wilson Center in the Bay Area of California. Ms. Moore received a bachelor’s 
degree in psychology along with a bachelor’s degree in criminal justice studies from the 
University of Georgia before receiving her masters of Social Work from the University in 
2007. In 2009 she will begin a doctoral program in international affairs at UGA. 
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RRTF Conference Call – Summary and Follow-Up 

May 18, 2009 and May 19, 2009 
 
Rich O’Neill 
Carl Valentine 
Able Ortiz 
Jennifer Miller 
Juanita Blount-Clark 
Melinda Moore 
Virginia Dick 
Allison McWilliams 
 
Goals for the Task Force, Projected Outcomes (Allison) 

- The work of this task force comes directly from the Kenny A Consent Decree. 
Kenny A. v. Perdue is a class action lawsuit filed in June 2002 on behalf of 
children in foster care in Fulton and DeKalb Counties in Georgia. On October 27, 
2005, the DFCS defendants and plaintiffs entered into a consent decree. The 
consent decree requires DFCS defendants to make system changes and to comply 
with thirty-one specific outcome measures. Most of the thirty-one outcome 
measures correspond to the system improvements and provide specific ways to 
measure whether the system improvements are occurring. The language of the 
consent decree specifically related to this task force is included in the scope of 
work. 

- On April 30 Juanita, Virginia, and Allison met with Mark Washington to discuss 
the goals for the work of this task force, and to get some clarification on our work. 
Also in attendance were Jay Pruett, Rich O’Neill, program director, RBWO, and 
Adina Broom from legal. Yvonne Rogers from the Provider Relations Unit (PRU) 
will also be available to us. 

- Mark Washington, DFCS Director will join us on June 18 to kick-off the work 
and give a charge to the group, but some of the things that he shared with us:  

o Recommendations should be for a sustainable reimbursement model 
appropriate to family and children’s needs that speaks to performance 
and quality. Eventually would like to start doing outcome payments. 

o Work should be driven by the need of the child, compared with other 
states (in region), adequate compensation  

o Just looking at kids in Out of Home Care (not base foster care rates) 
o Should be a Performance Measurement Approach - not just an exercise 

in compliance  
o However, the Division will have 90 days from completion of the report 

to start phasing in, and must be fully implemented by July 2010. 
 
Dates, Draft Agenda for the 4 Sessions 

June 18, 9 am – 3 pm: Kick-Off, General Look at Georgia System 
 September 18, 10 am – 3 pm: National/State-Level Expertise 
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 October 16, 10 am – 3 pm: Second Look In-Depth at Georgia System 
 November 20, 10 am – 3 pm: Review of Draft Report 
 
 December: Final Report to DFCS 

 
- It is possible that September and October session may be switched.  
- Plan is to have all four meetings in Atlanta; however, may move one to 

another location to ensure accessibility from stakeholders. Meetings will be 
open and posted on DHR and CVIOG web sites. 

- CVIOG survey research group will do an online survey of CPA’s, CCI’s, and 
some families. 

 
Roles of team members 

- Jennifer, Abel, Jay, and Carl to serve as content experts. Allison, Juanita, 
Melinda and Virginia to serve as staff. Juanita, Melinda, and Virginia have 
direct experience within the Division, Allison does not. CVIOG team to 
provide the research support and be responsible for writing and producing the 
final document of recommendations. Content experts will provide the 
questions that need to be asked, provide guidance on where those questions 
should be asked, review and evaluate information that is gathered. 

 
What data does this group need pre June 18? What questions does the group have? 
(Responses provided primarily by Rich O’Neill) 
 

- Has the state begun to gather any cost related data about how they calculate rates 
now?  And if we are going to use other states? 

o Cost study by the feds 
o Mary Wilbe (sp?) has that data in a spreadsheet that would be very useful 

to the group 
- How does the data for Georgia stack up in relation to the things covered?  When 

compared to other states? 
o The data is very good  
o Allocates cost to 5 or 6 areas of activity 
o Similar to systems that are used in other states in terms of trying to 

understand cost in relation to rate – doesn’t tell you anything about the 
kids being served in those settings 

o That is done annually – Submitted annually at 90 days after the end of 
provider fiscal year – most in by March 

- Since Unbundled – are we looking just at the room board watchful oversight or 
also the Medicaid reimbursable 

o Should focus only on RBWO  
- What are the outcomes Mark is interested in 

o Recidivism 
o ID providers that do the best work with similar type kids 
o Need to get clarification from Mark directly to really frame that from his 

perspective 
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o Permanency is key outcome – and the community services outside of 
RBWO  

o Mark has not made the outcomes public – we do not have a good 
outcomes reporting process and that is something we want to come out of 
this 

 May want to advise him that it is a big leap from provider rates to 
permanency 

 How can we make sure his outcomes have a relation to what is 
occurring in care? 

 Even well-being outcomes would be more related to therapeutic 
 The therapeutic services are traditionally at least half the cost 

- Who is the state contracting with for the performance based contracting that Mark 
wants to do? 

o I think the game plan early on is to select a small group of providers and 
wean ourselves into the outcome based  

- This has been part of the TN model for some time 
- Pushing people in the right direction 
- Work well/successful if created in coordination with the provider community – if 

done without the provider community then it is quite unsuccessful 
- Is someone from Georgia Office of Planning and Budget going to be attending the 

meeting? Need to find out – should attend so that they hear the methodology. 
- Holding providers accountable for seeking out services that are required by the 

child – things they would seek from the mental health system 
- History of unbundling and the provider history of having to earn the treatment 

side of the cost 
o Unbundled in 2007 
o For the most part the providers have 2 years in the unbundled world 
o Has been a rough transition for those who have entered the fee for service 

world –  a lot are improving greatly, learning to write up notes, some are 
still struggling but most of the providers are not from the old Level Of 
Care world 

o If we take public comment this is going to be a point of contention 
o Juanita pointed out that the survey will focus on getting this type of 

information from the provider community 
 That would be helpful – where the provider community is, where 

they feel like they are improving, struggles 
 Also – what providers were concerned about when unbundling 

occurred – where did reimbursement come from for paying for 
travel to court and to Family Team Meetings/Multi-disciplinary 
team meetings – which was something that seemed to be left out in 
the unbundling 

- Data that might be helpful to the group 
o Cost report/time study data (no long require a time study) – Income and 

cost – do not report cost of Medicaid/mental health – just RBWO 
o Can we get mental health data on those costs 
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o Can be a category that the task force may want to create of things that are 
not under the direct oversight of the Div. but are critical to the successful 
achievement for the children – that the Div may want to give some 
recommendations/considerations 

o Mental health and DFCS may jointly support outcomes 
o From the Division (Rich’s) perspective – have the therapeutic foster care 

providers worked ok with the changes – Rich responded yes 
- 5 years from now – do you want the provider environment to look the same as it 

does now or to change? 
o Desire is to be more community based and reduce the number of youth in 

residential and move more youth to home based settings 
- Are the plaintiffs clear that the task force is only focusing on RBWO instead of all 

therapeutic? 
o Rich will check with legal and send something to Allison 

- Mark specifically mentioned looking at other states in the region 
- FL has been very innovative and maybe worth looking at 
- Some of the best work in the country is in our region 
- Children’s Rights did a rate study across the country and that maybe worth 

looking at 
- Need explanation on the Out-of-Home-Care vs. Base rates, what percentage are in 

each? 
o Not looking at DFCS foster care, only congregate and privately purchased 

foster care. Not looking at DFCS foster care rates, low needs child. 
o Basically, 62% of daily placement are DFCS placed foster care (kinship, 

regular, etc.), and 48% is outside placement.  
- Where does kinship care fits into all of this? Kinship care could be areas of 

improvement that could be integrated into this research.  
- Is there a provider association in GA? 

o GASHC (larger association), Normer Adams 
o GATS (smaller association), Barry Kerr 
o Both should be approached for input 

- Will we look at the practice that needs to be aligned with the system? Assessment 
protocols, etc. 
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Follow-Up/Responsibility 
  
Rich: 

- Cost study 
- Mental health data 
- Clarification on language with Legal 

 
CVIOG: 

- Clarification on desired outcomes 
- Clarification on Out-of-Home-Care vs. Base rates, kinship care, etc. 
- Clarification on need for practice to be aligned with system 
- Georgia Office of Planning and Budget representative 
- Survey goals 

 
Content Experts: 

- Additional data/clarification needs 
- Models/best practices from other states 
- Recommendations on methodology 
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Georgia Division of Family & Children Services 
Rate Reimbursement Task Force 

June 18, 2009 
9 am – 2 pm 

2 Peachtree, DHR Boardroom 
 

Agenda 
 
9:00 am Welcome and Introductions – Allison McWilliams, CVIOG 

- Task Force Members 
- CVIOG Staff 
- Guests 

   
  Setting the Stage – Mark Washington, Assistant Commissioner, DHR 

- Charge to the Task Force 
- Expectations 
- Open Discussion with Task Force Members 

 
10:00 am Overview and Housekeeping – Allison McWilliams, CVIOG 

- Review of Agenda 
- Roles and Responsibilities 

 
10:30 am What Do We Know – Current State of the Georgia Foster Care 

System – Juanita Blount-Clark, CVIOG 
- Cliff O’Connor, Deputy Director 
- Rich O’Neill, Program Director, RBWO 
- Marva Reed and Yvonne Rodgers, Provider Relations Unit 
- Virginia Dick, CVIOG 

 
12:00 pm Lunch (Delivered) 

   
12:30 pm What Do We Need to Know? – Juanita Blount-Clark, CVIOG 

- Data Needs 
- Methodology 
- Other States – Which Ones? How to Access? 
- Provider Input – Survey (Meeting to Discuss June 29) 

 
1:30 pm Next Steps – Juanita Blount-Clark, CVIOG 

- Review Needs/Responsibilities 
- Next Meeting September 18, 2009 (10 am – 3 pm) 
- Next Check-In Point 

 
2:00 pm Adjourn 
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RRTF Meeting Notes* 
June 18, 2009 
9 am – 2 pm 

DHR Boardroom 
 
 

In Attendance: Task Force Members: Abel Ortiz, Jennifer Miller, Jay Pruett, Carl 
Valentine; CVIOG Staff: Juanita Blount‐Clark, Virginia Dick, Allison McWilliams, 
Melinda Moore; DFCS Staff:  Cliff O’Connor, Richard O’Neill, Adina Parsons, Marva 
Reed, Yvonne Rodgers; OPB Representative: Chris Wright 
Public Visitors: Leah Crenshaw, Gabe Landry, Normer Adams (Ga. Assoc. Homes) 
 
I. Introductions 
 
II. Welcome/Opening (Allison McWilliams) 

‐ Four official meetings posted on the web; final report due in December 

‐ Goals: set the task, what we know now, current state of things; what we 
really need to know, information we need to gather moving forward and how 
we will move forward from this point 

‐ Summary document provided: contains scope of work, information from 
Kidstar Georgia web site and conversations with Rich O’Neill.  

‐ Roles and Responsibilities: 4 official task force members who are the 
knowledge and expertise in the room; 4 CVIOG members to convene, 
research, follow up, and take lead on writing the final report; Virginia has 
particular expertise in evaluation and survey research and will take the lead 
on the data elements; Melinda and Allison will take the lead on doing the best 
practice research and report writing; Juanita has over twenty years of 
expertise in a child welfare, was the state director of DFCS and is a national 
expert on child welfare issues and will be the in‐room lead on these 
conversations; supported by staff from the Division who will provide 
important background information and expertise as we move forward. 

 
 
 

**Note: Items in RED areas emphasize next steps or need for further information 
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III. Setting the Stage (Mark Washington) 
‐ Need to provide a historical context of where we’ve been. The goal, as a part 

of the Kenny A agreement, is to look at that rate structure and where it needs 
to be; it is up to people with a national perspective who can bring a lot to the 
table. This will be challenging because each state has its own nuances and 
you may get an answer like “it all depends.” Need to leave with a product that 
can be implanted in a short period of time; however, the external 
environment as the economy changes is going to meet at a crossroads and 
we’ll have to deal with this when it comes.  

‐ And performance: we need to keep that in mind, and the children that this 
impacts and how we are doing. 

‐ Carl: Are there particular outcomes that you are interested in seeing 
reflected? 

‐ Mark: I think we have two options – we can take rates and create a new set of 
rates.  Another approach would be to say what type of rate systems are 
possible, what other states’ experiences have been in terms of performance‐
based contracting, and what does that mean? There are many differences of 
what that is – has different definitions. Challenges: the Medicaid piece is 
separate and is run through MH, and how does that play into this? Main goal: 
how can we identify a rate structure that – are we worried about time or 
money? There are a couple of different paths or evolution. Maybe a window 
of opportunity to determine what supports permanency for a child.  

‐ Abel: The rate we are talking about is not the rate for providers that are 
contracted directly with the state or all the rates? 

‐ Mark: All the rates.  

‐ Abel: What is the state’s position on kin? Fostering Connections, what is the 
state’s plan whether they are licensed, etc.? 

‐ Mark: Relative rates that is 80% of the base foster care rate for licensed. For 
kids who come through the child welfare front door.  We do want to follow 
feds track – are we looking at kin and least restrictive settings. 14% ‐ 1 out of 
every 7 is placed with relative, licensed and 80% of base rate. Look at 
permanency outcomes – might be helpful, look at those for the different kids. 

‐ Cliff: Couple of years ago we went to 80% ‐ we were paying them TANF rate. 
Rightly or wrongly, we used the idea that it is a bigger step to become a foster 
parent, so still wanted that incentive, but still wanted to support relatives. 
Another big change happened when we unbundled LOC – what used to 
happen was that we paid a flat rate to providers and didn’t dictate what the 
providers paid. It was a perverse situation with little equity and resentment 
because they are paying private providers more. Not really defensible under 
the IV‐E plan. When unbundled, tried to make it an even payment rate. Put 
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requirements in contract with CPAs (providers) on rates to level on that 
playing field. It isn’t perfectly level, but better.  

‐ Jennifer: Clarification questions: appears to read we are looking at contracted 
provider rates, but base rate is included with DFCS.  

‐ Mark: We are going beyond that just a bit – just because there are 15K kids 
that come in and out every year, and may transition down from other levels. 
My position, you can’t look at just one rate but all and what is in those rates. 
We need more consistency and based off a standard that we’ve set that is 
easier to measure so we have consistency and predictability.  

‐ Cliff: May be technicalities, too. Looking at private providers almost causes 
you to look at foster care rates too.  

‐ Mark: Do states actually provide what foster parent actually receives? 

‐ Carl: No but it is an important step. 

‐ Chris: That made for complicated conversations. Confusion to stakeholders 
outside DHR as to why different groups are paid different rates.  

‐ Jay: Is there any benefit to considering the way in which rates are assigned to 
particular kids, for ex. Which child is specially maximum watchful oversight, 
etc. how is it determined? Should we investigate that? 

‐ Mark: Raise an excellent point – is there a common assessment tool that 
dictates that rate structure. So you could assess Augusta and Atlanta children 
in the same way, and is the rate therefore consistent. Or do they need fewer 
services than Augusta? Or is it personal negotiation? I don’t like personal 
negotiation because we cannot make projections and assumptions that every 
child has the same access to services. Worked with NRC’s on the assessment 
tool – not something that every child gets, can’t make those apple to apple 
comparisons. 

‐ Abel: What tends to happen is the assessment tool is driven by what is 
available in the community; needs may be the same, but not the same 
services, child may look different on assessment tool. It gives you a sense of 
the gap analysis, treat kids differently and rate them differently on 
assessment tools. Still hard, because people assess on what they provide. So 
ask how consistent are services across the state so that you can provide 
consistent services across the state. 

‐ Mark: Excellent point – almost a network of services across the state.  

‐ Juanita: Principles by which this group will make its decisions:  

o System recommendations have a level of consistency based on a set 
of standards 
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o Bring a level of predictability 

o Deals with equity issues 

o Gives consideration to tying performance to reimbursements 
received 

o Consideration to child and its needs and providers needs  

o Assessment of child need drive the system versus the other way 
around 

‐ Mark: Would add another one: spreading out of a family‐centered practice 
into an innovation zone. We need to think about how the rate can be paid 
into a family‐treatment approach. Some rates encompass that, but we don’t 
have a mechanism to track that, because some are just doing this on their 
own. How can/to what extent is family involved? We are involved with SOC 
approach, where to meet that, and the systematic need for that – family 
treatment services rate? Engagement with birth family, visits per month/ 
week, things that are being done on an ad hoc basis with agencies and no way 
to track. Makes it difficult for caseworkers, and it isn’t based on child needs 
but who has care management for the kid that day. Could be easier to 
manage.  

‐ Abel: how widespread are the principles of your practice model? 

‐ Mark: Very fresh.  Not even the driver of that process. Some have a 
geographic process. Imagine this grows – they are looking at rewriting the 
juvenile code in the next two years, we are going to need a bigger net. What is 
our rate structure going to look like?  

‐ Carl: Pilots – are there any you have been interested in?  

‐ Mark: I will have to look at that – not sure what they referenced. Will do an 
inventory of pilots that exist and will get back to you. 

‐ Juanita: This meeting will focus on the current state of Georgia and will come 
back with a list of what we need to look at or questions. Will dig into that 
more today. Next session will be to examine that information that you want 
brought back; what are others doing and how it looks in relation to what 
Georgia looks like; best practices. Third session, OK, what are alternatives 
that we really want to give consideration to, and the last will be to give final 
feedback/buy‐in on the key recommendations that will come out in the 
report. 

‐ Virginia: We will put together a survey on what we talk about today and later 
that will be sent out to all providers that will be online probably to get 
feedback directly from providers. 
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‐ Juanita: We will review that tool, so that people really will respond with 
questions. 

 
IV. What we know – Current State of Georgia Foster Care System 

‐ Marva/Yvonne (PRU) Handout: Blue folder information 

o Began new process in July ’07, would like a standard approach but 
there are providers that are challenged to do so (such as those with 
multiple locations and the rate reimbursements are different in those 
locations – sometimes it is those who have done the assessments and 
services available). As moved from LOC to RBWO, focus was on 
program designations and behavioral characteristics. 

o Matrix: there are specific areas that they were focused on. 

o Jay: How is determination currently made? 

o Marva: There is a flow chart that describes RBWO placement process. 
Don’t have to come through PRU, could take out their provider list and 
call whomever fits. Differentiate – maximum need, would have to 
come through PRU who has identified those agencies. Unless it is a 
new child, even from LOC you have information in the system and can 
use that information to assist with assessment of the child – look at 
whole child. Has included child waiver process they use, too.  

o Jay: To Abel’s point, I imagine what happens, especially in rural areas, 
a child comes in they talk about placement in terms of I think X 
provider would do a good job, in an effort to keep them close and they 
know the provider, versus what fits the child’s needs. And really the 
child may be tougher for what they provide and they wind up not 
being reimbursed enough – in other words, was it an inappropriate 
placement up front.  

o Marva: We try to work with providers to make sure there isn’t a child 
there that doesn’t fit; flip side, is that a new child in care – there may 
not be enough information on the child and a provider sitting there 
who wants to provide service, but there is a money issue to provide 
those extra services they don’t typically provide.  

o Jennifer: Did you transfer all existing children from LOC to RBWO?  

o Marva: All children. 

o Jennifer: Hard to get picture – how to see if it is an initial placement or 
a step up or step down from initial placement? It would be helpful to 
have that data – initial entry might have one set of responses, and 
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down the road may benefit with other set of responses. Do you have 
data when children are in this separate program designations.  

o Marva: I will see if we can pull that information.  

o Jennfier: It is hard to see without numbers. Are we talking about a 
significant number getting private care in those last two designations?  
You see what I mean?  

o Carl: Similarly: portion of placements PRU sees versus those through 
the county and managed within the county? 

o Marva: should be able to get that.  

o Virginia: In terms of data, information from Mary Willoughby cost 
sheets – could break providers out by proportion of bed days in each 
category so that that is one we can look at ‐ are providers having more 
one type versus another or across the board. Data that is available to 
pull – will need to discuss what other questions you need me to go 
back to them with?  

o Abel: Also, is there a process as to why children are placed at a 
particular level and if they are moved, why that occurs? Do you have 
data on that? And as practice model – important to link in what your 
practice model does versus placement change, impacts the rate. If 
asked to do anything additional, that needs to be in their expectation – 
could be added time, impact number of children they can actually 
have, and how the practice model is developed. If there is a change in 
placement level, what does that mean on a daily level for provider.  

o Juanita: The needs of child need to drive the rest of the system. 
Practice and rates need to be linked.  

o Abel: Will need to know number of moves and why they are being 
moved. Don’t know if it is case files review or is it documented why a 
move is being done – in a database.  

o Marva: Not sure in database; is captured on paper.  

o Juanita: Would it be counted as a disruption?  

o Marva: Yes, unless less than 14 days (respite care). So disruption is 
counted. On a county level, I am sure they have to track this.  

o Virginia: Would the QA group have some data on that? Might be 
qualitative.  

o Marva/Cliff: Yes.  

o Virginia: I will contact them, too.  
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o Carl: Unit that handles waivers – would like a system that rewards 
providers with few disruptions and fewer acting out children, rather 
than rewarding providers who have taken kids that surpass the skills 
of their staff. I wonder if you are rewarding the wrong things. As you 
become more efficient and effective you would be getting increasing 
volumes of requests, and therefore more money.  

o Marva: LOC went back every six months and reassessed; with RBWO 
we reassess as issues arise. Trying to meet a goal of 100% per quarter, 
but has never been met.  

o Juanita: At one point, using CAFAS instrument every six months. Is 
that tool still being used? 

o Marva: that tool is not being used, when unbundled we could not use 
it. It was helpful to keep the middle of the road in the middle of the 
road. Were unable to replicate. 

o Abel: Why? 

o Marva: Idea that we had been diagnosing children – was a part of the 
mental health mindset, it was the Feds that said we could no longer do 
that. The hope was that MH would step up and meet those mental 
health needs versus DFCS. 

o Juanita: If Task Force – assessment is critical part of this. Is there 
something being done to look at needs of child?  

o Marva: use a similar tool to LOC tool, but approach is less on diagnosis 
and more on behaviors. Current behaviors of child.  

o Normer: important principle, assessment part is deemphasized. So, 
providers take the child and then want payment, ask for a waiver.  

o Chris: that next step is the reassessment – giving provider additional 
money to meet those needs where they currently are, you would think 
that over time there is a lower level of need and we need to make sure 
we are tracking that.  

o Abel: if that happened now, reduction in rate/step down, does it mean 
a change in provider? 

o Normer: Not necessarily. Part of problem is that if foster parent does a 
wonderful job and they step down, they receive less money, so it is a 
disincentive. Does not mean a move for the child.  

o Abel: So different levels of RBWO can be in the same home?  

o Cliff: can be a mix – multiple rates, target groups, locations.  
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o Jay: to address Normer’s point – you establish a way to pay for work 
and to pay for outcome. Two very different things. Need to find a way 
to pay for work and outcomes. 

o Jennifer: In moving to RBWO you said it wasn’t a linear path. How are 
you finding that is working?  

o Marva: They are still thinking in the 4‐3‐2‐1. And I have to say, now 
we have RBWO, so tell it to me in that language. Get out of LOC 
mindset/lingo.  

o Jennifer: It seems as if this issue is bumping up against designations.  

o Carl: Excellent central unit – often placements have to happen quickly, 
so a child may be place for a while by the time the information gets to 
you. How can this maybe happen on county level with your oversight 
– so that it happens more quickly for each child?  

o Marva: Staff statewide – so for each region there are PRU specialists 
for each area that should be their expert when they need it. Also have 
access to staff here, and an on‐call staffer every day for immediate 
point of contact. Don’t have beyond Yvonne and myself for 24‐hour 
access.  

o Abel: Data – how many are emergency removals and how many as a 
result of two or three contacts investigation? How do you pull trigger 
to say child is removed to gather information for placement? How 
many removed by DFCS or law enforcement? That could be a good 
trigger point. Do you use shelters or do you go straight to foster 
home?  

o Marva: Technically, we don’t have shelters, but we do have some that 
operate that way.  

o Cliff: CFSR – if you use shelters, you will never make that. 

o Abel: so how do you pull trigger for what those shelters traditionally 
did – will have to consider as you build your practice model.  

o Marva: re: training – RBWO was statewide, and then rolled out in each 
county. We found that it has been caseworker on PRU worker 
training. When providers are saying no, it escalates to going to those 
that you know will take them, so influences how case worker makes 
that decision.  

o Abel: I am not sure if we have ever capitated rate – Kansas would be 
the best example. Tennessee has moved some of their work in that 
direction. A different case management type rate.  
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o Jay: in addition, I stated working with Mark on that very project. 
Looking at capitated rates to release RFP this year.  

o Juanita: Could you talk about those models at the next session?  

o Jay: Yes, sure. Briefly, we’ve been working on – providers paid a flat 
fee for reaching a benchmark with respect to progression of a child. 
Ex. Kid comes into care, when stepped down to lower level of care, 
preferably permanent. Work in after care capacity, and then 
discharge, gets flat payment then. Then 6 month if remain discharged, 
pay then. So factoring in failures, of course. Adoption piece is trickier – 
have to factor that in and have a different sort of payment structure to 
incentives – bonus for adoption.  

o Normer: BP in Georgia – MAC program. Another is Neighboring 
Families that uses capitated rates (professional foster care model).  

o Cliff: MAC blends a variety of different providers, but with a blended 
rate of subcontractors with a variety of services. Neighboring Families 
used to typically target sibling groups.  

o Jay: Tennessee’s rate structure is almost identical with MAC’s rate 
structure. They state only contracts with those who offer a continuum 
of services/care. A level system where essentially you lose money in 
high end, and make it back when they go down in care.  

o Chris: ties into those performance based outcomes that we talked 
about earlier 

o Jay: in addition, TN also has performance‐based contracting based on 
Chapin’s Hall model and has turned the corner for their performance‐
based system.  

o Jennifer: TN also out of consent decree, and a model that everyone has 
bought into, and part of it is keeping children out of institutions.  

o Cliff: PRTF has a very different set of regulations so that it is separated 
from placement with DFCS.  

o Abel: Not a large number of kids in Georgia in PRTF.  

o Carl: Any reports/overviews out of TN and Chapin Hall?  

o Jay: Yes, I already have some of that information already. TN has JJ and 
CW under the same umbrella, it is centralized. Smaller number in care 
due to the performance system. I can get that information.  

o Cliff: LOC ’04‐’07 – move away was a reactionary measure, and 
hopefully this will be non‐reactive. CMS was withholding money and 
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we had to unbundle quickly. Moved $33M out to MH system, so 
providers have to deal with DFCS and MH for reimbursement, added 
complexity. Rates that were set – per diems: I tend to think that we 
tried to have fewer rates; RBWO (name) came right out of IV‐E 
language. Rates were often focused on staffing needs for the level of 
program designation.  

o Carl: Have we seen any sort of rate float?  

o Cliff: I think now it is more based on base rate and then move up into 
a higher level. 

o Carl: Huge step, and major change. In the past, base rate wasn’t able to 
support a child.  

o Jay: Data on maximum watchful oversight – providers don’t take care 
of a kid in an unbundled way, though paid unbundled. What’s getting 
paid on Medicaid side?  

o Rich: You will find they are not getting paid from Medicaid, but 
contracting with an outside agency on those therapeutic services. 
Limited number.  

o Jay: Do you know that percentage?  

o Rich: We can get that for you absolutely.  

o Rich: Normer, can you send that information on those that have closed 
in past three years?  

o Normer: yes, on website.  

o Carl: Are a lot of those differences geographical?  

o Chris: Yes, but some is relationships with private providers versus 
parents there. 

o Cliff: murky relationship between public and private system. 
Sometimes it is a supply/demand – if there isn’t a foster home, we 
turn to CPA because it is available. Other places I have worked, it was 
a clear delineation. Here, we have a public caseworker and a CPA 
worker.  

o Chris: So we can’t decide are we private or are we public?  

o Cliff: Daily rate for CPA’s had case support rate and foster parent 
training and licensing, etc.  

o Chris: Historically, there was a huge number of kids in care, and not 
enough foster homes, so CPA’s stepped up; now, fewer kids in care, 
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and there is more of a competition for that family between foster 
parents/CPA’s.  

o Cliff: Perception, if you are a foster parent and want to adopt, you will 
come to DFCS, if you are just wanting to be foster parent, you will 
approach a CPA. Plus, CPA can provide additional support, so state 
competes against itself.  

o Abel: Breakdown of who in state care and who with providers and 
length of time to achieve permanency. How many kids 0‐5 are with 
providers, b/c none should be there under concurrent planning unless 
licensed for adoption? Also, how these waivers fall out – this type of 
behavior, are you paying twice? (foster parent and CPA) 

o Yvonne: Foster parent transportation 

o Abel: That’s Medicaid. We need to look at that.  

o Cliff: payments for foster parents are equalized across system; don’t 
require that of staff.  

o Jennifer: that will play into how you deal with workforce and 
equitable placements. Is there movement/turnover problem between 
public and private?  

o Cliff: Historically, DFCS had high turnover and went to other 
professions as well as schoolteachers, etc. Recession has halted that. 
Private providers have been more they are going out of business.  

o Jennifer: Level of expectation of staff could play into community 
decision. Other question is relative care? Went from 17% to 14%.  I 
am guessing that DFCS pays for relative care? So, Fostering 
Connections Act has high level of expectation regarding relative 
placement. You should be seeing relative placements go up – and if 
not, need to look at equity there, too.  

o Virginia: There are geographical differences.  

o Cliff: I agree – you can see differences across the state.  

o Virginia: If you have mobile families – there are a lot of people moving 
in and out, versus a stable population. Sometimes those stable 
populations had more relative placements because family members 
who were there and workforce who knew who they were.  

o Abel: Have you guys done training under expectations of the Foster 
Connections act?  
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o Cliff: Most of our relative placements are a very small number that are 
foster parents fully approved.  

o Jay: Does state prescribe a minimum number of hours?  

 Cliff: Yes, and certain topics.  

o Juanita: CVIOG will provide report on foster parents.  

o Jennifer: Case planning with parents? 

 Case worker/DFCS 

o Normer: Position of our providers has been (double case 
management) – it does provide case management to the child and to 
the family. Could become a resource for the family more, if state 
allowed us to do that, and to incentivize it. In the past, it has not been 
a high priority between state and private. That is where the 
permanency issue falls.  

o Juanita: Report was that rate was applied across the board to foster 
parents. 

o Cliff: There is a still a disconnect between engaging the provider in the 
permanency outcomes – there wasn’t a lot of thought to incentives 
that would help us achieve permanency with providers.  

o Abel: % children in custody provider versus state?  Get data. Is not 
having focus on permanency also keeping older kids in care, culture of 
long term foster care? If provider has 40% of those kids, that is a lot of 
kids, and you will not achieve permanency.  

o Chris: Right now, it is based on per day bed rates that providers 
inherited.  

o Cliff: Worry a little bit about federal audits. Get watched by federal 
oversight very closely. Whatever rate system we devise must be 
defensible with auditors. It can only cover RBWO (or we lose IV‐E). It 
has less flexibility than other funding sources (IV‐E). Has to fit 
through those audits. It is a great system challenge. Plus, as a system 
we are impacted by recession. DFCS has lost $77M in state funds and 
is probably going to lose more, which impacts staffing, out‐of‐home 
care.  

o Chris: if it focuses on equitable rates and is defendable, I can argue 
this in front of the Governor. He is big on performance based – 
outcomes. Stick to Mark Washington’s guiding principles. 

o Normer: provider community can fully support what Chris said.  
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o Jay: I noticed that the CPA rates were recently adjusted.  

o Cliff: Yes, revenues were cut in FY’09. So, 4/01/09 rates are adjusted 
back UP to the previous levels of funds since ’09. 

‐ Adina – Legal Services/Kenny A 

o Fulton/DeKalb are the focus of the consent decree, but it is 
implemented across the state.  

o Allison: Issue of consent decree being written before unbundling? 

 Predated unbundling. 

 Note: From email dated 06/10/2009, per Adina: “The consent 
Decree went into effect in October of 2005, so it pre‐dated the 
unbundling of TRIS rates.  The RRTF is supposed to look at the 
following: ‘The existing Room, Board, and Watchful Oversight 
Rates (or any similar reimbursement rate structure, should the 
reimbursement rate structure be changed during the course of 
the Task Force's assignment) and make recommendations for 
either revising those rates, and shall also consider the results 
of any pilot programs being carried out across the State.’ The 
foregoing language is straight from the consent decree which 
was revised earlier this year. Based on the foregoing, it is not 
my belief that the RRTF is charged with looking at the 
therapeutic side.”  

o Chris: What prompted the language? 

 Plaintiff’s council concerns about equity and services provided 
in private providers placement/moving toward permanency 
versus just paying for bed space.  

 Certain requirements built into the consent decree that have to 
happen in Fulton/DeKalb, that won’t happen in rest of state.  

‐ BREAK FOR LUNCH 
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V. What do we need to know?  
‐ Jay: internal restructuring units to work around performance‐based 

work/standards, will include PRU/RBWO. 

‐ Yvonne: Initiative to better align with providers with G‐meetings; Every Child 
Every Month – targeted visitation with child within specific federal 
requirements 

‐ Virginia: Current Data Collection 

o Have been talking with Mary Willoughby and Rich 

o Preliminary information is available now, but cleansing it now. Mary 
will provide more detail; if you want to supplement with a micro look, 
Rich can provide it.  

o Abel: Rich can provide RBWO by provider or system wide? Which 
one?  

 Both 

 Would like systemwide by age/length of stay, permanency 
goal, number of moves 

o Virginia: length of stay per provider? 

o Abel: total length of time in care 

o Virginia: will see what data exists and can be collected 

 Jennifer: and that will tell you where the gaps are 

o Can get fiscal data and can get child welfare data, but often those two 
do not meet. 

o Chapin Hall resource – Abel will contact and get data to Virginia 

o Carl: number of children in state vs. provider care, by age, county, race 

o Jay: Rates on the treatment side. Get rates on the treatment side – 
what those rates are so you can look at how to develop an outcome‐ 
based structure. When you talk about outcomes, that doesn’t happen 
in an unbundled way. Data on all Medicaid data that goes into 
treatment – get the breakdown is similar for RBWO for tx on a daily 
basis. 

o Cliff: could be difficult 

o Abel: Wonder if we could get from Medicaid by code services used – 
quantity of all used by kids in foster. Do‐able at a high level. 
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o Cliff: PRTF dominates – it is the primary expenditure for Medicaid 

o Jay: If I had a kid that was MWO, and I was to say, “I want you to do 
what you have to do to achieve permanency for that kid,” I want to 
know the RBWO and the treatment – what is the price tag on it?  

o Carl: Have to get at it from a model – as you move from PRTF to 
outside, your data is not clean at the level we are looking at. As a 
parent (DFCS), you need to hustle health‐care education and services 
on behalf of these kids, or you don’t contract with us. I am not saying 
we shouldn’t know what this cost is, but don’t think we’re going to get 
there. 

o Abel: I agree – I don’t think we are going to get there. When we look at 
rate structure, unbundled, and philosophy of least restrictive –will 
Medicaid data tell us if we have services in place that can support that. 
To determine whether managed care or fee for service? If community 
cannot support therapeutically, kids are going to gravitate to 
providers with those therapeutic services built in. And there are only 
300 PRTF beds in the state. If they are not billing Medicaid, where are 
they getting services from?  

o Carl: Could get it, but don’t know how easy it is – difficult data source. 

o Juanita: principles driving rate structure – keep that in mind, what 
you want to drive this/principles that drive these recommendations. 

o Jennifer: Question of community capacity. Community broadly 
speaking, but also provider. Setting system up for failure if there are 
no resources in the community.  

o Normer: How do you incentivize for providers to have services 
provided through Medicaid, and secure those services? 

o Jennifer: Jay is right, we cannot just look at the foster care services 
without the therapeutic services, you’re missing a big piece.  

o Carl: What are the needs of foster care – there’s a lot of lit out there, 
just did a study for NY. Could posit that this is our recommendation, 
but state that we need to look at the therapeutic services – because we 
may not be able to address it in this task force. We can recommend 
that this should take place.  

o Confirmation of single continuum of care from the Mental Health 
Commission recommendation –reiterate that.  

o Juanita: There was a movement to have more foster care (therapeutic) 
in least restrictive instead of group homes. Where does that stand 
now?  
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o Normer: Federal legislation addresses that –  

o Juanita: Community based therapeutic foster homes.  

o Normer: Grant to MH – not just the SOC grant, but  

o Abel: Frank Berry has that information – KidsNet Georgia. Can get us 
that information. Sheila Pires analyzed mental health expenditures – 
using 2007. Dawn Doe – has that and talks about foster kids and 
services to foster kids. Pilot in community based PRTF without 
hospital care – going on around the state (through MH). Jen Bennecke 
from the Governor’s Office for Children and Families has data around 
systems of care. 

o Look at Utah as SOC/child welfare best practice model 

o Abel: when I was in charge of Utah’s Child Mental Health we used our 
system of care grant at the same time that we built our practice model 
– it was pretty effective. 

o Abel: Number of kids in kinship care – age, length of stay, county 

 Virginia: Break out by relative, relative foster home 

o Juanita: And also CVIOG has been asked to give a survey to providers. 
Any questions you would like to have communicated?  

 Yvonne: just placement providers or full spectrum? (Original 
plan was just placement providers.) 

• Yvonne: Finds that limited compared to those that work 
around the state and are involved in the systems, and 
children do secure those services. 

• Be careful of language? Does it include CCI, CPAs, state 
foster homes providers?  

o More information on SOC, family‐centered practice model, TN, 
capitated rates, Kansas, Alabama, maybe Illinois 

o Other state rate methodology:  

 14 states with rate methodology “Hitting the Mark” report, 
Missouri is one and look at those particularly in this region. 
National Assoc. Public Admin State. (NAPCOR) 

 Look at outcomes – states – into contracting methodology (NYC 
is one – Carl is involved in that and can make NYC material 
available) 
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 Systems that tie assessment into their methodology (Ohio – 
Abel can get that material) 

o Carl: Current assessment tool is not faulty, it’s the implementation. 
With 32% front‐line staff turnover each year, important of ongoing 
training.  

o Normer: Child Welfare League of America – a paper/book concerning 
rate setting for residential facilities. It is on their website. Could be a 
resource (From Normer) 

‐ Carl: No slam‐dunk answer, no state has done this successfully, and we really 
need to pay attention to the history of this state. 

‐ Allison: will send out notes and next steps, and will set a check‐in point via 
conference call. Next Meeting: September 18, 2009, 10 am – 3 pm. 
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Principles by which this group will make its decisions:  
o System recommendations have a level of consistency based on a set 

of standards 

o Bring a level of predictability 

o Deals with equity issues 

o Gives consideration to tying performance to reimbursements 
received 

o Consideration to child and its needs and providers needs  

o Assessment of child need drive the system versus the other way 
around 

o Based on a model of familycentered practice 

 
FollowUp Tasks (with responsible lead) 
From Division (Allison) 

‐ Inventory of pilot programs (referenced in consent decree language: “The 
Rate Reimbursement Task Force will consider various pilot programs being 
carried out across the state.”) 

 
Data Needs (Virginia) 

‐ When children are in separate program designations – are we talking about a 
significant number getting private care in the last 2 designations? Portion of 
placements PRU sees versus those through the county and managed within 
the county. (Marva will check) 

‐ Providers by proportion of bed days in each category – are providers having 
more of one type versus another or across the board. 

‐ Is there a process as to why children are placed at a particular level and if 
they are moved, why that occurs. 

‐ Number of moves and why they are being moved. (Possibly QA) 

‐ How many emergency removals and how many as a result of two or three 
contacts in an investigation? How do you pull the trigger to say a child is 
removed to gather information for placement? How many removed by DFCS 
or law enforcement? 

‐ Data on maximum watchful oversight – what’s getting paid on Medicaid side? 
Percentage getting paid from Medicaid versus contracting with outside 
agency on therapeutic services. (Rich, Normer) 
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‐ Breakdown of who is in state care and who are with providers and length of 
time to permanency. How many kids 0‐5 are with providers because none 
should be there under concurrent planning unless licensed for adoption? 
Also, how these waivers fall out – this type of behavior, are you paying twice 
(foster parent and CPA)? 

‐ Impact of Fostering Connections Act – should be seeing relative placements 
go up – are they? 

‐ % /number of children in custody of provider versus state, by age, county, 
race  

‐ Info from Mary Willoughby – RBWO by provider and system‐wide by 
age/length of stay (total length of care), permanency goal, number of moves 

‐ Chapin Hall resource (Abel to Virginia) 

‐ From Medicaid – data by code, services used – quantity of all used by kids in 
foster care. And, if they are not billing Medicaid, where are they getting 
services from? 

‐ Number of kids in kinship care (broken out by relative, relative foster home) 
– by age, length of stay, county 

 
Other Research (Allison and Melinda) 

‐ Other models – capitated rates – Kansas, Tennessee (Jay); in Georgia – MAC, 
Neighboring Families 

‐ Tennessee has performance‐based contracting based on Chapin Hall’s model 
(Jay) 

‐ 2006 survey report on foster parents in Georgia from CVIOG 

‐ Literature on needs of foster care – may not be able to address with this task 
force, but can recommend that it should take place (Carl) 

‐ Mental Health Commission recommendation on a single continuum of care 

‐ Frank Berry – KidsNet Georgia 

‐ Sheila Pires – mental health expenditures (2007) 

‐ Jen Bennecke/GOCF – systems of care 

‐ CVIOG survey of Georgia providers 

‐ Hitting the Marc report and report on 14 states with rate methodology 
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‐ Which states have incorporated outcomes with rate methodology (NYC – 
Carl) 

‐ Systems that tie assessment into their methodology (Ohio – Abel) 

‐ More information on SOC, family‐centered practice, Kansas, Alabama, maybe 
Illinois 

‐ CWLA book on rate setting for residential facilities (Normer) 
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RRTF July 27, 2009 Conference Call 
 

On call: Allison, Melinda, Virginia, Carl, Jennifer, Juanita 
Unavailable: Jay, Abel 
 
Recap of the Items Requested June 18  
 
  - Pilot Programs Inventory (Allison)  

• Per Rich O’Neill: there are not pilot programs, just the various CCI and CPA 
program structures. Jay will be introducing a new pilot program at the Sept. 18 
meeting, related to the performance-based contracting information. 

 
  - Systems of Care Info (Allison, Melinda, Juanita)  

• Sheila Pires’ study on financing options – may ask her to go into more detail 
when she joins us in Sept. to discuss the Medicaid/MH finance report she did for 
GA 

• Juanita is checking with the Governor’s Office of Children and Families and 
Kidsnet to get representatives to join us. Juanita: Have not met with anyone yet 
re: SOC structure; status – will have to be more forceful about getting in touch. 
Can set rates without it being in certain areas; we can refer to where the statewide 
systems stand in our report. To have someone speak to that.  

• Melinda is checking into Kansas and Alabama 
 
  - Performance-Based Contracting Info (Allison, Jay)  

• Allison sent some general info on PBC, as well as some more detailed info on 
various state models, including Illinois, Florida 

• While the Division is moving towards this, nothing will be implemented before 
the completion of this task force 

 
- Survey of Providers  

• Being developed now, may provide some useful data for the task force but 
largely related to moving providers towards the new PBC model. Goal is to have 
info collected before statewide provider meeting in September which will then 
lead to various focus groups to develop outcome measures – will not be 
implemented until 2010. 

• Carl: I agree that we need to operate from where we are, actually. It will help 
focus our discussion. (ie, we can not develop rates for a system that has not yet 
been developed) 

• Jennifer: PBC is not part of the consent decree, correct? (A: No, it is not). 
 
  - Rate-Setting Book from Normer (Allison)  

• Have gotten, will let everyone know if it is useful or not 
 
Fostering Connections 

• Allison attended meeting of concerned advocates last week and sent along the 
notes. Not sure how this plays into the task force recommendations – much like 
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PBC and SOC may be part of larger recommendations of the task force, but it 
appears that the Division is not doing much (according to the advocates) to move 
forward on the Act. (Need to clarify this with the Division, however) 

• Jennifer: Was guardianship discussed at all? A: It was touched upon. Gave great 
presentation on what the act says and what we are hearing from the Division.  

 
  - MAAC, Neighbor to Family (Melinda)  

• We sent out information on MAAC and Neighbor to Family – what they do, what 
their model looks like.  

• I requested information from Neighbor to Families and MAAC regarding their 
actual rates – we heard back from Neighbor to Families, who sent a spreadsheet 
of their Georgia rates. It lists the daily rates, as well as administrative and staff 
costs.  

•  I have not heard back from MAAC yet, but will continue to follow up with 
them. In the summary report, I listed rates that I found in a 2002 report for 
MAAC. I am sure they have changed since then, but it gives a starting point.  

 
  - Mental Health Commission Report (Melinda)  

• In the last meeting, it was requested that the task force look at the 
recommendation around systems of care from the mental health commission.  

• We sent out the single continuum of care recommendation – I’m not sure if that 
is the one you guys were looking for – if not, let me know and I’ll get the correct 
one out to you. It discusses continuity of care for children who need public 
mental health services, Georgia should establish a single benefit package that 
allows children to receive the same service options from the same providers 
regardless of which state agency provides or funds the service. 

• There is also the recommendation around the Continuum of Case Management 
Services A statewide continuum of case management services will and should 
serve as the backbone of Georgia’s community-based mental health system. 
Talks about children and youth with serious emotional disturbances that can be 
treated in family or community settings; the new Systems of Care services 
offered through KidsNet Georgia has been promising in providing case 
management services that meet individualized needs. 

- Carl: any info on MH would be helpful to this group, even if it’s outside the scope 
of work of this group. 

• Juanita: need to at least have an understanding of the connections, since the rate 
structure needs to support outcomes, and that includes having access to MH 

 
  - Hitting the MARC Report/Methodology (Melinda)  

• The survey report looked at how states determine their basic foster care rate 
methodology and informed the Hitting the MARC report that came later.  

• They surveyed state child welfare directors. Only a few states use an established 
methodology to determine rates – out of our region, only Texas uses a 
methodology to determine rates.  

• In the summary document, you’ll see what the other states in our region are 
doing regarding the setting of their rates.  
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• Carl: Kentucky – almost identical to the system previously in place – mental 
health level of care system. May need to fall back on the behavior way of 
classifying.  

 
  - Data Needs (Virginia)  

• Have sent data from Child Welfare Group – provider type: age, length of stay, 
number of placements versus moves; disruption reasons and age by placement 
type; Working to find out about removal sources and other data from SHINES 
that is hard to pull out. There may be a bit of a lag in the data, but it will be in the 
past year 

• Cost data: Mary Willoughby has gotten through most of data and will start 
ironing out what pieces of data we want out of the large cost data reports from all 
programs/providers 

• Allison: Working on getting the Medicaid information; Jay has been helpful on 
that, pushing to get the data on that. 

• Carl: Excellent. Data is tough, but know where the kids are – in a sense, 
distribution – is helpful as we go through the statewide system. In addition, 
where providers are is interesting.  

• Virginia: Data spreadsheet is broken down by state, region and county so we can 
look at all of those categories as well. Send additional data questions as they 
come up, so we can be proactive about starting to get the data, because it takes a 
long time.  

• Carl: Push Mary to really think about what data will really be beneficial for the 
group, because it could easily overwhelm the group. 

• Virginia: send on additional data needs/questions as you have them, as it takes 
time to get the answers sometimes.  

 
What Else Does the Task Force Want Before 9/18?  
 
  - Allison and Juanita working to gather info from other states in our region  

• Juanita: Have touched based with Casey Families Consultant assigned to this 
region that works with Georgia and others; she has sent material and I will look 
over it and send it on if useful for group. 

 
  - Carl to send info on NYC's model, needs of foster care  

• Working on that today; will send ASAP. 
• Jennifer: It would be good to have a menu of options of how to do it; are you 

going to rely on difficulty of care/severity of behaviors re: placement 
• Carl: still trying to get information from NYC – it is not going as quickly as 

would like; will send some material on foster care and needs to photocopy and 
send it to us; New York stuff in some regards is too complex. Foster care and 
mental health are paid separately between the state and local agencies; they also 
list outcomes that are important for them with preferred providers.  

• Allison: Similar to Illinois, where it takes time and is very robust system that 
depends on good database.  
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• Juanita: Illinois – the new Commissioner of AYCF is probably going to be the 
former director of the Illinois system. May be in Georgia’s best interest to see 
how that goes 

• Jennifer: System began to be developed 9-10 years before he even got there; 
good to keep in mind 

 
  - At the next meeting, Jay will bring/discuss TN model, Juanita will work on getting 
someone to talk on Georgia's system of care, Abel will get the person from Cleveland to 
talk by conference call about their levels of care system, and Abel will get Sheila Pires to 
talk about the Medicaid mental health report  

•  
 
 - Other?  

• Carl: If Abel is having Cleveland, it might be useful for them to send a summary 
of their system. I used to work for them five years or so ago, but it’s been awhile. 
It can get complicated. 

• Jennifer: In addition to looking at rate structure jurisdictions, but also how they 
assess these rates – evaluate. Will be necessary part of the process. If it’s going to 
be a statewide system them  there should be a statewide assessment. 

• Carl: Several thorough models are better than many that skim the surface. 
• Carl: will look into Virginia – might have a system that is useful to examine.  

 
Next meeting, September 18, 10 am - 3pm at 2 Peachtree 
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Georgia Division of Family & Children Services 
Rate Reimbursement Task Force 

September 18, 2009 
10 am – 3 pm 

2 Peachtree, DHS Boardroom 
 

Agenda 
 
 
10:00 am Welcome – Juanita Blount-Clark, CVIOG 

- Introductions of Guests 
- Review of Agenda 
- Housekeeping 

   
10:15 am Ohio’s Level of Care Model 

- Deborah Forkas, Director, Cuyahoga County Children and  
Family Services Department (via phone) 

 
11:00 am Systems of Care in Georgia 

- Jen Bennecke, Executive Director, Governor’s Office for  
Children and Families 

- Elaine DeCostanzo, Chair of the KidsNet Collaborative 
 
12:00 pm Lunch (Delivered) 

   
12:15 pm Review of Best Practice Information – Allison McWilliams, CVIOG 

- Summary of Information Requested June 18 
- Other States – Chart 
- Survey of Providers - Update 
- Tennessee’s Model – Jay Pruett, Consultant 

 
1:00 pm Review of Data – Virginia Dick, CVIOG 

- Cliff O’Connor, Deputy Director 
- Rich O’Neill, Program Director, RBWO 
- Marva Reed and Yvonne Rodgers, Provider Relations Unit 

 
1:30 pm Behavioral Health Spending in Georgia 

- Sheila Pires, Partner, Human Service Collaborative (via phone) 
 
2:30 pm Wrap Up and Next Steps – Juanita Blount-Clark, CVIOG 

- Review Needs/Responsibilities 
- Next Meeting October 16, 2009 (10 am – 3 pm) 
- Next Check-In Point 

 
3:00 pm Adjourn 
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RRTF Meeting Notes 
September 18, 2009 

10 am – 3 pm 
DHS Boardroom 

 
In Attendance: Task Force Members: Jennifer Miller, Jay Pruett, Carl Valentine; 
CVIOG Staff: Juanita Blount-Clark, Virginia Dick, Allison McWilliams, Melinda Moore; 
DFCS Staff:  Richard O’Neill, Adina Parsons, Yvonne Rodgers; 
Public Visitors: Normer Adams (Ga. Assoc. Homes), Provider Representatives, Sarah 
Catherine Williams (CVIOG Student Intern), Sarah Jane Baskin (CVIOG Student Intern) 
 
 
I. Welcome/Opening – Juanita Blount-Clark 
 

- Juanita: Purpose of this meeting is to inform and clarify our follow up on data and 
things you wanted brought forward for your consideration. We know we have 
sent you some things in our face to face documents, and made contact with 
people. We will be presenting information that you asked us to present. We want 
to give plenty of opportunity for you to listen and let us know if there is more 
information/questions to be answered, what more would you need brought to the 
table for your consideration.  

- No decisions will be made today. At future meetings, we will talk about criteria 
for decision making, and the scope that the Division has given us. 

- Individuals in the room introduce themselves 
 
 
II.  Ohio Level of Care Model – Deborah Forkas, Guillermo Torres (via phone) 
 

- Juanita: Interested in the role that assessment plays in the process of serving kids 
and that their interests and need are being met, and attached to reimbursement. 
Understand that you are doing good work on assessment in your system. Want to 
give you time to make remarks you would like to make and then have an 
interactive session. Some of our service providers in Georgia are present, too.  

- Deb: Talk historically first – 15 years ago, our agency had a one-page eight 
question document that we asked relatives for children coming into care in foster 
or contract homes. Depending on the day, a kid could be in foster care, residential, 
and the same child a day later could go into a totally different home. We started 
our quest with a million people – contracted with Tracy Field (consultant) who 
helped bring in the community (staff, providers of foster care/residential tx, 
counselors, community folks, etc.) took a very long time – what information do 
they need when a kid is place, and what type of scoring system do we need so that 
we ensure that child has consistency and a rate structure. Rates back then were all 
over the board – no rhyme or reason as to who and how much for – no level 
system, it was basic, tx, and residential. All different kinds of contracts. Budget 
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back then was $1M budget for children in care, and 6600 children in our custody 
(this was Cleveland). Now 1900 children in care.  

- Started meeting with committee members – what questions should we be asking 
of the social worker when the social worker comes up and get the parameters, etc. 
Literally, a two year process – a lot of players at the table. Took forever. But 
came up the questions – (Tool is in our packet). After we determined all the info a 
person would need about a child needing placement – gave virtually no 
information to our providers, kids were coming in, and we didn’t know what their 
mental health needs were, etc. Had a major disclosure problem in that we weren’t 
disclosing back then at all. Not telling our providers or caregivers the information 
that they needed to know. At times, to be honest, we were intentionally not telling 
them because we were afraid that they would not take them.  

- Compiled questions into different categories, and then (tables behind each 
question) and each question is weighted. After all is collected, there is a scoring 
device embedded that scores the child and the level.  

- Levels 1-6, with 6 being the highest and focused on residential tx. We call it an 
intensive tx model or hospitalization. Highest rates. 5 is more general residential 
tx component. Level 4-1 would be foster care. 4 would be tx foster care, but often 
step kids into 4 who are in residential tx, or if we felt a kid could benefit from 
residential but want to keep in community, we’ll put them in 4. Could be paying 
$90-140 a day for that rate – all wrapped into that. 3, 2 foster care still in tx 
paramount, and then kids in foster care with no special needs is 1.  

- Foster parents can take a level 1-4 and can provide services at whatever need of 
that child. That’s where the system comes in, and we focus on the child versus the 
home. Look at the child’s needs and then contract with a foster home that is 
trained to deal with the specific behaviors.  

- Can send information to us around the questions being asked, etc. in the future if 
we want it. 

- Providers – we have about 50 providers that we contract with – there was no 
continuity with what we got for foster care. Started working very slowly and they 
were present in the development, so all on the same page and partners in the 
process to develop the tool in the system. First implemented the tool, we did not 
attach any rates to it, all providers were trained and placement staff were trained 
(any paid placement provider has placement staff (social workers) so that we can 
find all of the information from the child no matter what time they come in. Tool 
is now part of the referral process. We started training all of our staff (1200 staff 
of which 800 were social workers). Then, at the same time all of the providers and 
provider staff were all trained on it so that they could actually be trained on the 
tool – more information would come out of it. We would go back and retool the 
score on the child as more information came out from the foster placement and 
interviews etc. So they needed to know how the tool worked etc.  
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- The training portion was huge and felt like an impossible task – tool is 40 
minutes-1 hour: depends on how many siblings we are interviewing at the same 
time. Thought staff were going to be outraged due to time commitment. We rolled 
this out, it did not take long for them to understand this was an expectation. 

- “Team Decision Making Meeting” – (staffings) come with that information and to 
find a placement. It took awhile but within a year it was business as usual. Use it 
for anything – even a relative.  

- Whoever places the child, they go over the tool with that relative/placement 
provider and go over the information so they know the needs for child.  

- Carl: Staffing process: this seems to be a very important process that was huge 
when you took that on. Can you describe that? And I am interested in terms of 
your tool, would that be adjusted throughout the child’s stay, or do they stay the 
same?  

- Deb: Interesting concept. Struggling with it now. The tool is archived so we can 
always pull up the old tool and go back to that history. We rescore when a child is 
moved, or anything substantial changes, we can rescore/tool the child. Providers 
can ask for the child to be retooled. Sometimes behavior accelerates and can need 
a higher level, or stabilize and don’t need same tx. Beauty of foster parents being 
trained – have a grid (Will put documents together that they will send to share 
with group). Struggle now is the Level 4 – some children with serious MH or 
behavioral issues. Issues with providers – the kids are stabilized no longer level 4. 
Providers on their end – aren’t very willing to drop the level because they are 
afraid that the child is being maintained because of their work – find it a 
disincentive, because their services keep them stable and isn’t fair to drop the rate. 
Gone through this before – and never really come to a handle on this. Now, going 
through it again, due to economy. Large percentage of kids in their residential tx. 
181 (?) now, but up to 700. Takes at least a year to stabilize, we don’t think it is 
inappropriate to rescore, but we want the network administration of it lessen while 
not taking away too much money. Doing a huge case study on that now. Don’t 
want to give that up.  

- Structure of our agency: Separate department of facilitators that handle our team 
meetings, and our reviews (6 month) and they facilitate the meetings. Any time a 
child needs a higher level of placement, they facilitate those meetings.  

- Guillermo: Meetings run about an hour or so, all committee members are notified, 
including the child if age appropriate, and community members who are treating 
them. We discuss the issues of why we are there (usually allegation of 
abuse/neglect). Discuss what services need to go in place, etc. Family members 
are given the opportunity to present their scenario – so a child is not always 
placed in custody, so we will develop a safety plan to avoid taking a child into 
custody. Only good for 30 days. If not rectified, we come back and discuss what 
needs to happen next. Mandated to contract with a facilitator if a language barrier. 
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- Everyone gets a page of the next steps that were discussed in the meeting – steps 
that family members have to do, the social worker, etc.  

- Providers are given an opportunity to look at the assessment to see if they have an 
appropriate placement.  

- Question from public: In the first meeting, is there a component of that discussion 
or meeting that decides whether or not to refer a child to a clinical assessment or 
short-term counseling? 

- Guillermo: Yes. Anything that may benefit with that child or family, we make 
sure those are implemented in the home. We don’t want to take custody unless the 
child is at risk. Interim plan that is need immediately. May drug test, may do an 
assessment right there, things like that. This is an immediate staffing, when the 
case comes in and the worker goes out, determination is scheduled the very next 
morning if the call comes in at night.  

- Jennifer: Transition between the staffing and the leveling system? How does that 
feed into the process for determining the level? 

- Deb: The document that Guillermo was talking about, they know that 
immediately. Tricky – at night, we will do a tool but may not have all of the 
information. 80% of the kids coming into custody, we have information on that 
family (case history). When they walk away with that document, which is all in 
there. Things do come up, but an emergency placement is different than a planned 
placement.  

- Juanita: Mentioned sometimes the issue is the availability of services in the 
community? 

- Deb: Casey has really helped us with this – we’ve been fortunate to have 
resources in our community. When we started doing our Casey work, we started 
investing in the neighborhoods. 13 neighborhood collaboratives. Many settlement 
houses with a long history in the community – sometimes recreation center, 
sometimes a school district (lead agency that leads a geographical region) and all 
of services are under there. So funds are invested in those neighborhoods to grow 
those services – started slowly. Many are grassroots, clinical has joined, etc. 
Casey money has been reinvested in community so kids can stay in the 
community. And these people come to the TDM’s – they usually know the 
families. They can also help us get in that home, too. Wanted to formalize our 
wraparound approach – so we asked our agencies would they be willing to 
provide soft services with MH agencies to do wraparound – invested $200K per 
collaborative (region), to serve our clients. True wraparound, so it can be 
individualized. Not just family preservation model any more – focused on 
individual needs of family and contracting out for that family. 

- This has worked out really well, although we had to focus on our relationships 
and building those relationships. Had to focus on building those relationships. We 
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were very much a secret society in terms of what goes on and not sharing that 
information. 

- Had to break down trust issues between all of these different parties, has done 
wonders for the relationships now.  

- Juanita: Foster homes under supervision of agency as well as tx foster homes. Are 
those under the supervision of the agency or providers?  

- Deb: under the supervision of the provider. Agency only has custodial foster care. 
We have a resource manager attached to every foster home – changed our pay 
structure to pay more for teenagers. Not special needs children. Never had ability 
to bill Medicaid. We are well known for our data – (through Casey/Wildfire) – 
caregivers who disrupts will be there isn’t a service in place and nothing or the 
incorrect service was implemented.  

- IEP – doesn’t always mean they are having problems in the school and we will 
wrap services around that child, because they may not be having problems in the 
school any more. There is just a long-standing IEP.  

- Deb: Rate structures. Started having the conversation about how we attach bands 
of rates. We wanted originally one rate, but it was difficult when there were all of 
these different rates across town. Took the agencies and focused on all of the 
levels. Some agencies may only have Level 1 or so, and not have the other levels. 
Had to assess the agencies – took all of the agencies and rates and banded them 
into parameters and then we put money to it and we took averages. Some agencies 
were outliers and had to come into that rate, so they lost money. But they knew 
this up front. Gave them 6 months and had to look at budgets and budgets 
structure. If you can’t do business with us, we understand, we had to hold firm on 
what we were able to spend. Difficult to have this conversation with agencies. 
Needed that time to look at their budgets and what it would look like down the 
road. End of every fiscal year, we have a conversation with the provider, and what 
do they see the upcoming year looking like.  

- We pay per child per need per whatever program or services that are put in place. 
Have these conversations annually – and discuss their service.  

- Carl: As you look from Level 1-5 of your kids – what is distribution? Overall. 
Risk of rate creep, and often over time your whole system begins to creep up 
higher vs. lower.  

- Deb: We do level lower, but not where we want to be. We have 1900 children in 
custody, and generally residential is the smallest number now. Bulk of our kids in 
Level 2. We have very little group homes – maybe 50 or 60 kids in a group home. 
No shelter care services now, none. At one point we had huge numbers of 
children.  

- Now we are really starting to look at lengths of stay. Constantly have to be 
vigilant with lengths of stay.  
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- Jennifer: Important component to this: Discuss role your staff play hx and now 
with the private agency placements. 

- Deb: The worker on record is responsible for that child. Resource manager with 
every contract, and they monitor the agency and the child in the agency. They 
tandem with the staff on records. Any problems our worker and family could 
have, they are the middle man for that. And when our agency has a problem, such 
as the worker isn’t moving quickly enough, they come to the resource worker.  

- Also have a QA process and a contract monitoring process to make sure 
compliant. Share information with our providers. 

- Juanita: Wrap up. Will follow up with process of the form and etc. Send over 
scoring and backup info for the tool and training manual.  

 
 
III.  Systems of Care in Georgia 
 

- Elaine DeCostanzo, KidsNet Collaborative Executive Director 

o Elaine: (Handouts with 23 slides) – Start out with definition of structure 
from SAMHSA and then discuss history of SOC in Georgia.  

o Definition piece: Neighborhood owns it and state has a commitment to a 
conceptual plan. Being sensitive to the cultural context that a family exists 
in, and partner with family and children, and with agencies in the 
community.  

o Difference in a SOC approach – those of us trained in the 60’s/70’s, etc. in 
social work: Historically, the counselor is the driver/helper of the client, 
and the client is supposed to take it and use it. SOC says that is not the 
way to do it – puts the client in the driver seat. Put the client in charge, 
because the client knows more about the context of the child and that life 
than the counselor. Also, historically, the client had to come find 
me/counselor, no matter where I was – finding the doors to knock on, 
make that happen. SOC says the providers are responsible for coming to 
one place to put the family and child in the middle and to listen to the 
family as to how to make things work for them. Becomes a partnership. 
The litmus test for me is who talks first in the meetings: that family and 
child have to talk first, second, third and we respond to what they have to 
say. Not the professional asking questions.  

o SOC does not say that residential care can’t happen, but the resources 
should be used in appropriate fashion and in a time-limited fashion 
according to the needs of the child.  

o Actually timed amount of time it took to staff a particular case, and it used 
to take 735 minutes. Now, clear communication, brought down to 15 
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minutes. Not only better in terms of evidence-based practice, but good for 
those of us who want to manage resources. 

o SOC history: It is a way of doing business. Not a program, not a structure. 
The business itself are evidence-based ways of delivering services to 
family and children. Those ways, such as high-fidelity wraparound 
services. 

o Some years ago, SAMHSA decided that SOC was such a great idea that 
they wanted to put money it and fund arrays of community based services 
and gave seed money to communities to start SOC in the home 
community. Grant was for 6 years. In the 7th, when the money went away, 
the SOC went away – not because it didn’t work, but because there was no 
sustainability planning. SAMHSA talked to the communities to see what 
didn’t work – no one on the state level was talking to the communities. 
Couldn’t mirror up the chain to the state.  

o SAMHSA decided to create infrastructure grants for state-level 
development. Changes in policy, procedures, in the provision of resources 
in areas of technical assistance. So, two different pots of money in 
Georgia. SAMHSA funded Rockdale for the community site – called their 
model KidsNet. Went along for four years, and then Rockdale folks 
started thinking about sustainability – came to the Governor’s office, and 
approached Elaine. Invited the Governor’s office to approach SAMHSA to 
use 6th year money to plant seeds in other communities, instead of giving 
money back. SAMSHA said yes. Georgia also received an infrastructure 
grant. 

o So, we had well-planted Rockdale KidsNet, and money to start planting 
smaller movements in other communities, and a state-level infrastructure 
grant. (the Collaborative).  

o Question becomes how do you move forward in your 6th, 7th, or 8th year – 
got another grant from Community Based Alternatives for Youth (CBAY) 
– mechanism for services. CBAY is testing a new paradigm. How can we 
in Georgia have a SOC approach that maximizes financial resources? 
Demonstration project – set up to know what it costs on a daily basis to do 
this business. Invite Lynda Henderson to come talk at some point – heads 
up CBAY. 

- Jen Bennecke, Governor’s Office for Children and Families 

o GOCF background – two essential functions: provide communities with 
resources for intervention and tx services (grants, TA); bring organizations 
on state and local level for children and families and give a voice to those.  

o Implementing SOC in a broader scope – not a program, but an approach 
on how to coordinate systems or programs. Ask communities to ID needs; 
assess available services and what services wrap around those needs. Not 
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one program, an approach. We also believe the community knows what 
they need the most, and sustainability is important. Similar to doing their 
own needs assessment for what is necessary in the community.  

o This concept, framework, can be applied to any population – history for 
KidsNet has been behavioral health. In our office, it has been applied to 
other populations from primary to intervention. The intent is not to fund a 
program, but to look at the need and all of the services needed in that 
community.  

o Look at the needs, the factors/data that influence those needs, and then we 
will work with the community to fund what those needs are.  

o Structure: Governing body and a service delivery structure.  

o Not here, but developing a compendium of best practices for our program 
areas available to current and prospective grantees.  

o Community is loosely defined (can be a region, a town, etc.) 

o Last year, SOC grants – 4000 children, youth, and families were served by 
first round of grants.  

o Press release in packet on the new grant strategy areas and what the new 
grants are doing – DFCS is a partner in some of those new initiatives.  

- Carl: As you select target areas: Safe is mentioned quite often, and is central for 
DFCS. How can the data that you gather from those projects begin to inform 
statewide practice? Same problem with SAMHSA, pilots can be successful, but if 
you can’t implement statewide, huge problem.  

- Jen: Our office is also convening and interagency group that will be a part of a 
statewide needs assessment in terms of data and potential emerging issues, or 
issues that are need to be addressed. This will begin shortly.  

- Jennifer: Results framework helps, but as you’ve thrown this out to communities, 
there are a number of things in a systems that has their “thing” they are doing. So 
in JJ, alternative to detentions, in child welfare it is family-centered…consistent 
principles consistent outcomes – how does that interface? Is there duplication out 
there? Will this build on what they do that is consistent to SOC? 

- Jen: We are finding they are using existing interagency collaborative to do an in 
depth community needs assessment. Expected for this to be one of the truly high 
needs in the community, not who shouts the loudest. Those are the ones typically 
funded. 

- Separate training, but not separate data.  

- Elaine: Specific to BH, the Collaborative has to learn how to walk our own talk –
when you come in as the messiah of what you should be doing, it doesn’t matter – 
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those other words don’t go away. They may be doing excellent practice, and SOC 
should be informed by – ex. family centered practice. We want the family-
centered practice folks to come inform us about what they are doing in order to 
partner better in support of kids and families. A bit of taking our own medicine – 
open our own ears in return so we don’t duplicate efforts.  

- Carl: Family Connection work in the state – probably most successful model of its 
kind in this country. Ohio has made a huge leap from internalized practice to a 
system with a huge amount of structure – big deal.  

- Elaine: So pleased to hear about Ohio – because woman on BH side who set up 
their SOC there, now lives in Dahlonega (Beth?) and is advising NW Georgia 
KidsNet now. Brings that very thing that you are saying – we can talk, and do it a 
few times, but until it is embedded in practice, procedures, policy of things – it 
isn’t working and won’t last. The local governing bodies are actually some of the 
Family Connection sites – if that is the structure that works well in that 
community.  

- Normer: Sustainability has been my concern with SOC – we all support the 
practice, but we’re not paid to do it. I hear from providers, I’d love to come to the 
meetings and talk about needs of children, but we don’t have the money to pay the 
person to go. Incentivizing the process – rate structure.  

- Elaine: Normer is correct about the model as it was existing in Rockdale. We 
learned you can’t do intensive staffing with admin overhead, b/c you have no way 
of paying when SAMHSA went away. In the new CBAY world that is what we 
are trying to test – new way of doing the business in that SOC way through care 
management entities. So, first funded groups that are going to be helping us to 
learn how to set good rate structures that allow providers to be viable in addition 
to children and families getting their needs met in these settings. CHRIS is going 
to be one of the new care management agencies. Huge amount of data is going to 
be collected so we know better – we can’t sustain KidsNet Rockdale way – but 
they had great outcomes, but how do we do it so they can continue doing business 
that way.  

- Jennifer: What is the target population for that project?  

- Elaine: Dr. Henderson is the expert, but demonstration project on kids with high-
end needs. In order for a child to be in this project, receiving services, the child 
has to be on the way to a PRTF. Has to have met that criteria to actually be going 
to a PRTF and at that point the family members will be offered an alternative – 
community based wraparound services. Family members get to choose – kids can 
be in custody of state, but also kids in parental custody. MAAC is one of the 
CME’s also. 

- Jennifer: Courts – in JJ, especially, are there judges involved?  

- Elaine: Yes, absolutely. KidsNet NW (7-15 counties) – actually got started many 
years ago with money from the MacArthur Foundation. The ones who had not 
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succeeded said the judges sabotaged the effort. So, we put judges in charge. NW 
is chaired by Juvenile Court Judges who come from all of those counties in a 
policy conversation to chair that.  

- Jen: Judge has developed a program in his court that is a SOC implementer. Got 
tired of hearing people can’t pay for a service.  

- Question from public: Data system is collecting this separately from the system – 
will MH possible become an interface system?  

- Jen: They do report to us on a web-based system programmatically. We get 
outcome data.  

- Carl: Ohio discussion, which we didn’t hear, was the importance of data in the 
system – how to come up with a data profile from their system and look at their 
providers to see what and who is delivering and who is not – data capacity. Which 
hasn’t been designed around the problems we are putting on the table right now.  

- Elaine: Data problem – what’s delightful with CBAY is we just bought the same 
database that Ohio is using and Milwaukee designed. It is amazing. The level of 
information, not just on child and the family, but to do what you are talking about.  

- Re Sheila: GA has contracted with Sheila through infrastructure grant. We could 
not answer how much we were spending on kids now in various agencies now, 
b/c systems don’t talk to each other? Sheila is tracking those funds now. 
Workgroup set up that is charged with implementing her recommendations.  

 
 
BREAK FOR LUNCH 
 
 
IV. Best Practice Information – Allison McWilliams 
 

- Information requested since June 18 meeting 

o Ohio Levels of Care 

o Systems of Care – KidsNet, GOCF 

o Mental Health Commission Report 

o Behavioral Health Expenditures – Sheila Pires 

o Lit on Needs of Foster Care 

- Survey of Providers 

o Survey has been developed by CVIOG survey research unit, in 
consultation with Mark Washington and Jay Pruett 
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o Provider engagement meetings kick-off September 25. Allison and Rich 
Clark (director of CVIOG survey research unit) to attend. Survey will be 
piloted and then disseminated following this meeting. 

o Following discussion of the task force regarding how to link this work to 
outcomes (per Mark Washington), CVIOG is proposing that the final 
report of the task force, currently due in December, be delayed until mid-
late Spring, in order to allow for provider input/engagement in the process. 
This will mean extending the CVIOG contract and contracts of the RRTF 
members; Allison will be in touch about specific logistics and contractual 
issues. 

- Other States 

o Hitting the MARC survey/report 

o Performance-Based Contracting models 

o Other States/Models Chart 

- Jennifer M: How many managed by state or contract providers? Does a 
performance based contracting system touch the state level?  

- Carl: I am not aware that anyone has done that very well, in the sense that the 
public system has been reducing and the private system has been developing in 
the high end tx end. 

- Question from public: When you say providers – all of the map, a whole range of 
providers. Residential care, therapeutic foster care.  

- Allison: state by state definition.  

- Tennessee’s Model – Jay Pruett 

o With the exception of specialized services providers are required to 
directly provide services, and operate on a level system.  

o One is primarily regular foster care – just a handful, majority is done by 
the state. For those that do, the rate is $49.50 per day.  

o Level 2 – pays at a rate of $96 per day, provider gives them access to 
whatever they need, regardless of Level.  

o These are capitated rates. Problem can be is it is a bit subjective for the 
case manager. There is not a uniform assessment to tool to make the 
determination – it is an internal assessment.  

o Carl: That is an issue, needs to be objective.  

o Jay: I agree – in Al, they have moved away from that now, used CANNS 
but now have brought it in house.  
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o Cathy: That same rate is present no matter what the physical location.  

o Jay: Level 3 rate is $175. Usually in a residential tx facility – providers are 
getting killed when the child is in the residential facility, but when they go 
home, making more. Continuum to balance that money. 

o Level 4: There are some specialized level 4 locked facilities, similar to a 
PRTF. Rate is $380-400 a day. Most of those rates are independently set. 
90% of the kids fall in the level 2-3 system.  

o In itself it is performance based at some level, b/c a kid can’t languish in a 
higher level, just because the rates don’t allow it.  

o Performance based contracting that is managed by Chapin Hall. Look at 
length of stay and re-entries. Those are the two outcomes that are 
considered when talking about penalties and rewards. Compete against 
yourself in the previous year; do better than you did the year before. Do 
better than 10% you draw a portion of the cost savings, and if you are over 
there is a penalty associated with it.  

o My impression in talking with Asst Commissioner there, the 
overwhelming number has benefited from the rewards, and very few 
penalties have been issued. 

o Bit of a feeling of unfairness when that system starts, struggle in the 
performance based contract. There are problems associate with it. Fairness 
issues there.  

o Carl: Rate setting structure – have the other providers felt that it is 
working pretty well?  

o Jay: Rate structure – keep turning down kids, no capability for assisting 
kids then that is a problem. Level 2 and they/I am doing ok, but if they go 
to congregate care facility I am going to get pounded. You can make an 
appeal and can get the level changed – needs to be a really good case. 
Have been some issues – provider perspective – if I get a child level 3 and 
it is 175 and I work with them for several months, and I move them home. 
I am losing $$ while in residential care – in home costs are cheaper. 
Someone from the state moves in and cuts me off three months in and 
don’t make my money back – the provider is not allowed the time to make 
that money back.  

o Question from public: What do you mean when you say “reentry” – that 
definition – when they leave and re-enter custody? 

o Jay: Custody. 
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V.  Review of Data – Virginia Dick 
 
Questions Refer to Slides on Power Point 
 

- (Slide One) 

o Jay: Group homes are not included in CCI on this chart?  

o Va: No. Not on this chart.  

o Question from public: What kind of group homes? 

o Richard: Yours, they are captured erroneously under other – needs to be 
changed in the system.  

o Va: I think they are working on that.  

o Question from public: So, CCI is campus based CCI –  

o Va: yes. I think so.  

o Normer: So, institutional based care.  

o Va: yes, I think so. 

- (Slide 2) 

o Jennifer: CPA higher levels of care than basic foster care?  

o Richard: For CPA should be all children placed under the (missed that) 

o Jennifer: But CPA is more likely to be specialized than DFCS? 

o Richard: As a percentage, yes.  

o Jennifer: So that explains the difference.  

o Question from public: So length of stay is high in DFCS and relative 
home. 

o Juanita: Does not mean that the child in the CPA home has a higher level 
of service need, but are typically moving towards non-reunification. So, 
that doesn’t necessarily follow.  

o Jay: That is true. That’s a fair point. 

o Va: Children in a CCI placement now, the length of time in care at that 
point of time (Not length of stay). Working on getting length of stay per 
setting don’t have it yet. Will get to us. Also getting what level of watchful 
oversight/intensity of care now. Right now it isn’t in the shines database 

o Juanita: bracket on the time frame? 
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o Va: June 08-09 – all children in care on June 2008 who were also in care 
on June 2009. 

- (Slide 3) – Number of Placements 

o Va: Number of moves a child has – from one placement to another.  

o Jay: not necessarily moves up, but moves down?  

o Va: Not moves in level of care – but moved from place to place, ex. can be 
a relative placement.  

- (Slide 4) Disruption Reason 

o Va: took the top five – one category (other unspecified) was the highest 
reason. Don’t know what those reasons were.  

o Carl: The high numbers of moves (true across the country) – is we should 
minimize moves. In Ohio, same foster parent can care for multiple levels 
of care. 

o Breakout of data around facility closures per Jay’s request 

- (Slide 5) Cost per bed day 

o Normer: I have questions about that data. None of my data matches that 
data. 

o Va: I can go back and ask them – this is data that I need to go back and 
look.  

o Normer: I think you have the data reversed.  

o Juanita: We can check that out and let you know if it is reversed or not.  

o Normer: CPA foster care – is not the total agency cost. The focus of this 
committee – is it just the foster care or total cost? 

o Jay/Carl: Total cost. 

o Normer: It is not total cost.  

o Richard: We do not have a full-blown cost-associated – (missed some of 
this) 

o Normer: Looking at averages is not great – I charge this agency to look at 
more than the averages. 
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VI.  Behavioral Health Expenditures – Sheila Pires, Human Service Collaborative 
(via phone) 

 
- Sheila: looked at data pre-unbundling. Supposed to be doing another analysis of 

07 and 08 data between October and end of the year. With the 06 expenditures, 
close to 60% went to Medicaid. LOC Placements: 65% treatment, 32% room and 
board, 3% education. 

- Sheila: The higher the level of care, the more that was going to tx costs. If DFCS 
sets the rate too high for watchful oversight, the rate setting is linked for various 
reasons, but one is Medicaid would have argued they are paying too much, but 
DFCS could say the same thing now.  

- In the past I’m not sure Medicaid is paying too much, b/c hx there were a lot of 
costs going toward tx costs.  

- Expect to see a different picture in the 08 data. While MH agency is new, has 
responsibility for the highest need children, but are a small percentage of the 
overall mix. Here you have managed care orgs in charge of children – also 
responsible for rehab option services.  

- Out of this report, Georgia was one of the 10 federal Medicaid demonstration sites 
– infrastructure being created for those organizations (modeled after Milwaukee 
wrap-around) can be utilized for all high-utilizing populations. But could be used 
for any of the level of care children. 

- Jennifer: Out of your analysis, for 07-08, is the intention to understand the impact 
of unbundling on behavioral health spending?  

- Sheila: Replication of 06-07 looked at all child serving systems in Ga, and the 
largest spender at that time was DFCS, then MH, DCH (I think) and then Juvenile 
Justice. Those were your major spenders. Again, look at behavioral health 
expenditures. Enormous number of changes in 06-07, which you know.  

- Carl: Let’s assume that your results are going to show a huge decrease in funding 
for children in foster care. If there is an indicator in Medicaid encounter data – 
track expenditures back to foster care – I think in all honesty it will show a 
decrease.  

- Sheila: I don’t know that will be the case, for this reason. As I said, DFCS was the 
big spender re: Medicaid, and now foster care shifted over to MH for mental 
health needs. Also, DFCS established new rates for providers – built around 
watchful oversight, and may or may not be spending different amounts now. Only 
going to be able to get a sense of what DFCS is spending on MH, is the same or is 
it less or is MH spending an additional amount? What will be on the managed 
care side is – are they spending much of anything? No marker for it.  

- Carl: Part of our interest in this is they are really in a two-phase – focused on 
DFCS and rate setting structure, but also recognize the foster kids are a high 
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needs population and how to create a bridge between the two? Being made 
effectively on child’s specific level.  

- Sheila: Recommendations in this report around ex. DFCS setting a liaison 
position to Managed Care Orgs and to MH, and to develop a risk adjusted rate.  

- Question from public: We were on the initial rate-setting task force – a group of 
providers who provide services to high-need kids – we anticipated (erroneously) 
that we would be able to recover more Medicaid billable dollars than we could b/c 
of billable requirements. So, what ended up happening was the rate for maximum 
room, board and oversight is actually much lower than it needs to be to continue 
to provide watchful oversight. That can’t be captured by Medicaid – nothing in 
Medicaid that allows you to bill if you don’t have an occupational therapist – so 
the qualifications for those services, that we considered therapeutic, could no 
longer be provided b/c we would have had to hire expensive staff to provide those 
services. I think we did a really good job with info that we knew but it has not 
been possible for the Medicaid billing. Those dilemmas that have happened now 
that we have more experience. 

- Jay: Would it be possible to capture – that group of activities that are unfunded 
into your RBWO rate, by calling it whatever? 

- Question from public: Yes, if we were creative and talked about that. But because 
of the firewalls, my staff person doesn’t work in my MH center, works in my 
group homes – very rigid about those firewalls. Creative way to address that. 
Staffing costs are covered.  

- Jay: Didn’t know if that had been discussed with DFCS – 

- Question from public: No, but we thought we could draw down dollars through 
Medicaid that we couldn’t. 

- Juanita: In the new structure it is in the new budget. What happened to targeted 
case management? 

- Carl: Look at the care and for behavior supervision and for both of those functions 
– 60% of total costs. Shifted from IV-E to Medicaid to maximize federal funds, 
and when they took that away, they took away a big portion. Cost shift of 
Medicaid out of the system was not properly accounted for, and were lost to the 
system and not coming back in terms of services to children in a traditional case 
management services.  

- Sheila: Hopefully we’ll know sooner versus later with the change in temperament 
at the federal level, it might be worthwhile to come up with a less rigid 
construction. Sort of not have to break down therapeutic costs into separate 
activities. 

- Juanita: Not being able to replicate re: Rockdale county, SOC, any comments or 
insights on that for us?  
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- Sheila: SOC wraparound model – but using regional care management entities 
that become the locus of responsibilities for kids in the local systems and 
eventually move towards funding those agencies. Then, you have a lot of 
flexibility b/c the care management org/entity becomes the purchaser of the 
services. Similar to the Milwaukee approach.  

- Good place to move in that direction – give you more flexibility and wouldn’t get 
in craziness of 15 minute billing increments. 

 
 
VII.  Wrap Up – Juanita Blount-Clark 
 

- Juanita: Anything that this conversation has raised to circle back around?  

- Jennifer: Send basic trend data (VA).  

- Jennifer: Also to have another call to lay out general directions – seems like you 
could go on information gathering for a very long time. Start whittling to find 
important nuggets to build on. 

- Jay: New contracting opportunity made to the provider community outlined in the 
meeting next week. Can share in October with the committee.  

- Jennifer: Strikes me that this is an evolution of this project. There will be 
milestones and contextual things – PBC is out here, and other things in terms of 
meeting closer in and the task force is somewhere in the middle – on the 
continuum not the end goal. 

- Juanita: new leadership – coming in and moving forward on something already 
discussed and where it fits in the timing of things that is part of the brain power 
and sequence them in different ways. 

- Normer: World has changed drastically when the TF was created and moving 
away from per diem based.  

- Jennifer: Part of the consent decree: I am imagining there is an ongoing 
conversation with the stakeholders in that consent decree, because I am imaging 
that some of those things have changed. 

‐ Allison: will send out notes and next steps, and will set a check-in point via 
conference call. Next Meeting: October 16, 2009, 10 am – 3 pm. 
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Follow-Up Tasks (with responsible lead) 
 

‐ Deboarh Fourkas: Can send information to us around the questions being asked, 
etc. in the future if we want it. Will follow up with process of the form and etc. 
Send over scoring and backup info for the tool and training manual. Also, Ohio 
discussion, which we didn’t hear, was the importance of data in the system 
(Allison) 

‐ Invite Lynda Henderson to come talk at some point – heads up CBAY. (Allison) 

‐ Working on getting length of stay per setting don’t have it yet. Will get to us. 
Also getting what level of watchful oversight/intensity of care now. Right now it 
isn’t in the shines database (Virginia) 

‐ Breakout of data around facility closures per Jay’s request (Virginia) 

‐ Check on whether data in tables (cost per bed day) is reversed (Virginia) 

‐ Send basic trend data (Virginia)  

‐ Set up check-in call to lay out general directions – seems like you could go on 
information gathering for a very long time. Start whittling to find important 
nuggets to build on. (Allison) 

‐ New contracting opportunity made to the provider community outlined in the 
meeting next week. Can share in October with the committee. (Jay) 
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Rate Reimbursement Task Force Conference Call 
October 5, 2009 

 
On the call:  
Task Force Members:  Jennifer, Jay 
CVIOG staff: Juanita, Allison, Virginia, Melinda 
Absent: Carl, Abel 
 
Allison: Back on track with original timeline for report. Jay, if you want to talk about the 
provider summit, go ahead and do so.  

Jay: There was a daylong meeting with providers that occurred a week ago – the goal was 
to outline the DFCS position moving forward. In the morning, a general assembly where 
Mark spoke about an hour on the vision of his agency and the providers moving forward 
re: CFSR’s, etc. and the G-process. In short, the G-process is a scorecard review that they 
have done internally for the past few years, with core indicators that they measure 
according to child maltreatment and things like that, reviewed with regional directors. 
They are going to start that process with providers in the next few weeks.  

Allison: We are moving ahead with the survey of providers as well. Hope to have it back 
in time, but if not, that is OK. More to inform this new model moving forward rather than 
the task force per se. 

Jennifer: Did you talk about this process and how it is an internal measure that is a 
requirement of the settlement, or... 

Jay: Mark mentioned it without any detail – they are aware this task force has been 
commissioned.  

Allison: So coming back to original timeline, how we can start to move forward on that. 
Would like a draft for review in November that can be given back to leadership in 
December or January. What information do you need, and what will be the most helpful 
for you to have that discussion on the 16th?  

Jennifer: We’ve had a lot of contextual information that has been helpful, and this is 
building on a lot of existing reform efforts, and this is more middle ground between what 
needs to be done to satisfy the consent and the vision of PBC. They are almost two 
different things. This should be an evolution towards PBC, to get people in the right mind 
about it. Look at the principles that Juanita mentioned and then the second thing would 
be, “OK here are the nitty gritty details” that Carl can be helpful in – what reimbursement 
actually looks like. The more tedious conversations about what goes into a rate.  

Jay: I agree. I think for us to determine a fair rate for a service is outside what we can do 
in the time we have – but finding a structure for defining rates and services is something 
we can do. Really consider what the goal should be for DFCS and services for family and 
children. In the past, what they expect the outcome to be is not what they pay for – I think 
we need to factor that into a rate.  
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Jennifer: How do you be sure if you are trying to achieve an outcome of family and 
community based care, what is the cost to have mental health services in the community 
as compared as into a facility? Similar for education. School based facilities, but if you 
are talking about education in the community, what is the cost for that, and the transition 
over time.  

Allison: What would be useful to bring to the next meeting? 

Virginia: What about the cost sheets that break out item by item what they have spent 
money on? Or in each of those budgetary areas? 

Jay: That would be useful; we probably have a funding hurdle to overcome. The way they 
pay for RWBO is IVE funds, and is limited in scope. So a lot of what they pay for, you 
can’t pay for IVE funds. Get some sense of where people are actually spending money.  

Virginia: I have the materials I need for that – and I’ll be at 2 Peachtree next week, so we 
can have that for the meeting.  

Juanita: I’m also hearing that part of the challenge is looking at what they MIGHT need 
to spend money on – things that are not in line with permanency, but models that we’ve 
seen out there that might need to be put in this laundry list. Is that accurate? 

Jennifer and Jay: Really good to have those costs.   

Allison: Did you want to talk anything more about data? 

Virginia: Sent out a quick overview of the data, but nothing on US data, because it was 
2006 data, and I wanted it to be more recent data.  

Jennifer: This is really helpful and has put things in perspective. It’s really something we 
should keep in mind for our focus. It helps me see how many, the numbers are for the 
children in care that we are focusing on for this task force. 

Juanita: So what I’m hearing is that we need to revisit the criteria for decision-making, 
discuss the outcomes by which the Division would like to measure performance, and then 
discuss the laundry list of items which should be aligned with both the criteria and the 
outcomes, and then whittle that down to those items that should be included in the rate 
structure.  

Allison: That’s all I had for my agenda. Also, remember we have to end by 2pm on the 
16th. anything else?  

Jennifer: Our first meeting we had some conversation about how kids who enter care and 
are in care are assessed for placement? Brushed around the edges of that – I think that is a 
central piece of what needs to be addressed. Goes along with the principle of being child-
driven – I don’t know if we want to spend a little bit of time talking about how – I got the 
sense there is no overarching frame for assessment – we may want to make some 
recommendations around current practice.  
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Allison: I followed back up with Deb from Ohio about her sending more information on 
their model, but haven’t received it yet. Between now and the 16th, if there is someone 
else you can think of who has a good model, please send that on to me.  

Jennifer: I’ll put some feelers out around that, and other models.  

Called ended. 
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Georgia Division of Family & Children Services 
Rate Reimbursement Task Force 

October 16, 2009 
10 am – 2 pm 

2 Peachtree, DHS Boardroom 
 

Agenda 
 
 
10:00 am Welcome – Juanita Blount-Clark, CVIOG 

- Introductions of Guests 
- Review of Agenda 
- Housekeeping 
- Revised Timeline and Provider Engagement – Jay Pruett 

   
10:15 am Georgia System Revisited – Juanita Blount-Clark, CVIOG 

- Criteria by Which This Group Will Make Its Decisions 
o Revisiting the Charge 
o Reviewing the Criteria and Goals for Decision-Making 
o Agreed-Upon Strategy for Reaching Recommendations 

- Review of Current RBWO Rate Structure (Process for Building Rates 
Post-Unbundling) – Cliff O’Connor, Deputy Director 

- How Outcomes Currently Are Aligned with Payment/Process and 
Move Towards Performance-Based Contracting – Jay Pruett 

 
 
11:45 am Lunch (Delivered) 

 
   

12:15 pm What Goes Into a Rate – Carl Valentine 
- What is Currently Being Paid For – Virginia Dick, CVIOG 
- What Could Be Paid For 
- Alignment with Criteria and Outcomes 
- Review of Assessment Information 

 
1:45 pm Wrap Up and Next Steps – Juanita Blount-Clark, CVIOG 

- Review Needs/Responsibilities 
- Next Meeting November 20, 2009 (10 am – 3 pm) 

o Review of Draft of Recommendations 
- Next Check-In Point 

 
2:00 pm Adjourn 
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RRTF Meeting Notes 
October 16, 2009 

10 am – 2 pm 
DHS Boardroom 

In Attendance: Task Force Members: Abel Ortiz, Jennifer Miller, Jay Pruett, Carl 
Valentine; CVIOG Staff: Juanita Blount-Clark, Virginia Dick, Allison McWilliams, 
Melinda Moore; DFCS Staff: Richard O’Neill; 
Public Visitors: Normer Adams (Ga. Assoc. Homes), Representatives from Providers, 
Nelson Mullins, ACCG 
 
 

I. Welcome/Opening – Juanita Blount-Clark 

- Juanita: The purpose of this meeting is to set the principles, criteria and guidance 
for determining the rate structure. This will be a draft list from today, so we will 
have a discussion around that and we will look at what is currently “is” again and 
what adjustments will have to be made and go from there. Both from current 
system structure and what are possibilities for the structure based on the survey 
from other states, work that Carl has done, and looking at populations in the 
current structure. At the end we will come back to what you have outlined again 
and see if there is anything we would like to add to it. We will submit a final 
report to the Department by the end of the year.  

- Any questions about our agenda for the day? 

- Revised Timeline (Jay) 

o Jay: Sure. The timeline has shifted around a little bit, but in short we are 
back to our original timeline. We have RFPs in development that at some 
level are contingent upon the rate structure determined by Task Force. 
Mark had indicated to Allison we were going to shift to the spring, but 
internal discussions have made us need to bump that up. We are trying to 
get final recommendations in the first of January. Shortened from where 
we were a month ago, but back on original time frame when we started.  

- Engagement of Provider Community 

- Jay: There was a provider summit held three weeks ago at the end of September 
that was sponsored by provider organizations in Georgia. It was to get the 
providers together and have dialogue around PBC, CFSR goals – really an effort 
to develop better collaboration between Department and providers through PBC 
and other contracting strategies, as well as funding for some of the work that was 
previously unfunded that is at the heart of CFSR outcomes. It was a day long 
summit with several breakout sessions. DFCS is currently hammering out several 
workgroups that are getting at its core members of the provider community – 
providers will hear about that in the next few weeks. That is being finalized now. 
The goal is to engage providers in the development of the RFP around continuum 
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of care and to break down barriers between the levels of care and to move towards 
permanency. Department feels strongly the providers need to be at the table in 
designing that. Beyond that, the provider summits will continue a couple of times 
a year, although I don’t know for sure. But that is my understanding that they are 
going to occur a couple of times a year to get providers together to discuss how to 
partner more effectively, etc. etc.  

- Those are some key initiatives that are and will be taking place that have not 
happened before.  

- Juanita: We will keep task force informed and make sure we are bringing you as 
much information that we can. Now we will turn to the issues around principles 
and criteria by which you want to use for your guide. 

  
 
II. Georgia System Revisited – Juanita Blunt-Clark 

Principles by which this group will make its decisions (items in red added during 
discussion):  

- System recommendations have a level of consistency based on a set of 
standards/General Charge 

o Work of RRTF developed out of Kenny A Consent Decree outcome 
measures 

o Any recommendations should be tied into CFSR outcome measures 

o Whatever rate system we devise must be defensible with auditors. It can 
only cover RBWO (or we lose IV-E). It has less flexibility than other 
funding sources (IV-E). Has to fit through those audits. It is a great system 
challenge.  

o OPB stated that if it focuses on equitable rates and is defendable, it can be 
argued in front of the Governor. He is big on performance based – 
outcomes. Stick to Mark Washington’s guiding principles. 

o RRTF: there will be an evolution of this project. There will be milestones 
and contextual things – PBC is farther out, while other items to be 
determined are closer in and the task force is somewhere in the middle – it 
is on a continuum, not an end goal.  

o Review of other states’ models 

o Cuyahoga/Ohio Rate structures 

o Standard of a payment – what are you expecting in return for payment 

‐ Bring a level of predictability 
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o Requested explanation of Out-of-Home care versus Base Rates, 
percentage in each, how does kinship care fit in. 

o Hitting the Marc report: On average, across the U.S current foster care 
rates must be raised by 36 percent in order to reach the Foster Care 
Minimum Adequate Rates for Children calculated through this project. 

o Which states have incorporated outcomes with rate methodology  

o RRTF: Cannot look at just one rate but all and what is in those rates. We 
need more consistency and based off a standard that we’ve set that is 
easier to measure so we have consistency and predictability.  

o RRTF:  Need a common assessment tool that dictates that rate structure. 
So you could assess Augusta and Atlanta children in the same way, and is 
the rate therefore consistent.   

o Jennifer: Predictability is it the same as consistency? I think two sides of a 
coin – not only predictable but consistently applied.  

o Carl: Consistency – a standard of payment, what are you expecting with 
the payment made. Performance would be judged by that – moving from 
case planning to service doc to timeliness of and successful referrals and 
obtaining health, mental health, and educational services - that is different 
from predictability category. I’m not sure if we’ve taken Jennifer’s 
concept to see how it is being applied consistently across the state.  

o Jennifer: From provider standpoint, absolutely – and accountability. Some 
level of consistency in the kinds of services. Also access to/from the 
agency perspective – agency side if we do these things we will 
consistently receive reimbursement that we are expecting. One is 
expectation of the provider and one of the agency – mutual 
predictability/consistency. (thinking about accountability as separate 
principle) 

‐ Deals with equity issues 

o CVIOG survey of providers (to be disseminated Fall 2009)  

o Mental Health Commission Single Continuum of Care Recommendation: 
discusses continuity of care for children who need public mental health 
services, Georgia should establish a single benefit package that allows 
children to receive the same service options from the same providers 
regardless of which state agency provides or funds the service. There is 
also the recommendation around the Continuum of Case Management 
Services. A statewide continuum of case management services will and 
should serve as the backbone of Georgia’s community-based mental 
health system. Talks about children and youth with serious emotional 
disturbances that can be treated in family or community settings; the new 
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Systems of Care services offered through KidsNet Georgia has been 
promising in providing case management services that meet individualized 
needs. 

o Carl: If we are looking at same child with same needs in different parts of 
the state – service environment may be richer in one part of state versus 
another. Provider may have to go to greater lengths to make sure the child 
is getting the services that they need – availability of services for a child 
may be different across the state. Issue from the providers perspective. 

o Abel: Equity around disproportionality in racial/ethnic levels of care – 
something that continues to look at that. Involve recruitment of providers, 
standards of decision-making at time of placement and removal. 

- Gives consideration to tying performance to reimbursements received 

o Permanence is key outcome, according to Mark Washington. RRTF: it is a 
big leap from provider rates to permanency. How can we make sure his 
outcomes have a relation to what is occurring in care? 

o Desire is to be more community based and reduce the number of youth in 
residential and move more youth to home based settings 

o Move towards PBC: building on a lot of existing reform efforts, and this is 
more middle ground between what needs to be done to satisfy the consent 
and the vision of PBC. They are almost two different things. This should 
be an evolution towards PBC, to get people in the right mind about it. 

o How do you hold providers accountable for seeking out services that are 
required by the child – things they would seek from the mental health 
system? Can we get mental health data? 

o Tennessee: With the exception of specialized services providers are 
required to directly provide services, and operate on a level system. 
Performance based contracting that is managed by Chapin Hall. Look at 
length of stay and re-entries. Those are the two outcomes that are 
considered when talking about penalties and rewards. Compete against 
yourself in the previous year; do better than you did the year before. Do 
better than 10% you draw a portion of the cost savings, and if you are over 
there is a penalty associated with it.  

o Other models in Georgia:  

 MAAC: MAAC blends a variety of different providers, but with a 
blended rate of subcontractors with a variety of services. Neighbor 
to Family used to target sibling groups, typically.  Tennessee’s rate 
structure is almost identical with MAAC’s rate structure. The state 
only contracts with those who offer a continuum of services/care. 
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A level system where essentially you lose money in high end, and 
make it back when they go down in care.  

 Neighbor to Family Core concepts: Sibling groups would be 
placed together in a single home; Birth parents would be held 
accountable for the long-term well being of their children; The role 
of the foster parent would be professionalized; and, Planning for 
permanency would be a consistent, purposeful team effort.  

o Performance-Based Contracting models: 

 Model 1: contracts include both performance measures and 
standards contractors must meet to recomplete for contracts. 

 Model 2: performance-based contracts that directly reward or 
penalize performance on select measures. 

 Model 3: hybrid that promotes target outcomes by managing 
provider caseloads. 

o Carl: Some of systems we’ve looked at are trying to reward providers that 
are able to shorten lengths of stay, move towards permanency quickly – 
often requires intensive work with family and intensive support after child 
leaves facility/program. Penalties if child reverts back into or back in 
foster care – all of that requires activity that is not necessarily being paid 
for in the current rate structure. If we want providers to assist in this, we 
have to build it into rate structure hold them accountable for it and take 
cost into account.  

o Carl: We have a provider system and public case management system, and 
the two could oppose one another if not carefully arranged. Provider may 
know child is ready to be in another placement, and worker at agency may 
not agree with that – and it has financial implications if it is allowed to go 
on for a while. Resolving tensions that occur naturally in the system.  

o Juanita: Heard from providers about change in rates – things that need to 
be in support of the child are not necessarily covered by the new rate.  

‐ Consideration to providers needs 

o 2006 Survey of Foster Parents (CVIOG Report) 

o Lit on Needs of Foster Care 

o If the providers are not able to provide the service directly with DFCS 
funding, they need to be adequately funded to provide the necessary case 
management to obtain needed services on behalf of the child.  And via 
contract with DFCS, providers should be held accountable for meeting the 
expected outcomes for the children in their care. If the providers are not 
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accountable who is? What residual role does DFCS play on behalf of the 
children placed in private placement? 

o Finding a structure for defining rates and services is something we can do. 
Really consider what the goal should be for DFCS and services for family 
and children. In the past, what they expect the outcome to be is not what 
they pay for – I think we need to factor that into a rate. 

o How do you be sure if you are trying to achieve an outcome of family and 
community based care, what is the cost to have mental health services in 
the community as compared as into a facility? Similar for education. 
School based facilities, but if you are talking about education in the 
community, what is the cost for that, and the transition over time. 

o And performance: we need to keep that in mind, and the children that this 
impacts and how we are doing. 

o Juanita: Discussion about the notion that providers may be required to 
meet performance expectations, but the rate doesn’t cover them reaching 
those expectations. (ex. requiring providers to be at meetings that rates 
don’t cover). 

o Carl: Some states are taking into account the duplicative case management 
role and are through contracts enhancing the provider role in that, and the 
agency taking a step back – taking account in a more global way of the 
provider. Sorting out overlap of responsibility.  

‐ Assessment of child need drive the system versus the other way around/ 
Consideration to child and its needs  

o RRTF: will we look at the practice that needs to be aligned with the 
system? Assessment protocols, etc. If it’s going to be a statewide system 
then there should be a statewide assessment. 

o Systems that tie assessment into their methodology 

o Assessments used by other states 

o DFCS PRU: Rates should be based on the needs of the child irrespective 
the county where the child is taken into care. Thus, there should be a 
uniform intake assessment tool used for all foster care intakes that 
determines the child’s level of RBWO need/ payment. Currently the intake 
and reassessment tool is administered by PRU staff for only a select set of 
children – those needing higher than basic level of care and those 
appealing the initial level of care set at the time of intake. What percentage 
of children entering foster care do not have a PRU intake assessment 
completed within the first few days of placement? Does the RBWO intake 
tool actually determine level of need (a score) or is it used as a guide in 
determining the RBWO payment level? If the tool does not generate a 
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score shouldn’t it? What would it take to have a tool that would be used at 
the county level for every placement decision, in the case of an emergency 
placement within 48 or 60 hours of placement? If the current GA RBWO 
intake assessment tool does not result in a score who is using such a tool?  
With lower turnover of county DFCS staff due to the economic downturn, 
this might be a good time to instruct staff initially and on an ongoing basis 
on the use of a common intake assessment tool.   

o Juanita: Ohio brought up the needs of the family, as well, that would help 
facilitate the needs of the child. 

o Jay: It will be difficult to have a rate system based on outcomes and 
performance that does not also utilize a standardized assessment tool to 
evaluate the needs of a child and their family. Provider perspective: risks 
that might be involved in taking on the case. Needs to be part of our 
discussion. Needs to be a part of any rate setting structure that is 
developed. One of the provider workgroups mentioned earlier – the 
determination of a standard assessment tool. 

o “Assessment of a child in the context of their community and family” – 
language change suggested by Jennifer.  

o Carl: I’ve found that having the tool applied in an independent – some 
degree of distance from someone on the front lines needing to make a 
placement tonight in an emergency basis – cooking of the data to fit crisis 
of the moment. Avoid that through some kind of assessment process in 
some way – will strengthen that process. And the importance of being able 
to appeal that process if something changes dramatically over time.  

‐ Based on a model of family-centered practice (New language from Jennifer will 
negate this bullet) 

o RRTF: Would add another one: spreading out of a family-centered 
practice into an innovation zone. How can the rate be paid into a family-
treatment approach? Some rates encompass that, but we don’t have a 
mechanism to track that, because some are just doing this on their own. 
How can/to what extent is family involved? We are involved with SOC 
approach, where to meet that, and the systematic need for that – family 
treatment services rate? Engagement with birth family, visits per month/ 
week, things that are being done on an ad hoc basis with agencies and no 
way to track. Makes it difficult for caseworkers, and it isn’t based on child 
needs but who has care management for the kid that day. Could be easier 
to manage.  

o Systems of Care in other states 

o Systems of Care in GA: KidsNet, Jen Bennecke at GOCF, Sheila Pires  
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o Jennifer: Begins to get at the needs of the child in how the family is 
involved – how you are ensuring that. Have the flexibility to work around 
family dynamics, as well. (Should this go in the needs of the child or the 
family-centered area? 

o Carl: SOC is important, but is covered elsewhere.  

o Juanita: May come under considerations to provider needs: is there an 
appeal mechanism or process and what does that look like. 

o Jennifer: (consistency/predictability): evidence-based practices – some 
principle that says the expectations about – reimbursement rate has to have 
clear expectations about… 

o “Clarity about changing expectations” – Make it known that there needs to 
be flexibility around practices that may be employed today that may 
change given new evidence or best practices.  

o Transparency in the partnership – what the expectations are.  

o Abel: When you look at this (principles) you don’t come away with what 
do you want for the child? What we want for the child/family when 
experience placement? We want one: child to be safe – so all of this 
should address how a child is safe in the placement. Next – family 
connection. So address through first with family, then kin, etc. but always 
needs to be connection with family. Then permanency – and how does all 
of this relate to permanency. And add to this, stability. Almost like a well-
being – how are these issues addressing two primary things a child needs: 
health care and education? I think that all of these things make a good 
placement – how can this address those broad “this is what we want for a 
child”. We can talk about an assessment process to ensure an appropriate 
level of care – but with provider contract needs to be clear about what 
drive all of these factors. Needs to be clear: We are going to purchase the 
right sort of placement for this child.  

o Abel: Many times, you see this in kinship care, people think permanency 
is done. Is reunification tried, because people think they are done.  

o If you apply this to any child removed from a birth family – we can move 
a child from a birth family, move custody to a kin and can still receive 
services (May have missed part of this) 

o Juanita: principles for this system would be: family connections, 
permanency, stability, address healthcare and educational needs for the 
child. Core principles. These other things would be the strategy employed 
for putting structure in place. Measure each strategy against how they are 
helping to achieve those principles.  

o Abel: Ex. look at equity – look at it across all of those strategies. 
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o Jennifer: Question: how does this fit with the charge of this group. If we 
lay these out as the primary principles that are going to guide the work – 
this group is addressing reimbursement rates for level 2 and above – 
family foster care is not a part of this process? 

o Abel: Say we are (I think you are correct on charge) – it is often implied 
for providers to take care of these things, but we don’t look at how they 
are going to or how to reimburse them for doing this. When child gets into 
higher levels of care – if we haven’t addressed how to maintain family 
linkages – not sure expectation and what state is being measured by 
placement changes according to the level of care the child is in. That is 
why we see the large number aging out of foster care that we do – it’s 
been an implied expectation and we wonder why they don’t do it, but 
really never been a clear expectation and support of that expectation in 
their contracting process. 

o Carl: Aging out of care – feel on both public and private side it has never 
been built in a system. Would love to see that addressed in some way. It is 
there, but not sure we are prepared to pay for it.  

o Jay: Most successful systems have modified expectations around case 
management responsibilities – if you hold providers accountable to an 
outcome, have to give them flexibility to make decisions around that and 
not handcuff them. If you are going to create a successful PB system, case 
management has to be thoughtfully considered. 

o Carl: I agree. Almost a reversal of current posture where the public holds 
that responsibility – if shifting some of those responsibilities need to look 
at the change in the role for the providers.  

o Abel: Districts with PBC – has there been a foundation of practice 
principles that the state and providers have come to and said this is the 
boundaries of which you may operate in – as long as you stay within these 
boundaries we are going to be fine? Could be all over the map.  

o Jurisdictions with the length of time they have been a provider, size, 
support received from other funding streams – you see a wide variety in 
training, supervision, QA, etc. in their programs. I am wondering is there 
some sort of safe-guard where you have to meet a minimum level of 
competency and QA if you are going to have this kind of discretion. 

o Jennifer: TN gets closest to what I see as foundational piece.  

o Jay: TN does have a common set of standards by which providers have to 
work – the place where they struggle is the case management piece. 
Providers in TN don’t have tremendous CM influence – that is still 
maintained by the agency in TN. Been the source of struggles. To be a 
provider in that system, there are standards both on the front end (financial 
stability, ex.) and moving forward case management – is regulated. 
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Degree of flexibility is regulated in that system. FL – impression is that 
they don’t have a standard, so they have multiple agencies – some which 
have done well and some who have not across the state.  

o Carl: TN started with four or five strongest agencies serving most complex 
kids in placement. Moved into the system from strength. Interesting in FL 
– the regional agency without these quality standards, does pose a 
problem. 

o Abel: I think TN model moving from your strength makes a lot of sense. 
My question is how did they get there with providers – and how to do you 
bring the others along? Or do you limit provider capacity in order to 
achieve the outcomes that you want?  

o Jennifer: haven’t talked about data capacity – if the public agency is going 
to provide oversight it has to be around outcomes – data drive decisions 
about which agencies will help achieve those outcomes. The public 
agency is providing the oversight more than case management – almost 
becomes a contract monitoring piece.  

o Jay: I know in TN they initially did what amounted to an RFP process on 
the front end and targeted the 4/5 agencies that were able to really engage 
in that type of contract. And had demonstrated outcomes over time of that. 
Over the course of the next 4, 5, 6 years it was clear to all providers the 
direction in which the state was headed – so those providers had 
opportunity to (although without as much TA as they would have liked) – 
they were aware all contracts were going to look that way, so they need to 
either expand or partner to deliver those services.  

o Carl: New guidelines for training on Title IV-E – if there is this changing 
role and responsibility shift, there is training package to support that. 

o (THIS CONVERSATION WILL GO UNDER PREDICTABILITY/ 
CONSISTENCY) And adding the “role of data.”  

o Jay: TN doesn’t do CM work. In TN, the DCS CM is still responsible for 
contacts that are dictated by the system.  

o Carl: Either have to seek a waiver, or move to a more peripheral role, but 
the spirit and practice has really been delegated. (NYC process) 

o Jay: FL is also working under waiver as well (I think). 

o Jennifer: Clear expectations – expectations about roles/responsibilities and 
clarity around those roles with regard to oversight is critical.  

1. Child Safety 

2. Family Connections  
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3. Permanency 

4. Stability (including movement that is planned move to further 
permanency and stability) 

5. Healthcare – comprehensive to include MH, dental, etc./Education 
address (well-being) 

General Conversation on Principles 

‐ Carl: I think principles are kind of national and global principles – been fishing 
for how we are going to measure and carry out those principles. Criteria (word) is 
useful – if we put them both together, the tendency is to move to the general and 
not move forward to much. 

‐ Abel: If you look at systems we’ve looked at as example, they have all started 
with principles. Child protection first, family setting placement, keeping children 
in their communities – principles build around/foundation of child welfare. A lot 
of Fostering Connections are built on common grounds/themes. If we are going to 
drift or say we aren’t going to have shared principles, could drive state in the 
wrong directions. So I think what we do is we look at a rate structure that 
encourages the state and providers to develop and move towards the principles. 
Also establish child and family specific outcomes. (missed part) 

‐ Jennifer: No question that we have to develop a set of principles and consensus on 
the outcomes to be achieved. I do think we want to start with principles and 
criteria will match up with each of those principles. I think we need both but I 
think they are distinct.  

‐ Carl: Just a thought there – the current rate structure pays for the stay of care and 
makes sure the child is safe and supported in their placement. Nothing in that 
payment that rewards or doesn’t reward provider for helping move that child to a 
lower level of care or for keeping that child in the community where they have 
relatives and go to school and is his/her community. How can those be built into a 
rate structure so the provider is working with the department to achieve those 
goals? 

‐ Jay: I agree with Carl. That may well be the big obstacle we have to overcome: 
how to make recommendations to create a reimbursement structure that 
incentivizes the right things. And do it in a way that DFCS can pay for it 
reasonably with the constraints on their funding streams. Right now they don’t 
pay for those – identifying what they are trying to accomplish, we’ve done, but 
need to figure out the rate structure to get us there.  

‐ Abel: I wonder if it would be helpful to look at things that they already have in 
existence, such as a written plan on Kenny A? To see if in that plan they espouse 
values and principles that would be close to what we would consider the right 
principles to see if – rate principles that go along with other things they have to 
achieve and are on the hook for. I wonder if there is way to see quickly if they 
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have done anything around that – a principle statement in them. We could come 
to a consensus if those are the principles to include in the rate structure as well, 
could shorten the discussion.  

‐ Juanita: We are going to revisit a discussion we had around the unbundling – to 
see what currently is and what they are going to do align.  

‐ Abel: I think they have developed an action/implementation plan to help achieve 
compliance with Kenny A, as well.  

‐ Juanita: It may be that the requirement of being in alignment with any goals that 
are identified in the PIP could be one of those criteria. May not need the specific 
info but could be criteria used to shift the structure through. The structure would 
meet Kenny A expectations, as well – criteria used to examine. Wouldn’t have to 
shift through the details of those things, unless you wanted to do so.  

‐ Carl: the only problem there – I haven’t reviewed the PIP. Some of it would 
impact the provider at least indirectly, but don’t know how much they are 
responsible…clearly would need to be consistent with what is in the PIP, but 
maybe not in guiding rates. 

‐ Abel: Organizations developed principles that you have to adhere to – how they 
are aligned with what the Department is trying to do. We could also make sure 
they are aligned with –  

‐ Carl: Just moving from that, I think if we look back at various comments here – 
we discussed the importance of having a child treated consistently and rates 
should – something predictable and standard statewide. In rate setting that is a 
principle – really means that you need an assessment tool to determine where that 
child falls. Or go to other extreme and say a child is a child is a child and have a 
standard payment. Doesn’t really work in foster care system – you really need to 
have a way of differentiating their care needs. Moving towards a standard of 
payment structure would be helpful – don’t know how to get to where Mark wants 
us to be without having that as part of the picture.  

 
 
III. Review of Current RBWO Rate Structure – Rich O’Neill 

‐ Rich: Today’s discussion outlines things not covered in the current structure. 
History of current system was post-unbundling, effective July 2007. It was a 
collaborative effort – engaged heavily with providers (residential and placement 
side). Significant participation of providers – essentially what we did was come 
up with a pure cost-model – what is cost to provide for safety and wellbeing. No 
consideration to permanency – just what it takes to care for children is safe 
environment (and wellbeing).  

‐ Total per diems - Residential: 60% related to salaries, CPAs: 75% related to 
salaries.  
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‐ With that – we developed minimum staffing standards as far as direct care 
(residential) and case support/management (CPAs). From that we developed a 
24/7 coverage (res) and additional for afternoon, Saturday and Sunday shifts – 
added additional hours for crisis on a percentage basis. 

‐ Provider community: what actual salary and costs are, and applied to (missed) 
direct care. On top of that, we took into consideration there would be a director, 
and those above our traditional level, HSB to ensure coordinated mental health 
services. 

‐ Looked at historical data from cost reports, took the median and added to the 
salary information to get per diem costs. We did not have a great handle on 
variable cost by provider – providers operate differently. We added 15% 
administrative overhead of what bottom-line cost would be.  

‐ It is a pure cost-based model without a lot of frills to it.  

‐ Carl: IV-E perspective – everything Rich has discussed is within IV-E parameters 
– does not cover counseling, fundraising, capital outlays, etc. Area difficult for 
Title IV-E – basically it was designed and carryover from paying for a day of care 
– when child is no longer in the foster home, etc. they felt it was end of 
maintenance payment and moved into administrative payment. Not really any 
payment for aftercare – although some states have made reference to it, but paid 
in the per diem for days child is there. Strong willingness to pay for care 
coordination elements. In essence, think of costs in terms of a parent – if parent 
could do it, then Title IV-E will pay for it – if you move into clinical area, you 
have moved outside IV-E area. 

‐ IV-E maintenance payment is around safety and wellbeing for the child – partner 
in the child welfare business, and permanency hasn’t been built into it. 

‐ Abel: In the development – if we were to structure a rate that had providers 
change practice to achieve their goals, would that still be IV-E eligible? 

‐ Carl: As long as we didn’t engage in clinical practice. 

‐ Abel: In the unbundling – the agency is paying for those activities some place 
else, just not provider side. If we look at this – keep in mind to stay in IV-E 
guidelines, we can’t ask them to change there practice and their practice goals and 
still be eligible for IV-E funding.  

‐ Carl: I agree – IV-E makes provisions for that, they saw that as an administrative 
piece working with both children in care and at risk of going into care. Which 
means you can work with kids going home within IV-E world. 

‐ Public Comment: We have a child in Georgia, biological mom is in NY. Would 
IV-E dollars/could they be tapped for the payment – biological mom we can fly 
down, been doing therapy (Medicaid), but need funding to pay for a hotel – 
reunification plan from NY. 
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‐ Carl: I could fly child to NY, but family to GA – in theory – child travel costs are 
covered under IV-E, but would have to dig a bit to get the answer for you. You 
need to have that flexibility – but don’t have that without guidance.  

‐ Public Comment: Those types of situations would need to be considered.  

‐ Juanita: Example of keeping family connections – when you look at that principle 
against current structure how would that principle be reimbursed in the strategies.  

‐ Carl: Greater flexibility in IV-E versus Medicaid. Raising issues about the parent 
and costs related to the parent, I believe are consistent with IV-E. State needs to 
think that irrespective of Title IV-E we need to move forward with our goal.  

‐ Rich: (features aligning with our current system) As of right now, consistency is – 
issues with that, b/c placement decisions are made at the county level. No 
assessment tool to determine where a child should be placed, versus 50 mile 
radius. Rate structure that we have both with CCI and CPA are consistent across 
all of the programs – in terms of equality pieces, I’d have to do research to see. In 
house data should be readily available on that. Supporting permanency – current 
structure is set to do that, foundation only as ensuring safety and wellbeing. 
Additional functionality could be laid on top of that – still, it is purely a cost-
model. Pretty limited to that scope. 

‐ Carl: DFCS data and Behavioral Data in terms of health and mental health care. 
What are the current measures that our data system might provide for us, in terms 
of outcomes? 

‐ Juanita: Virginia will address later.  

‐ Abel: Select a few providers – an activity audit of what they do with kids they 
have (particularly CPAs). We’ll find a lot more activity around health, MH, and 
stability and permanency that we actually think, and we’re just not considering 
that. Maybe it isn’t directed practice enough to achieve the outcomes – they are 
spending time with the kids, but could it be more directed. Or alternatively, they 
are doing it and not getting paid for it.  

‐ Jennifer: issue of length of stay and transition planning – also a huge one.  
 
 
BREAK FOR LUNCH 
 
 
IV.  What goes into a rate – Carl Valentine 

‐ (Current alignment of outcomes with payment/process) Jay: Certainly there is a 
capacity issue here that is much more about understanding what needs to happen 
and agreeing with the direction and philosophical line up of the goals and the 
principles. New infrastructure that would be developed to achieve those goals. 
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‐ Carl: Consider the approach to intake and the lesson from Cleveland – if we can 
keep children from having to experience a foster care placement, we are ahead of 
the game. We could encourage Georgia to consider – being able to pay for and 
measure outcomes that are not terribly sophisticated in terms of complex data 
sets, but programs that I’ve seen driving the system are where there is a 
commitment to successful permanency goal. Much easier if return to home versus 
the adoption process. On the other side, if they move that child home too quickly, 
and child comes back into care – there is a penalty. Need to be responsive to the 
child. Again, as data shows this has been proven in spectacularly improved 
outcomes. Can move a provider to stay with that child and provide an aftercare 
program – if you look at all of our players, and the provider has a commitment to 
caring for a child, they have a strong commitment to carrying that through to 
permanency. I look at TN and their system, and they still have some issues 
between public and private providers because they have not worked out those 
roles as clearly as they might have – bit of a glitch in that system. Did start with a 
strong base of providers, and the message was clear they were moving in that 
direction. The NYC model has clearly defined responsibilities of public and 
private – public away from CM and private into CM. I think the Illinois 
experience and use of data in the eyes of TN has been helpful for them, they 
purchased the Illinois model in terms of gathering data to know how their 
providers are doing. The experience of Kansas where they experimented with a 
flat-out managed care system, there were problems. A flat fee system/case rate 
system for all children – within that system needing to develop the appropriate 
service plan. 

‐ Georgia shouldn’t feel bad that they have not taken those steps, because most 
states have not. Clearly this discussion is clearly underway in other places, as 
well.  

 
 
V. Data Availability – Virginia Dick 

‐ Virginia: Discussion around performance based data. Timely conversations – 
Georgia have their first provider G-meeting next week. Pulling performance data 
for that meeting – issue they are struggling with now. What is easy to pull from 
the system from the provider perspective to match provider data – butting up 
against things like trying to match child and provider data. Length of time from 
moment enter systems and their permanency outcomes; outcome data looking at 
length of time with individual provider or placement. All different pieces – the 
data group would let them look at each of those questions. How long has a child 
been in each placement and how long they have been in care – it will be more 
complicated. Have to take date of entry and exit from each location. They look at 
length of time in care is one of the biggest outcomes they look at right now – 
other pieces in terms of permanency plan (reunification, etc.) – do have access to 
Chapin hall data and have access to longitudinal data to compare to other states. 
Also outcomes associated with the CSFR – (ex). Length of time to TPR, etc. 
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‐ What is not available (easily) is looking at outcomes by “level of care” – by the 
level of services that the child needs. It is categorized or variable that captures 
whether they are traditional, base, maximum, etc. they don’t have – re: 
disproportionality, it isn’t going to be in SHINES.  

‐ Abel: Can get through finance data, but not SHINES. 

‐ Rich: There is some info that is easier to extract than SHINES – SHINES also 
won’t track kids that may have come into the system 15 years ago.  

‐ Virginia: When you look at reentry, be clear about how that is defined – CSFR 
defines it rigidly (within 12 months). Sometimes when calculated it is calculated 
on a shorter basis than that.  

‐ Also, services data – they were working on getting that in, but no way to track 
what services the child received (therapeutic or otherwise).  

‐ Juanita: Assessment information in SHINES?  

‐ Virginia: There were working on it – it used to be very open-ended qualitative 
data. Captured as text, nothing readily analyzed. Almost would need to do a case 
review.  

‐ Jay: Agree, not to my knowledge.  

‐ Carl: The goal would be that that data would be readily available in SHINES if 
we move in that direction.  

‐ Virginia: They do have a data unit experienced looking at the performance data – 
and pulls a lot of data for county offices and G meetings.  

‐ Juanita: When we look at the 5 principles we have identified – there is probably 
very limited capacity to address needs in care and activity around permanency 
linkages?  

‐ Virginia: There is some around permanency – will be easier than safety. Safety in 
the risk assessment, work around more data between report and final 
investigation, the timelines (30 days).  Prior to coming into care.  

‐ Abel: Data needed for Safety – abuse while in care; critical incidents within 
foster homes (licensure homes); kids runaway… 

‐ Virginia: Difficult to count number of youth in care who experience another 
abuse/neglect by a foster parent – to know whether it is foster parent or a school 
or parent visit. Don’t capture perpetrator information. Will check with data unit 
on this. Do capture if there is a report made about another incident. Runaways 
captured as another incident.  

‐ Abel: Is case record automated?  
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‐ Virginia: Yes, it is somewhere.  

‐ Abel: G meetings – outline to say what data do we have that can examine these 
principles and how to pull it together. Your regional administrators and 
caseworkers can be involved.  

‐ Virginia: Pose to them what measures they are using (Kenny A and PIP); and 
do this for each of these principles. 

‐ Juanita: Family connection linkages throughout placement.  

‐ Virginia: Not sure where it is stored, but it is being captured – data on child visits 
with caseworkers and visits with family. Starting to capture quantitative data on 
this – the qualitative data, as far as I know, is only reflected in the QA reviews. 
Not comprehensive across the state. Not in SHINES, but not sure if there are 
plans to be included or not.  

‐ Jennifer: Sibling data?  

‐ Virginia: Captured in SHINES, but tricky to get at – just not easy to pull quickly, 
but possible.  

‐ Stability piece: SHINES contains data on number of placements, when moved, 
etc. – does not contain data on why it occurred.  

‐ Abel: Doesn’t matter – a move is a move. You may not know why, you probably 
have a code that says he went home or changed levels, but if he is the same level 
and is moving, that’s an issue.  

‐ Virginia: That is one that I think it important to keep in mind when sending 
requests – not all have child welfare backgrounds. You may know what you are 
looking, but they may need more guidance into what they need to be looking for 
and what kind of comparisons to make.  

‐ Abel: I think it might be important to take to the G meetings – it is my 
understanding that it started with the seven largest counties to begin looking at 
how to turn on performance measures – they keep pulling and tracking data, until 
they see the indicators starting to get better. Caseworkers come, all agency folks. 
On MH side they involved providers and advocates.  

‐ It may be a good place to actually – if they haven’t done child welfare, they will 
have a hard time pulling the stuff. The G meetings will be a good place to see 
what and how to start pulling these data.  

‐ For the CFSR – you have to be able to track this stuff, and for Fostering 
Connections you will have to start tracking this stuff.  

‐ Virginia: Haven’t been using Chapin Hall data as much as they should, but they 
are going to start moving back in that direction (Chapin Hall data) to look at those 
longitudinal data. When we transitioned to SHINES, not all of the historical data 
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transitioned – Chapin Hall still has a lot of that data. Can also compare to other 
states.  

‐ Jennifer: Can you by county? 

‐ Virginia: I don’t remember. I can look at Georgia by individual counties – if I 
were comparing counties in Metro to Illinois, I would be looking at aggregate of 
data. Can’t do county to county across states, but can do it county by county in 
Georgia. 

‐ Jennifer: The fact that it is longitudinal – being able to compare county to county, 
and by provider in terms of outcomes. Not sure what other PBC systems look 
like in this area, but having the capacity to look at provider experience in 
that area.  

‐ Virginia: 2 Peachtree data staff are going to Chapin Hall for training soon.  

‐ Abel: how hard would it be now that you have the principles to go back and 
where to find that data? Can you find that out and present it back to us next 
time – we need to move this ball, and we shouldn’t have the task force sitting 
here helping you figure out how to move this data. 

‐ Juanita: Data reporting will be critical, so we don’t want to set the Department up 
for failure – we really need to decide what elements are up for collection and can 
they collect this data. If they go with this, this is the minimum and maximum we 
can do with this data.  

‐ Carl: If you think of the total pie – holding the initial total placement, not 
necessarily the total placement overall, they need to be in partnership with other 
providers, and continue with that responsibility until permanency is achieved- 
implying a network, or else that cannot be achieved. Initial provider follows the 
child through the network. 

‐ Juanita: Scenarios that go along with these principles and what the providers 
are doing that might impact/effect these principles to give us insight as to 
how to strategize how these principles should be structured.  

‐ Carl: Career description should include the after care experience should 
become a part of that – the aftercare program may be yet another provider 
that is a part of the network. Delegation has to follow it all they way through.  

‐ Juanita: Stability – can we include, or use it as an example under that principle?  

‐ Carl: Sure. Organizational sophistication  - evolve to a degree of sophistication.  
 
 
VI. Wrap up and Next Steps – Juanita Blount-Clark  

‐ Recap of Principles:  
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o Permanency 

o Safety 

o Family Connections 

o Stability while in care (change happening to increase stability) 

o Addressing needs of the child while in care (Education and Wellbeing, to 
include health, mental health, dental, etc.) 

‐ Sophistication and transference as it applies to the stability issues. All of these 
principles need to take in account that the data capability is there to hold all 
parties accountable.  

‐ Also, even though the charge of committee starts at entry into foster, you would 
want to give a message that placement in the foster care is critical to child 
entering care.  

‐ Prevention – when you begin to talk about if child is going to be removed, it is the 
first time to talk about placement, need to consider all of the variables going into 
placement. Thinking about how you make those critical decisions – if you want it 
to be lasting, you have to make those decisions in a short period of time. So 
whatever you come up with has to be built into what we ask providers to do –  

‐ Moving into strategies – talked about set of standards around expectation, around 
case planning and management, competency of the practice that is employed by 
the public and the private, and the level of competency to deliver that practice. 
Level of predictability and consistently in application – talked about clarity of 
roles on each party’s part. Standards around those expectations. Standards around 
payment structure and reinforcing that. Fiscal accountability and predictability.  

‐ Equity issue – consistent treatment irrespective of jurisdiction. Responsiveness 
regardless of the jurisdiction. Pay attention to the racial/ethnicity 

‐ PBC – structure that would be a major shift in roles of the agencies involved, i.e. 
case management and service monitoring. Capacity building would need to 
happen on both sides. Talked about their financing strategy – re: Title IV-E and 
what it would allow, and training, and what it would allow to support capacity 
building. As well as whatever comes out needing to be negotiated at the state and 
federal level. 

‐ Systems needs to ensure that the public system/agency’s CM is not counter 
productive to the private provider’s model of CM. A process needs to be 
developed. 

‐ Consideration to provider’s needs – an appeals process needs to be put in place 
when there is a shift in a child’s status.  

‐ Follow up:  
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o Start with looking at Kenny A, PIP and their principles. Indicators and 
measurements they are using, how they are performing in light of those 
principles, we would pick those up. Bring back a matrix that shows how 
those are aligned.  

o Sit with provider committee and walk through these strategies and 
principles to see what they are already doing that is in line of this – 
implications for that principles or strategies.  

o Do the same thing with the Division staff. What are they doing already, 
what might be the implications, what data is available and will be needed. 

‐ Post-Meeting Email from Jennifer: 

o I'd like to be sure that when we talk about family connections, we think 
not only of parents and siblings, but extended family members. There is 
very little incentive right now for providers in most states to do really 
good diligent search work and help children and youth make connections 
to their extended family members. By and large this is a function that is 
seen as a responsibility of the public system at the front end, and then gets 
picked up again only when reunification has been ruled out and in some 
cases when tpr has already occurred. Can we find a way in this new rate 
structure to incentivize the kinds of activities that will help youth stay 
connected to their extended family: diligent search, licensing kin as foster 
parents (and supporting them as such), kinship competent practice, etc.  
Good agencies will do it because they believe in it, but some find it messy, 
complex and lack the skill to engage kin as full members of a family team. 
And if they don't get rewarded for it, it is easier and more familiar to them 
to bypass the relative connections.  
 
The fostering connections legislation has a number of kinship provisions 
that attempt to put some teeth into federal and state policy that requires 
placement with family first. Again, by and large this is currently seen as a 
public agency responsibility. I think there are opportunities to bring 
providers on board with what we call a “kinship competent” approach now 
so that relatives are a means to achieve safety, stability, permanency and 
well-being in this new system. It’s complicated to say the least, but worth 
considering. 
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Georgia Division of Family & Children Services 
Rate Reimbursement Task Force 

November 20, 2009 
10 am – 3 pm 

2 Peachtree, DHS Boardroom 
 

Agenda 
 
 
10:00 am Welcome – Allison McWilliams, CVIOG 

- Introductions of Guests 
- Review of Agenda 
- Housekeeping 

   
 
10:15 am Review of Principles and Strategies – Allison McWilliams, CVIOG 

- Alignment with CFSR and Kenny A Principles and Measures 
- Provider Focus Group Input 

 
Alignment with IV-E and TANF Funding – Carl Valentine 

   
Alignment with Georgia Data – Virginia Dick, CVIOG 

 
 
11:45 am Lunch (Delivered) 
 
 
12:00 pm Community Based Alternatives for Youth – Linda Henderson, CBAY 

Director, Department of Behavioral Health and Developmental 
Disabilities, Division of Children and Adolescent Services 
 
   

12:45 pm Discussion of Recommendations – Juanita Blount-Clark, CVIOG 
 
 
2:45 pm Wrap Up and Next Steps – Juanita Blount-Clark, CVIOG 

- Review Needs/Responsibilities 
- Next Check-In Point 

 
 
3:00 pm Adjourn 
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RRTF Meeting Notes 
November 20, 2009 

10 am – 3 pm 
DHS Boardroom 

 
In Attendance: Task Force Members: Jennifer Miller, Jay Pruett, Carl Valentine; 
CVIOG Staff: Juanita Blount-Clark, Virginia Dick, Allison McWilliams, Melinda Moore; 
DFCS Staff: Richard O’Neill, Adina Parsons, Brenda King-Holland (DHS); 
Public Visitors: Normer Adams (Ga. Assoc. Homes), Representatives from Providers, 
Nelson Mullins 
 
 

I. Welcome and Introductions – Allison McWilliams 

- Allison: This is the final meeting; so far we have looked at national and state 
models; heard from experts from outside of Georgia; and also looked at Georgia’s 
data capabilities. In October, looked at principles and strategies for this process 
and now we are going to refine and finalize our information. Looked at 
information from things such as CFSR and Kenny A principles and measures and 
how those line up, held two focus groups with providers, and examined the 
alignment with funding streams and data capabilities. 

- At lunch we will hear from Linda Henderson around CBAY, and this afternoon 
do some work around the principles and strategies.  

 
 
II. Review of Principles and Strategies – Allison McWilliams 

(Moved to charts to review the principles and strategies in the packet) 
- Alignment with CFSR and Kenny A Principles and Measures  

- Allison: In the last session, identified five principles that the task force decided 
should guide the recommendations: Permanency, Safety, Stability, Maintain 
Family Connections, and Well-Being.  

(Began to walk the group through the CFSR Measures) 
- Comments on the CFSR Measures: 

o Jennifer: Also part of the new Fostering Connections act, and will be a 
part of the measures used for state accountability. Just make a note of that.  

Kenny A Principles Section 
- Comments on the Kenny A Section:  

o Carl: This is helpful, particularly the early ones are broader and they blur. 
So, in essence I think it is fine, no gaps, but really Kenny A doesn’t fit 
precisely in the categories. They just don’t line up perfectly, but I don’t 
see any gaps.  
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o Allison: Would you say they affirm the principles? 

o Carl: Yes, it is just the alignment of it.  

(Move to the second chart – focus groups) 
- Allison: What I’ve done is gone through the notes from those focus groups that 

are the pertinent comments related to each of these. Will go through quickly, and 
Normer if you have comments, since you were there for both, please do. 

- Allison: What came out of permanency is that it needs to be defined and it can 
mean lots of different things. It came out of both focus groups. There was no 
discussion that the principles seemed wrong or inappropriate, but there was a lot 
of discussion on definition. This would apply to a lot of the principles, not just 
permanency.  

- Normer: There were some concerns that express – licensing – may be reactive 
rather than proactive in terms of providing tools to let agencies know what is 
expected in a proactive versus reactive way.  

- Allison: You’ll see there is nothing under stability; it wasn’t that the groups did 
not think that it was important, we just looked at it and moved on.  

- Allison: We decided to move the first strategy – assessment – up to the front 
because it seemed to be the most important. We moved individuality discussion 
into this assessment piece.  

- Allison: Predictability and Accountability will be discussed further when Virginia 
presents the data piece.  

- Allison: Tying Performance to Reimbursements: this is where the partnership 
piece was moved.  

- Jennifer: Is LIPT something we have discussed? 

- Allison: No. 

- Public Guest: The local interagency planning teams – used to be MATCH, but 
you will hear more about it with CBAY. What those are - interdisciplinary teams 
that do case planning around the child and how to serve children in the 
community. Includes DJJ, DFCS, DOE, church, parents and families – anyone 
who touches the life of the child. They are all across Georgia and mandated to 
provide wraparound services for the child.  

- Jennifer: Is there an expectation that families are at the table?  

- Public Guest: Yes, the concept is don’t do anything without the family. 

- Carl: The Cleveland Model – team at the front door of child welfare placement. 
How often are teams brought together and what is variance of effectiveness across 
the state? 
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- Public Guest: Been around for a long time –  

- Public Guest: They are not an individual team, they are committees for all of the 
children. Community resources that are there so they can match it to the need of 
the child. My understanding is that they don’t have money but they bring services 
to the table.  

- Jennifer: Is there an entity that convenes this? Are they typically more when a 
child comes through the front door, or any agency? 

- Public Guest: It could be any agency that brings it to the table. My understanding 
is that there is a web – a chair of LIPT and a Regional Interagency Team as well.  

- Rich: DBHDD is coordinating the LIPT and the RIAT at this time. Behavioral 
Health is coordinating and overseeing it. Looking to spread the responsibility out 
to share the load and to foster involvement.  

- Allison: I think part of the concern (from the focus groups) was that people are 
expected to be at the table, but there are no funds for it. 

- Public Guest: It calls out providers that need to be there because they don’t have 
the funding to be there. That is a real challenge for the providers.  

- Allison: Two things came up in this section that were interesting – this section is 
suggesting more collaborative work; and partnership – there isn’t a principle or 
strategy that speaks to it and the Task Force may want to consider that.  

- Public Guest: Partnership also includes partnering around per diems and contracts 
and working together towards common goals and strategies that come up 
commonly.  

- Allison: Any other comments? 

- Public Guest: I think you have it, covered it.  

- Jennifer: I found the notes very helpful and enlightening. Wish we had been there.  
 
 
III. Alignment with IV-E and TANF Funding – Carl Valentine 

(Allison introduced Carl) 
- Carl: Stepping back from this discussion and saying can IV-E follow where the 

recommendations are taking us? Making sure that the public and private 
community are engaged – track over time and make sure there is stability when a 
child returns home; ability to stay with a child after the case is closed for the 
purposes of foster care – those permanency goals are often in the public sector; 
(missed section);  

- Carl: The per diem structure has been structured around if the child is safe today 
and is staff available to care for the child.  
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- Carl: All that this paper really says is that IV-E is more flexible than we have 
been using it – can provide for per diem, maintenance and aftercare directed by 
public agency or contract with private agency.  

- Carl: The paper looked at the principles and recommendations and how they 
match up with IV-E/TANF.  

Paper in the packet 
- Carl: ...In essence IV-E is more flexible than we thought of it in the past.  

- Jennifer: Struck by the fact that current IV-E eligible children in Georgia is 32%. 
What/Why?  

- Rich: Reason is poverty level was set low – maybe 40% top end Georgia 
penetration rate  

- Jennifer: Has to do with federal definition of the poverty level, ok. Other thought 
is in terms of permanency – all kids will be eligible by 20? – Low rate for foster 
care 

(Missed this whole conversation because I couldn’t hear) 
- Rich: Any money saved, we will more than likely not be able to reinvest back into 

our own services. 

Jennifer: (missed) 
- Carl: Half of IV-E paid in half adoption subsidy, and half is paid for foster care 

directly. We don’t often think about adoption assistance piece.  

- Jay: Currently, regarding case management (permanency) – what is penetration 
rate there? 

- Rich: I’d have to give back to you. We pay admin rate for DFCS across the board, 
but I will check on the other. 

- Carl: It would be same. IV-E is driven by foster care rate. Or it can be, let me put 
it this way – there is a secondary eligibility to establish child is at risk of foster 
care if you broaden your prevention activities. 

- Jay: Is it fair to say that presently case management services provided/funded 
through IV-E they are being performed in house versus contracted. 

- Rich: 100%. 

- Jay: But it doesn’t have to be, correct? 

- Carl/Rich: That’s right.  

- Carl: Maybe a differential in how rates are set and who you would to provide 
aftercare program (ex. Under contract to the state or the private care provider) – 
set up networks of services in essence throughout the state. Capacity under a 
prime sponsor and would have subcontractors under that.  
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- Jennifer: When you talk about case management what does that include? For 
example the provider group was concerned about family finding activities. Could 
you call that case management?  

- Carl: Absolutely. You have a bundle of case management that public assumes 
with an open case – all but ultimate responsibility could be subjugated to a private 
provider.  

- Jay: Thinking of a number of presently unfunded tasks that are critical to 
achieving permanency that fall outside of traditional therapy. Ex. Job education, 
training, etc. for the parent, but would fall kind of under case management 
activity. Not sure that is within the public or private being done to the extent that 
it could be done.  

- Jennifer: For those jurisdictions –  

- Carl: Match is obligation of the public sector – match would come from public 
sector, but nothing that prevents for example the United Way partnering with 
public sector to change the funding mix. Child welfare responsibility – cases and 
models where it has been jointly done under mental health and child welfare to 
provide services. But all of those are peripheral to the main responsibility of 
public child welfare. Huge elephant in the room – not much new public sector 
money available to expand payments being made.  

- It is hard to get from where we are to where we need to be without some kind of 
transition investment. 

- Carl: In closing – this piece is not; if you look for anything in literature on IV-E; 
it’s just not laid out this way. Task Force has pushed me to look outside of the box 
– there are barriers, but IV-E is not one of them.  

- Public Guest: Carl brought up an important point – providers want to be involved 
with getting kids connected to families. Presently – the structure is that payments 
to connect to family are after the fact rather than up front. Some providers are 
saying we don’t have the upfront funds to invest in families in the hope we might 
get payment later.  

- Right now – as we move to connecting children with their families, the contracts 
proposed to CCIs and CPAs that if you connect a child with a family – a child 
leaves the CCI and is stable with family, then there is a bonus that will be tacked 
on to the rate for the work that is done. Our larger ones aren’t saying much about 
it, but our smaller ones are saying we don’t have the reserve funds to invest in 
getting children connected in the hopes of getting compensated later on. If we are 
serious about connection – how do we incentivize and allow for that work to 
happen.  

- Jennifer: To me this is a huge front door issue – in my mind, children should 
never be disconnected in the first place. Should push discussion on what the 
public agency practice that causes so much disconnect that by the time the private 
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provider has the child it becomes so much work for them to be reconnected. I 
don’t know where to put that – but I think these are front door questions. Need to 
recognize in the report this isn’t just about private provider practice but 
what happens before child comes into their care. Also, fostering connection 
act is going to come home to roost re: notice to relatives within 30 days of 
children coming into care. 

- Carl: Not certain everyone understands that half of the children we are talking 
about are in kinship care, and we’re not even talking about this. Our focus has 
been on the child in foster care. The kinship kids are also at risk. 

- Public Guest: And IV-E funds cannot be used or can be used to support kinship 
care? 

- Carl: Every child in kinship care is considered at risk for foster care.  

- Jennifer: But it could be – I am sure some foster parents in the state are providing 
kinship care. More kinship care givers – more likely to take sibling groups; more 
likely to take children with difficulty of care issues and are more likely to get 
support. Because without it they will not get oversight, etc.  

- Public Guest: Seems important focus to keep children connected to their families.  

- Jennifer: best practice now is to have other options for a caregiver to be involved 
in their lives. 

- Carl: In essence we are getting a 16% return on investment right now – the state 
has to come up with the rest. Serving a homogenous foster care population. 
Would be so much better to extend some targeted case management – all kids 
would be Medicaid eligible.  

- IV-E is 32% - lowest in the country. Should be higher, but it isn’t. Task outside of 
our responsibility – recommendation to go with IV-E bringing in 16% of total bill. 
With targeted case management, bringing 60% of the bill.  

- Jennifer: Does unbundling impact that at all? 

- Carl: We don’t know how much of cost of foster care system is shifted over.  For 
us, we need to move into the reality that we are faced with today, and hold 
providers accountable for the health, mental health, and educational services.  

- Jennifer: Nothing statutorily to prevent Georgia from doing that –  

- Carl: Targeted case management as set up is for DFCS employees. Needs 
amending for it to be a subcontract for selected providers. 

- Public Guest: Recent communications from national groups – targeted case 
management  restrictions will be rescinded – could go back to drawing down 
targeted case management funds.  
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- Jennifer: Federal Medicaid? Rescinding restrictions on targeted case 
management? 

 
IV. Alignment with the current data – Virginia Dick 

- Virginia: Going to touch on three of the data sources. SHINES, PEAS, and Kenny 
A Monitoring Data – case reviews done by the consent decree monitors specific 
to DeKalb and Fulton.  

See the handout of data – PowerPoint 
- Shines: Best for monitoring done down to a county level. The Risk Assessment is 

the only thing coded into SHINES available for analysis for kids that fall into “x” 
category. Everything else is filled out on paper, turned into a pdf and uploaded. 
Not ready for immediate analysis. Not all data elements in SHINES are 
mandatory – ex. date of services received for a child, not a mandatory field. So 
the completeness of data and the quality is one of the challenges that the group 
listed when we talked to them about the data. 

- Only DFCS enters into SHINES. Rolling out the provider portal which will allow 
them to enter data and see children listed in care, which they hope will help with 
the quality issue of data. This should roll out in December. It is rolling out in 
pieces.  

- Public Guest: Only includes children working with or in residential – not kids 
who aren’t placed, too. 

- Virginia: Things they would like to have, but don’t: Currently no data on LIPTs in 
SHINES. Are entering Babies Can’t Wait, fatality, etc. data – and county and 
supervisor case reviews data. Doing at least five reviews per month – and cases 
will be randomly selected by the state.  

- Still working on integrating data in Medicaid, Behavioral Health and other 
agencies. 

- PEAS Data (Program Evaluation and Analysis Section Data) – Qualitative case 
reviews that include document reviews and interviews – cases are selected 
through a stratified random sample by the state office.  

- Kenny A Monitor Data – only done in Fulton and DeKalb. Significantly different 
than the CSFR reviews. This is not comparable to PEAS or CFSR reviews on 
measures.  

- Discussion of the data as they apply to the RRTF Principles (information is on the 
chart and the PowerPoint: 

o Written right now in a general way for the data unit. Would need to be 
more specific when you make requests of the data unit. These are things 
they are capable of pulling – but they may not necessarily be doing it, or 
have a query already set up for it. These are possibilities, doable, but will 
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take time and money. They have a major resource issue – 1% that can 
build the queries. They are getting so many competing data requests that 
are a time management and priority issue.  

o Carl: So in theory, age by type of permanency goal or other child 
characteristic?  

o Virginia: Yes, exactly. Things need to be clearly defined, and to make sure 
that people understand exactly what the data elements are. 

o You can pull (SHINES) by levels and provider type – but the feedback I 
got from the Data Analysis Unit is that is not one that they have done 
period. Have to build a query, which will take them time. It is doable. 

o Juanita: I think that is what important for the Task force to consider is the  
capability of the division to collect and analyze data?  

o Allison: My understanding was that there is a vendor they contract with to 
do this, and they contract for a certain amount of work from the beginning 
of the year, which is already determined from the beginning of the year. 
So there are money and time resources to consider.  

o Juanita: The Task Force could make a recommendation that you need to 
have data analysis and capacity to support management decisions in this 
manner- and then implementation is in the hand of the Division. 

o Virginia: So, what we found is that the data is available – they do exist, 
the reports are possible down to the length of time a report comes in, 
investigation ends, services start. But caveats were the resource issue that 
the Division is going to have to struggle with and prioritize within 
everything else; and to an extent, many of these issues are already being 
done or could be redone on an ongoing basis. 

o Jennifer: Is it clear which or any of these which is being done on an 
ongoing basis? 

o Virginia: Some of them were being done on an ongoing basis – with the 
reports coming out of the data analysis unit. With the G process expansion 
and loss of personnel, things have shifted – they still run many of these 
each month, but if it is not a front-burner issue. 

o Jennifer: So no consistent monthly, bi-annual, etc. report that goes out to 
regions and providers that is consistently required in terms of the data we 
are talking about. 

o Rich: No. 

- Juanita: From task force standpoint, as a part of recommendations 
framework – critical data for management decisions that you make that 
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recommendation – that these standardized reports be run on an established 
regular basis.   

- Virginia: We also talked about the untapped resource of Chapin Hall.  

- Carl: I think there is a lack of resources, so and with SHINES and capacity 
building – part of it is immediate operational focuses, and some is a report to 
managers to show how we are doing, and then a research approach like what we 
do here from a macro level across the state. One way of building that capacity 
to contract with the University to use federal funding (Medicaid, etc.) so the 
University could put up a match and build a capacity at relatively low cost. 
Where do you find capacity offline – the University isn’t being pulled by the 
daily issues to survive. Kansas does a lot of this – and there are some other 
ways that University capacity can be used, ex. their indirect rate and state 
funds can be used for matching purposes.  

- Juanita: I did an in-depth review of the requests that we’ve had during the Task 
Force regarding data. One of them was utilization data out of Medicaid – 
standardized data run out of Medicaid to give a fuller cost picture in terms of 
achieving performance outcomes, since we are in an unbundled environment. I 
raise that to say, put that back on your screen, what do you think about that?  

- Carl: Important to have some idea to what extent they are receiving 
developmental, health, mental health, etc. services? Are they receiving services? 
The real proof is from a vendor who has submitted information saying I provided 
an exam or mental health services for the child, etc. Would help us know whether 
our obligation for the child’s well-being was met. Right now it is anecdotal. 

- Jennifer: Some kind of a baseline for that would be useful.  

- Virginia: Data Unit is having conversations with Medicaid to match data with 
SHINES. Also, re: education – they are getting data from DOE on a regular basis 
for kids in –  

- Public Guest: Challenges with the data – in public G meeting discussed it. This 
committee might tease out what is it we are really looking at – data that is 
provided is not adequate to tell how a child is really doing as it varies from school 
system to school system. Those kinds of issues – looking at the tests that really do 
talk about education level. Special education – may be on grade level in special ed 
but five years behind on reading, but count you on grade level. Can’t look at just 
grade level.  

- Carl: What data is being submitted today? 

- Public Guest: Attendance and whether “on” grade level or not. There are special 
issues with high needs kids in special education too that aren’t necessarily being 
reported accurately. 
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- Public Guest: We also see a lot of kids that have 10-15 day absences in a row 
because placements moved or they went to PRTF, and it looks like kids has been 
absent, but in reality the case manager didn’t report it for some time, etc.  

- Rich: The data comes directly from DOE. 

- Virginia: There is no way right now to track whether they are definitely in the 
same school they were in before removal. They can once they are in placement, 
but not before placement. The data is spotty – not a mandatory field.  

- Rich: There is a big data integrity issue that with have – we sent a list of kids in 
DFCS to DOE, and DOE couldn’t find 200 of them.  

- Public Guest: Provider being able to enter into SHINES may help – but I would 
like to see some way we can include about where the child is beyond grade level. 
Matters less than skill competency in reading and math. 

- Public Guest: There is another data element that gets to systemic things we were 
talking about – permanency for kids. We don’t measure family preservation – 
children that are diverted at the front door. Have to start capturing that data. 

- Public Guest: Gets to my question for providers to input into SHINES. 
 
 
BREAK FOR LUNCH 
 
 
V. Lunch Speaker – Linda Henderson, CBAY 

(Please see the handout of the PowerPoint presentation included in the packet today) 
- Carl: What proportion of the current kids in the program are in foster care?  

- Linda: 9 out of the 15 kids were DFCS involved – cover all Medicaid kids. 

- Jennifer: Family Team Meeting, is that regular? Typically held outside of CBAY 
process? 

- Linda: What we did – right – we did a cross-walk of DFCS FTM model and our 
model. Where requirements missing in our process and vice versa, so that those 
meetings cover everyone’s requirements without having a duplicate meeting.  

- Jennifer: What is the DFCS FTM model? Is it statewide? 

- Linda: I believe it is statewide, part of PIP – have to have it within 9 days.  

- Juanita: I thought it was 72 hours, but that could be a staffing.  

- Linda: I am not sure, I would have to check. 

- Carl: Is it difficult to find providers to care for the kids? 
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- Linda: Currently, we have 74 providers that are fully enrolled.  

- Juanita: Task Force is examining consistency, equity in terms of access, what is 
current capacity in state to be responsive to kids no matter where they are. Several 
approaches were mentioned – and CBAY was one of them. 

- Linda: We will be statewide eventually – are not right now. 

- Jennifer: Do you retain cost savings? 

- Linda: DBHDD – I believe we are, but I don’t know for sure. Georgia applied for 
the award – need to go back and do a waiver application as well. So running a 
certified waiver and a demonstration project at the same, technically. Should 
show that PRTFs can be waived with the (1115 Or 1915c?) waiver – to Congress. 

- Other states: only 9 are currently running it: Indiana, Kansas, Alabama, Virginia, 
Missouri, Mississippi, South Carolina, Florida, and Georgia. 

- As of November 5, there were 9 or 10 that were DFCS committed – or involved. 
We had 15 at that time.  

- Public Guest: Cost-savings – with Medicaid services. Some of that state match 
comes from DFCS – not a match though? 

- Rich: Not a match. 
 
 
VI. Discussion Recommendations/Strategies/Principles – Juanita Blount-Clark 

- Juanita: Started with what you did last month, and have already done some 
wordsmithing – the updated strategy areas are on the handout in front of you. As a 
reminder, you know what the principles are that you developed, and want to make 
sure they are affirmed in your report. 

- Focus in then on the strategies portion of it. We’ll start and go down the list –  

(Discussion follows; Revised Strategies Outlined at the End) 
Strategies: 

1. Instill a level of consistency based on a set of standards 

- Did not look at the licensure rules and regs – but is this the right language here.  

- Carl: Also need contract with private provider language reviewed. (Existing 
language in the contracts) 

- Jennifer: Not sure where this goes – concern about definitions. May go in the 
partnership piece. Maybe that is where it belongs – common understanding 
of expectations and accountability. Joint accountability for achieving them.  

- Carl: Framing – common frameworks for training public and private sector.  
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- Juanita: Raised issues around common skills, knowledge and competencies that 
would bring consistency to services. Staffing – not only the kind, but also the 
skills knowledge and competency of the staff. Is that something that you want 
to make a note of? 

- Carl: was mentioned this morning around assessments – variance in quality, 
etc.  

2. Level of predictability/accountability  

- Juanita: Regular reports of all the partners – benefits all of the partners. Regional 
to state providers, etc.  

- Public Guest: Licensing regulations – doesn’t let agencies know what they might 
be nailed on until after the fact. Move this to the level of consistency based on a 
set of standards in the document, or may be already captured in that section.  

3. Appropriate modifications that support equity for all children and families 
services by the system 

- Jay: Finite money – inevitably there will be people who benefit more than others 
because you are shifting around dollars. Real issue that the Department is going to 
face – Normer made that point earlier, because smaller providers are being 
squeezed around that, and the Department is going to have wrestle with that – set 
rates with a limited pot of money, do it fairly, but it always winds up – it isn’t 
always going to be equitable. It will create a dynamic that will be difficult for 
some.  

- Carl: If we are making this shift – we are talking about system that captures the 
money that it saves – does that means dollars are properly invested, so we have a 
richer system? Or secondly, if we talk about shifting responsibility are we 
comfortable cutting our public workforce to develop our private workforce? 

- Juanita: Rate tied to performance – state that finite resources mean consideration 
needs to be given to the shift and the impact on private providers.  

- Jennifer: It is a question of how you build capacity – joint responsibility on how 
you build capacity in an outcomes world. By virtue of saying you will need help 
to do this – you are recognizing that some people aren’t going to make it, or to 
operate in that world.  

- Public Guest: Key things we talked about is sustainability.  

- Jay: Not sufficient to say we are going to change and some aren’t going to make 
it, but the Department has a responsibility to consider these scenarios.  

- Jay: What we’ve discovered in our discussions is the services that are needed - is 
that the services are covered/funded? So it is going to require a massive 
restructuring of rates – it isn’t going to be the RBWO rate is going to shift by $5. 
It should be – based on RRTF – a massive restructuring on how rates are thought 
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about – will be a big shift in perspective and won’t happen overnight, and the 
Department is going to have to help them learn how to do it. 

- Jennifer: I’ve seen that – you acknowledge that there are finite resources but do 
nothing to help them to succeed. You have to help to the fullest extent possible to 
help everyone come along with it.  

- Juanita: The state has an obligation to work in partnership to capture 
resources that really support the restructuring that is going to be required to 
get the outcomes we want for children is the concept of what you are trying 
to say? 

- Jennifer: Capturing the resources outside of the system that can be used that is not 
being captured, and reinvestment into the system. Two parts.  

- Juanita: May fit under level of predictability/accountability, as well.  

- Jay: We’ve talked about the disconnect of goals and dollar flow. Do we need to 
state that more explicitly in terms of the recommendation? In my mind, that’s the 
primary thing that has to be fixed in terms of rate setting – aligning the dollars to 
practice and policy.  

- Juanita: Could it go under tie rate reimbursement to performance? 

- Jay: Right. Right. As Carl mentioned, that’s a difficult path to go down, because it 
costs more over a short period of time until you can redistribute the investment to 
the front end as opposed to the back end. Hard choices.  

- Juanita: If permanency is the primary goal, and 70% of case plan – how many of 
the dollars in the system can support the removal of barriers in the system to get 
them back home? There are no dollars paying for the work done on the part of 
families to make that goal happen – that is an implication for the permanency 
goal.  

- Jay: Right.  

- Jennifer: This gets to the equity – if serious about permanency, needs to be 
equitable to all permanency options. Not just the children served, but also the 
amount of focus put on all of the permanency options.  

- Juanita: Other points to capture here? Anything to add to comprehensive 
individualized response? Did get a copy of a document that looks at the 
Departments Family Centered Practice Model – we can add appropriate language 
from that.  

- Jennifer: Is that...? 

- Juanita: They are doing statewide training on it.  
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- Jay: Do you think it worth attaching to this that an assessment be done through an 
independent party? Some use an independent body, some do it in-house, some 
contract out to private providers to do it. I think the independent source is the 
better option.  

- Carl: DFCS has a commitment associated with assessments but resources are not 
adequate to be present at all intakes – I think it would be deemed independent but 
under-resourced. 

- Juanita: Is this for all children coming into the system or just hard to place?  

- Carl: I am saying all – there needs to be some way of maintaining a very rigorous 
assessment, but also having access to some skills. 

- Juanita: At one time the Department was doing assessments on all children to 
facilitate placement – part of the First Placement Best Placements – now the 
Comprehensive Child and Family Assessment. 

- Jay: I think that’s right. 

- Juanita: Might be a prime area of reinvestment in the system to make it more 
robust.  

- Jennifer: I am having a hard time understanding based on CBAY earlier how the 
Family Team Meeting fits into all of this. It seems like a statewide expectation, 
and then it needs to play into this at some level.  

- Get clarification on the Family Team Meeting process here in the state.  

- Carl: A recommendation around the FTM model from Cleveland I would very 
much be in support of –  

- Juanita: Put a placeholder on capturing language around FTM and the role it 
plays in a family-centered practice model.  

- Jennifer: Going back to the independent party section – needs to be objective, 
maybe not independent. 

- Jay: Needs to be someone with no financial stake in the outcome.  

- Juanita: Any other comments on this?  

- Carl: Very useful set of thoughts – very powerful. Back to the top – consistency in 
terms of moving from one placement to another – go back to First Placement Best 
Placement – disrupted placement.  

- Juanita: Not sure which area for it to go, could tie it into number one – principles 
as goals outcomes for the children. That is where we could tie it in. Both the issue 
of that least restrictive environment for the child and the stability of placement.  
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- Jennifer: This bumps up against some thoughts I have – concerns about holding 
people to outcomes with unintended consequences. Questions of balancing family 
connections with FPBP. That issue of do no harm when you have competing 
outcomes – always look at the best interest of the child.  

- Juanita: Hitting the Mark survey – gave specific recommendations. 

- Jennifer: Wasn’t that basic foster care rates? And in 2006-2007, probably isn’t as 
relevant. 

- Juanita: Carl’s report – be consistent with IV-E criteria – cannot lose IV-E dollars, 
so run it as a filter on the recommendations. Need Carl to work with us to make 
sure we have the right language there. 

- Also from Carl’s report – permanency for kids. The lack of resources supporting 
the need to be done with families – to support it as a viable option. How would 
you like to speak to that in the report? 

- Carl: Take our rates into that territory that allows providers to work with families 
and stay the course with children they are invested in.  

 
Strategies (Items in Red Added During Discussion) 
System recommendations should: 

7. Instill a level of consistency based on a set of standards 

a. Kenny A Consent Decree Standards 

b. CFSR Standards 

c. Licensure rules and regulations 

d. Existing contract language reviewed 

e. Provider concerns about definitions (see partnerships) 

f. Training – make sure public and private sector receive common 

frameworks.  

g. State develops a plan for capturing money that is within and outside the 

purview of the agency 

h. Stability of placement, least restrictive environment for child 

i. Balancing competing outcomes – best interest of the child (imbedding 

principles into strategies) 

 

8. Bring a level of predictability and accountability 

a. Need for a common assessment tool 
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b. Accountability – of agency, of providers 

c. Clarity around changing expectations – transparency in the partnership 

d. Capacity to collect, analyze, and use data in decision making 

e. Establishing common set of regular reports – regional, state, and provider 

relevant 

f. Process that would develop resolution to inherent conflict that arises in 

movement of children 

g. Balancing competing outcomes – best interest of the child (imbedding 

principles into strategies) 

 

9. Make appropriate modifications that support equity for all children and families 

served by the system 

a. Mental Health Commission Single Continuum of Care 

b. Systems of Care 

c. Availability of services in different portions of the state 

d. Disproportionality-over representation of children of color 

e. State develops a plan for capturing money that can be used that is not 

currently  

f. Equity in focus on all permanency options 

g. Balancing competing outcomes – best interest of the child (imbedding 

principles into strategies) 

 

10. Give consideration to tying performance to reimbursements received 

a. Move towards Performance-Based Contracting 

b. Potential tensions between provider system and case management system 

c. Moving from a position of strength 

d. Acknowledge that in existing world of finite resources there needs to be 

some sensitivity to this shift and impact on private providers, and joint 

responsibility for building capacity development to operate in 

performance-based world in both systems and ability to sustain those 

operations 
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e. State develops a plan for capturing money that is saved and reinvesting it 

for achievement of better outcomes for the system 

f. Distribution of dollars be realigned to reflect the goals to be achieved 

 

11. Create partnerships based on transparency, mutuality of goals and changing roles 

a. Performance expectations vs. rate  - rate may not cover reaching 

expectations 

b. Provider system and case management system 

c. Common understanding of expectations and joint accountability for 

achieving them 

d. Clarity around changing expectations – transparency in the partnership 

e. State has an obligation to work in partnership to capture resources that 

really supports the total restructuring that’s going to be required to get the 

outcomes that they want for children out of the system 

12. Comprehensive individualized response to child based on assessment of a child in 

the context of his/her community and family 

a. Statewide assessment 

b. Family Centered Practice 

c. System of Care 

d. Staffing capabilities; i.e., skills, knowledge, and competency that would 

bring a level of consistency 

e. Ensure level of objectivity in conducting assessments (whomever is doing 

assessment does not have a financial stake in outcome) 

f. Family team meetings – role in family centered practice model – ensuring 

realization of individualized approach 

 
- Juanita: Those were the things I had made note of from previous discussions – so. 

Start a draft of the recommendations. If you have input please send it to us.  

- Setting final meeting date in January.  

- Next steps: Modify the report draft and will send it out. We will have a check-in 
point between now and the final delivery of the report. 
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Rate Reimbursement Task Force 
December 14, 2009 
On the call:  
 
Task Force Members:  Jennifer, Jay, Carl 
CVIOG staff: Juanita, Allison, Virginia, Melinda 
Absent: Abel 
 
General Structure 

• Fostering Connections – need to highlight those things that are relevant to this 
TF’s work 

• Laid out complex situation; really described how difficult it is to lay out moving parts.  
• Move three pages on Title IVE to Appendix and just summarize in a few 

paragraphs in the report. Not a barrier if used for RBWO. 
• Not sure that it’s stated strongly enough – can’t serve these goals unless we join 

MH with DFCS. Common assessment, common treatment plan and a common 
commitment by MH and DFCS to carry out that plan. The provider jointly 
contracted with will have a single charge to carry out the plan. 

• Medicaid’s recent reversal of legislation that forced unbundling – what do we 
want to with that, if anything? – At a minimum, include it as one of the moving 
pieces. Regulations that have been passed – CMS is back to where they were 10 
years ago with rehab option – letting agencies use unbundled rate, and letting 
social service agencies manage the rehab option. Georgia has made a major 
structural change – but has allowed more flexibility if they find unbundling is 
difficult for providers. Jennifer is sending some documents on this. Maybe put 
in executive summary, as a lead off to the report.  

• Add table of contents 
• State upfront: MH and DFCS have to work together; change when you make 

private sector responsible for outcomes – have never been responsible for 
permanency. 

Recommendations Section 
• Final section is the – you are just waiting for it. I would do an executive summary 

that lays those things out as the real contribution that this makes to the ongoing 
discussion. What are the opportunities and challenges in putting these 
recommendations in place? What are the implications of it? Kind of what is the 
“so what” of these? What does it mean in terms of the relationship in terms of 
DFCS and the providers in terms of equity and consistency...etc. – For me, felt hit 
by a barrage of ideas, but I could dismiss the report because it is so 
overwhelming; the ideas. Can you take the contextual pieces and make them an 
appendix – and take the executive summary and flesh it out (recommendations).  

• Three most important things: 
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o Relationship with MH – MH and DFCS work needs to be almost 
inseparable to get what we need for the child; stress more in strategy #5. 
How important their partnerships with MH are, because the child is often 
in both agencies. Really saying there is disparity from one MH program to 
another – DFCS and MH work almost needs to be inseparable.  Ex. Joint 
teams working on tx plans, one agency being the fiscal manager. Common 
assessment, common tx plan, common contractors and complimentary 
contract. Initiative undertaken by the two agencies to help the private 
provider perform as they now have to work with two agencies (MH and 
DFCS). 

o New regulations 
o Making private sector responsible for permanency. Not just coming in 

with dollars on rates and calling it a day. New tasks being assigned to 
private sector and need to be compensated – money for case management. 
To carry this out need for adequate funding for this function. Strategy 
Number 4 – tying reimbursements to performance. That’s where it belongs 
– hit it harder, need for adequate funding of the case management 
function.  

• MOU with MH was rewritten, went into effect this Fall. Greater collaboration at 
least at the macro level, but not working at the provider level/in contracts. 

• In addition to areas they are not maximizing dollars, you can add those things to 
say it is more than previously thoughts given the changes – I think as you are 
managing care better, you have an opportunity for a better return on their 
investment. We didn’t talk about reinvestment opportunities, but it might be good 
to include. Should mention it more strongly. Fostering Connections – opportunity 
to increase IV-E reimbursement. 

• Need to include outcomes and performance – so the providers; concerned that 
people might get the recommendation that DFCS should do a better job of 
drawing down federal dollars and working with MH – need to lend equal weight 
to if there is more money available, there will be more expectations. 

• For Executive Summary – Structure plus Structure of Recommendations 
o Expanding MH partnerships;  
o Maximizing Resources/Reinvestment;  
o Implications – shifting responsibility for outcomes partially or totally to private 

 Case Management 
 Changing Roles for Staff 

o Doing a better job of making financial decisions based on data  

 
Allison will work on making these changes to the report and send out to the Task 
Force for review by the end of the week.
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Appendix B 

SFY 2010 BHAD Spending Plan For DHS1  
    
  SFY 2010  
  Spend  

Description  Amount  
    
Contracts    
APS Contract  $1,700,000   
Youth Villages  $1,079,017   
DFCS Summer Program  $1,000,000   
Kidsnet  $1,500,000   
Rivers Edge CAMH  $375,000   
 
 
PRTF    
    
Medicaid Match/Waiver Match  $14,200,000   
State Funded  $1,500,000   

Waiver Match  $200,000   
    
Other    
DFCS Increase in FFS Services  $1,100,000   
MRO Medicaid Match  $8,200,000   
MOU Finance Manager  $85,000   
MOU Data Manager  $85,000   
DFCS REDUCTION REQUIRED    
    

FY10 State Dollars Spend Plan Total  $31,024,017   
    
Budget Transfer Amount   $33,024,017   
Less FY2009 Budget Cut to get to 6.0%  ($2,000,000)  
FY10 State Dollars Spend Plan Total   $31,024,017   

                                                 
1 Provided per email from Rich O’Neill, June 19, 2009 



 

 

 

Provider Requirements Matrix 
 
  

Child Caring Institutions  Base Watchful Oversight (BWO) and Child Placing Agency Traditional Care 
Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  

Difficulty of Care Factors 
Licensure & 
Compliance 

Licensed by ORS as a Child Caring Institution 
(CCI) or Child Placing Agency (CPA) and 
maintenance of substantial compliance with ORS 
Rules and Regulations. 

 A child served in Base or Traditional Care will 
have mild to occasionally moderate emotional 
and/or behavioral management problems 
that interferes with the child’s ability to 
function in the family, school and/or 
community without guidance and supervision. 
CCI behaviors will be more toward moderate; 
CPA behaviors will be more toward mild. 

Contract 
Compliance 

Compliance with all provisions of related 
contract(s) between the provider and DHR and/or 
DJJ. 

School 
Adjustment 

• May be learning disabled requiring supports 
such as Student Support Team and tutoring 
services 
• May have poor concentration at school and 
home 
• May have occasional disruptive or disobedient 
behaviors resulting in In-School Suspension 

Staff Credentials: 
 
 
 
CCI Director 

Master’s degree in social sciences, social work, 
childhood education, business or public 
administration or related field plus 2 years 
experience in the field of childcare OR a 
Bachelor’s degree in one of the above named 
fields plus 4 years experience in the field of 
childcare. 
 
Director who is qualified by education may 
perform the duties of the Human Service 
Professional (HSP/Services Specialist). 

Performance 
In Home 
Environment 

• May have behaviors that are managed by 
medications 
• Disregard for others property – minor 
property damage 
• Non-compliance with curfew and/or limits set 
by adults 
• Difficulty in adjusting to new environments 
• May lack age-appropriate knowledge of self 
care or life skills 
• May have behavioral outbursts inclusive of 
profane and/or provocative language 
• May exhibit “annoying” behaviors to include 
excessive teasing, horseplay, and language 
taunting  



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institutions  Base Watchful Oversight (BWO) and Child Placing Agency Traditional Care 
Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  

Difficulty of Care Factors 
CCI Human 
Services 
Professional 
(HSP)/Services 
Specialist 

Master’s degree in social work, psychology, 
education counseling, or a related field OR a 
Bachelor’s degree with 2 years experience in the 
field of childcare. 
 
Staffing: minimum of 1 HSP/Services Specialist 
for every 16 children. 

Social and 
Community 
Activities 

• May exhibit shyness, fear, anxiety, and 
nervousness in group/community settings 
• May exhibit irritability and/or hostility toward 
peers 
• May exhibit impulsive behaviors that create 
mild risk – inappropriate verbal outbursts, 
wanders away from the 
group 
• May be easily frustrated; temper tantrums 
• May have difficulty making friends 

CCI Child Care 
Worker 

At least 21 years of age, a high school diploma or 
GED, and 1 year of  direct service experience 
with children and families   
 
Minimum of one Child Care Worker for every 10 
children in care.   
 
Staff shall visibly monitor sleeping children as 
needed and document in writing. 

Health and 
Developmental 
Factors 

A child served in Base or Traditional programs 
will have minimal to mild medical needs and 
can have a mild developmental delay that does 
not coexist with any medical condition 

CPA Director Master’s degree in social sciences, social work, 
childhood education, business or public 
administration or related field plus 2 years 
experience in the field of childcare OR bachelor’s 
degree in one of the above named fields plus 4 
years experience in the field of childcare. 
 
Director who is qualified by education may 
perform duties of the Case Support Supervisor. 

  



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institutions  Base Watchful Oversight (BWO) and Child Placing Agency Traditional Care 
Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  

Difficulty of Care Factors 
CPA Case Support 
Supervisor 

Master’s degree in social work, psychology, 
special education, guidance counseling, or other 
human service or behavioral science field plus 1 
year experience in the field of childcare OR a 
Bachelor’s degree with 2 years experience in child 
care.  

  

Case Support 
Worker 

Bachelor’s degree in social work, psychology, 
special education, guidance counseling, or other 
human service or behavioral science field plus 2 
years direct service experience with children and 
families OR a Master’s degree in one of the 
aforementioned areas. 
 
Minimum of 1 Case Support Staff for every 20 
children.  

  

CPA Foster Home 
Capacity 

No child shall be placed in a foster home if that 
placement will result in more than three (3) foster 
children in that home or, at total of six (6) 
children in the home, including the foster family’s 
biological and/or adopted, children without the 
written approval of the DFCS Social Services 
Director.  No Placement will result in more than 
three (3) children under the age of three (3) 
residing in a foster home.  The only exception to 
these limits shall be circumstances in which the 
placement of a sibling group in a foster home with 
no other children would exceed one or more of the 
aforementioned limits. 

  



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institutions Additional Watchful Oversight (AWO) and Child Placing Agency Base With Watchful Oversight (BWO) 
Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  

Difficulty of Care Factors 
Licensure & 
Compliance 

Licensed by ORS as a Child Caring Institution 
(CCI) or Child Placing Agency (CPA) and 
maintenance of substantial compliance with ORS 
Rules and Regulations. 

 A child served in the Base with Watchful 
Oversight will have moderate to occasionally 
serious emotional and/or behavioral 
management problems that interfere with the 
child’s ability to function in the family, school, 
and/or community outside of a supervised and 
structured setting 
CCI – Behaviors will be through serious 
CPA – Behaviors will be through moderate

Contract 
Compliance 

Compliance with all provisions of related 
contract(s) between the provider and DHR and/or 
DJJ. 

School 
Adjustment 

• Performance is not in accordance with ability 
• May be learning disabled requiring IEP 

services 
• Disruptive and/or disobedient to school rules, 

could result in suspension 
• Frequent attendance and truancy problems 
• Not cooperative with tutoring or assistance 

with school assignments 
Staff Credentials: 
 
 
 
CCI Director 

Master’s degree in social sciences, social work, 
childhood education, business or public 
administration or related field plus 2 years 
experience in the field of childcare OR a 
Bachelor’s degree in one of the above named 
fields plus 4 years experience in the field of 
childcare. 
 
The Director shall not serve in any other capacity 
within the agency. 

Performance in 
Home 
Environment 

• Frequently non-compliant with adult 
instructions and with reasonable rules and 
expectations 

• Refusal to perform basic tasks around the 
home 

• Use of vulgar and/or provocative language 
• Annoying behaviors – picks on peers, 

repetitive actions or language, and taunting 
• Demanding, Threatening 
• Lacks age-appropriate knowledge of self care 

or life skills 
• Occasionally assaultive without causing 

major injuries 



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institutions Additional Watchful Oversight (AWO) and Child Placing Agency Base With Watchful Oversight (BWO)
Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  

Difficulty of Care Factors 
CCI Human 
Services 
Professional 
(HSP)/Services 
Specialist 

Master’s degree in social work, psychology, 
education counseling, or a related field OR a 
Bachelor’s degree with 2 years experience in the 
field of childcare. 
 
Staffing: minimum of 1 HSP/Services Specialist 
for every 16 children. 

 • Disregard for the property of others; 
intentional property damage 

• Occasionally runs away and/or refuses to 
abide by curfews 

• Self harming behaviors, eraser burns, 
repeatedly picking at sores, biting fingernails 
until they bleed, and head banging 

CCI Child Care 
Worker 

At least 21 years of age, a high school diploma or 
GED, and 1 year of  direct service experience 
with children and families   
 
Minimum of one Child Care Worker for every 8 
children in care.   
 
Staff shall visibly monitor sleeping children as 
needed and document in writing. 

Social and 
Community 
Activities 

• Does not engage in typical peer interactions or 
recreational activities because of tendency to be 
picked on or bullied by others 

• Often fearful, anxious, or sad 
• Difficulty identifying and/or expressing 

emotions, emotionally blunted 
• Easily annoyed, frequent and intense irritability 
• Possible delinquent behaviors and run-in with the 

law 
• Child has engaged in experimental or regular 

alcohol or drug use, but use does not interfere 
with daily activities 

• Impulsive actions that create risk (inappropriate 
outbursts, plays with fire, wanders away) 

CPA Director Master’s degree in social sciences, social work, 
childhood education, business or public 
administration or related field plus 2 years 
experience in the field of childcare OR bachelor’s 
degree in one of the above named fields plus 4 
years experience in the field of childcare. 
 
The Director shall not serve in any other capacity 
within the agency. 

Health and 
Developmental 
Description 

A child served in this group may have moderate 
medical needs requiring specialized services.  Child 
generally sees 2 or more physicians at least on a 
quarterly basis for medical needs, requires routine 
lab work to assess the effectiveness of medications.  
Medical needs in this group could include two-three 
of the following: 
• Global developmental delay as the primary 

diagnosis   
• Mild Cerebral Palsy 



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institutions Additional Watchful Oversight (AWO) and Child Placing Agency Base With Watchful Oversight (BWO)
Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  

Difficulty of Care Factors 
CPA Case Support 
Supervisor 

Master’s degree in social work, psychology, 
special education, guidance counseling, or other 
human service or behavioral science field plus 1 
year experience in childcare OR a Bachelor’s 
degree with 2 years experience in the field of 
childcare.  

 • Fetal Alcohol Syndrome  
• Recovering from head injury 
• Cancer in remission  
• Diabetes – managed with insulin and follow 

up with Endocrinologist 
• Ordered to have physical, occupational, 

and/or speech therapy 1-2 times weekly 
• Infant with sucking difficulty and/or on a 

monitor 
• Reflux that is controlled with 1-2 

medications 
• HIV exposure with medications 
• Severe visual impairment to include a 

diagnosis of legal blindness  
• Seizure disorder requiring medication 
• Episodes of enuresis or encopresis or a 

history of one or both 
• Autism (high functioning) 

Case Support 
Worker 

Bachelor’s degree in social work, psychology, 
special education, guidance counseling, or other 
human service or behavioral science field plus 2 
years direct service experience with children and 
families OR a Master’s degree in one of the 
aforementioned areas. 
 
Minimum of 1 Case Support Staff for every 15 
children.  

  



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institutions Additional Watchful Oversight (AWO) and Child Placing Agency Base With Watchful Oversight (BWO)
Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  

Difficulty of Care Factors 
CPA Foster Home 
Capacity 

No child shall be placed in a foster home if that 
placement will result in more than three (3) foster 
children in that home or, a total of six (6) children 
in the home, including the foster family’s 
biological and/or adopted, children without the 
written approval of the DFCS Social Services 
Director.  No Placement will result in more than 
three (3) children under the age of three (3) 
residing in a foster home.  The only exception to 
these limits shall be circumstances in which the 
placement of a sibling group in a foster home with 
no other children would exceed one or more of the 
aforementioned limits. 
 
The number of children in each home should be 
determined based upon the needs of the children, 
the foster family’s children, and the foster 
parent’s ability to provide the appropriate 
oversight for all of the children in the home. 
 

  



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institutions and Child Placing Agency Base With Maximum Watchful Oversight (MWO)
Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  

Difficulty of Care Factors 
Licensure & 
Compliance 

Licensed by ORS as a Child Caring Institution 
(CCI) or Child Placing Agency (CPA) and 
maintenance of substantial compliance with ORS 
Rules and Regulations. 

 A child served in the Maximum Watchful 
Oversight Program will have serious to severe 
emotional and/or behavioral management 
problems that interfere with the child’s ability 
to function in family, school, and community 
and make it difficult to maintain the safety of 
the child and others outside of a highly 
structured and supervised setting. 
CCI – Behaviors will be through Severe 
CPA – Behaviors will be through Serious 

Contract 
Compliance 

Compliance with all provisions of related 
contract(s) between the provider and DHR and/or 
DJJ. 

School 
Adjustment 

• School attendance is poor, grades are poor, 
concentration is poor when in school – 
requires oversight from teachers, family 
and/or caregiver 

• Multiply suspensions 
• History of explosion 
• Multiply disciplinary actions 
• Failure and/or inability to learn 
• IEP with placement in specialized classes for 

behavioral or learning disabilities 
• Refuses help with school work or tutoring 

Staff Credentials: 
 
 
 
CCI Director 

Master’s degree in social sciences, social work, 
childhood education, business or public 
administration or related field plus 2 years 
experience in the field of childcare OR a 
Bachelor’s degree in one of the above named 
fields plus 4 years experience in the field of 
childcare. 
 
The Director shall not serve in any other capacity 
within the agency. 

Performance in 
Home 
Environment 

• Several years behind in the development of 
age-appropriate knowledge of self-care or 
life skills 

• Smearing and/or throwing of feces 
• Bedwetting – graduating to intentional 

urination in places other than the toilet 
• Hiding soiled clothing/bed linens 
• Limited ability to perform routine tasks of 

daily living such as chores and laundry 



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institutions and Child Placing Agency Base With Maximum Watchful Oversight (MWO)
Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  

Difficulty of Care Factors 
CCI Human 
Services 
Professional 
(HSP)/Services 
Specialist 

Master’s degree in social work, psychology, 
education counseling, or a related field OR a 
Bachelor’s degree with 2 years experience in the 
field of childcare. 
 
Staffing: minimum of 1 HSP/Services Specialist 
for every 16 children. 

Performance in 
Home 
Environment 

• Deliberately or impulsively destroying 
property while in a structured setting – 
breaking windows, pictures, mirrors, damage 
to furniture, appliances, clothing, electronics, 
and vehicles 

• Preoccupation with fire 
• History of Cruelty to animals 
• Sexual acting out with or without aggression 

that may be opportunistic, situational or 
planned 

• Highly sexualized behaviors, promiscuity, 
seeking inappropriate relationships with 
older persons, poor physical boundaries, 
often with history of sexual abuse and poor 
self esteem 

• Recurrent and/or severe self-injurious 
behaviors and/or suicidal behaviors that are 
under control 

• Homicidal or suicidal threats 
• Physical aggression (hitting, kicking, 

spitting, attacking may with or without a 
weapon, (throwing objects) toward adults 
and/or other children 

• Withdrawn behavior, attention seeking 
behaviors that are excessive, constant 
complaining about physical ailments, 
nightmares, difficulty going to bed, refusal to 
stay in bedroom 



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institutions and Child Placing Agency Base With Maximum Watchful Oversight (MWO)
Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  

Difficulty of Care Factors 
CCI Child Care 
Worker 

At least 21 years of age, a high school diploma or 
GED, and 1 year of direct service experience with 
children and families 
 
Minimum of one Child Care Worker for every 5 
children in care.   
 
Staff shall visibly monitor sleeping children as 
needed and document in writing. 

Performance in 
Home 
Environment 

• Fears, worries, and anxieties that affect daily 
activities; frequent and severe headaches, 
stomachaches and/or refusal to get out of bed 

• Serious problems with personal hygiene 
• Impulsive behaviors that present barrier to 

maintaining physical safety 
• Chaotic and poor control of anger toward 

self and others with frequency and intensity 
that needs attention 

• Inflexibly adheres to routines or rituals and 
has difficulty with transitions, which may 
lead to serious harm to self or others or 
extremely aggressive behaviors 

• Difficulties with social interactions and/or 
communication (failure to speak, make eye 
contact, shake hands, hiding, standing too 
close, revealing personal information 
inappropriately to strangers, etc.) 

CPA Director Master’s degree in social sciences, social work, 
childhood education, business or public 
administration or related field plus 2 years 
experience in the field of childcare OR bachelor’s 
degree in one of the above named fields plus 4 
years experience in the field of childcare. 
 
The Director shall not serve in any other capacity 
within the agency. 

Social and 
Community 
Activities 

• Odd, bizarre or explosive actions, which 
pose a significant risk of harm to self or 
others 

• Hearing voices, seeing things that are not 
there 

• Frequent and/or uncontrollable behavioral 
outbursts and mood swings 

• Seems unable to form any meaningful 
friendships, is socially isolated and unable to 
enjoy activities with peers 

• Delinquent behaviors – stealing, burglary, 
assault, battery 



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institutions and Child Placing Agency Base With Maximum Watchful Oversight (MWO)
Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  

Difficulty of Care Factors 
CPA Case Support 
Supervisor 

Master’s degree in social work, psychology, 
special education, guidance counseling, or other 
human service or behavioral science field plus 1 
year experience in the field of childcare OR a 
Bachelor’s degree with 2 years experience in the 
field of child care.  

Social and 
Community 
Activities 

• Recurring involvement with the legal system 
• Fire setting with intent to destroy property or 

injure others and/or preoccupation with fire 
• Intentionally and maliciously cruel to 

animals 
• Runs away with involvement in situations 

where high risk activities are likely to occur  
• Drinking or drug use which may have 

resulted in disciplinary actions and/or affect 
daily function 

• Involvement with gangs or gang-like 
activities 

• Poorly prepared for and lacking skills 
necessary for independent living 

Case Support 
Worker 

Bachelor’s degree in social work, psychology, 
special education, guidance counseling, or other 
human service or behavioral science field plus 2 
years direct service experience with children and 
families OR a Master’s degree in one of the 
aforementioned areas. 
 
Minimum of 1 Case Support Staff for every 10 
children.  

Health and 
Developmental  
Description 

A child served in the group will have serious to 
severe medical needs with complex medical 
conditions.  Non-compliance with any 
prescriptive regimen of care will endanger the 
life or health of the child. These children 
require time-intensive treatments/procedures to 
be performed daily by the caregiver. 
• A medical condition which requires 

management with medications 
• Child has a tracheotomy 
• Child is oxygen dependent 
• Persistent reflux causing frequent vomiting 
• Requires oral feedings that take at least 30 

minutes or requires tub feedings 
 



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institutions and Child Placing Agency Base With Maximum Watchful Oversight (MWO)
Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  

Difficulty of Care Factors 
CPA Foster Home 
Capacity 

No child shall be placed in a foster home if that 
placement will result in more than three (3) foster 
children in that home or, a total of six (6) children in 
the home, including the foster family’s biological 
and/or adopted, children without the written approval 
of the DFCS Social Services Director.  No Placement 
will result in more than three (3) children under the 
age of three (3) residing in a foster home.  The only 
exception to these limits shall be circumstances in 
which the placement of a sibling group in a foster 
home with no other children would exceed one or 
more of the aforementioned limits. 
 
The number of children in each home should be 
determined based upon the needs of the children, the 
foster family’s children, and the foster parent’s ability 
to provide the appropriate oversight for all of the 
children in the home. 
 
 
Children with the need for this amount 
of oversight may require a foster home 
placement where he/she is the only child 
in the home.  

Health and 
Developmental  
Description 

• Requires nebulizer treatments on a daily 
basis 

• Requires medications by feeding tube, 
injection or suppository 

• Requires ostomy care 
• Has any type body cast 
• Blindness  
• Deafness or severe hearing impairment 
• Complete or partial paralysis (child weighing 

20 pounds or more) 
• May have self-harming behaviors such as 

cutting or ingesting harmful substances.  
• Depends upon medication to keep a life 

threatening condition under control – 
including, but not limited to asthma, chronic 
lung disease, diabetes, heart disease, HIV 
infection, or chronic kidney disease being 
maintained by dialysis 

• Children with mental retardation may not be 
able to follow simple one and/or two-step 
directions and frequently have difficulty 
with three step directives. 



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institutions (CCI) with Foster Family Services and Child Placing Agency Specialty Base Watchful Oversight (SBWO) 
Foster Care

Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  
Difficulty of Care Factors 

Licensure & 
Compliance 

Licensed by ORS as a Child Caring Institution 
(CCI) or Child Placing Agency (CPA) and 
maintenance of substantial compliance with ORS 
Rules and Regulations. 

 A child served in this specialty program will 
have moderate to severe emotional and/or 
behavioral management problems that interfere 
with the child’s ability to function in family, 
school, and community and make it difficult to 
maintain the safety of the child and others 
outside of a highly structured and supervised 
setting.  In addition to the child characteristics 
listed below, the child may exhibit the 
characteristics listed in the Base with Additional 
Oversight chart. 

Contract 
Compliance 

Compliance with all provisions of related 
contract(s) between the provider and DHR and/or 
DJJ. 

School 
Adjustment 

• Academic performance is not in accordance 
with ability 

• Frequent attendance and truancy problems 
• Disruptive and/or disobedient to school rules, 

could result in school suspension 
• Failure and/or inability to learn in regular 

school setting 
• Not cooperative with tutoring or assistance 

with school assignments 
Staff Credentials: 
 
 
 
 Director 

Master’s degree in social sciences, social work, 
childhood education, business or public 
administration or related field plus 2 years 
experience in the field of childcare OR a 
Bachelor’s degree in one of the above named 
fields plus 4 years experience in the field of 
childcare. 
 
The Director shall not serve in any other capacity 
within the agency. 

Performance 
in Home 
Environment 

• Several years behind in the development of 
age-appropriate knowledge of self-care or 
life skills 

• Disregard for others property – property 
damage 

• Frequently non-compliant with adult 
instructions and with reasonable rules and 
expectations 

• Serious difficulty in adjusting to new 
environments 



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institutions (CCI) with Foster Family Services and Child Placing Agency Specialty Base Watchful Oversight (SBWO) 
Foster Care

Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  
Difficulty of Care Factors 

Case Support 
Supervisor 

Master’s degree in social work, psychology, 
special education, guidance counseling, or other 
human service or behavioral science field plus 1 
year experience in the field of childcare OR a 
Bachelor’s degree with 2 years experience in the 
field of child care.  

Performance 
in Home 
Environment 

• Use of vulgar and/or provocative language 
• Bedwetting and/or urination in places other 

than the toilet 
• Sexual acting out with or without aggression 
• Self harming behaviors, eraser burns, 

repeatedly picking at sores, biting fingernails 
until they bleed, and head banging 

 
Case Support 
Worker 

Bachelor’s degree in social work, psychology, 
special education, guidance counseling, or other 
human service or behavioral science field plus 2 
years direct service experience with children and 
families OR a Master’s degree in one of the 
aforementioned areas. 
 
Case Support Ratio 1:8 Specialized: 1:12 
Combined cases  

Social and 
Community 
Activities 

• Frequent and/or uncontrollable behavioral 
outbursts and mood swings 

• Possible delinquent behaviors and 
involvement with the law 

• Inability to form meaningful friendships, 
socially isolated 

• High risk behaviors, run away, drug 
involvement, gang activity 

• Often fearful, anxious, and/or sad 
• Impulsive actions that create risk 

(inappropriate outbursts, wanders away, 
plays with fire) 



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institutions (CCI) with Foster Family Services and Child Placing Agency Specialty Base Watchful Oversight (SBWO) 
Foster Care

Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  
Difficulty of Care Factors 

Foster Home 
Capacity 

No child shall be placed in a foster home if that placement 
will result in more than three (3) foster children in that home 
or, at total of six (6) children in the home, including the 
foster family’s biological and/or adopted, children without 
the written approval of the DFCS Social Services Director.  
No Placement will result in more than three (3) children 
under the age of three (3) residing in a foster home.  The 
only exception to these limits shall be circumstances in 
which the placement of a sibling group in a foster home 
with no other children would exceed one or more of the 
aforementioned limits. 
 
Children with the need for this amount of 
oversight will require a foster home placement 
where he/she is the ONLY CHILD in the 
home.  Exception to this is the placement of a 
sibling group. 

Health and 
Developmental 
Factors 

A child served in this program will require 
additional supervision/oversight.  The disability 
may interfere with the child’s ability to function 
in the family, school, and community without a 
highly structured and supervised setting.  
• Global developmental delays as a diagnosis 
• Infrequent episodes of enuresis or encopresis 

at a young age 
• Exposure to drugs or alcohol 
• Require behavior management program 
• Difficulty in communicating needs 
• May require insight monitoring 
• Repetitive actions and/or language 
• Easily frustrated 
 



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institution (CCI) with Foster Family Services and Child Placing Agency Specialty Maximum Watchful Oversight 
(SMWO) Foster Care

Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  
Difficulty of Care Factors 

Licensure & 
Compliance 

Licensed by ORS as a Child Caring Institution 
(CCI) or Child Placing Agency (CPA) and 
maintenance of substantial compliance with ORS 
Rules and Regulations. 

 A child served in the Specialty with Maximum 
Oversight Program will have severe emotional 
and/or behavioral management problems that 
interfere with the child’s ability to function in 
the family, school, and/or community outside of 
a supervised and structured setting 
 

Contract 
Compliance 

Compliance with all provisions of related 
contract(s) between the provider and DHR and/or 
DJJ. 

School 
Adjustment 

• School attendance is poor, grades are poor, 
inability to concentration when in school – 
requires oversight from teachers, family 
and/or caregiver 

• IEP with placement in specialized classes for 
behavioral, learning disabilities including 
physical disabilities. 

• Multiply disciplinary actions 
• Failure and/or inability to learn 
• Refuses help with school work and/or 

tutoring 
• May require adaptive learning tools 

Staff Credentials: 
 
 
 
Director 

Master’s degree in social sciences, social work, 
childhood education, business or public 
administration or related field plus 2 years 
experience in the field of childcare OR a 
Bachelor’s degree in one of the above named 
fields plus 4 years experience in the field of 
childcare. 
 
The Director shall not serve in any other capacity 
within the agency. 

Performance in 
Home 
Environment 

• Frequently non-compliant with adult 
instructions and with reasonable rules and 
expectations 

• Refusal to perform basic tasks around the 
home 

• Use of vulgar and/or provocative language 
• Repetitive actions or language, and taunting 
• Demanding, Threatening 



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institution (CCI) with Foster Family Services and Child Placing Agency Specialty Maximum Watchful Oversight 
(SMWO) Foster Care

Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  
Difficulty of Care Factors 

Case Support 
Supervisor 

Master’s degree in social work, psychology, 
special education, guidance counseling, or other 
human service or behavioral science field plus 1 
year experience in the field of childcare OR a 
Bachelor’s degree with 2 years experience in the 
field of child care.  

Performance in 
Home 
Environment 

• Several years behind in the development of 
age-appropriate knowledge of self-care or 
life skills 

• Occasionally assault with and/or without  
injuries  

• Disregard for the property of others; 
intentional property damage 

• Sexual acting out with or without aggression 
that may be opportunistic, situational or 
planned 

• Recurrent and/or severe self - injurious 
behaviors and /or suicidal behaviors 

• Physical aggression (hitting, kicking, 
spitting, attacking may be with or without a 
weapon, toward adults and/or other children. 

• Bedwetting – graduating to intentional 
urination in places other than the toilet 

• Hiding soiled clothing/bed linens 
• Smearing and/or throwing of feces 
• Highly sexualized behaviors, promiscuity, 

seeking inappropriate relationships with 
older  persons, poor physical boundaries, 
often with history of sexual abuse and poor 
self esteem  

• Fears, worries, and anxieties that affect daily 
activities; frequent and severe 

 



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institution (CCI) with Foster Family Services and Child Placing Agency Specialty Maximum Watchful Oversight 
(SMWO) Foster Care

Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  
Difficulty of Care Factors 

Case Support 
Worker 

Bachelor’s degree in social work, psychology, 
special education, guidance counseling, or other 
human service or behavioral science field plus 2 
years direct service experience with children and 
families OR a Master’s degree in one of the 
aforementioned areas. 
 
Case Support Ratio 1:8 Specialized: 1:12 
Combined cases  

Social and 
Community 
Activities 

• Odd, bizarre or explosive actions, which 
pose a significant risk of harm to self or 
others 

• Seems unable to form any meaningful 
friendship, is socially isolated and unable to 
enjoy activities with peers 

• Difficulty identifying and/or expressing 
emotions, emotionally blunted 

• Hearing voices, seeing things that are not 
there  

• Possible delinquent behaviors and run-in 
with the law 

• Child has engaged in experimental or regular 
alcohol or drug use, but use does not 
interfere with daily activities 

• Frequent and/or uncontrollable behavioral 
outbursts and mood swings 

• Delinquent behaviors – stealing, burglary, 
assault, battery 

• Recurring involvement with the legal system 
• Fears, worries and anxieties that prevent 

social and community interaction 



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institution (CCI) with Foster Family Services and Child Placing Agency Specialty Maximum Watchful Oversight 
(SMWO) Foster Care

Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  
Difficulty of Care Factors 

Foster Home 
Capacity 

No child shall be placed in a foster home if that placement 
will result in more than three (3) foster children in that home 
or, at total of six (6) children in the home, including the 
foster family’s biological and/or adopted, children without 
the written approval of the DFCS Social Services Director.  
No Placement will result in more than three (3) children 
under the age of three (3) residing in a foster home.  The 
only exception to these limits shall be circumstances in 
which the placement of a sibling group in a foster home 
with no other children would exceed one or more of the 
aforementioned limits. 
 
Children with the need for this amount of 
oversight will require a foster home placement 
where he/she is the ONLY CHILD in the 
home.  Exception to this is the placement of a 
sibling group. 

Health and 
Developmental 
Factors 

A child served in this program will require 
intensive supervision/oversight.  The disability 
will interfere with the child’s ability to function 
in the family, school, and community without a 
highly structured and supervised setting.  
• Global developmental delay as the primary 

diagnosis  
• Fetal Alcohol Syndrome 
• Recovering from head injury 
• Diabetes – managed with insulin and follow 

up with Endocrinologist 
• Ordered to have physical, occupational, 

and/or speech therapy 1-2 times weekly 
• Severe visual impairment to include a 

diagnosis of legal blindness or condition 
requiring medications 

• Seizure disorder requiring medication 
• Episodes of enuresis or encopresis or a 

history of one or both 
• Autism 



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institutions (CCI) with Foster Family Services and Child Placing Specialty Medically Fragile Watchful Oversight 
(SMFWO) Foster Care

Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  
Difficulty of Care Factors 

Licensure & 
Compliance 

Licensed by ORS as a Child Caring Institution 
(CCI) or Child Placing Agency (CPA) and 
maintenance of substantial compliance with ORS 
Rules and Regulations. 

 A child served in the Specialty High Medically 
Fragile program may have emotional and/or 
behavioral management problems that interfere 
with his/her compliance to required medical 
and/or health procedures.  The child requires a 
highly structured and supervised setting. 
 

Contract 
Compliance 

Compliance with all provisions of related 
contract(s) between the provider and DHR and/or 
DJJ. 

School 
Adjustment 

• School attendance may be poor, grades are 
poor, concentration is poor when in school – 
requires oversight from teachers, family 
and/or caregiver 

• Failure and/or inability to learn 
• IEP with placement in specialized classes for 

behavioral or learning and/or physical 
disabilities 

• May require adaptive learning tools 
• Medical interventions may be required while 

in school 
Staff Credentials: 
 
 
 
Director 

Master’s degree in social sciences, social work, 
childhood education, business or public 
administration or related field plus 2 years 
experience in the field of childcare OR a 
Bachelor’s degree in one of the above named 
fields plus 4 years experience in the field of 
childcare. 
 
The Director shall not serve in any other capacity 
within the agency. 

Performance in 
Home 
Environment 

• Several years behind in the development of 
age-appropriate knowledge of self-care or 
life skills 

• Smearing and/or throwing of feces 
• Bedwetting, urination in places other than 

the toilet 
• Inability to perform simple self help tasks  
• Limited ability to perform routine tasks of 

daily living such as chores and laundry 
• Self harming behaviors, biting, spitting, head 

banging 
• Homicidal or suicidal thoughts 



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institutions (CCI) with Foster Family Services and Child Placing Specialty Medically Fragile Watchful Oversight 
(SMFWO) Foster Care

Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  
Difficulty of Care Factors 

Case Support 
Supervisor 

Master’s degree in social work, psychology, 
special education, guidance counseling, or other 
human service or behavioral science field plus 1 
year experience in childcare OR a Bachelor’s 
degree with 2 years experience in child care.  

Performance in 
Home 
Environment 

• Physical aggression (hitting, kicking, 
spitting, attacking with or without a weapon, 
throwing objects) toward adults and/or other 
children 

• Withdrawn behavior, attention seeking 
behaviors that are excessive, constant 
complaining about physical ailments, 
nightmares, difficulty going to bed, refusal to 
stay in bedroom 

• Fears, worries, and anxieties that affect daily 
activities  

• Impulsive behaviors that present barrier to 
maintaining physical safety 

• Inflexibly adheres to routines or rituals and 
has difficulty with transitions, which may 
lead to serious harm to self or others or 
extremely aggressive behaviors 

• Difficulties with social interactions and/or 
communication (failure or inability to speak, 
make eye contact, shake hands, hiding, 
standing too close, revealing personal 
information inappropriately to strangers, etc.) 

 



 

 

 
  

Child Caring Institutions (CCI) with Foster Family Services and Child Placing Specialty Medically Fragile Watchful Oversight 
(SMFWO) Foster Care

Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  
Difficulty of Care Factors 

Case Support 
Worker 

Bachelor’s degree in social work, psychology, 
special education, guidance counseling, or other 
human service or behavioral science field plus 2 
years direct service experience with children and 
families OR a Master’s degree in one of the 
aforementioned areas. 
 
Case Support Ratio 1:8 Specialized: 1:12 
Combined cases  

Social and 
Community 
Activities 

• Hearing voices, seeing things that are not 
there 

• Frequent and/or uncontrollable behavioral 
outbursts and mood swings 

• Seems unable to form any meaningful 
friendships, is socially isolated and unable to 
enjoy activities with peers 

• Poorly prepared for and lacking skills 
necessary for independent living 

• Limited mobility  
Health and 
Developmental 
Factors 

A child served in the group will have serious to 
severe medical needs with complex medical 
conditions.  Non-compliance with any 
prescriptive regimen of care will endanger the 
life or health of the child. These children 
require time-intensive treatments/procedures to 
be performed daily by a trained caregiver. 



 

 

 
 

 
Child Caring Institutions (CCI) with Foster Family Services and Child Placing Specialty Medically Fragile Watchful Oversight 

(SMFWO) Foster Care
Provider Requirements Child Characteristics  

Difficulty of Care Factors 
Foster Home 
Capacity 

No child shall be placed in a foster home if that placement 
will result in more than three (3) foster children in that home 
or, at total of six (6) children in the home, including the 
foster family’s biological and/or adopted, children without 
the written approval of the DFCS Social Services Director.  
No Placement will result in more than three (3) children 
under the age of three (3) residing in a foster home.  The 
only exception to these limits shall be circumstances in 
which the placement of a sibling group in a foster home 
with no other children would exceed one or more of the 
aforementioned limits. 
 
 
Children with the need for this amount of 
oversight will require a foster home placement 
where he/she is the ONLY CHILD in the 
home.  Exception to this is the placement of a 
sibling group. 

Health and 
Developmental 
Factors 

• A medical condition which requires 
management with medications 

• Child has a tracheotomy 
• Child is oxygen dependent 
• Persistent reflux causing frequent vomiting 
• Requires oral feedings that take at least 30 

minutes or requires tub feedings 
• Requires nebulizer treatments on a daily 

basis 
• Requires medications by feeding tube, 

injection or suppository 
• Requires ostomy care 
• Has any type body cast 
• Blindness  
• Deafness or severe hearing impairment 
• Complete or partial paralysis (child weighing 

20 pounds or more) 
• Has self-harming behaviors such as cutting, 

ingesting poisonous substances, etc. 
• Depends upon medication to keep a life 

threatening condition under control – 
including, but not limited to asthma, chronic 
lung disease, diabetes, heart disease, HIV 
infection, or chronic kidney disease being 
maintained by dialysis 
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Provider Relations Internal Waiver Process 
 

1) Provider or County Case Manager initiates the request for a waiver by submitting 
the Waiver Request form and any supporting documentation to Provider 
Relations. 

2) Upon receipt of the waiver the PRU representative logs in the document for 
tracking purposes.  

3) Acknowledgement is forwarded to the sender that identifies the date the waiver 
was received and the expected completion date.  PRU has set a turnaround time of 
7days for each waiver approval or denial to be completed! Internally PRU date 
stamps the waiver request when it is received.  

4) Specialist assigned reviews the Waiver Request and supporting documentation.  
Communication between the PRU, the Provider and Case Manager occurs as 
needed.   

5) Specialist submits the request to the PRU Supervisor for second level review, 
approval/or denial and signature.   

6) Specialist or designated staff completes RBWO Memo and forwards to Fiscal 
Services, County Director or designated staff and to the Provider. *PRU 
recognizes the communication limits set by HIPPA therefore only basic 
information will be shared with Fiscal Services for accounting purposes.  

7) All data fields are completed on the Waiver Report. Updates are forwarded to the 
state office as timeframes require for additional tracking. 

 
 

Waiver Appeal Process 
 

Upon receipt of a denied Waiver Request the provider or case manager can request 
an appeal by doing the following: 
 

1) The RBWO Provider must contact the PRU Specialist who denied the first 
waiver submitted. The Specialist involved will be prepared to explain why the 
waiver was denied.  If this discussion does not resolve the concern the 
provider or case manager will be advised that the appeal process can be 
utilized as a next step.  At this point it may be recommended that additional 
documentation, updated evaluation results, discharge summaries, case plans, 
or any other relevant information be submitted for review. 

2)  The Waiver Request is resubmitted along with additional documentation as 
recommended by the specialist and any documentation the provider or case 
manager feels is relative and will impact the waiver results.  The PRU 
Specialist reviews old and new data.  A staffing between the PRU Specialist 
and PRU Supervisor occurs within 3 business days of the appeals process 
initiation.   If the appeal is approved notification is sent to the Provider, 
County Director and Fiscal Services indicating the rate approved and the 
effective date.   If denied the results of the staffing are forwarded to the 
Provider and Case Manager only. 
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3) If the Provider or Case Manager is in disagreement with the 1st appeal result a 
2nd appeal is acceptable. In this situation the Provider or Case Manager 
communicated directly with the PRU Regional Supervisor.  The supervisor 
sets up a staffing within 3 business days to include the PRU Specialist, the 
Provider, the Case Manager and a PRU Specialist from another region.  
Prior to the staffing the additional Specialist is forwarded all documentation 
for review.  The primary outcome of the staffing must be the denial or 
approval of the waiver request.  

 
Regardless of approval or denial the final result of the 2nd appeal stands.   

 
Waiver Effective Date 
 
The effective date of an approved waiver can vary based on the time of month it is 
submitted.  The following guideline will be used to set a standard practice for all PRU 
Regional and State staff. 
 
If the waiver request is received in the PRU office between the 1st and 15th of the month 
the waiver effective date will be retroactive to the 1st  of the current calendar month.  If 
the date of placement occurred between the 1st and 15th  the same calendar month that 
date will be the effective date. 
  

Date Waiver 
Received 

Date Child Placed Effective Date 

January 7 
January 14 

January 3 
December 28 

January 3 
January 1 

 
If the waiver request is received in the PRU office between the 16th and the end of the 
month the waiver effective date will be the first day of the following calendar month.   
 

Date Waiver 
Received 

Date Child Placed Effective Date 

January 16, 2007 
January 30. 2007 

January 12, 2007 
January 25, 2007 

February 1, 2007 
February 1, 2007 
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Child Enters Care or 
experiences a placement 

disruption.   
Case Manager and Supervisor 

determine the best placement for 
the child.  Relative placement, 
DFCS Foster Home, RBWO 

Private Agency (CPA or CCI) 

 
 

Relative Placement- 
None of the following steps are 

necessary 

 
DFCS Foster Home  

Determine if Regular or Specialized 
foster care per diem is needed. 

If an increase in Regular Foster Care Per 
Diem is needed utilize the existing 

process for approving DFCS FH 
rate increases. 

Private Agency (CPA or CCI)  
CM and Supervisor determine the 
appropriate RBWO rate based on 

the child’s Characteristics. The CM 
can approve Traditional or Base 

RBWO for CCI's or Base RBWO 
for CPAs.  The CM with the 

Director’s approval can place a child
at AWO in CCI’s

If Specialized Foster Care Per Diem 
is needed send a Specialized Foster 

Care Application packet to:  
  

 Provider Relations Unit 
Attn: Lauren Blanchard 

2 Peachtree St., Suite 18-407 
Atlanta, GA  30303 

CM locates appropriate facility on 
RBWO Provider List.  CM contacts 

facility and sends the application 
directly to the provider.  

 (Exception- if the child needs PRTF 
treatment a CORE provider must 

complete an assessment and submit an 
application to APS.)   

 

Your Regional Provider 
Relations Unit must be notified 

of any placements by 
submission of the Institutional 
Placement Agreement with the 

rate listed & program 
designation 

If the Child’s needs are beyond AWO 
for CCI’s or Base for CPA’s-- a 
RBWO application should be 

submitted to your Regional Provider 
Relations Unit. 

RPRU will review packet, approve 
payment category and notify the 

County Management staff.  

PRU Representative will 
communicate with county case 
management staff directly.  A 

determination letter will be issued 
by PRU Rep to the County DFCS 

office 
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Case Manager will contact 
placement providers based on the 

assigned payment category. 
 

Case manager will provide available 
information to provider upon 

request. 
 

Case Manager will notify Regional 
Provider Relations at the time 

placement is confirmed by 
forwarding a copy of the 

Institutional Placement Agreement.
This should be done every time a 

child is placed with a RBWO 
provider! 

If the Case Manager has made 
reasonable effort without success to 

match the child with a RBWO 
provider contact the Regional PRU 
Staff or PRU duty person at 404-

657-3572 for support and placement 
recommendations. 

Case Manager should be prepared to 
provide PRU staff the child’s basic 
identifying information, any known 

behaviors, diagnosis, medical 
conditions, medication info., placement 

history, and indentify the providers 
contacted and their response to the 

request for placement. 

As needed PRU and County Case Management 
may agree to increase the child’s payment 

category to ensure the RBWO needs of the child 
will be met. If a child’s needs increase, the 

Provider may initiate a waiver request.   
The waivers are received by PRU and evaluated 

for legitimacy.  Notification of approvals and 
denials are sent to the provider and the county.  

Case Manager should be involved 
in Transition planning for every 

child placed from entrance to exit 
of the program. 

 
 

As needed PRU and County Case Management 
may agree to increase the child’s payment 

category to ensure the RBWO needs of the child 
will be met. If a child’s needs increase, the 

Provider may initiate a waiver request.   
The waivers are received by PRU and evaluated 

for legitimacy.  Notification of approvals and 
denials are sent to the provider and the county. 
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Hitting the Marc 
 
In May 2007, the National Association of Public Child Welfare Administrators published 
a report conducted for Children’s Rights, summarizing their findings from a Basic Family 
Foster Care Maintenance Rates Survey. 
 
Objectives of the project: 

• Identification of how states and/or local jurisdictions calculate and establish basic 
foster care maintenance rates 

• Developing a methodology for accurately estimating costs associated with caring 
for a child in foster care 

• Building an economic model for calculating adequate and reasonable basic foster 
care rates that can be adjusted according to regional cost of living information 

 
Surveyed state and selected local child welfare directors on the methodology that is used 
to estimate both costs of providing basic foster care and establishing basic rates. 
 
Information requested was the following: 

• Current basic foster care rates for children age 2, 9, and 16; 
• Whether the jurisdiction utilizes a rate setting methodology defined as the 

underlying principles, assumptions and cost estimates used to develop a formula 
by which the jurisdiction’s basic foster care reimbursement rate is calculated and 
set; 

• Foster care rate-setting methodologies currently in use; 
• Items and services included in the basic rates, reason for inclusion in the rate, and 

how cost estimates for items and services are calculated; 
• Percentage of current rate allocated to each item of service included in monthly 

rate and how the allocation was assigned; 
• Data sources used in estimating costs of items and services included in monthly 

rate; 
• Information on how basic rates are adjusted over time; and 
• Provision of liability and damage insurance coverage for foster parents. 

 
All 50 states were surveyed. Only 26 states returned surveys. Georgia was not one of the 
respondents. Of those who responded, some highlights: 
 
Florida 

• No methodology 
• FL Department of Children and Families have completed survey and rate studies, 

but is not used as a guideline for the legislature to appropriate funds. The General 
Appropriations Act establishes a lump sum to be used.  

• Percent of rate allocated for children aged 2: 
o Basic rate: 369.00 
o 8% to clothing 
o 2% monthly allowance 
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o 1% incidentals 
o No other percentages were given  
o Florida uses the Department of Labor to estimate monthly allowance costs 

 
North Carolina: 

• No methodology 
• Source used to estimate costs – requests from the General Assembly to other 

states for comparison rate data 
• Rates are set by the General Assembly – members of the General Assembly 

who are foster parents play a significant role in recognizing that costs exceed 
the reimbursement rate 

 
South Carolina 

• No methodology 
• Source used to estimate costs is the USDA Cost of Raising a Child in the South 

– where they get their data. 
 
Texas 

• Methodology in use since 2003 
• Source of data: USDA Expenditures on Children by Families and cost report 

data submitted by contract providers 
• Rates are established using a blend of the cost data from the USDA and 

provider data. Blending has coincided with a change in service level structure 
that collapsed two levels of care into one service level. 

 
Only 3 out of 23 jurisdictions surveyed stated that they had a policy in place that requires 
periodic reviews of current costs of raising a child in family foster care.  

• Minnesota does annual reviews and is required by state law 
• Texas rates are determined every 2 years as part of legislature appropriations 

process 
• Allegheny, PN all rates reviewed prior to each private agency contract each 

year, but there is no official policy 
 
The survey informed the Hitting the M.A.R.C. report produced by Children’s Rights in 
October 2007. Major points: 

 
• On average, across the U.S., current foster care rates must be raised by 36 

percent in order to reach the Foster Care Minimum Adequate Rates for Children 
calculated through this project. 

• State and local child welfare systems are obligated by federal law to provide 
payments to foster parents to “cover” the expenses of caring for these children, 
such as food, clothing and school supplies. These payments are typically funded 
with a combination of federal, state and local dollars. 

• However, there is no federally required minimum rate and, until now, there has 
been no standardized calculation of exactly how much it costs to care for a child 
in foster care. 
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• States and localities have complete discretion in setting their foster care rates. In 
fact, current monthly rates range from $226 in Nebraska to $869 in the District of 
Columbia. 

• The Foster Care MARC sets a basic foster care rate. It was calculated by: 
o analyzing consumer expenditure data reflecting the costs of caring for a 

child; 
o identifying and accounting for additional costs particular to children in 

foster care 
o and applying a geographic cost of living adjustment 

 
• The national average of the Foster Care MARC is $629 per month for 2 year 

olds, $721 per month for 9 year olds and $790 per month for 16–year olds, 
compared to the current national average rates of $488 per month for 2 year olds, 
$509 per month for 9 year olds and $568 per month for 16 year olds. 

• It should be noted that the Foster Care MARC does not include the cost of 
transporting a child to visit with his or her biological family or the cost of full-
time child care for working foster parents. 

• It should also be noted that the Foster Care MARC excludes expenses related to 
the cost of travel to administrative and judicial reviews and health care 
appointments.  

 
 

Georgia’s Current Monthly Foster Care Rate1  
Foster Care MARC2 for 

Georgia  

To hit the Foster Care 
MARC, Georgia’s 

current rate must be 
increased by:  

Age 2:  $444  $588 + travel and childcare 
expenses  

32%  

Age 9:  $502  $674 + travel and childcare 
expenses  

34%  

Age 16:  $572  $738 + travel and childcare 
expenses  

29%  
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Performance-Based Contracting 
 
Model 1: contracts include both performance measures and standards contractors must 
meet to recompete for contracts. 

• Kansas – performance standards for family preservation, foster care, and 
adoption; performance on these standards is one factor to determine if contracts 
are renewed (Literature Review, 2006, p. 5-9). 

• Kansas originally used a managed care approach, where contractors were paid a 
one time, up-front, capitated fee per child; however, many of the contractors 
“lacked the accounting systems to estimate the true cost of the service.” As a 
result, Kansas switched to a “milestone approach” – a case rate was negotiated 
based on the average cost of care, and contractors received a progress payment 
for each of the milestones: 

o Child referred to contractor   25% 
o 60 day report to state    25% 
o 180 day report to the state   25% 
o Child achieves permanent placement  25%  

 
Model 2: performance-based contracts that directly reward or penalize performance on 
select measures. 

• Michigan – began incentives program for contracted adoption programs in 1992; 
providers are rewarded for achieving specific outcomes or for unique recruitment 
efforts 

• Wayne County, Michigan – pilot initiative began in 1997, uses a performance-
based, managed care approach; private providers agreed to be paid a reduced 
administrative per diem rate, as a supplement were paid an upfront initial per 
child payment and additional bonus payment when certain performance 
milestones were reached. 2001 Payment Schedule: 

o Initial Payment    $2,210 
o Placement with parents, family member, $1,900 

Guardian, or an independent living within 
290 days 

o Sustained placement of 6 months  $1,290 
o Sustained placement of 12 months  $1,600 
o TPR within 515 days    $1,900 
o Adoption within 7 months of TPR  $1,290 

• North Carolina – adoption providers are paid percentages of “average placement 
cost” at certain milestones. 

o Child placed for adoption   60% 
o Adoption finalized    20% 
o Adoption intact for one year   20% 

 
Model 3: hybrid that promotes target outcomes by managing provider caseloads. 

• Illinois – beginning in 1997 with a pilot in Chicago, agencies required to accept 
certain percentage of caseload in new referrals and move a certain percentage to 
permanency each year. By exceeding permanency expectations, could reduce 
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caseload without loss in revenue. Falling short of permanency goal meant higher 
caseloads without increased in payment. State invested in services to support 
permanency. By 2005 caseload had fallen 65%, and number of private agencies 
had declined because there was a reduced number of children in care. Three 
lessons learned: 

o Private providers had “meaningful input” into planning 
o State contracted with Chapin Hall to administer the management 

information system 
o Commitment made to reinvest percentage of money saved into the system 

• Philadelphia – began pilot in 2003 based on Illinois model. Providers paid fixed 
target administrative payment per child per fiscal year. Providers given target 
number of permanencies and must accept new cases through a rotational 
assignment system. Each provider has annual “non-permanency allowance” for 
certain number of cases that do not reach permanency based on contract size. 
Uses Fels Institute of Government at University of Pennsylvania to operate its 
MIS (Literature Review, 2006, p. 5-9; Myslewicz, 2008, p. 3-7). 

 
Performance-based contract systems “should be designed to address specific system 
deficiencies or inefficiencies.” It is crucial, as well, to have “accurate data on costs, 
caseload trends, service utilization and outcomes” in the system (Literature Review, 
2006, p. 10). “Restructuring contracts away from purchase of service or fee-for-service 
arrangements where providers are reimbursed for allowable expenses, requires careful 
attention to past performance and costs of care. If providers are truly going to be assessed 
and paid for achieving specified results – rather then for delivering services – much has 
to change in the way of contractor/provider relations and contract monitoring” (Literature 
Review, 2006, p. 17). 
 
Ironically enough, while the assumed goal of a performance-based contracting model is 
to improve outcomes, there is actually little information available on the impact of 
performance-based contracting on child welfare outcomes, though some studies have 
indicated that it is important to align financial incentives with performance. Myslewicz 
(2008) notes that “where the impetus for performance contracting came from outside the 
agency, such as Florida and Main where it was mandated, payment for services was not 
directly linked to performance. In states such as NC and Illinois, where the impetus for 
PBC came from within the agency, the link between performance and payment was 
critical” (p. 9). 
 
The QIC PCW and the Children’s Bureau are funding three projects to test models of 
performance-based contracting and quality assurance systems from January 1, 2007 – 
September 30, 2010: 
 
Florida’s Department of Children and Families District 13 
Target population for the project are children in out-of-home care, including all foster 
homes, residential treatment facilities, emergency shelters, and group homes. In 1996, the 
Florida legislature mandated the outsourcing of child welfare services through the use of 
a Lead Agency design. Between 1999 and 2005 DCF transitioned management and day-
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to-day operations to 22 Lead Agencies. Child abuse reports of neglect and abandonment 
(Hotline Reports) and CPS investigations remain in the public sector and are managed by 
DCF or the local sheriff’s department. Lead Agencies are responsible for developing, 
coordinating and implementing a system of care through contracts and formal agreements 
with community-based organizations. Incentive measures include face-to-face 
supervision, entry of case information, and contact with biological parents. 
 
The goal of this project is to demonstrate that “a comprehensive planning process leading 
to the development of performance-based contracts and inclusion of performance 
measures in the quality assurance process leads to improved outcomes for children in out-
of-home care.” 
 
Illinois Department of Children and Family Services 
Although recognized as a leader in child welfare reform and performance-based 
contracting (the program won an Innovations in American Government award from the 
John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University in 2000, as well as the 
White House’s Adoption 2002 Excellence Award in 1998 and 1999), Illinois “failed to 
achieve substantial conformity on any Round 1 CFSR performance measures.” The goal 
of this project is to “design, implement and evaluate the extension of the state’s existing 
performance-based contracting and quality assurance system to residential, independent 
living and transitional living programs in order to improve outcomes for this population.” 
 
Two performance indicators were set for residential treatment: Treatment Opportunity 
Days Rate and Sustained Favorable Discharge Rate. Agencies were given performance 
benchmarks adjusted for risk (a model developed using Chapin Hall’s Multistate 
Database). The Treatment Opportunity Days Rate is a percentage of total number of days 
in a fiscal year that residents are not on the run, psychiatrically hospitalized or 
incarcerated. “Agencies are guaranteed payment for 100% of DFCS client beds, but if 
their performance is below the agency’s performance benchmark, the agency will be 
penalized at the rate of 25% of the per diem cost for each bed day represented in the 
difference between the benchmark and the actual performed.” Agencies can earn bonuses 
by exceeding their Sustained Favorable Discharge Rate. This is based on “the percentage 
of all treatment spells from which youth that were favorably discharged were able to 
sustain their discharge placement for 180 days. . . . Bonuses are calculated based upon the 
difference between the statewide weighted average of residential per diems and the 
statewide weighted average per diems for less restrictive settings.” 
 
A workgroup has been formed to develop a risk adjustment strategy for the Independent 
Living and Transitional Living Programs. 
 
Results of the project: 

• Standardization of provider rates and performance expectations 
• Hiring and training of new DCFS quality assurance monitors reporting to a new 

Deputy Director of Monitoring 
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• Centralization and automation of the admissions process through a new 
Centralized Matching team to ensure appropriate and timely placement of youth 
in residential care 

• Development of quarterly performance reports through the new Residential 
Treatment Outcomes System (RTOS) to keep providers appraised of their 
performance 

• Use of a new Discharge and Transition Protocol designed to facilitate step-downs 
to less restrictive settings and clarify roles and responsibilities of providers. 

 
Missouri’s Children’s Division 
Project’s goal is to “examine the long-term maintenance supports and quality assurance 
processes needed to successfully implement a performance-based contracting system for 
case management services for out-of-home care and adoption.” 
 
 



 

   

State  Oversight  Performance 
Based 

Rate Structure  Performance 
Measures 

Lesson 1  Lesson 2 

Florida  
 

Private 
Lead 
Agencies 
oversee 
providers 
 

Performance 
Based 
(measured by 
each Lead 
Agency) 
 

Statutory 
minimum set by 
State however 
each lead agency 
adds to this as 
necessary.  
Seminole County 
pays basic $17 
per day and 
enhanced rates on 
a child-by-child 
basis. 
 

Placement 
Stability, Number 
of Disruptions, 
Satisfaction 
survey from case 
management/ 
legal worker. 

Implementing 
Lead Agencies has 
allowed Florida to 
better manage 
their services with 
a higher focus on 
the child. 

Flexibility in rate 
structure and 
performance 
measures have 
allowed Florida 
to better serve a 
diverse 
population. 

MAAC – 
Georgia 
 

Private 
agency in 
Georgia 
that 
contracts 
with area 
agencies 

Not 
Performance 
Based 

$175 per child.  
Same amount for 
each child, 
regardless of 
needs (balances 
out over time). 

N/A  Providers must 
work hard to 
maintain fiscal 
balance when 
there are high 
needs kids.   

Providers are 
motivated to 
take children out 
of high‐end 
treatment. 



 

   

Illinois 
 

State 
oversees 
providers 
 

Performance 
Based 
(measured by 
Chapin Hall) 
 

By exceeding 
permanency 
expectations, 
caseload is 
reduced without 
loss in revenue.  
Falling short of 
expectations 
means higher 
caseloads 
without 
increased 
payments. 

Treatment 
Opportunity Days 
Rate and 
Sustained 
Favorable 
Discharge Rate.  
Agencies given 
benchmarks 
based on Chapin 
Hall’s multi‐state 
database. 
 

Private providers 
had “meaningful 
input” for 
planning stage. 

Commitment 
made to reinvest 
percentage of 
money saved 
into the system. 

Kansas 
 

Foster 
care 
divided 
into five 
regions 
that are 
contracte
d out. 
 

Performance 
Based 
 

Contractors 
receive fixed 
amounts per 
child to provide 
permanency 
incentives. 
Case rate 
negotiated based 
on average cost 
of care, paid in 4 
installments 
based on 
milestones. 

Fewer than three 
placement 
moves; 65% of 
children achieve 
permanency 
within 12 months 

The state agency 
responsible for 
child welfare in 
Kansas was given a 
short time frame in 
which to revamp 
the system, which 
may have caused 
problems. 

Kansas wound up 
paying above 
contractual 
amounts and so 
revised its system 
to pay on a per 
month basis. Also, 
revised 
performance 
standards.  



 

   

Michigan 
 

State 
oversees 
providers 
 

Performance 
Based 
 

Reduced per diem 
with bonus 
payments based 
on milestones 
 

Milestones:  
Initial Payment; 
Placement with 
parent, family 
member, 
guardian or 
independent 
living within 290 
days; Sustained 
Placement, TPR 
w/in 515 days, 
Adoption w/in 7 
months of TPR. 
 

Providers agreed 
to receive less per 
day in order to 
gain eligibility for 
bonuses. 

 

Missouri  
 

State 
oversees 
providers 

Performance 
Based 

By exceeding 
permanency 
expectations, 
caseload is 
reduced without 
loss in revenue.  
Falling short of 
expectations 
means higher 
caseloads 
without 
increased 
payments. 

Recurrence of 
Maltreatment, 
Length of time to 
achieve 
reunification, 
Length of time to 
achieve adoption, 
Stability of FC 
Placements, 
Foster Care Re‐
entries 

Missouri, as a 
whole, has 
improved on all of 
these performance 
based measures 
since their 
implementation in 
2005. 

Missouri has 
worked hard to 
remain flexible 
and open to new 
suggestions and 
ideas. 



 

   

North 
Carolina 
 

State 
oversees 
providers 
 

No 
Performance 
Based 
Contracting 
 

Rate based on 
average of all 
provider costs, 
Title IV‐E and US 
Dept. of 
Agriculture. 

N/A  Helpful to have 
outside facilitator, 
which kept the 
process neutral. 

The process took 
3 or 4 years.  
Although the 
counties did not 
have an integral 
role in the 
process, they 
were happy with 
the results.  On 
the other hand, 
some providers 
were upset 
because all 
providers did 
not have a voice 
at the outset and 
the largest 
provider in N.C. 
had their rates 
cut. 

Philadelphia/ 
Pennsylvania 
 

State 
oversees 
providers 
 

Performance 
Based 
(measured by 
Fels Institute, 
U Penn) 
 

Providers paid 
fixed target 
payment per 
child per fiscal 
year. 

Target # of 
permanencies.  
Each agency 
given grace of 
“non‐
permanency 
allowance.” 
 

Based on Illinois 
System 

 



 

   

 

Tennessee 
 

State 
oversees 
providers 
 

Performance 
Based 
(measured by 
Chapin Hall) 
 

$23.26/day 0 – 
11 years, 
$27.28/day 12+ 
years. 
If providers 
improve their 
services 10% 
better than their 
baseline they 
receive half of 
the money they 
saved the state.  
If they do not 
meet this 
expectation they 
are responsible 
to pay for the 
difference. 

Must improve 
baseline figure of 
each of the 
following 
categories by 
10% each year:  
Care Days in 
fiscal year, 
Permanent Exits/ 
Reunification, Re‐
entry to system 
within one year. 

Using an outside 
agency is 
extremely helpful 
for performance 
measurement.   

Rewards and 
penalties for 
fiscal 
responsibility 
have worked in 
Tennessee thus 
far. 

Virginia 
 

State 
oversees 
providers 
 

No 
Performance 
Based 
Contracting 
 

$444/month 0 – 
4 years, 
$525/month 5 – 
13 years,  
$666/month – 
14+ years.  
Additional 
clothing 
allowance. 

N/A  Even though base 
rates are low, 
Virginia gives 
other money to 
ensure children 
get what they 
need. 

Standardizing 
services has 
helped make 
expenditures 
Title IV‐E 
reimbursable. 
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Systems of Care 
 
 
Financing Strategies 
 
The Research and Training Center for Children’s Mental Health (RTC) at the University 
of South Florida is conducting several five-year studies related to the effective 
implementation of systems of care. One of these studies, initiated in 2004, examines 
financing strategies used by states, communities, and tribes (Stroul, et al., 2008). The 
study committee first developed seven critical financing strategies that were then used to 
develop site visit protocols: 

1. Identifying spending and utilization patterns across agencies 
2. Realigning funding streams and structures 
3. Financing appropriate services and supports 
4. Financing to support family and youth partnerships 
5. Financing to improve cultural and linguistic competence and reduce disparities in 

care 
6. Financing to improve the workforce and provider network 
7. Financing for accountability 

A purposively selected sample of states and communities were identified for further 
study, “based on the knowledge of effective financing strategies at those sites.” Sites 
included: Arizona and Maricopa County, AZ; Hawaii; New Jersey; Vermont; Bethel, 
Alaska; Central Nebraska; Choices based in Indianapolis Indiana; and Wraparound 
Milwaukee (p. 2). The study provides full descriptions of each of the sites visited and 
their systems of care. 
 
The study examines each of the seven critical financing strategies across the eight study 
locations. Many of the study’s findings, though important, reach beyond the scope of 
work for this Task Force; however, some pertinent information and details are 
summarized below. 
 
Realigning Funding Streams and Structures 
Strategies include utilizing funding from multiple agencies, blending funds, sharing costs, 
and utilizing special funding streams (p. 25). Arizona, Hawaii, Vermont, Central 
Nebraska, and Wraparound Milwaukee provide examples of cost sharing: 

• Arizona: the managed care system uses only therapeutic foster homes licensed by 
child welfare for the Regional Behavioral Health Authority networks (with the 
exception that tribes may license homes), which enables Title IV-E funds to be 
used for room and board costs for eligible children. Similarly, all child welfare in-
home providers must be Medicaid providers, providing a foundation for a 
common network of service providers between these two systems.  

• Hawaii: cost sharing with child welfare system of therapeutic foster home costs to 
allow permanent placements for troubled youth; cost sharing with the juvenile 
justice system to provide a psychologist with Block grant funds and to place a 
mental health care coordinator at the detention facility; mental health built system 
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of school-based services and then transferred the funding legislatively to the 
education system. 

• Vermont: under Act 264 and in practice agencies share costs for specific services 
and supports. A child’s Coordinated Service Plan is legally an addendum to other 
state and federally mandated plans. The Plan drives services and funds required. 

• Central Nebraska: care coordinators from child welfare and mental health are co-
located at Integrated Care Coordination sites to facilitate the integration of 
services and to share resources. 

• Wraparound Milwaukee: mental health, child welfare, and Milwaukee Public 
School co-finance mobile crisis services, which also are billable to Medicaid for 
Medicaid-eligible children. Juvenile justice and child welfare co-finance crisis 
residential services, certain costs of which also can be billed to Medicaid (p. 30-33). 

 
Another strategy for realigning funding streams is to use Medicaid in lieu of other funds 
(i.e., state general revenue). Arizona, New Jersey, and Central Nebraska provide 
examples: 

• Arizona: matched services provided by the juvenile justice system to Medicaid-
codeable services; mental health and child welfare identified utilization and costs 
association with behavioral health services financed by child welfare system that 
were being provided to Medicaid-eligible children and which could be covered 
by Medicaid instead of using all state general revenue dollars; also identified a 
number of child welfare-involved children whom they felt should be in 
Medicaid-financed therapeutic foster care or in Medicaid-financed counseling 
services. Additional funds were earmarked for the behavioral health managed 
care system for child welfare-involved children to support their involvement in 
these less restrictive services, including therapeutic foster car and outpatient 
programs. 

• New Jersey: identified services previously supported solely with state dollars that 
could be considered part of the state Medicaid plan; covered these services under 
Medicaid through the Rehabilitative Services Option. Used “freed” state dollars 
as seed money to build infrastructure for new community services across the 
state. 

• Central Nebraska: redefined group home services, previous paid for by child 
welfare system, that were serving youth with significant treatment needs, offered 
24-hour awake supervision, maintained high staff-to-child ratio, and offered 
specific treatment techniques, as a medical model and began using Medicaid 
funds to reimburse for treatment (p. 45-46). 

 
Another strategy for realigning funding streams is to redirect dollars from deep-end 
placements to home and community-based services and supports, a strategy that has been 
implemented by all of the sites under study. The authors state that “this is an absolutely 
critical financing strategy as there are seldom new dollars for children’s services; 
expansion of home and community-based capacity must depend on redirected resources 
to a great extent” (p. 48). 
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Most of the sites use a form of risk-based financing and risk adjustment strategies for 
youth with complex needs. “Arizona contracts with four Regional Behavioral Health 
Authorities and finances them with capitation rates; higher, risk adjusted rates are 
provided for children in state custody. Hawaii’s system of care (operated by the Child 
and Adolescent Mental Health Division) receives a case rate from Medicaid for each 
child with a serious emotional disorder deemed eligible for services. Central Nebraska 
uses case rate financing, with differential case rates based on the target population and a 
risk pool to protect against higher than anticipated expenses. Choices has a case rate 
structure with four tiers, based on youth with different levels of need, and Wraparound 
Milwaukee receives risk adjusted capitation rates from Medicaid and case rates from the 
child welfare and juvenile justice systems” (p. 63). 
 
“Flexible use of resources is an important element in financing systems of care and 
services. In Hawaii, local lead agencies (Family Guidance Centers) have significant 
flexibility in the use of resources and the child and family teams determine how resources 
will be used for each individual child and family. Similarly, Vermont incorporates local 
flexibility in the use of resources for local lead agencies and child and family teams 
Arizona, Central Nebraska, Choices, and Wraparound Milwaukee use managed care 
approaches and a managed care financing mechanisms (capitation and case rates) which 
allow for the flexible use of resources to meet individual needs” (p. 67). 
 
Financing to improve cultural and linguistic competence and reduce disparities in care 
“A core value of systems of care is that they are culturally and linguistically competent, 
with agencies, programs, and services that respect, understand, and are responsive to the 
cultural, racial, and ethnic differences of the population they serve. In recognition of the 
unique cultural backgrounds of children and families served within systems of care, 
financing strategies are needed to incorporate specialized services, culturally and 
linguistically competent providers, and translation and interpretation. Financing strategies 
also are needed to support leadership capacity for cultural and linguistic competence at 
the system level and to allow for analysis of utilization and expenditure data by culturally 
and linguistically diverse populations, which contributes to the identification of 
disparities and disproportionalities in service delivery. Systems of care also must 
incorporate strategies to proactively address the disparities in access to care and in the 
quality of care experienced by culturally and linguistically diverse groups, as well as in 
underserved geographical areas” (p. 133). 

• Arizona: fee-for-service rate schedule intentionally pays more for home and 
community-based versus clinic-based services; flexibility in capitation paid to 
Regional Behavioral Health Authorities that allows them to pay more for getting 
providers to rural areas. 

• Hawaii: incentive pay 10% above standard pay scale to work in underserved 
areas; transportation paid for providers to fly to the Islands and travel time is 
billable; service utilization patterns and expenditures analyzed by geographic 
areas. 

• Arizona, Hawaii, Vermont, and Central Nebraska use strategies including 
telemedicine, videoconferencing, web-based technology, and teleconferencing for 
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medication management, psychological and psychiatric evaluation, consultation, 
and education (p. 142-143). 

 
Financing to improve the workforce and provider network 
“Financing strategies are needed to support a broad, diversified network of providers that 
is capable of providing the wide ranges of services and supports offered through systems 
of care and is committed to the system of care philosophy underlying service delivery, 
such as accepting and valuing the inclusion of families and youth as partners in service 
delivery and the shift from office and clinic-based practice to an individualized home and 
community-based service approach” (p. 146). 

• Arizona: higher payment rates for services in out-of-office settings; rates paid for 
residential care decrease with longer stays to discourage inappropriate use of out-
of-home care. 

• Choices and Wraparound Milwaukee purchase primarily home and community-
based services which creates a strong market for these services (p. 154). 

 
Financing for accountability 
“Performance or outcomes-based contracting is not utilized widely in the sites studies. 
However, some of the sites are working towards implementing performance-based 
contracting.” 

• Arizona: contracts with Regional Behavioral Health Authorities include penalties 
for poor performance; state is interested in pay for performance arrangements in 
the future. State allots extra funds to plans that meet access to care standards. 

• Choices: working to develop “score card” with indicators regarding outcomes of 
particular services by provider. One aspect would include tying Child and 
Adolescent Needs and Strengths data to providers to assess whether behavior is 
improving with a service (p. 169). 

 
 
Alabama 
 
Alabama’s systems of care for the child welfare program were borne out of the R.C. (a 
child in the custody of the Department of Human Resources (DHR)) consent decree. The 
consent decree was the product of a 1991 lawsuit that stated DHR did not have a system 
that adequately provided for emotionally or behaviorally disturbed children in foster care. 
Alabama was required to comply with a new system of care by 2002. The DHR website 
states that currently 62 out of 67 counties have converted to the new system of care. 
Alabama principles of practice in this new system includes: 
  

• The child should remain with their family of origin when it is considered safe to 
do so 

• Comprehensive services are provided to both the child and family 

• Family planning meetings are held regularly 

• Reports of abuse and neglect are investigated in a timely manner 
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• Placement of a child in an adoptive or permanent home within guidelines as set by 
the Adoption and Safe Families Act (Accomplishments of Alabama, 2007) 

Since the consent decree, Alabama has shortened the time frame in which a social service 
worker must visit a child after a report of abuse and/or neglect to 5 days. The state has 
established local community committees of DHR staff, law enforcement, and mental 
health, juvenile courts, and child advocacy centers to provide reviews and look at the 
needs of children in foster care. 
 
Alabama has also created local Quality Assurance Committees, comprised of educators, 
foster parents, counselors, law enforcement, and attorneys, in the counties that review 
cases and report to their county director. A Quality Assurance unit on the state level then 
reviews each county every three years. An online report of each counties performance on 
safety and permanency numbers is published twice a year. And finally, caseloads by 
county are reviewed every month by the state.  
 
 
Kansas 

Kansas was selected as a grantee for the Improving Child Welfare Outcomes through 
Systems of Care Demonstration Initiative (from the Department of Health and Human 
Services Administration on Children, Youth and Families Children's Bureau).  

Kansas was one of nine states awarded a 5-year demonstration grant. Kansas’s systems of 
care model focuses on children who are either in or at risk of entering child welfare or 
juvenile justice systems. If the child is already in either system, the focus is on reducing 
out of home placement and returning them to the community as soon as possible.  

The purpose of the grant is to answer “whether a system of care approach has merit in 
helping achieve positive outcomes for children and families involved with the child 
welfare system and its partner agencies” (U.S. Department of Health). 

The vision of the grant states that “Kansas families have supports to raise their children,” 
and the mission is described as a “partnering for the continual growth of families one 
community at a time. The steering committee is composed of youth and family, 
community partners and providers, agency staff, and grant team members. The key to 
sustainability and success lies in the ability to successfully model collaboration 
throughout child welfare in Kansas.” 

This model is piloted in: 

• Cherokee County – located in southern Kansas. A rural community of less than 
35K citizens, 16% living below the poverty threshold. The Partnership for All 
Cherokee County Children (PACCC) and Family Life Center have created a 
foster care diversion program and have a Foster Care Diversion Specialist who 
works with law enforcement on the scene to find family or relative care for a 
child.  
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• Reno County, located in a metropolitan area of Kansas. There was no 
information available on the pilot program beyond location.   

Additionally, the Administration of Children and Families states that “Kansas has 
privatized its family preservation, reintegration/foster care, and adoption services through 
community-based child welfare contracts. In recent requests for proposals, systems of 
care language and principles were included in the service expectations and outcomes” 
(The Administration). 
 
There is also a public-private partnership between the state system and the Kansas Family 
Advisory Network. The Kansas Family Advisory Network, Inc. (KFAN) works in 
partnership with the Kansas Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services to establish 
new or to expand existing Family Advisory Councils (FACs) in Kansas’s communities. 

Family Advisory Councils are comprised of families or individuals who have had 
involvement with child welfare services. It can include birth parents, resource parents, 
adoptive parents, relatives, custodians, former foster youth, and so forth. These councils 
are tasked with bringing the voice of the family and child to programmatic and policy 
development, implementation, and evaluation. 

Privatization of Kansas 

Kansas privatized its foster care and adoption services in 1996, after a lawsuit was 
brought to bear on the state from the American Civil Liberties Union regarding long 
lengths of stay in out of home placements for the state.  

Foster Care Systems 

• Foster care was divided into five regions. 
• Each region had a bidding process, and contractors were selected for a 4-year 

period. 
• Contractors received fixed amounts per child to provide permanency incentives 

 
Adoption System 
 

• A bidding process for a statewide contract 
• Lutheran Social Services became the statewide contractor, with 12 

subcontractors 

Performance Standards 

• Used to evaluate renewals/biddings/new contracts 
• Foster care standards included: Fewer than three placement moves; 65% of 

children achieve permanency within 12 months 
• Adoptive care standards included: 70% of children be placed within 180 days of 

referral and that 90% of adoptions shall be intact for 18 months from finalization 
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Four-Year Review 

Kansas wound up paying above contractual amounts for “unanticipated expenses.”  In 
2000, Kansas revised its system to pay on a per month basis, and revised their 
performance standards. 
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Behavioral Health Spending 
 
The Division of Mental Health, Developmental Disabilities and Addictive Diseases 
(MHDDAD) in the Georgia Department of Human Resources (DHR) contracted with the 
Human Service Collaborative (HSC) to analyze state spending on behavioral health (i.e., 
mental health and substance abuse) services for Georgia children and adolescents and 
their families across funding streams and child-serving systems. The study analyzed 
FY05 and FY06 expenditures across DFCS, MHDDAD, DCH, and DJJ. Following are 
some of the major findings, issues and recommendations from the analysis: 
 
1.  Together, these agencies spent over $560m. on over 300,000 youth (though this is an 
estimate as unduplicated counts of youth served were largely unavailable). DFCS and 
DJJ accounted for 64% of expenditures, largely through Level of Care (LOC) spending.  
Responsibility and risk for behavioral health spending is shifting with the unbundling of 
LOC costs, changes in Targeted Case Management (TCM), and implementation of 
behavioral health managed care.  MHDDAD and DCH will now bear the major financing 
responsibility. 
 
2.  There is under-utilization of the Medicaid Rehab Option, creating over-reliance on 
state general funds and over-use of restrictive levels of care. 
 
3.  Fifty-five percent of expenditures are supporting the most restrictive levels of care 
(psychiatric hospitalization, residential treatment and group care) for about 6% of youth 
served.  In other words, only 6% of the youth are utilizing over half of the resources, and 
the dollars are being spent on services for which there is little evidence of effectiveness.  
This has been driven largely by LOC spending on out-of-home placements. 
 
4.  There seems to be little financing for early response systems, leading to over-use of 
restrictive (and expensive) levels of care. 
 
5.  There appears to be little financing of evidence-based and effective practices.  
 
6.  There appears to be minimal financing of adolescent substance abuse treatment 
services, an over-reliance on substance abuse day treatment, and under-utilization of 
MRO for substance abuse services. 
 
7.  Georgia has relied on a Level system to “place” children.  Instead, DFCS, DJJ, 
MHDDAD and DCH need to move to implementing a “family-centered practice model” 
across systems, individualizing services and supports with a bias toward using home and 
community services and assigning one accountable care manager (accountable across 
systems) for children at risk for using the most restrictive and expensive service types.  
The assessment and service planning process could be supported by use of a strengths-
based standardized decision support tool, such as the Child and Adolescent Needs and 
Strengths (CANS) tools. 
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Summary of Literature 
Reimbursement Rate Task Force 

             
Testimony to the Little Hoover Commission 
Children’s Mental Health in Child Welfare and Juvenile Justice 
John Landsverk, Ph.D. 
October 26, 2000 
 
“The research literature based on studies across several states suggests that between one-
half and two-thirds of the children entering foster are or juvenile justice exhibit emotional 
and behavior problems warranting mental health services.” (p 2) 
 
Recommendations:  
• “systems of accountability” to monitor the “developmental, behavioral, social and 

adaptive functioning” of children receiving mental health services while in foster 
care (p 4) 

• systematic guidelines to link children with “clinically effective and appropriate 
services” (p 4) 

• guidelines should address non‐clinical factors as well, such as “access to services, 
acceptability of services, and perception of need for services by ‘gatekeepers’” (p 4) 

• family participation in mental health services should be encouraged by the use of 
family participation models for children in foster care “within the context of dual 
families” (p 4) 

              
Mental Health Need and Access to Mental Health Services by Youths Involved With 
Child Welfare: A National Survey 
Burns, B. J., Phillips, S. D., Wagner, H. R., Barth, R. P., Kolko, D. J., Campbell, Y., et al. 

(2004). Mental health need and access to mental health services by youths 
involved with child welfare: A national survey. Journal of American Academy of 
Child and Adolescent Psychiatry , 43(8), 960‐970. 

 
“This article addresses (1) the clinical need and related characteristics, (2) the correlates 
of mental health service utilization, and (3) the rates and types of mental health service 
use” (p 962).  
 
The findings of the study were consistent with previous research: 
• Around 50% of youth reported to child welfare system have “manifest emotional 

and/or behavioral problems” (p 966) 

• Identified several gaps between need and service use (1) low level of use among 
youths who reside at home, (2) underrepresentation of neglected youth who receive 
services, (3) “very young children are…unlikely to receive care” (p 967) 
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• Identified barriers to mental health care services: (1) “inadequate resources,” (2) 
“overworked child welfare employees,” (3) lack of training of child welfare staff in 
mental health training (p 967) 

 
Recommendations: “multisystem interventions and coordination of services…as well as 
cooperation between the child and adult mental health service system” (p 968). 
              
Medicaid Spending on Foster Children 
Geen, R., Sommers, A., & Cohen, M. (2005). Medicaid spending on foster children. 

Washington, DC: The Urban Institute. 
 
Previous studies have found that: 
• “foster children have more health problems, especially mental health problems, 

than the general population” (p 1) 

• all children who receive “federally reimbursed adoption subsidies” as well as “for 
whom states receive federal reimbursement for foster care expenses” are eligible 
for Medicaid (p 1) 

• HHS reported that in “more than 30 percent of cases reviewed” agencies “failed to 
provide adequate services” (p 1) 

• Children in foster care “account for a disproportionate share of Medicaid 
expenditures” (p 1) 

 
Findings: 
• “On average, states expended considerably more on foster children ‐‐ $4,336 per 

child – than on all non‐disabled children enrolled in Medicaid ($1,315)” (p 3). 

• Foster children “account  for a particularly large portion of Medicaid expenses” on 
the following expenses: inpatient psychiatric services, targeted case management, 
rehabilitative services, and therapy services (p 3) 

• Institutional services for the mentally retarded, nursing facility services, and private‐
duty nursing have “extremely high per child expenditures” even though only less 
than 0.1 percent receive these services (p 3) 

• States spend more on: infants, adolescents 11 to 15, and older adolescents 16 to 18 
than others; more on boys than girls; more on Caucasian children than on AA and 
Hispanic children in foster care  

• Overall, there is a large variance in spending on children “with and without capitated 
health care” (p 8) among ages, sexes, and races. 

 
The study ended up “raising more questions than it answers” (p 8): health needs of boys 
vs. those of girls?; what role does differences in population served play?; can differences 
in need or health care delivery systems explain racial spending differences? 
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Mental Health Care for Children and Adolescents in Foster Care: Review of 

Research Literature 
Landsverk, J., Burns, B., Stambaugh, L., & Reutz, J. (2006). Mental health care for 

children and adolescents in foster care: Review of research literature. 
Washington, DC: Casey Family Programs. 

 
This paper was prepared for Casey Family Programs as a comprehensive literature review 
of articles about mental health care of children involved in the child welfare system 
(CWS). The review is organized into 5 sections: 
 
1. Need of Mental Health Care 

Based on all of the studies reviewed, children in foster care are 5 times more likely 
to need mental health services (MHS) than their community‐based youth 
counterparts. That is not to say that the only focus should be on children in foster 
care, but children involved in the CWS that are still living with their biological 
parents as well, as they are just as likely to need MHS. Furthermore, youth in kinship 
care settings have drastically lower rates of problems than those who are in group 
settings. Providing adequate MHS is important because the more mental health 
problems that a child exhibits, the less likely they are to be reunited with their 
biological families. 
 

2. Use of Mental Health Care 
To give a baseline of comparison, studies have shown that “between 4 to 12% of 
children in community samples have received MHS” (p 16). There is an over‐
representation of foster care children as users of Medicaid‐reimbursed MHS across 
all age groups. In several states (TN, CA, MO, NC) children in foster care had higher 
rates of use of MHS, ranging from 21% to 90%. NSCAW studies have shown that only 
¼ to ½ of children actually receive the MHS that they need. When examining factors 
associated with the use of MHS, it has been found that AA children are the least 
likely to receive services, where as older youth, children with a history of sexual 
abuse, and those with a demonstrated clinical need were the most likely to receive 
services. Investigators in a recent study found that “increased coordination between 
child welfare and mental health agencies” predicts higher rates of MHS use among 
foster children (p 21). 
 

3. Evidence‐based Interventions and Promising Practices 
There is not much information about whether or not MHS being utilized are 
adequately dealing with mental health problems of children involved with CWS. For 
the most part, it is commonly accepted that “psychotherapies for children result in 
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improved clinical outcomes” (p 23). On the other hand, there is a great lack of 
evidence to support the usefulness of MHS “delivered in community settings” (p 25). 
The most commonly presented conditions are substance abuse, depression, PTSD 
and abuse‐related trauma, and disruptive behavior disorders. The report goes into 
greater detail about specific treatment programs and their pros and cons and the 
evidence shows that these problems are best treated with behavioral or cognitive‐
behavioral interventions. Children in foster care often have “complex and multi‐
faceted needs” (p 56) and community‐based services are often implemented to 
promote “a system of care in which a team assesses, plans, and coordinates care for 
children and families.” The report gives a lot of detailed information about many 
community‐based treatment programs: treatment foster care; multisystemic 
therapy; intensive case management; mentoring; respite care; crisis care; day 
treatment; transition to independence process; family therapy; family‐based 
education and support; therapeutic group homes. There are several initiatives being 
implemented around the country to try and address the issues of MHS for children 
in foster care, none of which have produced results yet, but their implications are 
discussed. 
 

4. System‐level Legal Interventions Addressing Mental Health Care 
Over half (32) of US states have been involved with class action litigation regarding 
child welfare, 21 of which function under consent decrees. Investigators in a study 
sponsored by the Child Welfare League of America and the ABA Center on Children 
and the Law found that 20 out of the 35 coded decrees addressed service provision, 
with 12 specifically concerning mental health care.  
 

5. Recommendations: 

• Increase access to care 

• Moving beyond usual outpatient and institutional care 

• Increase the use of evidence‐based interventions in child welfare 

• Moving beyond usual outpatient and institutional care 

• Increase the use of evidence‐based interventions in child welfare 

• Using evidence to improve practice and policies in child welfare 
 
Recommended reading: 
Landsverk, J. (2005). Improving the quality of mental health and substance abuse 

treatment services for children involved in child welfare. Child and Adolescent 
Services Research Center, Children’s Hospital – San Diego: Prepared for the 
Institute of Medicine Committee addressing “Crossing the quality chasm: 
Adaptation to mental health and addictive disorders.” 
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Landsverk, J. A., Garland, A. F., & Leslie, L. K. (2002). Mental health services for 
children reported to child protective services. In J.E.B. Myers, C. T. Hendrix, L. 
Berliner, C. Jenny, J. Briere, & T. Reid (Eds.), APSAC handbook on child 
maltreatment, 2nd ed.( pp. 487-507). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 

Wulczyn, F., Barth, R. P., Yuan, Y. T., Jones-harden, B., & Landsverk, J. (2005). Beyond 
common sense: Child welfare, child well-being, and the evidence for policy 
reform. Piscataway, NJ: Aldine Transaction. 
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Slide 1 

Reimbursement Rate Task Force

Friday, September 18, 2009

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 2 

A system of care is a coordinated network of 
community-based services and supports 
that is organized to meet the challenges of 
children, youth and their families.

US Department of Health and Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration 
Center for Mental Health Services

2  

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 
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___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 3 

Local Ownership

State Commitment

Pires, S. (2002). Building systems of care: A primer. Human Service Collaborative: Washington, D.C.

3  
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Slide 4 
Definition of A System of Care

A system of care incorporates a broad array of 
services and supports that: 

• is organized into a coordinated network

• integrates care planning and management 
across multiple levels

• is culturally and linguistically competent, and

• builds meaningful partnerships with families 
and youth at service delivery, management, 
and policy levels

Pires, S. (2002). Building systems of care: A primer.

Human Service Collaborative: Washington, D.C.

4  

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 
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___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 5 
Definition of A System of Care

Families and youth work in partnership with public and 
private organizations to design services and supports 
that:

• are effective, 
• build on the strengths of individuals, and 
• address each person's cultural and linguistic needs

A system of care helps 
children, youth and families 
function better at home, in 
school, in the community and 
throughout life.

5  

___________________________________ 
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___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 6 
Definition of A System of Care
System of Care is not a program — it is a 

philosophy of how care should be delivered.

System of Care is an approach to services that 

recognizes the importance of family, school 
and community, and 

seeks to promote the full potential of every 
child and youth by addressing their physical, 
emotional, intellectual, cultural and social 
needs.

6  

___________________________________ 
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___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 
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Slide 7 
Core Values for the System of Care

• Child centered and family focused

• Community based

• Culturally competent

Stroul, B., & Friedman, R. (1986). A system of care for children and youth with severe emotional disturbances (Rev. ed.) 
Georgetown University Child Development Center, National Technical Assistance Center for Children's Mental 

Health: Washington, D.C. Reprinted by permission.

7  
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___________________________________ 
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___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 8 
Principles for the System of Care
1. Comprehensive array of services
2. Individualized services guided by an individualized service plan
3. Least restrictive environment that is clinically appropriate
4. Families and surrogate families full participants in all aspects of the 

planning and delivery of services
5. Integrated services
6. Care management or similar mechanisms
7. Early identification and intervention
8. Smooth transitions to adult services
9. Rights protected, and effective advocacy efforts promoted
10. Receive services without regard to race, religion, national origin, 

sex, physical disability, or other characteristics 
11. Services should be sensitive and responsive to cultural differences 

and special needs

Stroul, B., & Friedman, R. (1986). A system of care for children and youth with severe emotional 
disturbances (Rev. ed.) Georgetown University Child Development Center, National Technical 

Assistance Center for Children's Mental Health: Washington, D.C. Reprinted by permission.
8  
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___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 9 
Characteristics of Systems of Care as

Systems Reform Initiatives

Pires, S. (2002). Building systems of care: A primer. Human Service Collaborative: 
Washington, D.C.

Fragmented service delivery

Categorical programs/funding

Limited services

Reactive, crisis-oriented

Focus on “deep end,” restrictive

Children out-of-home

Centralized authority

Creation of “dependency”

Coordinated service delivery

Blended resources

Comprehensive service array

Focus on prevention/early 
intervention

Least restrictive settings

Children within families

Community-based ownership

Creation of “self-help”

9

From To

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 
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Slide 10 

Control by professionals

Only professional services

Multiple case managers

Multiple service plans for child

Family blaming

Deficits

Mono Cultural

Partnerships with families

Partnership between natural & 
professional supports & 
services

One service coordinator

Single plan for child and family

Family partnerships

Strengths

Cultural Competence

10

Orrego, M. E. & Lazear, K. J. (1998). EQUIPO: Working as Partners to Strengthen Our Community. University of South Florida: Tampa, FL

From To
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___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 11 

Avoids duplication
Supports efforts of each partner
Breaks down barriers
Shares resources
Creates Synergy – ideas/treatment plans
Ensures cultural competence
Involves parent participation
Focuses on the youth

11  
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___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 12 Conceptual Model – The Old Way
“Silos of Communication”

A 735-Minute Issue

Family

12  

___________________________________ 
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___________________________________ 
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___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 
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Slide 13 

A 15-minute issue

Family

System of Care
Unified Service Plan

KidsNet

13  

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 14 

For Rockdale County several years ago that 
population was children and youth with serious 
mental health needs and their families.

The System of Care they designed to address 
those needs has come to be known as   
KidsNet Georgia. 

Here is the rest of the story.

14

Each community defines
its target population
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___________________________________ 

Slide 15 Georgia’s KidsNet A System of Care

Where it all started

1999: SAMHSA awards Rockdale County a 6-year grant to develop a 
system of care for kids with Severe Emotional Disturbance (SED)

2003: SAMHSA awards Georgia a 6-year grant to develop state-level  
infrastructure  (policies, training, financing) for that system of care

2004: Georgia becomes one of only 3 states to be awarded a second 
infrastructure  development grant … this one to develop state-level 
support for a system of care approach to kids with drug and alcohol 
problems

2005: SAMHSA approves Georgia’s proposal to match with State funds the 
remaining $1M federal funds in Rockdale’s grant and expand KidsNet into 
12 other counties. State funds come from DHR and DJJ.

2008: SAMHSA awards 7 counties in Northwest Georgia a 6-year grant to 
develop a system of care for kids with Severe Emotional Disturbance (SED)

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 
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Slide 16 

Enhanced KidsNet sites:

• KidsNet Rockdale
• KidsNet Newton
• KidsNet Savannah
• KidsNet Northwest (expanded 7 counties to 15 counties)

Sites work within the local SOC by providing care 
coordination and family advocates and linking youth 
and family to an array of community-based services 
and supports, monitoring progress for high-need 
multi-agency youth with SED

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 17 

“Emerging” Sites
• Fulton (1 staff person)
• Gwinnett (4 BH clinicians – screeners)
• Douglas (1 staff in GOCF funded site)
• Link with local resources and SOC

KidsNet Georgia staff
• Project Director, Administrative Assistant, SOC 

Coordinator,  Database Coordinator, contractors
• Oversee and support statewide efforts
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___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 18 

Based on evaluation results and 
stakeholder discussions, KidsNet staff 
identified three critical goals:

• Sustainability 
• Improving fidelity to a practice model
• Acquiring a web-based data collection 

system

 

___________________________________ 
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___________________________________ 
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Slide 19 

CBAY is Georgia’s federal demonstration 
waiver for youth with SED at risk of out-
of- home placement in a PRTF [similar to 
population served in KidsNet Intensive 
services (KNIS)]

Targets 341 youth over 5 years

State plan utilizes KidsNet sites and metro 
region for initial rollout of CBAY

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 20 

Waiver requires services will be delivered through a 
Care Management Entity (CME)

Wraparound certified teams for care coordination 
are trained through CBAY

Requires use of Synthesis, web-based data 
collection for minimum data set

Array of services and supports targeted for 
population can be reimbursed thru waiver.  CMEs 
will support provider network development.

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 
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___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 21 

State selected 4 CMEs to serve CBAY:
1. Lookout Mountain CSB
2. GRN CSB
3. The Bridge
4. CHRIS Kids, Inc.

KidsNet NW implements SAMHSA SOC grant

Serve CBAY youth and KNIS youth (Tier 2) 
through the Wraparound Certified Child and 
Family Teams (Care Coordinator & Family 
Support Partner)

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 
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___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 
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Slide 22 

Utilize Synthesis to develop enhanced 
quality assurance and fidelity to practice 
model and SOC values

Utilize Synthesis as utilization management 
tool to develop cost and service and 
outcome data for all CME youth (CBAY and 
Tier 2)

Continue to support early identification of 
behavioral health needs through screening 
in selected locations

 

___________________________________ 
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___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 23 

Identify all components that can be billed through 
other sources (state, federal, etc.) so that $$ 
requests to state have no other funding source but 
are deemed necessary to achieve desired outcomes.

Develop ability to deliver intensive family-
centered, community-based services for high-risk 
youth for all child serving agencies through Child 
and Family Teams and an established case rate. 

Serve as a learning laboratory and technical 
assistance partner as state expands CME 
development.

 

___________________________________ 
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___________________________________ 
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Slide 1 

>>

Presented by 
Virginia Dick, Ph.D. 
vdick@cviog.uga.edu

Data Report for the 

Rate Reimbursement Task Force

 

___________________________________ 
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Slide 2 >>

Using survey research Rich Clark

Provider Data – Youth in care

July 27, 2009

Number Percent
DFCS Foster Home 3,065 36.1%

CPA Foster Home 1,747 20.6%

Relative 1,373 16.2%

CCI 962 11.3%

Other 1,339 18.3%

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 3 >>

Using survey research Rich Clark

Provider data – Time in care

July 27, 2009

Average 
Days

Length of Stay (months)
Less 

11
12-24 25-48 Over 

48
DFCS Foster Home 590 52% 21% 18% 9%

CPA Foster Home 1,028 28% 23% 27% 22%

Relative 521 54% 27% 13% 6%

CCI 1,139 29% 20% 22% 29%

Group Home 1,093 25% 22% 29% 24%
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Slide 4 >>

Using survey research Rich Clark July 27, 2009

Child data – Number of placements

Number Percent
1 2,198 25.5%

2 2,149 25%

3 1,402 16.3%

4 to 6 1,777 20.6%

7 or more 1,082 12.6%

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 
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Slide 5 >>

Using survey research Rich Clark July 27, 2009

Child Data – Disruption Reasons 

Number Percent
Child’s behavior 1,439 13.25%

Caretaker request 1,192 10.98%

Placed with other 
relatives

917 8.45%

Placement facility issue 948 9%

Change in care required 750 7%
Other (unspecified) 4,185 38.6%
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Slide 6 >>

Using survey research Rich Clark July 27, 2009

Cost Data – Cost per Bed Day
(CoStar and RBWO database)

Average
Total $49.67

SFC $17.78

Relative Care $13.01

Family Foster Care $16.69

CPA $78.17
CCI $84.00 

(128.00)
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Levels of Care Assessments across the Country 
 

District of Columbia (as of 2006)                 
http://www.cfsa.dc.gov/cfsa/lib/cfsa/frames/pdf/AssessmentofMultiplePlacements_Chi
ldrenFosterCare_DistrictJuly_06.pdf  
Attempting to implement first placement‐best placement strategy, where all children 
will be “fully assessed upon their removal from home to determine their placement 
needs” (p 8), but no specific assessment tools are given. The idea is for each child to 
have their own individualized plan for placement with caregivers who can address their 
individual needs. 
 
Illinois (as of 2004)                     
http://www.state.il.us/dcfs/docs/CFS418.pdf  
Illinois has come up with its own Level of Care Assessment form, with a scoring system 
to qualify children for traditional/HMR foster care, specialized foster care, or treatment 
foster care. The scores are based on mental health/behavioral special needs, 
developmental special needs, necessary in‐home interventions, medical/physical 
characteristics, personal care needs, psychotherapy/counseling and educational 
intervention.  
 
Maine (as of 2004)                     
http://www.ffta.org/Chapters/maine_LOC_Survey.pdf  
http://www.maine.gov/dhhs/ocfs/cw/locrules.pdf  
In 2004 the state of Maine developed a standardized Levels of Care (LOC) Assessment 
system and consolidated its previous 52 levels to just 5 which now correspond to foster 
parent daily stipend rates. A “preliminary determination” is made upon entry to foster 
care, and within 90 days of initial placement in foster care an LOC assessment will be 
conducted. Not every child receives exactly the same assessments, but the tools used 
include (but are not limited to) the Child and Adolescent Functional Assessment Scale 
(CAFAS), the Preschool and Early Childhood Functional Assessment Scale (PECFAS), the 
Vineland Behavior Scales, and the Temperamental and Atypical Behavior Scale (TABS) 
Assessment Tool. Other assessment tools used include interviews with foster parents 
and others, evaluations and reports of child functioning from child placing agencies, 
mental health providers, school and/or facilities, interviews with DHS Caseworkers, 
review of case info from Departmental records, and any other info that is deemed 
pertinent to the child assessment process. The children are reassessed annually. 
 
Michigan                       
http://www.michigan.gov/dhs/0,1607,7‐124‐5452_7117_7658‐14897‐‐,00.html  
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/0470_61288_7.pdf  (0‐12 years) 
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/0470‐A_61289_7.pdf  (13‐20 years) 
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/1DHS_1945_133057_7.pdf (medically fragile) 
In the state of Michigan, placement decisions are made base on various criteria: goal of 
permanency; child’s safety, physical and emotional needs; placement with relative; 
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proximity to child’s family; placement w/ siblings; religious preference; least restrictive 
setting which will meet the child’s needs; continuity of relationships w/ friends, 
teachers, etc., availability of placement resources for the purpose of timely placements. 
They do not have any listed requirements for determining least restrictive settings, but 
they do have forms for determining level of care stipends for foster parents.  
 
Kentucky                       
http://www.ffta.org/publicpolicy_advocacy/locpaper.pdf  
A Level of Care system is used to assess and determine the best placement for the child. 
Assessment tools used are the Child Behavioral Checklist (CBCL), the Child and 
Adolescent Functional Assessment Scale (CAFAS), Child and Adolescent Needs and 
Strengths (CANS), and the Child and Adolescent Service Intensity Instrument (CASII). 
There is not a standardized form for determining level of care. 
 
Georgia                       
http://www.dfcs.dhr.georgia.gov/portal/site/DHS‐
DFCS/menuitem.5d32235bb09bde9a50c8798dd03036a0/?vgnextoid=4ee92b48d9a4ff00VgnVC
M100000bf01010aRCRD 
http://www.dfcs.dhr.georgia.gov/DHR‐DFCS/DHR‐
DFCS_CommonFiles/11370088LOCIndicatorManual_1103.pdf 
Although Georgia uses the Comprehensive Child and Family Assessment (CCFA) 
approach, there are no standardized criteria for placement, just a checklist. The CCFA 
approach is family‐centered incorporating both Family Team Meetings and Multi‐
Disciplinary Teams in the decision process. CCFA is used in conjunction with First 
Placement/Best Placement assessment procedures to determine the appropriate 
placement. The CCFA is implemented immediately after the 72 hour hearing 
determining the need for placement, and a Comprehensive Family Assessment is 
performed within 30 days.  
 
Cuyahoga County (Cleveland, Ohio)                 
(information provided by Guillermo Torres) 
Children and Family services in Cleveland, Ohio developed a new strategy for placement 
decisions. A Placement Department of ten social workers and two supervisors is 
responsible for placing children in the best placement (adhering to the “first 
placement/best placement” theory). Prior to placement, the Placement Department 
completes the Placement Assessment Tool (PAT) survey, which takes about 25‐50 
minutes to complete. The standardized PAT is a measurement of child need, not 
provider vacancies. The tool took 5 years to develop, has 111 questions and assigns the 
child to one of 6 levels (1 being the least need, and 6 being the highest). The tool is 
completed for almost all placement moves (including relative placements). If a provider 
thinks the score may be inaccurate, and has materials to back it up, re‐scoring is 
available.  
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Standardized Assessment Tools 
 
Comprehensive Child and Family Assessment (CCFA)           
http://www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/cb/pubs/family_assessment/family_assessment.pdf  
CCFA is an approach used to design plans of care for families involved in the child 
welfare system. While it is not a standardized assessment tool to determine level of 
care, it is an effective way of obtaining information to make decisions regarding case 
planning. It is a partnership between all parties involved: the family, DHHS, the court, 
and service providers. The approach focuses on relationship building, open 
communication, and ongoing evaluation to best serve the child. 
 
Child Behavioral Checklist (CBCL)                 
http://www.aseba.org/ 
The CBCL is one of the most widely‐used measures in child psychology to rate a child’s 
problem behaviors and competencies. The assessment is filled out by parents, teachers, 
or other care givers who know the child well, or for older children and adolescents there 
is a self‐report form. The assessment can be used to measure a child’s change in 
behavior over time or after interventions. 
 
Child and Adolescent Functional Assessment Scale (CAFAS)         
http://www.fasoutcomes.com/content.aspx?contentid=12 
CAFAS can be used to measure the day to day functioning of children and adolescents. 
The results can then be used to determine levels of care, types or intensity of treatment, 
and appropriate placement options. The assessment only takes 10 minutes, and allows 
the administrator to figure out what’s going on RIGHT NOW. 
 
Preschool and Early Childhood Functional Assessment Scale (PECFAS)       
http://www.fasoutcomes.com/content.aspx?contentid=13 
PECFAS is the “pre‐school” version of the CAFAS. The main difference is that it looks at 
issues that are observed in younger children and not adolescents. The assessment can 
be administered to children as young as 3 and as old as 7 (depending on developmental 
level). 
 
Child and Adolescent Needs and Strengths Tool (CANS)           
http://www.ctbhp.com/provider/rct/CANS_MANUAL_11‐28‐07.pdf 
The CANS is a widely‐used instrument that organizes clinical information to guide in the 
planning care of children and adolescents and can be used to track improvements over 
time. Often it is used to identify children who are Severely Emotionally Disturbed (SED).  
 
Child and Adolescent Service Intensity Instrument (CASII)           
http://www.ctbhp.com/provider/rct/CANS_MANUAL_11‐28‐07.pdf 
Formerly the CALOCUS, the CASII links clinical assessment with standardized levels of 
care to determine the best placement for children and adolescents. The assessment 
quantifies the clinical severity and service needs of the child and aligns the results with 
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one of the placement levels. The instrument can be used regardless of the system in 
which the child is involved or his/her diagnosis. 
 
Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scale                 
http://psychcorp.pearsonassessments.com/HAIWEB/Cultures/en‐
us/Productdetail.htm?Pid=Vineland‐II 
The Vineland is a very reputable diagnostic tool used to identify children with 
intellectual or developmental disabilities. The instrument can be used to qualify 
students for special programs, progress reporting, and for program treatment and 
planning. The Vineland is useful in LOC placement because it gives information useful for 
treatment plans. 
 
Temperament and Atypical Behavior Scale (TABS)           
   
http://www.brookespublishing.com/store/books/bagnato‐tabs/index.htm 
The TABS is used to identify indicator behaviors that put children at risk for behavioral 
delays. The parent or primary care giver fills out a 5 minute SCREENER first, and then if 
indicated by the screener, a more indpeth 55 question Assessment Tool. The 
Assessment Tool identifies atypical behaviors in four categories: detached, 
hypersensitive‐active, underreactive, and dysregulated. These classifications can then be 
used to form treatment or care plans. 
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Snapshot of Foster Care in Georgia 
 
Category Georgia
In Foster Care on 3/09 8901
Average daily children in care (4/08 to 3/09) 9805
Total out of home placement days 7049391
Total children served  17049 
Median length of stay (months)  14.6 
 
Exit Outcomes (4/08 to 3/09)  Georgia
Total discharges  8128
Reunification  42% (3433)
Discharge to relative  18% (1471) 
Adoption  16% (1302)
Transfer  1% (42)
Emancipation  9% (770) 
Guardianship  13% (1034) 
Other (Runaway/Death/Unknown)  1% (76) 
 
Type of Care (As of 3/31/09)  Georgia
Total in care  8901
In Non-relative foster care  5101
Relative Foster Care  1436
Pre-Adoptive Home  296
Home Visit  154
Group home  578
Institution  1277
Other  59

 
 

Georgia Data: http://fosteringcourtimprovement.org/ 
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CPA Provider Focus Group 
Normer Adams, GAHSC, Convener 
Juanita Blount-Clark and Allison McWilliams, CVIOG, Facilitators 
November 6, 2009 
10 am -12 pm 
 
Introductions 
 
Normer Adams set the stage and gave the background on the Task Force. 
Juanita Blount-Clark welcomed the group, thanked them on behalf of the Task force. 
 
Participants introduced themselves: Jill Amos, NECCO; Cathy Pallon, Creative 
Community Services; Normer Adams, GAHSC; Jim Wilson, Meritan Stepping Stones; 
Gary Johnstone, Lutheran Family Services; Ron Scroggy, Georgia Alliance; Mary 
Esposito, Chris Kids; Hugo Mullins, Family Ties 
 
JBC: (Reviewing the charge of the Task Force) Broader set of thinking that needed to 
happen, don’t need to change rates just to change rates. But how do they support what 
you are trying to achieve on behalf of kids. Trying to examine, what does that mean, what 
does current structure look like, what elements went into creating the rates, how rates 
apply throughout the state, what are the results that are being achieved, what are the tools 
that are in place to communicate those results, monitor the achievement of those things, 
and know what the quality of services are that are achieving those result. And in that 
quest discovered there was a significant gap in info, and variety of standards being 
applied – Kenny A, CFSR, Division, etc – and so part of what the group decided was we 
need to make our focus be how can we bring some alignment to what the division is 
trying to do and all of these things that are in place, and point out where are there gaps, 
and recommend a structure that can support. Three meetings to date, looked at a lot of 
data, know that has some limited capacity, have been open meetings so Nomer and others 
have attended. Will say more about data in a minute because the Task Force knows that 
has to be a major strategy. A lot of research through the literature and looking at other 
states. 
 
At last meeting began to look at all of this information to see where we need to go. 
Breakthrough moment: what are the principles that need to guide? And what are the 
strategies that should be used to bring into alignment. Part of what should come out of 
this is to bring into alignment between results that are achieved for children, strategies 
used to achieve those results, and the financing that is used to accomplish those results 
and strategies, and bring alignment to all of that. 
 
Assessment of child in context of community and family – is at the bottom of the list but 
should be moved to the top – was the most important thing that the Task Force discussed.  
 
If these are the principles that would drive the structure and the things that are put in 
place, what are the implications, what are you doing right now that are consistent with the 
principles, what would it cause you to have to do differently? What are your initial 
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reactions? And then we will do the same around the strategies – reactions, what’s doable, 
what would be a stretch? 
 
Principles: 

1. Permanency 
2. Safety  
3. Stability 
4. Family Connections 
5. Well‐Being 

 
 
Strategies: 

1. Consistency based on Standards 
2. Predictability/Consistency 
3. Equity 
4. PBC 
5. Providers’ Needs 
6. Assessment in Context of Community/Family 

 
 

• Are these principles you consider when you are leveling a child? Start with these 
principles and then add in things as that child needs it based on the assessment. 
What is needed for outcomes for this child, there is a dollar amount associated 
with this. From a financial perspective you have to be able to budget out, you 
want to individualize it, but you need the organizational services. We want every 
child to be treated equally and get the same services but… I don’t know, just 
brainstorming here, there’s a thought in there. 

• JBC: but that’s some of the implications that need to be considered. 
• I agree with all of these principles make a lot of sense, but goes back to 

assessment in the beginning, being able to assess properly. Partner with DFCS, 
sometimes the assessment is off when you are dealing with people who have 
been in the job a couple of years, dealing with these mandates. Experience of 
the assessor, knowledge base, has a lot to do with it. 

• JBC: also affects that stability issue. Under strategy of assessment, implications 
for assessment, competency of assessor. 

• I don’t have question about the principles, but one of the overarching 
conceptual things is how we are dealing with children coming into care, and 
existing children in care who are already far along this path, and those are two 
groupings. I know when we’re looking at things we’re looking at both of these 
groups. Principle‐wise, no questions. 

• When I think permanency I think adoption and for a lot of these kids adoption 
won’t be an option. For some therapeutic foster care is permanent for them, and 
that foster family isn’t going to want to adopt and lose those services. The rest 
makes sense to me. 
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• JBC: so there needs to be conversation around defining permanency and what 
that looks like. 

• Key point – there needs to be continuation of support service. Just because 
official document goes into play doesn’t mean support doesn’t need to continue 
and funding needs to come into play for that. I think more families would 
commit if they knew those supports would still be there. Some folks just cannot 
make that plunge because they feel that they will be totally on their own for 
services, respite services, anything they might need. 

• JBC: one critical strategy needs to be aftercare services to the children and the 
family no matter what arrangement. 

• I kind of feel like the model was in mind when they were talking about 
alternatives to foster care without thought to safety. Placing kids in another 
family member’s home with no thought to safety, training, support. Two recent 
high‐profile deaths recently with no thoughts to this. When I hear safety it really 
rattles my cage because that was done without thought to safety. 

• Safety needs to be taken into account without limiting your options, not limited 
by the funding. 

• JBC: also the safety issue of kids while they are in care, also, if it shifts in 
performance‐based contracting, coupled with permanency, that private 
providers having responsibility for achieving permanency, placements that are 
safe for the child but lead to permanency. 

• We’re trying to be inclusive in terms of ideas, but at the same time we don’t 
want to be a hodge‐podge. You’ve got to be able to not feel that you are being 
driven by a time thing. That the report card may reflect that you are not meeting 
timeframe, but doesn’t have to do with you reaching permanency for that child. 
Like the idea of the annex that was presented at one of the meetings. I feel like a 
danger could happen that agencies could shy away from kids that have long‐
term needs when normally we would jump at the opportunity to be involved in 
that child’s life. 

• JBC: if time, time benchmarks and timeframes that are no compatible with the 
conditions of the child, that if that is one of the primary measures of success, 
that could be a deterrent. 

• The permanency piece then starts to conflict with that of safety. 
• I read those contracts, and there’s one outcome, in the back that you’re 

supposed to measure the whole agency by. If the outcomes were at least tied to 
some category of level with the children, so I could report those outcomes tied 
to those categories. Do we want kids in one level tied to the same outcomes as 
those of a higher‐functioning child. I could see that being an issue, because 
incident‐reporting will be tied to the safety measure. 

• That becomes where the real partnership becomes between the agency and the 
providers. You have to take some risks with some of these kids. If you feel like 
you’re going to get punished for letting the kid get on MARTA just to try to get 
them to a place of independent living.  
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• What’s normal for the child? Treating a 16 year like a little kid. Age of youth. 
Creating a normal environment. As they move along the continuum the level 
needs to be redefined. It’s not a one‐size‐fits‐all. We make it difficult for the 
children to have a normal life sometimes. 

• Fear is state will come down and say here’s what safety is, here’s what 
permanency is, and you miss the kid. What are reasonable expectations for 
these principles? So we’re looking at this not from the agency’s perspective but 
from the child’s perspective. 

• Assessment and reassessment. Not only the family but the child.  
• We want the child to move out of the system in 24 months, well maybe at 18 

months we say this is the best possible place this child could be, so we re‐start 
the clock. 

• The regulatory bodies that govern our agencies need to re‐think safety and what 
that means. Because if we don’t do what they say we should do then we get shut 
down. So they need to rethink how they define it. Children come first. Redefine 
it in a way that is positive, in a way that child reaches ultimate potential. 

• I’m willing to rethink my end, but the model is already there, is already in place, 
is set in stone. 

• We went to the provider summit, G meetings, it’s supposed to be a partnership, 
but the values and principles were already in place, there was no co‐chair from 
the providers, it was all state level people. You need to rethink the way you do 
things. Going to meetings and being told where we are headed. 

• I’m not so sure that I believe that the state is not partnering, What we saw at the 
provider meeting was a more immediate need that they need to address, dealing 
with the CFSR, but they put in place a longer‐range vision. 

• I’m as optimistic as ever, I just feel like the first step could have been better. 
• But when the lawsuits and the fines are repeatedly being brought up then it’s 

not about the best interest of the kids, it’s about avoiding that. 
• But the long‐range is that we need to move towards a philosophical thing, and 

getting together and sitting down. I’m optimistic, I mean, historically… but I’m 
optimistic. 

• We’ve had this history of starting a notion that we’re going to partner and then it 
falls apart. 

• There are some good thinkers there, but this should have started two years ago. 
• If I can bring it back, what we’re talking about is how do we, in collaboration, 

develop rates to accomplish these principles, these outcomes. 
• It’s rates, but it’s also timeframes. Go back to the LOC shift. When you are asking 

models, existing models, to change, there are costs involved. There are start‐up 
costs, training.  Two things – re‐defining the principles, planning the recreation 
from the state. Never feel like we’ve gotten off of the treadmill of recreation. 
Need some honest conversations. What needs to happen now, what are the 
realistic timeframes, what’s the long‐term. I feel like we keep running this race 
like there’s a finish line. It’s some very short‐term immediate goals, with how do 
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you develop the long‐term. We hear, well, just use best practices. Well we all 
know what’s best practice today may not be tomorrow. 

• Underlying thing is trust. That we’re going to do this and it’s actually going to get 
done. 

• JBC: what does partnership look like. 
• How long does this task force have? 
• JBC: Will be done by the end of the year. Not redoing rates themselves, but 

looking at the structure. Understanding that the Division is seriously considering 
performance‐based contracting, so how do these recommendations lend some 
support to that, not ignore that that is happening.  

• All of these strategies are what we’ve been saying. It’s the rubber meets the 
road time, now, when they talk about a common set of standards, it should be 
what we value and bring and know. And the assessment piece. The strategies are 
there. Now, bring us into this, have us be an active, not a passive partner. 

• JBC: In terms of maintenance of family connections, if that goes into operation, 
what does that look like for you? 

• We’ve got parent training, visitation centers, my case managers have 
unanimously said they would like to have more contact with the birth families to 
provide hope, guidance, to move towards permanency. We’ve already looked at 
that, gets more complex as you go down, but pre, post, during, what we can do 
to strengthen those connections while a child is with us, but even after, to think 
that a child doesn’t need ongoing support services is naïve. 

• JBC: in this notion of maintenance of family connections, when children come 
into care, it says all of the children shifts to them, and very little attention is paid 
to the birth families, and making sure they do what they need to do for 
reunification. Case worker doesn’t do it, others don’t, would imagine that would 
become an expectation. 

• Would hope the assessment practice does both. Think a lot of times we stop at 
assessment, out of sight, out of mind, if you say we’re going to do these things, 
there has to be some ongoing benchmarks, if mom and dad had time to do these 
things, don’t just think about it as TPR, but what realistically has to happen for 
this to occur? Plan looks different depending upon the family needs. Don’t have 
a lot of supports that pays for what those families need to do. We don’t have a 
way to pay for it. 

• If there was some prescriptive rate setting, if you need to go into the family to 
do x, y, and z, almost have a la carte rates, so if the family needs. Rate setting 
needs to take into account that individual child and family have individual needs. 

• Family‐centered practice stuff needs to be taken into account. Going to pull your 
staff into that whole process, too. There will be more working with the family 
than there has been in the past. So that needs to be looked at in terms of how 
the rate will cover that. Will need more foster parents to fill in gaps. How do we 
make this more of a living, breathing, working document, if we stay with that 
tool (CCFA).  
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• JBC: research says that if you don’t get that birth family visiting within the first 6 
months of care you’ve almost lost it. When I was with the system, some foster 
families had a negative view of birth families and sabotaged that relationship 
(general agreement from the room). So there is an opportunity for training, 
staffing implications, supports. There may be some meetings that you will be 
expected to participate in that you don’t participate in now – family team 
meetings. 

• What are others’ reaction to the annex to the contract that was presented at the 
provider summit? Is that going to be a large percentage of people that are going 
to be affected by this? 

• Normer: the more I hear is that they are going to be targeting those kids who 
have been hard to get permanency for – been in the system for a while. 

• Need to have a sense of how many of those kids you have to be able to get a 
sense of whether it’s a good deal for you or not. 

• JBC: capacity to deal with sibling groups? Anything you are doing now that is 
working well or implications for you? 

• Goes back to having good assessments of each child. 
• We get kids who average 6‐8 placements before they get to us, so the quality of 

information we get isn’t good. They’ve lost their family connections before they 
even get to us. Would be great to have access to a people finder, there might be 
an aunt out there wondering what ever happened to that child, I think the 
Division could help with that. Want to do it because it’s a good idea, but also 
think it needs to be built in that access to good information is part of this. It’s not 
like we’re sitting here with a list of relatives and just can’t be bothered to call. 

• A lot of times information that could get a child home is buried in a file. So have 
access to that file. And sometimes it’s just talking to that child, and they know, 
just no one bothered to ask. Have to set those mechanisms in place to examine 
all of the information and all of the documentation, and go back to those people 
who might have originally said no, and who with some support might be able to. 

• Case roundtables: never got to the point that really got inclusive. As we develop 
this process have to figure out how to get the people to the table. If you trust me 
to have a child, then you should trust me to be a partner and have access. What 
does that partnership mean, what does that access mean, we’re not working in 
isolation. And same thing with the court. We all need to be on the same page 
and have appropriate access and meetings. 

• JBC: hearing access to information and that if there is a particular intervention or 
process then you need to be part of that process and learning it at the same 
time. 

• We were actually told not to come (to the roundtable). 
• It’s going to be hard to get 159 people (counties) to buy‐in to this. They just see 

this as another thing, next year’s another election. That’s where the sabotaging 
is going to occur – the case workers, who are saying, I’m not going to listen to 
Atlanta, there’s going to be someone else there next week. 
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• Changing the culture of DFCS at the ground level that they buy into the idea that 
families are important, that’s just as big a deal of getting the providers to buy in. 

• Need supports for those case workers too in terms of making better decisions. If 
they place a child in foster care they don’t have to worry about the risk, that’s 
what they’re going to continue to do. 

• JBC: shift to well‐being. Goes beyond immediate needs of the child. May take 
into consideration relationships, educational achievement. What implications 
does it have for you and the way you do business? 

• That should be the easiest one. Moving from a child‐focus to family‐focus, that 
should already be in place. It has always been a focus on the child and their well‐
being, now we’re just adding family to it. 

• Normer: yes, but also too one thing we’re not recognizing with this well‐being 
definition is what we mean by it is not what the state or the feds mean. Reading 
the CFSR it’s meeting the needs of the child, so if the case file says the child 
needs a cavity filled, it’s getting that cavity filled, and their needs have been met. 
For us it’s going beyond that, beyond educationally, not just seeing that they are 
on grade level but getting the extra‐curriculars they need, prom dresses, school 
trips, participating in sports, so it means a little bit more to our agencies. I think 
we do it well, but the state has a much more narrow view of it. Because they 
have such a narrow view of it, they demand more of our agencies that they 
document it.  

• JBC: so are you saying you don’t get reimbursed right now for what you are 
doing. 

• Occasionally. Sometimes we get paid and sometimes we don’t. 
• If you get your $300 a year for clothing and you’ve spend that, well too bad. Also 

the kids’ wishes as they get older, as they think about is this someplace I can go 
back to, is this some place I can survive and thrive. Some teenagers say, I can’t 
make it there. We’ve defined this well‐being timeframe so much we don’t hear 
what the child needs to thrive. Not saying we give them whatever they want. 

• Sometimes outcomes are quantitative and it’s really hard to capture the 
qualitative. Sometimes the qualitative is the only way to capture the good news. 
I’d like to see a place to capture the qualitative – that’s the part that keeps us 
doing what we do. All the state is seeing are the incident reports, the numbers. 
Give yourselves the opportunity to see the qualitative piece, too. 

• Well‐being not just the child but the family and the community. This new 
mandate in dealing with the family. If the family is chaotic, the community is 
chaotic, it messes up the well‐being of the child. 

• Nothing here about individuality. One of the principles, what gets in the way of 
rates sometimes is you focus on these things without giving hope to getting child 
to the next level?  

• JBC: does this fit under well‐being? 
• When you add “is a responsibility” it puts this in a whole other arena. 
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• JBC: it’s having children leave better than when they came in, it is a responsibility 
to do that, in addition to all of these basic things. What you’re saying is it 
depends on if well‐being is holistic. 

• Some kids need to be placed with an uncle in Ohio, and some kids can’t. Need to 
take into account individual needs of these kids. They are just like you and I, 
need to take into account individual needs. 

• JBC: consistency based on a set of standards. What are the implications for that? 
• We know there are mandated standards but as we have talked about there has 

to be agreement on interpretation of what we are talking about, that we are 
working in the same direction, it has to feel more like it’s a partnership than a 
mandate. Granted, some are mandated by the feds. But some we can work on 
together. 

• Seems like the providers could come together and set an action plan. If we really 
want meaningful change here. 

• Some of those timeframes are going to have to be flexible depending on the 
needs of the child, getting input from the other providers involved, depending 
on the needs. What is it we want to accomplish while the child is here? SED, and 
it’s obvious they haven’t had an IEP, why are we throwing them back in regular 
school and then surprised when we don’t have the positive outcomes? Again, it 
goes back to treating the children as individuals. It’s not black or white there’s a 
big grey area. 

• Are we talking about setting a baseline? Are we saying, at least at minimum, 
children will get these services? If we are, I think everyone can agree these 
things are good. Now how that plays out for an individual will be different. Is that 
what we’re talking about here? 

• JBC: that could be what we’re talking about here. 
• So a child sent to any CPA will get these things. 
• JBC: and any CPA will do these things. And the timeframes. 
• But that doesn’t necessarily mean the results and the goals will be the same. 
• JBC: no. 
• JBC: could see some room for negotiation – all do certain things, but some do 

other things. 
• JBC: any more you want to say about assessment, and that driving the system? 
• We tend to assess the family, and assess the child, but we don’t assess the 

community and its ability to help the child. 
• JBC: and then the next one – make appropriate modifications – not going to 

throw the baby out with the bathwater – that support equity. 
• That’s a real problem in south Georgia. There’s a black hole there, it’s very hard 

to find services there, it’s a world of difference. 
• That’s something the state needs to take on, they’re going to have to build 

capacity. 
• If they’re going to take that on as a strategy, they’re going to have to put some 

money there. 
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• JBC: I know some of you have tried to do that previously, why wasn’t it 
successful? 

• Cost. Haven’t raised our mileage reimbursement in years because we can’t 
afford it. If you want to have services in those areas, it’s going to cost more 
because you have to bring the services to them. Another thing, can we please 
get off of the county thing? If I have a kid in Fulton county, I could put him in a 
foster home in DeKalb that’s 5 minutes from his home but I have to put him 60 
miles away. Doesn’t take into account that community thing. 

• It’s nebulous and could be interpreted in different ways. It could be, they go to a 
facility, they should have equity and access to all services in that facility. If you’re 
talking about a county, a kid in Cobb County isn’t necessarily going to get the 
same services in another county. What you say you mean by that is getting lost 
in the way it’s currently phrased. 

• If you have rural communities in Georgia, if you wanted to do some kind of 
radical partnership, what if you had a building with different services available, a 
one‐stop shop of sorts. 

• JBC: at one point in time there seemed to be some energy around that, with the 
communities filling in the services that were needed. 

• Normer: that networking of services died, I think under the unbundling. 
• There’s gotta be some clarity with what the state means by the LIPT teams. 

Who’s telling communities that they’ve got to be at the table? Just throwing it 
out there and saying it’s the community’s responsibility, some do it well, some 
don’t. Somewhere I think the state itself, and I include DFCS in that, there’s been 
some processes and steps put in place that haven’t been shared. Whether you 
call it KidsNet, SOC, or LIPT, someone needs to talk about it because you don’t 
know which meeting you need to take your kid to. We have a process out there 
that you could maybe get people to the table. But until you get a county 
commissioner or somebody to decide that is what we want our community to 
be. Good opportunity for collaboration for people to say this is what I want our 
LIPT team to be. It’s not really becoming what I would call family‐friendly. If LIPT 
teams are mandated by the code, why aren’t they part of this process? 

• A big part of what is missing from the table is DJJ. DJJ is not at many of these 
tables, hardly. There was a point that the Commissioner of DJJ and DHR were 
seen at every meeting, because they saw that so many of their kids overlapped. I 
never hear anything about the two of them working together. 

• I really think those first three strategies, if they are well done, the last two (PBC 
and transparency) will be a part of that process. You’ve almost got to have the 
other information to do the others well. 

• JBC: one thing we haven’t talked about is data, have access to. 
• I will say, if there had been some preliminary meeting to look at the data that 

was presented at the G meetings, if it could be, if there was some preliminary 
review you could come to the meeting prepared. You’re sitting there thinking, if 
all of this information is wrong for everybody, is it wrong in Shines? 
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• There could be a subcommittee proposed of state people and providers to 
review it. 

• I think transparency is really needed if we have the ongoing relationship with the 
state as opposed to these initiatives that start, and stop. Needs to be a 
consistent partnership that is going to be overlapping years and years and years. 
Will build trust. 
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CCI Provider Focus Group 
Normer Adams, GAHSC, Convener 
Juanita Blount-Clark and Allison McWilliams, CVIOG, Facilitators 
November 6, 2009 
1 pm - 3 pm 
 
 
Introductions 
 
Normer Adams set the stage and gave the background on the Task Force. 
Juanita Blount-Clark welcomed the group, thanked them on behalf of the Task force. 
 
Participants introduced themselves: Evelyn Laviso, Carrie Steele-Pitts; Galye Myers, 
Methodist Children;  James Harper, Georgia Baptist; Mary Esposito, Chris Kids; Sherry 
Cody, Twin Cedars;  Sandy Corbin MAAC; Ron Scroggy Georgia Alliance, George 
Boykin, Lighthouse; John Blend, Goshen Ranch; Barry Kerr, Morningstar (via phone); 
Normer Adams, GAHSC 
 
JBC: reviewed charge from the Division, decision by the Task Force to broaden the 
discussion beyond the rates that are currently in place, to make recommendations about 
how to bring into alignment the achievement of results, the services and alignments that 
are used to achieve those results, and the financing to achieve those results. So what 
would the structure look like to accomplish those things for children and families. So that 
is how they are structuring their work.  
 
JBC reviewed the principles and strategies. 
 
JBC: so the question is, what does this mean to you when you hear it, and then, in trying 
to achieve these things, what are the implications for you, in terms of your current 
service, staffing, whatever the implications may be. I would like to start the conversation 
around the principles. 
 
Principles: 
 

1. Permanency 
2. Safety 
3. Stability 
4. Family Connections 
5. Well‐Being 

 
 
Strategies: 
 

1. Consistency based on Standards 
2. Predictability/Consistency 
3. Equity 
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4. PBC 
5. Providers’ Needs 
6. Assessment in Context of Community/Family 

 
 

• JBC: I will open it up for general reactions 
• They aren’t new. They were all thoroughly introduced at least at the provider 

summit if not before. They aren’t new. 
• These are the principles of excellent rate setting or are these the principles of 

how we think about rates? 
• JBC: Both/and. They’re saying these are the principles that drive the results, and 

then bring into alignment what is achieved. 
• If part of this thing is partnership, there is no principle that really addresses that 

we’re all in this together to achieve these outcomes. 
• JBC: so a principle could be added 
• Normer: you know that’s also a strategy, and it’s not in the strategies either. 
• A really good point about collaboration. I agree on both levels, it’s a principle 

and a strategy. I think this is a great statement of that, but to embed it. And a 
sidenote. To me, every one of these is clear except for well‐being. Who defines 
well‐being? I don’t think the kids would agree with the way we define well‐being. 

• JBC: so that’s an aha moment for the Task Force. So it may be that they don’t 
state what well‐being is, but that they state a process for self‐determination. 

• I’ve been in this business a long time, back to the time when it was a real 
partnership, up to this time of being adversarial. I would like to see a 
partnership, but I’m so cynical I have a hard time seeing it. 

• We wouldn’t be so cynical if things like the provider G meetings had been more 
of a partnership. 

• We’ve tried for 10 years to try to keep the child safe, for a while we tried to get 
them better, then it was figuring out RBWO, we fill out our reports, give them to 
Rich, Rich runs the info and we figure out what we’re going to get. Now we’re in 
this whole new world where they’re saying you, CCI, actually know what you’re 
doing, and it’s like DFCS has figured out we might have some tools to do this and 
they’re going to do this trial run through this annex process. And I feel 
empowered and all of that. So is this process about figuring out how to pay for 
this? I have all of these questions. So is it our role to sit with data? How am I 
supposed to know what it costs? I’m not expert at it. And if you came back and 
said you had a team that had figured it out, I would have to say, hey, I’m with 
you. Am I the odd man out or do others feel this way? 

• Have had these committees in the past and we asked for data and the agency 
said it’s not our job to tell you what to do, and that’s kind of where things went 
dead. And I think what you’re saying is that’s where things, when it came down 
to it, it was like, tell us what you want to do and do it. And we didn’t have all of 
the information and data to make those decisions. Where do we fill in the gaps? 
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• Without being able to do the planning, these are agencies with a lot of history, 
focusing on the quality of care, and without the data we can’t make the staffing 
changes, and then we need the ramp‐up time to bring on the people we need, 
training. 

• Are we interpreting correctly in order to seek the robustness that Mark wants 
around permanency? 

• JBC: I can’t speak for Mark directly. What he said to the Task Force is I want you 
to make recommendations to me about the structure to support outcomes for 
kids. And one of the key elements of that is achieving permanency. And like the 
person over here said, these are not new. But what it takes to achieve them may 
be new. So if the Task Force says to the Division these are the outcomes that you 
need to achieve, and you need to use your financing to achieve them, then that 
has implications for the work that you do. Can you do it with the way that you’re 
currently configured. 

• So they send us a template the other day via email that said, if this goes well, 
we’re going to do a lot more of this in April. It wasn’t vague. And then they said, 
do you have an evidenced‐based model, and I’m thinking, if I’m doing what 
you’re asking then it must be based on something. I don’t have that data to 
come up with the model that is needed, does Rich have that data?  

• JBC: when the Task Force started its work the Division wasn’t as clear that PBC 
was the road that it was traveling down. In the middle of the Task Force’s work 
the Division has gotten clearer that this is a road it wants to travel down. We saw 
where the two need to be connected. But the actual drafting of the PBC 
mechanism itself is not within the auspices of the Task Force. But, the results for 
children should be the same for both. So, as you proceed with your PBC, these 
principles need to be part of those expectations. Permanency needs to be a part 
of that, safety needs to be a part of that, and so on. The Division has 
responsibility for constructing how that gets articulated within the contracting 
portion. What the Task Force wants is to gather information from you so that it 
can tell the Division this is what permanency looks like if you make providers 
part of that game. So what does it mean for you if it’s not just working with the 
child but working with the family. 

• The frightening part of that is for those of us who moved from LOC. And you 
provided all of the treatment. And the whole issue of firewalls. And where does 
that fall. But somewhere when you go from the principles to the strategies, there 
needs to be clarity of roles. And when you start mixing in Medicaid and whatever 
you need to do, need to be very clear about case management. Need to be very 
clear about roles. It might go beyond case management, you get into treatment 
issues. Before now we’re being really clear about, don’t have any overlap. 

• JBC: are there shifts in these firewalls? 
• There’s clinical language in this annex language, and what does this mean for 

those of us who have gotten rid of our clinical staff? 
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• Distance across counties – maintaining family connections. Sometimes it’s 
hundreds of miles. 

• I would like to see for there to be room for there to be individualized solutions to 
that. There’s lots of ways to maintain connections. Sometimes you get in the car 
and you drive because that program is better. But if it’s done proscriptively, then 
it impacts stability and well‐being, so how do those decisions get made? 

• Conversation we had with Mark last week, accountability versus stability, what 
are the rules, and when have we driven too far or too often, and getting coached 
on that. 

• Has mental health been brought into this picture at all? Some of us have core 
services, some of us don’t. Those of us with core services, there are things we 
can offer. So, permanency, I think , what can I do to achieve that? If I can get 
funding I can add more HSPs, and cut the ratio so they’re more productive, I can 
do that and quantify those costs to DFCS. I can’t do that on the mental health 
side. So I have an LPC therapist. I can send that therapist to the home. I can 
certainly put a cost on that and send that to DFCS but DFCS doesn’t pay for that. 
Well, MH just cut all of our rates in July. So that’s an extra loop to tie around in 
the permanency. There is a separation – core services and RBWO. My folks were 
so scared of the separation they didn’t work together. I stopped that, and we do 
work together, all of the services we bill for are within the firewall. We provide 
services outside of the firewall we just don’t bill for them. 

• Let’s say that family is in a different community and have their own core 
provider, we can do a certain amount of therapy for that child, but don’t for the 
others in the house. It’s a different type of focus than what you talk about in 
family preservation. So all of that needs to be looked at it’s a different model.  

• The Medicaid folks need to be part of this in order to achieve these things. 
• In the 16 months of training leading up to July 1, 2007, we were told all of the 

things we could not do within the firewall. Since then, it has been less clear what 
that firewall means. It might be useful to bring the mental health people back to 
the table to talk about the firewall, that has direct implications on being able to 
achieve these principles. 

• JBC: this echoes conversations that the Task Force has had about the realities of 
unbundling. 

• Need to reexamine and redefine things on both sides of the firewall – on the 
RBWO side, too. It’s not just direct care, staff and case management. There are 
other things you are asking for, you’re either going to intake the child and 
everything they bring with them or you’re not. There are people and support you 
have to have on both sides that they didn’t think about when they split it. 

• You just accept that there is a percentage of loss, probably 50‐60% no matter 
how hard you try to bill. Questions of clarification that need to be discussed. 

• If we are thinking, if we go into this process doing things the way we have always 
done it then we’re thinking about a therapist delivering the bulk of the services 
to achieve permanency. If we list all of the services needed to achieve 
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permanency, then who might best deliver those services. If I’m going to be able 
to compete then I need to be able to exhaust any funding stream, particularly 
Medicaid, in order to be efficient and effective in achieving permanency. In the 
beginning we were given pretty rigid guidelines and those guidelines have been 
altered in some manner, and it would be good to revisit. 

• JBC: so, in the context of the strategies, when you start talking about bringing a 
level of predictability and consistency, you’re talking about examining staffing, 
and the role of staffing, and the relationships, and creating transparency, there 
has to be negotiation between the Division and providers, both individually and 
collectively. 

• If you’re about what’s best for the individual child, and you’re going to report to 
Mark what’s best to achieve that, then cookie‐cutter approaches aren’t going to 
work. Yes, let’s look at innovative approaches. 

• Also in that Annex the timeframes are bed‐like not outcomes. So we’re hearing 
different things. The contract trickle‐down looks really prescriptive. I understand 
there are performance standards, but there are standards of care and then 
details of care. 

• Is part of this to get to we’re going to pay for this outcome no matter what, or is 
there an assumption that 10, 20% of this will be subsidized by outside giving? 

• JBC: the Task Force has not had that conversation. They have talked about 
fairness, and maybe they’ll get there before they are done, but I don’t know 
that. But if that’s part of the feedback you want to give to them, that fairness of 
rate be a consideration, that some parameters be established around that, so 
providers know what their fundraising goals will be. We used to know that. 

• I think the Division is going to have to think about this as a public interest or a 
marketing strategy. So you can at least say to donors. Have started keeping up 
with what things really are uncompensated, so you have a better idea when you 
go out to funders in terms of what they are paying for. And the reaction we’re 
getting is, I don’t mind paying for extra books for school, but I shouldn’t be 
paying for the basics, I’m a taxpayer, that should be paid for by the state. 

• JBC: I want to move the conversation and talk a little about well‐being. We’d like 
some input from you on what you think that ought to mean. 

• May I ask when we talk about permanency, it kind of alludes to reunification, no 
mention of adoption, no real discussion of emancipation, is there somewhere 
that that is defined in some way? 

• JBC: It may be that emancipation is not looked at as favorably because of 
pressure from the Feds. 

• Certainly, it’s not first and foremost our goal. But if the Task Force would state 
what the stages of permanency are that would be helpful. Because when you 
look at adoption it’s daunting, we’re not CPA’s, how do we make that transition? 

• JBC: if you’re financing people to achieve permanency. And it’s one of 
reunification, adoption, or guardianship, it may be in your interest to think about 
what it would take to do one of those, and that would have implications. This is 
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the work that has to be done, I’m not staffed to do that work. I don’t know if it’s 
in my agency’s business model to do that work. 

• What I’m discerning is if it’s not your model you’re not going to be here in a few 
years. We’re being told to get with the program. So we will do CPA. 

• But completeness may come through networking. 
• JBC: the Task Force has heard from people who represent different models – 

SOC, Continuum of Care, MAAC, etc. I don’t know that the Task Force will speak 
to a specific model such as MAAC, but they may say something like networking is 
encouraged. 

• So they’re not going to define permanency for us. 
• JBC: I think they will talk about it as others have – CFSR, Kenny A. So I think they 

will say to the Division that it needs to pull those together and define it 
• To what extent would be our role and responsibility in permanency? Are we part 

of the solution or are we the solution? 
• JBC: remember the Task Force’s work is to bring into alignment the dollars that 

are available with the results that are to be achieved. 
• Do you do it yourself or do you subcontract, and there are issues there. I do think 

the Task Force can give feedback to the state about what that is in a model. My 
fear is, do we want to move towards a model like MAAC as opposed to look, now 
Agency X you are responsible for everything. 

• We’re all having to look at what the needs for children are, and as it becomes 
less and less brick and mortar, you better be careful what you invest in CCIs. 

• I’ve got no clue what the DFCS infrastructure thinks about these great ideas. 
When I’m in these meetings I have no idea who knows what, if I’m the only one 
who got the email or what? So are we at a collaborative state with a group that 
we’ve always been a bit at separation with, because this suggests much more 
collaborative work. 

• Interestingly enough, I just had a meeting with my regional director, and it was 
positive. And they’re talking more about it being “our children,” not DFCS’ 
children, not the agency’s children. 

• JBC: what about safety or stability? 
• I was taken aback a little by the Athens article about are we as safe. I feel that 

we are really safe. 
• I’m fortunate because my building is really safe, I have the capital to ask for to 

make sure it is. But I’ve also been in the position where I haven’t had that 
capital, and thought, what am I going to do? So I think we do need to look into 
that because some people can’t afford to do it with what they’re given. The CCI 
population is diminishing, so funding is diminishing. 

• Is the sense that CCIs have been paying the price in safety? 
• Normer: I don’t know what that’s about. It seems less about safety than about 

regulations. It also seems a reaction to put the blame on the agency, like with 
runaways. So I don’t know. I’ve asked the question from a lot of different levels. 
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• It seems predictable that if you are a CCI you are going to be cited and you are 
going to be fined. 

• The safety issue is becoming a revenue engine. That’s some of the dialog that 
we’re hearing. 

• JBC: part of the safety issue here is the two standards in the CFSR. Re‐injury of 
children who are returned home. And the other is injury to children while they 
are in care. There may be some other standards, like regulations, but again that’s 
one of those things that maybe they can all be pulled together in one place and 
defined. 

• Normer: and what is an acceptable level of risk? Kids are going to scrape their 
knees. 

• And that’s where when you talk about outcomes, the outcomes are actually 
punitive. Also it’s about the process. 

• JBC: part of that may be also you following that child when they return home. 
And what does that mean for your operations if that was passed onto you? 

• If you look at cash flow we’re going to have all sorts of meetings. This is new 
ground for us. We’re hoping that OPUUM will be a source of expertise on this as 
we craft our business plans. 

• JBC: well‐being. What does that mean? What needs to be a part of that? 
• I can’t state it clearly. I think that a component is that youth voice and choice is 

threaded through their whole experience in the foster care system. That they be 
partners in their own plans. We have our own thought that I don’t think kids 
would disagree with but they would add to it. In addition to educational stability, 
medical. But I also think age‐appropriate voice in their own care, 

• A strength‐based model. Relationships with the birth families, within the agency. 
Hasn’t always been valued, but if they’re living there. Looking at skills. Adaptive 
behavior skills. Looking at hopes and dreams for the children. An action plan so 
you are moving toward what they want to achieve, so they’re not just doing time 

• That is so critical. If you have a child who feels hope, you can move mountains. 
Each child is different and we need to listen to those kids. 

• Opportunities for normalcy and failure. Letting kids have opportunity to learn 
from their failures. 

• Normer: talking about hope, talking about normalcy, those aren’t concepts that 
the CFSR talks about with well‐being. I think our agencies feel real disappointed 
sometimes that the state doesn’t appreciate our definition of well‐being. 
Creating a life, not just fixing their bodies, fixing their teeth. I’ve heard DJJ talk 
about this, we’re not in the business of building men, we’re in the business of 
stabilizing these kids. There’s a huge disconnect there. 

• JBC: we have about 15 minutes left so I want to focus specifically on the 
strategies. 

• Assessment of child – first recommendation is that one should be moved up to 
number one. 
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• Clear that people now don’t want to talk about the child in absence of the family 
– holistically cool to see that getting traction. It feels good. It feels good for the 
team to know that’s what we want to be talking about. 

• One element of equity – our self‐identified LGBTQ population, that’s one 
element that we are not serving in the best way we could. 

• In reference to the assessment. The Home‐Based Services task force made 
recommendations on the assessment tool. If this is going to be a strategy moving 
forward it would seem that that would be important to re‐visit. Currently there 
are a multitude of assessment forms. If you’re going to be tracking outcomes, it 
is imperative that there is a uniform assessment. 

• And should be used by DFCS workers too. Which brings us to common set of 
standards. I have a feeling with 159 counties I think you will find some have 
heard it, some haven’t. Providers have to get on the same page, but so does the 
state. 

•  Equity – I really feel strongly that age should be put in there. The age of children 
that are coming to other agencys’ attention at 16, 17, 18, that group along with 
those that are already in DJJ being allowed to let their commitments run out, 
knowing they can’t go home. That is a group of young adults who are walking the 
street homeless. There are no options for those youth. Somewhere, if we are 
going to be talking about developing healthy adults that group cannot be 
forgotten. We have a responsibility at least up to 18 to be doing something 
about it. 

• And for people who do well with that age group, tying into performance 
payments with those groups. 

• We talk about mental health being at the table but the courts need to be there 
as well. 

• And education. If you really look at well‐being. You take a kid who has no family, 
what’s their hope? Education, that’s their hope. 

• It’s too bad that DHS and DJJ couldn’t have come together and worked on these 
types of issues together, because it’s the same kids. There’s a whole population 
of kids that are flowing in and out. 

• This initiative around SOC has to include the LIPT process because that is 
something that was put into place to say people are going to collaborate. It’s 
what the state says the process is to bring the community together. 

• Normer: related to that is not only the CCI providers but all of the community 
providers out there. The providers aren’t paid to go to these meetings. It’s in 
their best interest to go to the meetings but it’s a terrific investment. Needs to 
be looked at because that’s where it’s going to come crumbling down. 

• That and who’s going to be given the time to chair it. 
• Normer: this is where the interdisciplinary work comes into play. It’s going to 

take someone from the top to mandate it and to say that it’s paid for. 
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RRTF Principles* CFSR Measures** (PIP) Kenny A Principles DFCS Data measures Data Caveats 
Permanency Children have permanency and stability 

in their living situations. (Permanency 1) 
‐ Foster care re‐entry 
‐ Permanency goal for the child 
‐ Reunification, guardianship or 

permanent placement with a 
relative 

‐ Adoptions 
‐ Permanency Goal of Another 

Planned Living Arrangement 

Permanency 2: Timeliness of Adoptions 
(Composite score) 
‐ Exits to adoptions in less than 24 

months 
‐ Exits to adoptions median length of 

stay 
‐ Children in care 17+ months 

adopted by the end of the year 
‐ Children in care 19+ months 

achieving legal freedom within 6 
months 

‐ Legally free children adopted in less 
than 12 months 

Foster care should be as 
temporary an arrangement as 
possible, with its goal being to 
provide a permanent home for 
the child as quickly as 
possible. In making the 
determination about what plans 
and services will best meet this 
goal, the child’s interests must 
be paramount. 

Total number of youth exiting care from each 
placement type by  
‐ total length of time in care  
‐ total length of time in that particular setting 
 
All exits to permanency (by permanency type) 
and type of last placement 
 
Permanency plans 
(reunification/adoption/emancipation/ 
appla/guardianship/relatives) by placement 
type 
 
Permanency achieved within 6 months and 12 
months by placement type (placement 
location when exit from care) and 
permanency type 
 
Percent of youth exiting to permanency who 
re-enter care within 12 months by last 
placement type 

The PIP is currently relying 
primarily on qualitative 
reviews that are conducted 
by the Program Evaluation 
and Analysis Section (PEAS) 
on a regional basis for the 
state (review a sample of 
cases in each region every 18 
months). 
 
Developing the FORG which 
will include supervisor and 
county director reviews in 
the SHINES database 
(concerns about quality of 
reviews right now) 
 
The biggest challenge with 
data reports and ongoing 
measurement is a capacity 
issue within DFCS regarding 
staff to pull and produce 
reports 

Safety Children are, first and foremost, 
protected from abuse and neglect. 
‐ Timeliness of initiating 

investigations of reports of child 
maltreatment 

‐ Repeat maltreatment 
 
Children are safely maintained in their 
homes whenever possible and 
appropriate. 
‐ Services to families to protect 

children in home and prevent 
removal 

‐ Risk of harm to child 

Georgia’s child welfare system 
must actively promote and 
support the opportunity for 
children to grow up within a 
safe, nurturing family, either 
their biological family or, if 
that is not possible, within an 
adoptive family. 

Reports and substantiations of abuse/neglect 
while in foster care (by placement where 
maltreatment occurred) 
 
Reports and substantiations of abuse/neglect 
by foster provider (or staff) (by placement 
where maltreatment occurred) 
 
Mean and Median time to investigation for 
reports of abuse/neglect while in foster care 
(by maltreator – parent or foster or other and 
by placement type) 
 
Percent of children who experience another 
substantiated report within 6 months of 
previous substantiation  

There are some challenges to 
calculating the repeat 
maltreatment variable – that 
has to be done by the DFCS 
data unit  
 
Calculations of time between 
report and investigation and 
findings are possible 
however, the queries are not 
currently in place or run on a 
regular basis so this will 
require additional time and 
manpower on the part of the 
DFCS state data staff 
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RRTF Principles* CFSR Measures** (PIP) Kenny A Principles DFCS Data measures Data Caveats 
Stability Children have permanency and stability 

in their living situations. (Permanency) 

‐ Stability of foster care placement 

 

Children in foster care 
placement should have stable 
placements that meet their 
needs and the services 
necessary to address both the 
trauma of foster care 
placement and the problems 
surrounding their removal from 
their family. Children in foster 
care placement should have 
placements that meet their 
needs and the services 
necessary to promote the 
stability of their placements. 

Average days (or months) in current 
placement by placement type 
 
Total number of placements for the total time 
in care 
 
Length of time in care (total) by placement 
type 
 
Length of time in each setting by placement 
types for youth with 1, 2, 3, and 4 or more 
placements 
 
Number of total placements prior to exit for 
all children exiting care within the year by last 
placement setting 
 
Reasons for moves to new care setting by new 
placement setting and previous placement 
setting 

Some of these measures are 
currently being compiled by 
the DFCS data unit for the 
provider G meetings, 
however, more specificity 
and clarity is needed in 
regards to exactly what the 
data reports/graphs 
demonstrate (the current 
graphs are often unclear or 
not specific enough) 

Maintain Family 
Connections 

The continuity of family relationships 
and connections is preserved for 
families. (Permanency 2) 

‐ Proximity of placement 
‐ Placement with siblings 
‐ Visiting with parents and siblings in 

foster care 
‐ Preserving connections 
‐ Relative placement 
‐ Relationship of child in care with 

parents 
‐  

When children are in foster 
care, all non-destructive family 
ties should be maintained and 
nurtured. If appropriate, 
children should be placed with 
relatives who are able to 
provide a safe, nurturing home 
for them. 
Reasonable efforts should be 
made to place siblings 
together, and relationships with 
relatives and siblings should be 
facilitated and 
maintained by the child 
welfare agency, if it is in the 
child’s best interest to do so. 

Visits between child and siblings 
 
Caseworker visits with child and with parent 
 
Visits between child and parents 
 
Number/percent of youth placed with siblings 
by placement type 
 
Number/percent of youth placed within 50 
miles of place of removal 
 
Number/percent of children remaining in 
original school after removal from home 
 
Visits between child and relatives 

The data on caseworker 
visits with child and with 
family is currently collected 
and examined regularly as 
part of the IV-B 
requirements to visit every 
child every month.  
However, while the data 
exists to examine the other 
items listed, they are not 
regularly prepared reports 
and would require significant 
additional time to prepare. 
 
Data on visits is not 
mandatory for SHINES 

Well-Being 
(Health, Mental 
Health, Dental, 
Education) 

Families have enhanced capacity to 
provide for their children's needs. 
‐ Needs and services of child, parents 

and foster parents 
‐ Child and family involvement in 

case planning 
‐ Worker visits with child 

Children in foster care 
placement should be in the 
least restrictive, most family-
like setting possible, and the 
state should make reasonable 
efforts to avoid the use of non-
family settings for children, 

Medical services approved/recommended and 
those received 
 
Physical services recommended and those 
received 
 
Attendance at home school after removal 

The Medicaid data is stored 
separately but otherwise 
within SHINES it is 
theoretically possible to pull 
data on the services that are 
authorized (recommended & 
approved) and those that are 
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‐ Worker visits with parent
 

Children receive appropriate services to 
meet their educational needs. 
 
Children receive adequate services to 
meet their physical and mental health 
needs. 
‐ Physical health of the child 
‐ Mental health of the child 

particularly young children.  
Mental health services recommended and 
those received 
 
Number/percent of children in each of the 
watchful oversight categories by placement 
type 

paid for (received) – 
However, this analysis is not 
currently done and would 
require a significant amount 
of work to develop. 
 
In SHINES – the assessment 
(mental health) is uploaded 
as a PDF so it not useful for 
analysis purposes. 
 
Most of these types of fields 
are not mandatory – so data 
may not be complete 

Consistency Based 
on Set of Standards 
(RRTF Strategy) 

 The state has primary 
responsibility for the care and 
protection of children who 
enter the foster care system. 
Insofar as it relies on private 
contractors to assist in meeting 
this responsibility, it should 
only do so according to 
standards set by and rigorously 
monitored by the state. 

  

Make Appropriate 
Modifications that 
Support Equity 
(RRTF Strategy) 

 All children in need of child 
welfare services should receive 
full and equal access to the 
best available services, 
regardless of race, religion, 
ethnicity, or disabilities. 

 The Division has engaged in 
a significant amount of 
review and examination of 
disproportionality issues. 

Predictability/ 
Accountability 
(RRTF Strategy) 

 The Department of Human 
Resources, acting through its 
Commissioner, has the 
authority and  responsibility to 
deliver foster care services by 
the means it deems appropriate 
consistent with the 
requirements of law. 

  

*Items in Red are additional information that do not seem to fit into RRTF Principles (but do fit with the Strategies) 
** CFSR Measures Categories: Permanency, Safety, Well-Being 
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Data notes:  
 
The single biggest challenge facing any recommendations regarding data is a resource challenge.  Both SHINES and the Data Analysis unit are short 
on financial and personnel resources to create new and additional reports on a regular or ad hoc basis.  If any new reports or ongoing data monitoring 
is recommended, additional resources will also need to be part of the recommendation. 
 
The Provider portal which is being phased in now will allow providers to make changes to child placement and alert child welfare staff if a particular 
child is not showing up in the provider records – this should improve the quality of the data on placement moves. 
 
The Field Operations Review Guide (FORG) which is a short version of the CFSR and state QA form is being implemented in November 2009 on 
SHINES and will capture as many as 5 reviews per month (or more) for supervisors and county directors.  Cases for review for directors and 
supervisors will be selected randomly by the state and will include 2 foster care, 1 CPS family preservation case, and at least one investigation (and 
one more case of any of those three).  This review data will be collected in SHINES and is potentially available for analysis however there are 
concerns about how realistic the reviews are at this time, more data is needed and more experience needed by field staff in doing reviews before data 
is comparable to the state reviews. 
 
Most of the data that is utilized in the PIP quarterly reports is gathered from the PEAS unit which conducts in depth case reviews of cases by region 
(each region is visited once every 18 months) – but comparable data at the county level is not available at this time.  Kenny A monitoring data is 
collected by the monitors and is gathered from case reviews that are conducted every 6 months.   
 
There are currently 6 innovation zones in Georgia which are tracking 5 key baseline areas.  The data for those comes directly from the FORG data 
and from detailed case reviews. 
 
The SHINES system is being updated to capture fatalities data and near fatalities data – the changes are being funded by CAPTA data.  Other 
changes/updates include tracking Babies Can’t Wait Data and working on interfaces with other former DHR partners (ie Behavioral Health). 
 
Consistent with the focus groups (see below) the Division data and program support indicate that the lack of a place in SHINES to track LIPT is 
problematic. 
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RRTF Principles CPA Focus Group CCI Focus Group 
Permanency • Need to define: permanency 

 
• Need to define: permanency 
• To what extent would be our role and responsibility? 

Safety • Safety should not be limited by funding 
• Placements that are safe but lead to permanency 
• Need to redefine: safety 

 

• Safety issue is becoming a revenue engine 
• It seems less about safety than about regulations  
• There may be some standards that can be pulled together in one 

place and defined 
• What is an acceptable level of risk? 

Stability    
Maintain Family 
Connections 

  • Distance across counties – challenges for maintaining family 
connections 

Well-Being (Health, 
Mental Health, Dental, 
Education) 

• Need to redefine: well‐being 
• Well‐being – not just the child but the family and the community 
• We’ve defined this well‐being timeframe so much we don’t hear what 

the child needs to thrive 
 

• Need to redefine: well‐being 
• Well‐being: youth voice and choice, partners in their own plans, age‐

appropriate voice in their own care 
• A strengths‐based model – looking at hopes and dreams for children 
• If you have a child who feels hope, you can move mountains 
• Each child is different and we need to listen to those kids 
• Opportunities for normalcy and failure. 
• Creating  a life, not just fixing their bodies, fixing their teeth 

RRTF Strategies CPA Focus Group CCI Focus Group 
Assessment in Context 
of Community/Family 

• Goes back to assessment in the beginning 
• Implications for assessment, competency of assessor 
• Assessment and reassessment. Not only the family but the child. 
• Family centered practice – how will the rate cover that 
• Good assessments of each child 
• Tend to assess the family, and the child, but we don’t assess the 

community and its ability to help the child 
• What’s normal for the child? Not a one‐size‐fits‐all 
• A la carte rates. Rate setting needs to take into account that 

individual child and family have individual needs. 
• Individual needs of these kids 
• Timeframes are going to have to be flexible depending on the needs 

of the child 
• Goes back to treating children as individuals 
• Need to look at this not from the agency’s perspective but from the 

child’s perspective 

• Imperative that there is a uniform assessment 
• Assessment – should be number one strategy 
• Room for there to be individualized solutions 

Consistency Based on 
Set of Standards 

• Common set of standards – should be what we value and bring and 
know 

• Consistency based on a set of standards – has to be agreement on 
interpretation. Has to feel more like it’s a partnership than a 
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mandate. 
Predictability/ 
Accountability 

• Access to good information 
• Mechanisms in place to examine all of the information and all of the 

documentation 
 

• Bringing a level of predictability and consistency – examining 
staffing, relationships, creating transparency, negotiation between 
the Division and providers 

• Cookie‐cutter approaches aren’t going to work. Let’s look at 
innovative approaches. 

• Data and information – where do we fill in the gaps? 
• Without the data we can’t make the staffing changes, and then we 

need the ramp‐up time to bring on the people we need, training 
Make Appropriate 
Modifications that 
Support Equity 

• Equity – will need to build capacity. Going to have to put some money 
there. 

• Equity –nebulous and could be interpreted in different ways 

• Equity – include age 
• Equity – self‐identified LGBTQ population – we’re not serving the 

best way we could 
Consider Tying 
Performance to 
Reimbursements 

• Report card may reflect that you aren’t meeting timeframe, but 
doesn’t have to do with you reaching permanency 

• Like idea of the Annex 
• Permanency piece starts to conflict with that of safety (when 

timeframes aren’t compatible with conditions of the child) 
• Quantitative and qualitative outcomes 
• Do we want kids in one level tied to the same outcomes as those of a 

higher‐functioning child 
• What are realistic short and long‐term timeframes 
• Supposed to be a partnership 
• What does partnership look like 
• Get inclusive. How to get people to the table. Partnership. 
• LIPT – who’s telling communities that they’ve got to be at the table? 
• Missing from the table is DJJ 
• Needs to be a consistent partnership 

• Performance standards – there are standards of care and then there 
are details of care 

• Mental health and courts need to be at table 
• DHS and DJJ should work on these issues together – same kids 
• LIPT – collaboration. What the state says the process is to bring the 

community together. Interdisciplinary work. 
• This suggests much more collaborative work 
• Partnership – no principle that really addresses that we’re all in this 

together to achieve these outcomes. Not in the strategies either 

Consider Providers’ 
Needs 

• Start‐up costs, training costs involved with change 
• How are we dealing with children coming into care, how are we 

dealing with existing children in care 
• Continuation of support services 
• Aftercare services to the children/family no matter what arrangement 
• Pre, post, during, what we can do to strengthen those connections 

while a child is with us. Ongoing support. 
• Plan looks different depending upon the family needs. Don’t have a 

lot of supports that pays for what families need to do 

• Has mental health been brought into the picture? Need at the table 
• Separation – core services and RBWO 
• Medicaid need to be part of this in order to achieve these things 
• Reexamine and redefine things on both sides of the firewall. It’s not 

just direct care, staff, and case management. There are people and 
support you have to have on both sides. 

• If we list all of the services needed to achieve permanency, then 
who might best deliver those services 

• Issue of firewall. Needs to be clarity of roles. Need to be very clear 
about case management. 
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Relationship to Title IV-E and TANF Funding 

 

As stated in the Scope of Work, any rate structure recommended by the Task Force must 

comply with funding requirements related to Title IV-E and TANF funding so that DFCS 

can draw down such funds. The following information provides an analysis of the 

relationship between the Task Force’s recommendations and those funding streams. 

 

To the extent that the recommendations of the Task Force address the principles of 

maintaining family connections, permanency, stability and wellbeing, they are expanding 

the role of the foster care provider into territory that was previously largely, if not totally, 

the responsibility of the public child welfare agency – DFCS.  Policies and procedures 

affecting both the DFCS and the provider community will need to be modified to reflect 

these changes as will the DFCS – provider contracts. This expansion of the role and 

responsibility of the foster care provider should be reflected in their accountability for 

outcomes and commensurate rate adjustments structured to encourage desired outcomes. 

    

How does federal funding from Title IV-E and TANF relate to this set of principles and 

the recommendation framework? Title IV-E and TANF are federal fund sources for the 

DFCS foster care program. TANF funds come to the state in the form of a block grant 

primarily intended to provide income for families without other means of support.  But, it 

also has a provision for providing support in unintended or emergency situations 

including child foster care placement. To the extent TANF funds are available to meet 

child foster care costs, it is a preferred source of federal funding because it provides 

federal funds without required non-federal matching funds, once the maintenance of 

effort provision has been met by the state. TANF is sufficiently flexible to cover all 

aspects of the child foster care program. But, as a block grant, TANF only provides a 

fixed amount of federal funding to the State each year to meet multiple purposes only one 

of which is foster care. When it is gone, an alternative source of foster care funding must 

be found.  
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Title IV-E of the Social Security Act becomes a desirable secondary source of federal 

funding because it offers open-ended federal entitlement funding for the state’s foster 

care program.  Its open-ended entitlement characteristic means it provides unlimited 

federal funding for a defined portion of IV-E eligible costs for IV-E eligible children.  

There are several types of entitlement funding within Title IV-E, maintenance (room, 

board and care), administration (program administration including case management 

provided to children in foster care and children at risk of foster care) and training (for all 

types of persons associated with the child foster care program).  The federal share of Title 

IV-E eligible maintenance costs varies from state to state depending on a state’s poverty 

index.  It ranges from a 50 percent financial participation rate in the wealthy states to 80 

percent in poorer states, (IV-E uses the same FFP rate as Medicaid).  Title IV-E 

maintenance includes the cost of Room, Board and Watchful oversight but does not cover 

related costs such as counseling, therapy, medical, educational, or family income 

maintenance costs.  Title IV-E maintenance is paid to foster parents and providers of 

various types of foster care.   

 

For Georgia the Title IV-E federal financial participation (FFP) rate for maintenance is 

currently 70 percent.  The federal government reimburses the state at the FFP rate for the 

cost of those children in its foster care program that are Title IV-E eligible.  The percent 

of IV-E eligible children in foster care in Georgia is currently 32 percent for an effective 

federal return on foster care expenditures of 22 percent (70% x 32% = 22%).  Title IV-E 

administrative costs are reimbursed at 50 percent FFP and IV-E training costs are 

reimbursed at 75 percent FFP.  Both rates are discounted by the proportion of children 

found to be IV-E eligible in the quarter for which the expenditures were made.  State 

funds are most often used to provide the non-federal matching funds required for the Title 

IV-E program, and state funds are used to support the costs of caring for non-IV-E 

eligible children in foster care when TANF or other federal funds are not available. 

Below is a discussion of fiscal implications of Task Force foster care recommendations 

developed to be consistent with and supportive of the principles and recommendation 

strategies guiding the work of the Taskforce: 
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1. Safety 

Safety is concerned with keeping the child free from abuse or neglect while in 

placement, (in the foster home or group care facility, in school, the community, 

during home visits, traveling to and from the above while in care).  Licensure/ 

approval by the state of foster care programs, state developed contractual 

standards of care required for contract foster care providers, contract monitoring 

by DFCS personnel, reporting requirements for all foster care providers, school 

personnel and providers offering community based afterschool or camping 

experiences for foster care children have been designed to keep foster care 

children in their care safe. Title IV-E maintenance reimburses the state for the 

above referenced activities directed at foster child safety to the extent these costs 

are reflected in the foster care maintenance rate. And, Title IV-E administration 

reimburses the state for associated case management and public administrative 

tasks intended to keep the child safe. Title IV-E training reimburses the state for 

the costs associated with training directed at child safety for both private child 

care providers and public administrators and case managers.  

 

Title IV-E Maintenance, the fund source that traditionally funds the private foster 

care providers, does not address safety for the child living at home or in another 

permanent arrangement once their foster care case has been closed, but such 

children are still at high risk of abuse, neglect, and often have to return to foster 

care. Fortunately, Title IV-E administration reimburses states for case 

management activity provided to children at risk of foster care, e.g., children 

receiving protective services prior to placement and children living at home after 

placement.  This case management activity would be designed to promote child 

safety along with other case related goals. Title IV-E supported case management 

can be provided to the extent the contract between the private agency and the state 

child welfare agency spells out the need for the private agency to provide 

aftercare case management. When a private agency provides case management 

activity for children at risk of foster care, Title IV-E will reimburse the state for 

such expenditures under the administrative section of Title IV-E.              
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2. Family Connections 

Title IV-E maintenance payment can cover the cost of private agency case 

workers arranging for and leading initial and periodic case conferences where the 

family and other significant parties in the child’s life are invited to attend, the 

costs associated with travel for the foster child making a home visits (a foster 

child traveling from the foster care setting to home and return), the costs of phone 

calls home by the child in care and home visits by the child’s case worker to meet 

with the child’s family or significant others.  And, IV-E maintenance will support 

costs associated with keeping siblings in care in touch with one another if not 

placed in the same foster care arrangement (e.g., visits and phone calls) as well as 

costs associated with enabling parents to visit their child while in placement. 

 

Title IV-E will not reimburse the state for the costs a mother or father of a child in 

foster care incur in dealing with alcoholism, substance abuse, or mental health 

problems, even though these issues are standing in the way of the child’s 

successful reunification.  Title IV-E will not cover the costs a family incurs when 

moving into a larger apartment to facilitate the return of their child in placement 

even if the added bedroom space was a requirement of reunification.  Nor can IV-

E supplement a family income so the family can afford to care for their child 

currently in a foster care placement.  Title IV-E does support case management by 

either the child’s public worker or private case worker under contract with the 

public agency, to facilitate these activities, but Title IV-E cannot be used to 

provide social services, treatment, education or income maintenance whether 

intended to promote family connections or not.  Other non-IV-E funding sources 

must be used for these activities.  

    

3. Permanency 

Title IV-E can cover the case management costs associated with permanency – 

the costs associated with the movement of the child into a permanent home with 

his natural family, or a family by adoption or another permanency arrangement 

and support that placement over time.  Traditionally this case management cost is 
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covered as a maintenance cost and reimbursed under Title IV-E maintenance 

when included in the foster care rate or as a public case management cost 

reimbursed by Title IV-E as an administrative cost.  But, Title IV-E can also 

support case management provided a child at risk of foster care via contract with a 

private agency as was described under the Family Connections section above.  

Title IV-E does not cover costs associated with the child’s treatment services or 

treatment services that may be required for the parents to facilitate a reunification 

or permanency goal. And traditionally, neither the public sector nor private sector 

has been adequately funded to provide preventive case management activity once 

the foster care case has been closed. 

     

4. Stability 

The avoidance of bouncing from one foster care placement to another while in 

care, and the prevention of recidivism once a child has returned home or 

otherwise achieved permanency is defined as stability in the foster care program.  

Stability is often reflected in the goal of “first placement best placement.” 

Adequate rates of reimbursement enable foster care providers to offer quality 

programs. The better the program, the less likely children will experience failed 

placements. Title IV-E supports the IV-E allowable aspects of maintenance 

(room, board and watchful oversight) but does not support the social 

service/treatment component – often the critical aspect of the program directed at 

issues that can prevent “failed placement.” Title IV-E supports case management 

which can promote stability while the child is in placement and promote 

successful permanency arrangements after placement ends. Title IV-E also 

supports training for the public child welfare worker, the private provider staff 

and the foster parent which support stability by ensuring a better trained staff.  

But, Title IV-E will not support social services or behavior health treatment for 

the foster child, his or her parents, even if this service is deemed essential for the 

child to remain successfully in their current placement or living arrangement.             
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5. Wellbeing (in addition to room, board and watchful oversight the concept 

includes a child’s primary health, dental health, mental health, and education) 

 

Title IV-E reimburses states for maintenance costs related to room, board and 

watchful oversight but does not reimburse states for the remaining key 

components of the Wellbeing concept – primary health, dental health, mental 

health and education.  Case management included in the Title IV-E reimbursable 

maintenance rate can be used by providers to assist foster care children obtain 

primary health care, dental health care, mental health care, and education.  And, 

Title IV-E reimbursable case management can assist a child at risk of foster care 

as well, by assisting them gain access to the various forms of health care.  The IV-

E supported case management can be provided directly by public sector case 

managers or via contract from private providers.   

 

The following chart summarizes the above discussion concerning the extent to which 

Title IV-E can support activities related to the Child Welfare principles.  (X represents 

IV-E claiming): 

 
Measures                                Title IV‐E               Title IV‐E                 Title IV‐E                Not‐ IV‐E 
                                                 Maintenance    Administration              Training 
Safety 
      Protection Investigation                                                                                                         X  
      Child in Foster Care                   X                            X                              X                                                          
      At Risk Case Management                                     X                              X 
Family Connections 
      Child in Foster Care                   X                             X                             X 
      At Risk Case Management                                      X                             X 
      Cost of Family Visiting Child                                                                                                   X                                    
Permanency 
       Child in Foster Care                  X                             X                             X                                                        
       At Risk Case Management                                     X                             X          
Stability 
        Child in Foster Care                 X                             X                             X 
        At Risk Case Management                                    X                             X 
Well Being 
        Child in Foster Care                 X                             X                             X 
        At Risk Case Management                                    X                             X 
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Georgia Data Capabilities 

 

Data from DFCS was examined to gain an understanding of the current foster care 

environment in the state. In addition, through in-depth discussions (in person and via 

email) with DFCS staff, the data capacity of the agency was reviewed. All of this 

information was used by the Task Force to identify data gaps and needs that should be 

addressed by the Division.  

 

The Task Force reviewed data on children in care, (characteristics, permanency 

outcomes, etc.), costs for providers, and reimbursement. In addition to reviewing actual 

data, the Task Force also reviewed the data elements that are central to the Program 

Improvement Plan, the Child and Family Services Plan (FFY 2010-2014), the Annual 

Progress and Services Report (FY2009), and in-depth interviews were conducted with 

key Division staff to gather additional information about data availability and limitations. 

The table below details the data elements and reports that were identified as relevant to 

each of the Outcomes recommended by the Task Force. 

 
RRTF 
Outcomes 

DFCS Data Measures 

Permanency Total number of youth exiting care from each placement type by  
‐ total length of time in care  
‐ total length of time in that particular setting 
 
All exits to permanency (by permanency type) and type of last 
placement 
 
Permanency plans (reunification/adoption/emancipation/ 
appla/guardianship/relatives) by placement type 
 
Permanency achieved within 6 months and 12 months by placement 
type (placement location when exit from care) and permanency type 
 
Percent of youth exiting to permanency who re-enter care within 12 
months by last placement type 

Safety Reports and substantiations of abuse/neglect while in foster care (by 
placement where maltreatment occurred) 
 
Reports and substantiations of abuse/neglect by foster provider (or 
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staff) (by placement where maltreatment occurred) 
 
Mean and Median time to investigation for reports of abuse/neglect 
while in foster care (by maltreator – parent or foster or other and by 
placement type) 
 
Percent of children who experience another substantiated report 
within 6 months of previous substantiation  

Stability Average days (or months) in current placement by placement type 
 
Total number of placements for the total time in care 
 
Length of time in care (total) by placement type 
 
Length of time in each setting by placement types for youth with 1, 
2, 3, and 4 or more placements 
 
Number of total placements prior to exit for all children exiting care 
within the year by last placement setting 
 
Reasons for moves to new care setting by new placement setting and 
previous placement setting 

Maintain 
Family 
Connections 

Visits between child and siblings 
 
Caseworker visits with child and with parent 
 
Visits between child and parents 
 
Number/percent of youth placed with siblings by placement type 
 
Number/percent of youth placed within 50 miles of place of removal 
 
Number/percent of children remaining in original school after 
removal from home 
 
Visits between child and relatives 

Well-Being 
(Health, 
Mental Health, 
Dental, 
Education) 

Medical services approved/recommended and those received 
 
Physical services recommended and those received 
 
Attendance at home school after removal 
 
Mental health services recommended and those received 
 
Number/percent of children in each of the watchful oversight 
categories by placement type 
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Interviews with SHINES (the current SACWIS system in Georgia) staff indicate that all 

of the measures/outcomes listed above are possible to calculate based on current SHINES 

data elements. However, not all of the data measures are currently calculated, some have 

not been calculated at all at this time and would require the creation of entirely new data 

queries within the SHINES database. The staff also indicated that the calculation of all of 

the measures on a regular basis would require significant additional resources, both 

human capital and financial.   

 

Primary sources of potential data include:  

• SHINES – The SACWIS system for the state which collects all of the child 

welfare data (including the Adoption and Foster Care Reporting and Analysis 

System (AFCARS) and National Child Abuse and Neglect Data System 

(NCANDS) specific data). This would be the source for any recommendations 

that would require data down to the county level of analysis. It is important to 

note that not all data elements are required entry by caseworkers and some of the 

key data elements (i.e., assessment tools, case visit data) are only recorded as text 

fields or PDF files rather than data elements available for analysis. SHINES is 

also not fully integrated with all of the other relevant data from partners such as 

the Department of Behavioral Health. 

 

• PEAS (Program Evaluation and Analysis Section) – This unit gathers data from 

detailed case record reviews that are very similar to the reviews conducted as part 

of the Child and Family Service Review. The Unit works on an 18 month 

calendar visiting every region once per 18 months. Cases are selected by the state 

office using a stratified random sampling procedure which ensures a 

representative sampling of cases with some CPS family preservation, 

investigation, and foster care cases included.   

Some of the other information that was gathered from the interviews with key staff 

included:  

• The single biggest challenge facing any recommendations regarding data is a 

resource challenge. Both SHINES and the Data Analysis Accountability Research 
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and Evaluation (DAARE) unit are short on financial and personnel resources to 

create new and additional reports on a regular or ad hoc basis. If any new reports 

or ongoing data monitoring is recommended, additional resources will also need 

to be part of the recommendation. 

 

• SHINES will be rolling out a Provider portal section which will allow providers 

to make changes to child placement and alert child welfare staff if a particular 

child is not showing up in the provider records – this should improve the quality 

of the data on placement moves. 

 

• The Field Operations Review Guide (FORG), which is a short version of the 

CFSR and PEAS form, is being implemented in November 2009 on SHINES and 

will capture as many as 5 reviews per month (or more) per supervisor and county 

director in each county.  Cases for review for directors and supervisors will be 

selected randomly by the state and will include 2 foster care, 1 CPS family 

preservation case, and at least one investigation (and one more case of any of 

those three).  This review data will be collected in SHINES and is potentially 

available for analysis however there are concerns about how realistic the reviews 

are at this time, more data is needed and more experience needed by field staff in 

doing reviews before data is comparable to the state reviews. 

There was a review of key reports for central data measures and elements that are already 

monitored on an ongoing basis and below is a brief summary of those findings. 

• The PIP is consistent with the Task Force’s recommended Outcome Measures.  

SHINES data is used in the PIP to track the performance on Permanency 1 

(Permanency 2: Timeliness of Adoptions – Composite score) and Safety 

(Maltreatment in Foster Care).  Most of the PIP reporting is based on the PEAS 

data collected at the regional level and will eventually include some of the FORG 

data that is beginning to be collected. 
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• The Child and Family Services Plan (FFY2010-2014) also relies heavily on 

measures that are part of the PEAS case reviews.  The CFSP also includes some 

data from SHINES such as length of investigation and every child every month 

visits by caseworkers. 

 

• The FY09 Annual Progress and Services Report used the following measures, 

which were all gathered from data within the SHINES system: (1) Rate and 

number of substantiated maltreatment incidents during the fiscal year; (2) Number 

of substantiated, repeat child maltreatment incidents within a 12-month period; 

(3) Number of clients receiving family preservation services; (4) Rate (% increase 

or decrease) and number of children entering foster care; (5) Reduction in the 

number and rate of children who experienced multiple placements prior to family 

reunification or permanent placement; (6) Average # of placement moves during 

an episode of out of home care; (7) Average length of time in care (months) for 

children to reach a positive permanency goal; (8) Child maltreatment in Foster 

Homes; (9) Relative Home Placements. 
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Slide 1 

Community Based Alternatives for Youth 
(CBAY)

Collaboration with DFCS

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 2 
H’s and W’s of CBAY
Who - Target Population
What – CMS: 5 year demonstration project
When: 5 year federal fiscal year 2008 – 2012
Where: Implementation Plan
Why - Keep kids in the least restrictive
environment and to showcase cost neutrality
How – Implement a high fidelity wraparound
approach with families, with an array of non
Medicaid services

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 3 
is CBAY?

PRTF Waiver demonstration grant bringing 
Care Management Entities and High Fidelity 
Wraparound to the State 

Funding source for NON-MEDICAID support 
services

Community Alternative to Psychiatric 
Residential Treatment Facility

What

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 
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Slide 4 
is CBAY NOT?

Wraparound Services
Care Management Entity (CME)
The same thing as ICSP
The old CST Teams
A substitute for the System of Care or 
LIPTs

What

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 5 
Target Population

(1) Children and youth with serious emotional and behavioral 
disturbances who have a primary diagnosis of mental illness as 
identified in the DSM-IV (or most current version) and who are 
placed in or at risk of placement in a Psychiatric Residential 
Treatment Facility; AND

(2) youth/young adults age 18 through 21 with a primary diagnosis 
of mental illness as identified in the DSM-IV (or most current 
version) who are placed in or at risk of placement in a Psychiatric 
Residential Treatment Facility. 

CBAY grant will provide coverage for children who are enrolled 
in a CMO, however the process for their enrollment in the 
project has not been determined.
Total number of slots over 5 years is 341 unduplicated youth

Who?

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 6 Implementation 
Plan

Waiver Start Date – August 3, 2009

Regional Plan
Region 3 and KidsNet NW, GRN and Savannah

(8/3/09 – 9/30/09)
Regions 1, 2, 3 and KidsNet Savannah 

(10/1/09 – 9/30/10)
Regions 1-5

(10/1/10 – 9/30/11)
Statewide 

(10/1/11 – 9/30/12)

When & Where?

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 
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Slide 7 
Desired Outcomes

Reduce the length of stay in out-of-
home placements 

Increase the number of youth receiving 
community-based services transitioned 
or diverted from PRTFs. 

Demonstrate Cost Neutrality

Why?

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 8 Through High Fidelity   
Wraparound

Support Services Funded through CBAY
Care Management
Family Support and Training
Respite
Customized Goods and Services
Supported Employment
Transportation
Consultative Clinical & Therapeutic Services
Wraparound – unskilled
Financial Support Services
Community Guide
Community Transition Services

How?

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 9 

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 
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Slide 10 
Benefits to DFCS

CBAY can assist with achieving 
permanency
CBAY can maintain youth in community
CBAY can be implemented in foster and 
group homes
CBAY provides family support

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 11 
Benefits to DFCS cont’d.

CBAY utilizes wraparound process
Inclusion of FTM requirements into CFT 
action plan

CBAY can assist in achieving CFSR PIP 
goals/objectives
CBAY can assist with “Kenny A” goals
CBAY has a compatible vision with 
DFCS

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 12 
System of Care and High Fidelity 
Wraparound Initiatives in Georgia

System of Care is the larger picture – it is the connecting 
of all service delivery systems for youth and their 
families.

Local Interagency Planning Teams (LIPTs)
Regional Interagency Action Teams (RIATs)

High Fidelity Wraparound is currently targeted to address 
the needs of youth with complex needs and/or in danger 
of out of home placement. It is an approach to service 
delivery that needs to be supported by a system of care.

CBAY with additional support services
CME Implementation Project/KidsNet NW

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 
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Slide 13 
Support Based on Intensity of Need

80%

15%

Intense 
Intervention

Level

Universal Health
Promotion

Level

Targeted 
Intervention

Level

Full Wrap 
Process

Core and Specialty 
Services

General 

Services
Less 

complex 
needs

More 
complex 

needs

2%

3%

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 14 High Fidelity Wraparound in Georgia
is housed in Care Management Entities 
(CMEs)

2%

3%

High Fidelity Wraparound with 
CBAY Support Services

•Must meet PRTF Level of Care Criteria

•Target Population Defined by CBAY Project

High Fidelity Wraparound through 
CME Implementation/KidsNet NW
•At risk of meeting PRTF Level of Care Criteria

•Target Populations Defined by Specific CMEs

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 15 
Role of DFCS in High Fidelity Wraparound

Engagement Phase
Care Coordinator partners with DFCS case 
manager
Care Coordinator and DFCS case manager 
define and clarify their roles to the case
Care Coordinator and DFCS case manager 
discuss how CBAY can support permanency 
plan

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 
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Slide 16 
Role of DFCS cont’d

Planning Phase
DFCS case worker participates in all Child 
and Family Team meetings

Child and Family Team assist DFCS in 
coordinating goals and objectives of 
permanency plan with the family action plan 
developed in the meeting.
Creates opportunity for family vision and DFCS 
vision to be cohesive and shared
Effective teaming streamlines caseloads

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 17 
Role of DFCS cont’d

Implementation Phase
Child and Family Team assists DFCS case 
manager in ensuring goals of permanency 
plan are achieved
Has the family reached DFCS goals and has 
permanency been achieved?

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 18 
Role of DFCS cont’d

Transition Phase
DFCS agrees permanency has been 
achieved
Child and Family Team, including DFCS 
case manager, addresses transition plan to 
ensure maintenance of achieved goals 
regarding permanency

Reunification
Long Term Foster Care

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 
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Slide 19 
Liability

Safety is always number one!!
PRTF
Community Crisis Stabilization Resources

Crisis Stabilization Programs
Mobile Crisis Units
Core and Specialty Services

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 20 
CBAY Questions

cbayquestions@dhr.state.ga.us

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 
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